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Nanometer-scale particles of the noble metals have been used for decades as con-
trast enhancement agents in electron microscopy. Over the past several years it
has been demonstrated that these particles also function asexcellent contrast agents
for optical imaging techniques. The resonant optical scattering they exhibit en-
ables scattering cross sections that may be many orders of magnitude greater than
the analogous efficiency factor for fluorescent dye molecules. Biologically rele-
vant labeling with nanoparticles generally results in aggre ates containing a few to
several tens of particles. The electrodynamic coupling betwe n particles in these
aggregates produces observable shifts in the resonance-scatt ring spectrum. This
dissertation provides a theoretical analysis of the scattering from nanoparticle ag-
gregates. The key objectives are to describe this scattering behavior qualitatively
and to provide numerical codes usable for modeling its application to biomedical
engineering. Considerations of the lowest-order dipole-dipole coupling lead to sim-
ple qualitative predictions of the behavior of the spectralproperties of the optical
cross sections as they depend on number of particles, inter-particle spacing, and
aggregate aspect ratio. More comprehensive analysis usingthe multiple-particle T-
matrix formalism allows the elaboration of more subtle cross-section spectral fea-
tures depending on the interactions of the electrodynamic collective-modes of the
vi
aggregate, of individual-particle modes, and of modes associated with groups of
particles within the aggregate sub-structure. In combinatio these analyses and the
supporting numerical code-base provide a unified electrodynamic approach which
facilitates interpretation of experimental cross sectionspectra, guides the design of
new biophysical experiments using nanoparticle aggregates, nd enables optimal
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For centuries, nanometer-scale particles of the noble metals have been used for
the coloring of glass [1]. For example, if gold is dissolved in the hot glass melt
and appropriate thermal annealing is applied after solidification, a range of colors
from deep ruby red to violet can be produced. These colors areassociated with
the extinction cross section of a dispersion of gold particles in the glass with mean
diameter of about40nm. Colloidal dispersions of metals in an appropriate solvent
manifest similar effects, with the specifics of the transmitted and reflected colors
depending critically on the complex permittivity of the metal, and somewhat less
critically on particle size [2]. The first relatively complete theory explaining this
behavior was developed by Gustav Mie and published in 1908 [3]. In 1909, Peter
Debye extended Mie’s theory and provided additional mathematical interpretation
[4]. A hundred years later, it is still largely Debye’s work thais used when drawing
qualitative generalizations from Mie scattering theory.
During the late 1970s and the 1980s, observations stimulated by the popularity of
surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) led to recognition of the significant
enhancement of the electric field at the surface of particlesn an optical field [5, 6].
An implication of this field enhancement is the dipole-dipole coupling between
closely spaced particles, which produces a wavelength shift and a broadening in the
scattering and extinction cross sections [7].
The labeling of molecules of biological interest with antibody-conjugated colloidal
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gold (Au) is the so-calledimmunogoldtechnique. Over the last several decades this
technique has been centrally important in enabling the use in biological and med-
ical research of transmission electron microscopy (TEM)[8, 9, 10] and, to a lesser
degree, of scanning electron microscopy (SEM)[11, 12, 13]. The high electron
density of Au (for TEM) and its efficient emission of secondary nd back-scattered
electrons (for SEM) are associated with significantly enhanced contrast compared
to unlabeled biological materials.
Over the past several years it has been demonstrated that colloidal particles function
as excellent contrast enhancement agents for optical imaging techniques as well. As
might be expected, the initial use of nanoparticles in optical echniques started with
SERS [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] but was quickly expanded to include more common imag-
ing techniques [19, 20, 21, 22]. The resonant optical scattering exhibited by these
particles enables scattering cross sections that may be many orders of magnitude
greater than the analogous efficiency factor for fluorescentdye molecules. In ad-
dition, the conjugation chemistry developed and validatedfor electron microscopy
can be used essentially without modification.
For diagnostic applications, especially in molecular cellbiology, the target
molecules often occur in dimers, or in clusters containing afew tens of molecules.
A result is that the antibody-conjugated nanoparticles bind as pairs, or as aggregates
with number distribution analogous to that of the target molecu es [22]. In many
practical cases the spacing between nanoparticles is smallenough that the result-
ing dipole-dipole coupling produces significant changes inthe scattering spectrum
[7, 19, 22].
Although essentially complete in its physical formulation, Mie’s analysis can be
generalized and expressed in a more convenient modern form,in particular, in the
form stipulated by T-matrix (transfer-operator) theory, which was developed by Wa-
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terman and published in 1965[23]. The articles of Barber and Yeh [24], Kiselev et
al. [25], and Mishchenko et al. [26] exemplify state of the art for application of
the T-matrix formalism. These articles present an approachthat is practical for the
treatment of arbitrary incident fields and arbitrarily shaped (albeit homogeneous)
dielectric bodies. The extension of this approach to dielectric bodies with volume
inhomogeneity appears feasible. The article by Barber and Yeh is especially valu-
able because it provides a qualitative comparison of scattering from spherical and
non-spherical bodies, in addition to providing a useful over-all summary of work
in the field regarding non-spherical bodies. Although the approach discussed in all
three of these articles is presented in terms of scattering fom dielectric bodies, it is
applicable with minimal modification to scattering from metals.
Gouesbet et al. [27, 28] present a much less useful “generalized Mie technique.”
These authors deal with generalized incident fields for a spherical dielectric body
but, unfortunately, their method of generalization does not easily lend itself to qual-
itative interpretation. To their credit, however, their results do have some practical
application given their treatment of a Gaussian incident field, and they do provide
useful results for radiative balance and radiation pressure effects.
Much modern theoretical work dealing with electrodynamic scattering focuses on
scattering from aggregates composed of multiple scattering centers. This work
includes several specialties such as the theory of theeffectivedielectric constant
of composite nanoparticle media [29, 30], the modeling of photonic crystal struc-
tures [31], and the scattering theory of terrestrial clouds and astrophysical nebulae
[26, 32, 33].
In principle, once the exact co-ordinates of the particles making up an aggregate
are known, the scattering cross section can be calculated exactly. For the case of
an aggregate composed of multiple, independently scattering particles, this calcu-
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lation is accomplished by averaging the single particle cross section over a suitable
statistical distribution [26]. When scattering from the particles is not independent,
although the theory is much more complicated to implement, it is well understood
[34, 35]. In practice, the calculation involved is tractable only for aggregates com-
prised of a limited number of particles and, even if the scattering cross section can
be calculated exactly or arrived at using numerical techniques, it is difficult to infer
qualitative behavior.
A successful approach to obtaining qualitative behavior for scattering from aggre-
gates has been to focus on the transition from a collection ofi dependently scat-
tering objects to a collection of objects undergoing dipole-dipole coupling (or cou-
pling of higher multipole order). With this approach it is possible to understand the
qualitative effects of coupling on the scattering cross section.
With respect to qualitative behavior, it is also useful to focus on scattering from ran-
dom aggregates. It should not be surprising that, given his sub tantial contributions
to Mie theory, Debye initiated work in this area [36, 37]. As with many sub-fields
of physics, for its most general case this is an area awaitingdevelopment of suitable
mathematical theory [32]. However, when the effect of random particle positions
can be quantified, it is often discovered that studying the scattering from an ideal
non-random aggregate provides quite useful insight into the scattering behavior of
the actual structure [38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. In many of the applications of interest to
this dissertation, the properties of the ideal aggregate’sscattering cross section can
be shown to be so close to those of the actual aggregate that they can be treated as
identical.
This dissertation presents a theoretical analysis of the scattering from nanoparti-
cle aggregates. The key objectives are to describe the scattering behavior qualita-
tively and to provide numerical codes usable for modeling applications in biomed-
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ical engineering. Thus, although a general analysis is provided where possible, the
specifics of possible biomedical applications guide the discus ion.
Chapter2 begins with a discussion of basic electrodynamic considerations, includ-
ing the definition of a material permittivity function suitable for use with the noble
metals. This function is required for the calculation of anycross section, and is
experimentally derived except that small phenomenological corrections are made
for particle size. The transfer operator (T-matrix) formalism is then presented in the
context of the Vector Spherical Wave (VSW) basis, as an expression for the electro-
dynamics of a single particle system. This includes the derivation of the T-matrix
coefficients for a spherical particle, and an overview of thetechnique as applied to
particles with arbitrarily-shaped boundary surfaces.
Chapter3 uses considerations based on the radial dependence and angular symme-
try of the dipole near fields to develop a set of simple,qualitativerules governing
the behavior of the wavelength-integrated magnitude of theoptical cross sections of
nanoparticle aggregates as well as of their spectral properties. These rules provide
a guideline both to assist in the interpretation of experimental results and to assist
in the design of new experiments.
Chapter4 discusses the extension of the T-matrix formalism to multiple-particle
structures. An overview of the derivation of thetranslationoperator for the VSW
basis is presented and, in combination with the details of Chapter 2, this in turn
leads to the expression of the multiple-particle T-matrix in terms of the T-matrices
of the isolated particles.
Chapter5 discusses the specifics of the numerical code-base developed f r pro-
gramming of the single-particle and multiple-particle T-matrix calculations. This
includes discussion of design considerations affecting the structure of the code-
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base and includes as well an overview of current capabilities and possible future
extensions. This chapter is supported by details presentedi Appendix1.
Chapter6 applies the unique perspective afforded by the multiple-particle T-matrix
technique to the elucidation of deeper considerations affecting the electrodynamic
behavior of aggregate structures. Specifically, the interac ions between the collec-
tive modes and internal per-particle modes are considered,as are details relating to
the distinction between non-radiating and radiating components of the inter-particle
near-fields. In combination with the simple rules presentedin Chapter3, this analy-
sis allows new insight to be garnered from existing experimental results but is pos-
sibly of even greater importance because of its potential contribution to the design
of aggregate structures usable in new experimental applications.
Finally, Appendix1 presents an abridged reference manual for the numerical codes
that produced the figures and calculations presented in the diss rtation and thus that
underlie much of the analysis presented. The inclusion of this reference manual
may contribute to the comprehensibility of some of the specifics of that analysis
and, in addition, enables the discussion in Chapter5 to have precise connection
to the specific naming conventions used by, and the classes and utility methods




2.1 The material permittivity function





Most generally, it is asserted that the induced fields~D and ~B depend on the electric
and magnetic fields~E and ~H at all past times and throughout all of space. Issues
of causality must be considered here, but any relativistic considerations are beyond
the scope of the discussion. The lack oftemporallocality is known asfrequency
dispersion, and the lack ofspatial locality asspatial dispersion[43].
Considering Equation2.1 only, even for isotropic materials the result is atensor
permittivity [43]
ǫij(ω,~k) =ǫT (ω, k)(δij − kikj/k
2) + ǫL(ω, k)kikj/k
2, (2.3)
whereǫT andǫL are thetransverseandlongitudinalpermittivity respectively.
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It can be shown that for particle radii such thatr ≫ vf/ω the effect of the longi-
tudinal permittivity may be neglected. In fact, in this casespatial dispersion may
also be neglected (see further discussion in Section2.2.5). Herevf is theFermive-
locity, andvf/ω is the characteristic distance traveled by the carriers in one optical
cycle. This allows the transverse permittivity to be considered exclusively and the
dependence on~k to be neglected in the Relations2.1and2.2.
For a successful theoretical treatment, some form of dielectric permittivity function
must be used in the electrodynamic constitutive relations.For the nonmagnetic
materials considered here, only Equation2.1 will be of concern and2.2 will be
utilized with µ = µ0. In this section a dielectric permittivity will be proposed
that is sufficient for the present objectives. Key phenomenological features of the
permittivity of metals and dielectric materials will be described. For the most part,
discussion of the quantum mechanical behavior responsiblefor these features will
be beyond the scope of discussion.
The requirement for causality is enforced by switching to the time domain, and here
2.1becomes
~D(t) = ǫ0 ~E(t) + ǫ0
∫ ∞
0
χ(τ) ~E(t− τ)dτ . (2.4)
This is the most general causal electrodynamic constitutive relation for the electric
fields [43, pg. 266]. It is immediately obvious that, for the time-domain integral to
converge, the Fourier transform of the complex susceptibility χ(ω) must be analytic
in the upper-halfω-plane. The Kramers-Kronig dispersion relations follow directly
from this requirement [44, pg. 334]:



















HereP meansCauchy principle value. These dispersion relations are important
in that they allow the reconstruction of the permittivity function from empirical
measurement of the reflectivity alone. To accomplish this objective a closely related










Here the angleθ is the phase change in the fields upon reflection at normal inci-
dence. Equation2.7relates the complex reflection coefficientR o the measurement
of the reflectivity|R|2, and therefore can be used through the Fresnel reflectance
formulas to reconstruct the permittivity.
2.1.1 A simple model
A simplest model of the susceptibility functionχ(ω) = ǫ(ω)
ǫ0
− 1 for materials treats
the behavior of the bound and free electrons separately. Thetotal susceptibility is
then the sum of the components.
For bound electrons with a single resonance atω = ωi of width γi andoscillator
strengthfi the contribution to the susceptibility is [44, pg. 310]
χib(ω) =
fi
ω2 − ω2i − iωγi
. (2.8)
For free electrons with number densityn, Z electrons per atom, andeffective mass











In Equation2.9 the effect of the electron mean-free pathle is implicitly included
in the collision frequency termγe = vF /le [44, pg. 313]. Most generally, an
appropriate combination of resonance terms with a free electron term including a
suitable collision frequency will accurately model the susceptibility of almost any
material.
The effect of the individual terms is as follows [44, pg.310]:
• whenω is sufficiently less than anyωib, χ(ω) is positive;
• asω passes above a givenωib, χ(ω) decreases in magnitude;
• and finally, whenω is greater than everyωib and also greater thanωp, χ(ω) is
negative.
The possibility ofχ(ω) < −1 will be seen to be a key requirement for resonance
scattering (see discussion in Section2.2.3.1).
Note that for a semiconducting material with an energy gapEg = ~ωg, for ω suffi-
ciently aboveωg all of the electrons may be treated as free and so, for sufficiently
high frequencies, metals and dielectrics behave similarly[45]. Realistically, this
does not occur until the x-ray region atω ≈ 1016s−1, or λ ≈ 10nm.
This simple model of the susceptibility will be used in the discussion of qualitative
features of scattering behavior. In addition, the model is used to correct the empiri-
cally obtained bulk dielectric permittivity for the effects of particle size comparable
to the electron mean-free pathle. Starting with an empirically obtained dielectric
function, the free-electron contribution is extracted using the high-ω asymptotic
behavior. This extraction is facilitated by using known values for the plasma fre-
quencyωp, the electron effective massm∗, and the Fermi velocityvF , and its ob-
jective is to obtain the collision frequencyγe. The bulk mean-free pathle = vF /γe
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Here a is an empirically determined weighting factor andr is the radius of the
particle, or some other appropriate dimension (such as shell thickness). Finally, the
dielectric function is re-assembled [29]. This form of dielectric function is utilized
in the computer codes discussed in Chapter5.
2.1.2 Empirical measurement
With respect to empirically measured dielectric functionsfor the noble metals, the
data by Christy et al. [46] are the most widely cited and used. These measurements
include data for Ag, Au, and Cu. With the addition of Pt (which has a resonance
in the UV [30] and so is not as useful in the current work) these metals are those
primarily utilized in biological labeling applications.
The measurement of the dielectric function of a bulk material generally includes
the following three steps [45]:
1. A reliable method is found for measuring the reflectivityR over the widest
possible frequency range.
2. A technique to extend the data at the high and low frequencydpoints is
selected.
3. A Kramers-Kronig inversion (Equation2.7) is used to construct the complex
permittivity from the real reflectivity data.
Since essentially all measurements of the dielectric susceptibility include the
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Kramers-Kronig inversion step, it is important to considerthe mathematical lim-
itations of this step.
In its most general form, a Kramers-Kronig relation specifies a relationship between
some desired target function, at a single value ofω, and the integral of another
function, over an infinite range ofω. However, any actual experiment necessar-
ily involves measurement over a limited range ofω and can only include a finite
number of discrete values.
Analysis by Milton et al. [47] provides a precisely defined set of boundary functions
constraining the accuracy of the reconstruction of the target function. For example,
the permittivity ǫ(ω) = ǫ1(ω) + iǫ2(ω) may be used, whereǫ1 and ǫ2 are real
functions with suitable analytic behavior. Measurements of ǫ2 are taken over a
finite range of closely spaced values ofω as well as measurements ofǫ1 at a few
values ofω. Here the appropriate relation is Equation2.5, written here as










Since the target functionǫ1 is known at several points, the discrepancy between
the target function and its reconstruction must be zero at these points. Using these
measured values along with additional requirements on the analytic behavior of the
discrepancy function, a hierarchy of rational boundary functions is constructed. At
each level of the hierarchy more data points are used, and theboundary constraints
for the reconstruction of the target function become more precise.
Provided that the measurements ofǫ2 are sufficiently close together inω that no res-
onances fall between successiveω values, the hierarchy of boundary functions may
be used to accomplish several useful objectives. First, error in the reconstruction
of ǫ1 may be assessed. Second, validity of a targetǫ1 obtained usingǫ2 data may
be tested. (A failure would indicate problems in some aspectof the measurement.)
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Third, consistency ofǫ2 data taken over disjoint ranges ofω, perhaps using different
methods, may be evaluated.
It should be noted that so far the permittivity data of Christye al. [46] have been
validated largely by direct comparison with data taken by other groups who have in
many cases employed alternative measurement methods. The abov nalysis should
prove useful for processing new measurements of permittivity, for example, when
validating measurements as they become available of the longitudinal permittivity
over the optical frequency range.
2.2 T-matrix formalism
The most popular approach to the discussion of the single-particle scattering cross
section uses the Rayleigh approximation. Although this approximation is certainly
appropriate for nanometer-scale particles, it is rather quickly violated during prac-
tical application. For example, the requirement thatkr ≪ 1 is clearly violated at
r = 1/k which is about100nm at visible wavelengths. Since particles larger than
r = 80nm are often used in applications of resonance scattering, a completely gen-
eral theory will be introduced at this point. The small-radius limit of the theory
will be shown to be the Rayleigh approximation, and the effects of features of the
dielectric permittivity will then be discussed within thisl mit.
T-matrix formalism, based on the use of the system transfer op ator, enables an el-
egant treatment of electromagnetic scattering. This formalis is completely equiva-
lent to Mie theory when applied to spherical scatterers and is generalizable to allow
any incident field with arbitrarily shaped scatterers [26].
The system transfer operator approach is based on the formalspecification
~Es = T ~Ei.
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Here the electric field vectors for the incident~Ei and scattered~Es fields are indi-
cated, although the magnetic fields may also be used.
The transfer operatorT is a linear operator, and it is usually expressed in matrix
form although care must be used because, in going between~Ei a d ~Es, the fields
usually switch between regular and outgoing waves.
2.2.1 Vector spherical wave (VSW) basis
A suitable basis must be chosen for representing the transfer operator. For objects
consisting of closed, smooth boundary surfaces, the vectorspherical waves (VSW)
are often appropriate. Although any type of basis may be used, provided that it is
complete, it is important to consider convergence of the numerical representation.
For objects with uniform aspect ratio, a spherically symmetric basis is almost al-
ways the best choice. With readily available computationalhardware and software,
using IEEE-754double precision1, the VSW can be practically implemented up
to a multipole order of aboutl = 150, which allows accurate calculation for particle
radii r up to aboutkr = 100 [48].
The transverse VSW are the simultaneous eigenfunctions of the transverse vector
Helmholtz operator{∇×∇×}, the total angular momentum operator{−~r×∇} and
the azimuthal angular momentum operator{−~ρ × ∇}. For a given eigenfunction
~Mlm
∇×∇× ~Mlm = k
2 ~Mlm,
−~r ×∇ ~Mlm = l(l + 1) ~Mlm, and
−~ρ×∇ ~Mlm = m ~Mlm.
1IEEE-754 double precision has a 53-bit mantissa, and an 11-bit exponent.
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Here~ρ is the transverse radial vector. With the addition of the analogous eigen-
functions for the longitudinal vector Laplacian operator{∇∇·}, the VSW form
a complete set of vector functions for radiative fields with agiven wave-number.
There are many excellent derivations of the explicit structure of these functions
[44, 49, 50, 51]. Here the derivation follows [49] and [50].
For the boundary condition requirements of many problems, it i essential to sep-
arate the VSW intotransversefunctions ~Mlm and ~Nlm with ∇ · ~Mlm = 0, and
longitudinal functions~Llm with ∇ × ~Llm = 0. Unfortunately, althoughclosed
andcompleteunder the appropriate Helmholtz operators, this{ ~Mlm, ~Nlm, ~Llm} set
is not fully orthogonal (see Equation2.15). For this reason, a two-tiered scheme
has been developed for the application of the VSW. This scheme consists of the
transverse and longitudinal functions{ ~Mlm, ~Nlm, ~Llm} but is expressed in terms of
a fully orthonormal set of vector spherical harmonics{~Plm, ~Blm, ~Clm} combined
with a suitable radial function. Various normalization conve tions are followed in
the literature. Here the convention in Tsang [49] is used, but with the spherical





l′m′(n̂) = δll′δmm′ .
In addition, the present scheme normalizes the functions{~Plm, ~Blm, ~Clm}. These
choices eliminate the usual requirement for the separationof the fields into even and
odd components, which separation adds unnecessary complexity to many deriva-
tions.
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~r ×∇ (Ylm(n̂)) (2.11)
form a complete basis under the angular momentum operators [50, pg. 1900].
Note that only~Plm has a radial component. In comparison to Jackson [44], the
~Clm = ~Xlm, where the~Xlm are the vector spherical harmonics as defined by Jack-
son. These~Xlm are a useful simplification but are problematic in that the longitu-
dinal elements are omitted and therefore the basis is incomplete.










l′m′ = 0, (2.12)
where~Ulm here represents any member of the set{~Plm, ~Blm, ~Clm}, with ~Vlm a dif-
ferent member of the same set. The notation
∫
Ω
dΩ designates integration over the
solid angle.



























l (x) . . .} as appropriate to the boundary condi-
tions. The normalized radial coordinate isx = kr, and the prime symbol indicates
differentiation with respect to the argument.
The explicit normalization of the VSW is
∫
Ω
dΩ ~Mlm(x, n̂) · ~M
∗





























































In application, the lack of orthogonality between~Llm and ~Nlm is treated either
by using the orthonormality of the{~Plm, ~Blm, ~Clm} or through appropriate source
current considerations such as localization.
The curl equations for the transverse VSW are:
∇× ~Ml = k ~Nl
∇× ~Nl = k ~Ml. (2.16)
A necessary addition formula that allows simplification of the scattering cross sec-
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Hereβ̂ is an arbitrary unit vector (e.g. field polarization) andP ′l (x) is the derivative
of the Legendre function of the first kind of degreel. This formula can be derived
from the addition formula for theYlm (see Jackson [44, pg. 110]). The relationship
between~Blm and ~Clm in Equations2.11implies an analogous formula for the~Blm.
Also required for cross-section calculations is the expansion of an incident plane
wave of polarization̂β and propagation vector~ki
~Ei = β̂E0e
i~ki·~r.
This expansion can be derived from integral formulas for thevector spherical har-





















l−1 ~B∗lm · β̂
∗E0. (2.18)
Here the superscript (1) indicates use of radial functions that areregular at the
origin (i.e. jl(x)).
2.2.2 T-matrix for a sphere: Mie scattering theory
This section presents a derivation of the transfer operatorfor a spherical scatterer.
The derivation follows Stratton [52] and Aden [53] but uses the normalization con-
vention discussed above. The derivation is technically equivalent to that of Mie [3].
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Note that the Mie solution is often considered exact, but this is not correct for media
with a significant free-electron contribution to the dielectric permittivity. This point
will be elaborated at the end of the section.
The incident electric field is expanded in vector spherical wves (VSW). Time de-












The magnetic induction is obtained from Faraday’s law






























































The parameter of the radial functions in the VSW isx = kr where the wave-number
k can bekt or k depending on the region involved. The subscriptt indicates the re-
gion internal to the sphere and no subscript indicates the surrounding region. The
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superscript(1) indicates a radial function regular at the origin (jl(x)). The super-
script(3) indicates a radial function asymptotic toeikR/R asR→∞ corresponding
to an outgoing wave (h(1)l (x)).
For a source free region, the boundary conditions on the tangential components of
the fields are










These tangential components are most easily read from the Equations2.11and2.13,
noting that the radial component is contained completely within the ~Plm. More for-
mally, this is equivalent to taking the dot product of the fields with ~C∗lm and~r × ~C
∗
lm,
and performing the integral over the solid angle. Four independent equations are































































Note here that, for the derivation of the T-matrix, the incident-field coefficientsa(i)lm
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l (x) 0 jl(xt) 0
0 −xh
(1)











































































jl(x) 0 jl(xt) 0
xjl(x) −xh
(1)



































l (x) 0 jl(xt) 0
0 −xh
(1)












































l (x) jl(x) jl(xt) 0
0 xjl(x) 0 xtjl(xt)
0 xt [xjl(x)]

































l (x) 0 jl(xt) 0
0 −xh
(1)


























































x2t jl(xt) · {xjl(x)}
′ − x2jl(x) · {xtjl(xt)}
′





l (x) · {xtjl(xt)}
′
. (2.21)
These coefficients are proportional to the analogous coefficients derived by Mie but
are normalized with respect to the multipole content of the incident field. Note that
the coefficients are independent of the azimuthal indexm, and note also that there
is no coupling between the transverse electric~Mlm and transverse magnetic~Nlm
fields. This symmetry of the coefficients is to be expected fora spherical scatterer
of nonmagnetic material.
2.2.2.1 Truncation criterion
To practically apply the T-matrix for the sphere, a suitabletruncation criterion must
be specified. The most useful criterion was originally derivd by Debye [4] from
22
the asymptotic behavior of the spherical Hankel functions.I the limit x≪ l these







l (x) ≈ −i(2l − 1)!!x
−l−1. (2.23)


















It follows immediately that forl much larger than the radius of the sphere in optical
units, theTlm become exponentially small. Given a numerical calculationof the
coefficients for a representative sphere, this behavior is illu trated in Figure2.1.
Two aspects of this behavior are particularly useful for an intuitive understanding
of it. The first is that the radius of the sphere has direct analogy to theimpact pa-
rameterfor scattering collisions in classical mechanics. For a collisi n, the amount
of angular momentum that can be transferred scales directlywi h the impact pa-
rameter. The second aspect is thatr diating fields in a homogeneous medium
cannot support detail with dimension significantly less than the wavelength, over
optical length-scales greater than the highest multipole order contributing to the
fields. When referred to the fields at the surface of the sphere,this corresponds to
the mathematical requirement that the coefficients for highl-order VSW must be
negligible.
A modern computational evaluation due to Wiscombe[55] provides precise formu-





x + 4x1/3 + 1 0.02 ≤ x ≤ 8
x + 4.05x1/3 + 2 8 < x < 4200
x + 4x1/3 + 2 4200 ≤ x ≤ 20000
, (2.26)
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Figure 2.1: Modulus of T-matrix coefficients for a dielectrisphere of radiusxt =
50.
wherex = kr is the particle radius in optical units andlmax is the maximum multi-
pole order required to achieve IEEE-754double precision accuracy. The specific
truncation order specified by these formulas is only slightly influenced by specifics
of the dielectric permittivity of the particle.
2.2.3 Extinction and scattering cross sections
For many applications, the optical intensity is the known parameter and the fields
are measured only indirectly. Calculation of the intensity requires a relationship
between the T-matrix coefficients and the extinction and scattering cross sections.
Given an incident plane wave of unit intensity and polarization β̂, the absorption
cross sectionσaβ is the rate of energy loss within a surfaceS external to but com-
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pletely enclosing the scattering object. It is convenient to define the surfaceS as a






〈~S〉 · r̂ds. (2.27)














〈~S〉 · r̂ds =
∫
S








































Using the divergence theorem
∫
S




3x = 0, (2.31)
given that a transverse plane wave field has constant energy dnsity.
The scattering and extinction cross sectionsσsβ andσeβ follow the form of Equation
2.27with the substitution of~Ss or ~Se as appropriate.
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In order to illustrate the application of the VSW basis,σeβ will be calculated ex-













































Here the(1) superscript indicates regular fields proportional tojl(x) and the(3)
superscript indicates outgoing fieldsh(1)l (x)
2.
The integrand for the extinction cross section is





























































































In Equation2.33only the non-zero terms have been retained, and only the deriva-
tion for term(I) is shown explicitly. This step ends the first tier of the normalization
scheme: the{ ~Mlm, ~Nlm, ~Llm} basis has been used to apply the boundary condi-
tions on the transverse components of the fields. Note that a large part of this step
includes the calculation of the T-matrix for the sphere in Section2.2.2.






(x) also carry superscripts, denoting thekind of Hankel function involved, corresponding to
outgoing waveandincoming waveboundary conditions respectively.
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For the sake of brevity, additional sums for coupling between ~Mlm and ~Nlm and
for the transition betweenregular andoutgoingfields are omitted. In general, such
sums would be required for a numerical implementation.
In order to apply orthonormality at this point, the{ ~Mlm, ~Nlm} are re-expressed in
terms of the{~Plm, ~Blm, ~Clm}. In addition, sincex→∞ on the spherical surfaceS,












This means that the radial terms combine to unity forx ∈ S.
Equation2.33becomes

































The explicit expressions for the incident plane wave are substit ted from Equation
2.18:










































Using the sum rule from Equation2.17this becomes









The second term from Equation2.32is added and the result is integrated over the








































σaβ =σeβ − σsβ. (2.38)
2.2.3.1 Small radius limit
The asymptotic limits of Equations2.22and2.23also constrain the behavior of the












lǫs + (l + 1)ǫ
.
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The TNNlm for l = 1 correspond to dipole scattering, and the substitution of this




























An important distinction applies to this approximation. The Rayleigh approxima-
tion is always applicable for nonmagnetic particles provided the radius is suffi-
ciently small [2]. There may be a range of particle radii where the quadrupoleterm
is still negligible in comparison to the dipole term but the radial correction to the
dipole term accounts for a significant difference from the Rayleigh limit. For this
range of radii, although the Rayleigh approximation produces inaccurate results, the
dipoleapproximation is still applicable. Either the expansion ofthe electric dipole
term to the next order inr, or the evaluation of the complete term using a numerical
implementation of the spherical Bessel functions, may be used to obtain accurate
results. This transition away from the Rayleigh approximaton is illustrated in Fig-
ure2.2.
With respect to small particles, it is now possible to summarize the effect of the
form of the dielectric permittivity as discussed in Section2.1.1. It is immediately
seen that under no circumstances are there resonances present for the magnetic
T
MM
lm terms. In order for there to be resonances in the electricT
NN
lm terms, the per-
mittivity must be negative, and this corresponds to the free-el ctron portion of the
permittivity. In other words, for small particles either hig -ω or a metallic material
is required for optical resonances to exist. Finally, it canbe seen that, in addition
to the dipole resonances, higher-order resonances quicklybecome important when
x > 1 with details depending on the specific material. Silver is a material where
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Figure 2.2: Comparison between calculations of the Rayleighscattering cross sec-
tion and the Mie cross section for Au (x = 0.5). For particles of this size, the
difference between the two cross sections is entirely due tothe radial dependence
of the dipole term.
higher order resonances are readily seen. The onset of the quadrupole resonance
for Ag is shown in Figure2.3.
2.2.4 Arbitrary boundary surfaces
For objects described byarbitrary albeitclosedboundary surfaces a further gener-
alization of the T-matrix calculation is possible. This generalization was initially
proposed by Waterman [23] (that is, in the same publication largely responsible
for introduction of the T-matrix formalism itself). The approach involves the ex-
pression, of the fields internal to the object and of the fieldsscattered by the ob-
ject, within two regions defined by spherical boundary surfaces. The internal fields
30
Figure 2.3: Calculation of the Mie scattering cross section for Ag (x = 0.5) showing
sum of dipole and quadrupole contributions.
are expressed within a spherical boundary completely contained within the actual
boundary surface of the object, and the scattered fields are expressed outside of
a co-centered spherical boundary circumscribing the object’s boundary. Green’s
function methods are then used to match the boundary conditis on the continuity
of the in-surface components of the fields at the actual surface, using hypothetical
source-current distributions on the spherical surfaces. This technique is known as
theextended boundary condition(EBC) method.
Debye’s analysis of the dependence of the Mie coefficients onparticle radius[4]
also applies directly to the T-matrix coefficients for particles defined by arbitrarily-
shaped boundary surfaces[24]. Analogously to what is done for the Mie coeffi-
cients, this T-matrix-coefficient dependence is demonstrated through consideration
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of the magnitude of theirregular portion of the VSW basis functions at the object’s
boundary surface but, in the present case, this constrains the magnitude of the inte-
grands used during the integration steps of the EBC method (tat is, steps required
for application of the Green’s function technique).
A fact worth special notice is that, using this more general T-matrix technique,










where the expression‖T‖22 indicates the sum of the squared modulus of all of the
elements of the T-matrix (i.e., the square of theFrobeniusnorm) and the expression
Tr(T ) indicates thetrace of the T-matrix. Involving as it does thetrace of the T-
matrix, Formula2.42is particularly useful because it enables incremental monitor-
ing of the degree of convergence achieved during the cluster-centered T-matrix cal-
culation (see Section4.4.2). Formula2.41as initially proposed by Mishchenko[56]
for the orientationally-averaged scattering cross section was limited to objects with
azimuthalsymmetry, but it was later shown by Khlebtsov[57] to apply without this
restriction. Theseanalytic expressions for orientationally-averaged cross sections
represent a unique advantage of the T-matrix technique, onethat facilitates high-
speed computational evaluation of such cross sections.
Further discussion of this more general T-matrix techniqueis beyond the scope of
this dissertation except to note that an excellent review ofit is presented in Mis-
chenko [26].
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2.2.5 Limitations of the boundary conditions
Derivation of the T-matrix coefficients in preceding sections assumed boundary
conditions such that the in-surface components of the fieldswere continuous across
boundary surfaces. In this section an alternative to this assumption will be discussed
and constraints governing this assumption will be briefly explored.
For media with a significant free-electron contribution to the permittivity, in ad-
dition to thetransverseVSW longitudinalVSW must also be included within the
sphere [58]. When the internal fields are expanded, an additional boundary con-
dition requires the continuity of the radial component of the displacement current
[59]. This adds a slight additional complexity to the derivation of the T-matrix coef-
ficients for a sphere, which is otherwise analogous to the derivation just presented.








t jl(xt) · {xjl(x)}
























































ωp andvF are theplasma frequencyandFermi velocity, andτ is a phenomenological
relaxation time.
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To evaluate the effect of the inclusion of longitudinal VSW,Relation2.45is solved
numerically over the optical frequency range. Characteristic results from this cal-
culation are shown in Table2.1 for a frequencyω0 corresponding to a free-space
wavelength ofλ0 = 532nm . Values of the plasma frequencyωp and the Fermi
velocity vF are taken from Aschroft et al. [60]. A conservative relaxation time
τ = 100/ωp is used (see discussion in [58]). The concept ofskin depthis applica-
ble here and refers to the mean penetration depth for modes ofa given type. In the
present situation, it is seen that the longitudinal skin depth is significantly less than
the wavelength, whereas the transverse skin depth is on the order f the wavelength
and typically much larger than the particle radius.
Table 2.1: Calculated values for longitudinal wave-number.
material ωp/ω0 vF /ω0(Å) kL(m−1) kL/k0
Cu 3.80 4.43 (1.14× 107, 1.29× 1010i) (0.96, 1.09× 103i)
Ag 3.94 3.93 (1.27× 107, 1.52× 1010i) (1.08, 1.29× 103i)
Au 3.89 3.95 (1.27× 107, 1.49× 1010i) (1.07, 1.26× 103i)
At optical frequencies the longitudinal wave-numberkL is almost purely imaginary
and is many orders of magnitude greater than the transverse wav -numberkT . This
allows the use of the large-parameter asymptotic expression for jl(xL)/xL. Thus
cl ∝ (k0/kL)
2 and the effect of the term in Equation2.44can be neglected. For
particle radii greater than about 1 nm, theTNNlm reduces to the traditional Mie co-
efficient. Physically this corresponds to the fact that forω < ωp the longitudinal
plasma modes are evanescent and do not penetrate into the sphere sufficiently to
cause significant modification of the internal fields. Under the given assumptions
the Mie approximation is acceptable, but for very small radius particles or for very
short wavelengths it is not.
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2.2.6 Core-shell composite particles
For biomedical engineering applications of resonant scattering, it is often useful
to be able to adjust the wavelength position of the resonance. To this end a useful
extension of the Mie theory involves the analysis of scattering from a core-shell sys-
tem. The derivation involves the additional expansion of the fields in the shell and
consequently more equations are involved, but otherwise the boundary conditions
and the solution technique are identical to those presentedabove. For this system,


























































































































andxij = nikrj. Numbered subscripts correspond to Regions 1 through 3 as shown
in Figure 2.4. This analysis has been extended to allow an arbitrary number of
spherical shells and is presented in a recursive form in Sinzig [61].
Figure 2.4: Region enumeration for core-shell particle.
When applied to a shell of noble metal over a dielectric core, th core-shell system
allows the adjustment of the wavelength of the maximum scattering cross section
throughout the visible range. An example of such an adjustmen is shown in Figure
2.5for theAg : SiO2 system.
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Figure 2.5: Scattering cross section forAg : SiO2 core-shell particle (r = 20nm





The analysis of this dissertation is motivated by a particular real-world problem.
When molecular targets of biological interest are labeled with plasmonic resonant
nanoparticles, target co-localization on nanometer-length scales induces observable
changes in the scattering spectra. More specifically, the plasma membrane of bio-
logical cells includes sub-domains with size on the order of100nm and cumulative
area of about10% of the total membrane area [62]. Targets of interest for nanopar-
ticle labeling such as the epithelial growth-factor receptor (EGFR) are associated
with these sub-domains [63, 64]. For such labeling applications, a typical nanopar-
ticle aggregate size would be100nm with about150nm distance between aggregate
centers. Nanoparticles used for labeling are essentially spherical and have a diam-
eter of about20nm .
These factors motivate the analysis of a planar system with multiple length-scales, a
large length-scale on the order of50/k (corresponding to the size of the entire cell),
and a small length-scale of about1/k (corresponding to the size of the membrane
sub-domains). Herek is the wave-number2nmπ/λ corresponding to the visible
or near-infrared (NIR) optical wavelengthλ used for observation, withnm the re-
fractive index of the medium surrounding the nanoparticles. This application also
motivates a working definition ofaggregateas noted below. In general, an experi-
mental observation of an optical cross section from a nanoparticle aggregate implic-
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itly includes some form of integration over angular and polarization components.
For many biomedical applications, apart from the existenceof depolarization, the
details of angular symmetry effects in the scattering crosssection are not particu-
larly important and will therefore not be discussed in detail here. It will be noted,
however, that significant additional information would be available to any imag-
ing or non-imaging modalities able to make use of this angular and polarization
information.
A typical experiment is illustrated schematically in Figure 3.1. Gold nanoparti-
cles are conjugated to anti-EGFR antibody and used to label live A431 cells. In
response to epithelial growth factor (EGF) added to the growth medium, and to a
certain degree to antibody binding itself, these cell-surface receptors are endocy-
tosed by the cells. Several distinct points in the endocytosis sequence are isolated
either through the use of time-sequencing or through temperature control of the cell
growth medium. Optical spectra are resolved in real-time using a dark-field micro-
scope equipped with a hyper-spectral imaging system (a Leica DM6000 microscope
with PARISS® hyper-spectral imaging device). See Figure3.2for examples of such
spectra1. Specifics of nanoparticle aggregate morphology at these tim points are
established via formalin fixation followed by epoxy embedding, micro-tome slic-
ing, and examination under a transmission electron microscope (a Philips EM208
TEM). See Figure3.3 for image examples. For additional verification, direct cor-
respondence between images from TEM and images from opticalhyper-spectral
microscopy has also been successfully demonstrated with epoxy slices. Details of
this and of similar results are published elsewhere [22, 65, 66].
Although it is relatively straightforward to calculate theoptical cross section of any
1The experimental optical spectra and TEM images used in thissection are courtesy of Jesse
Aaron and Nathan Harrison, respectively.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of live-cell labeling experiment showing gold nanoparticle
conjugation to anti-EGFR, labeling of cell-surface receptors, and endocytosis of
labeled receptors.
nanoparticle aggregate with well-defined particle positions, this is not the case for
reconstructing an aggregate’s spatial distribution from its integrated cross section.
Most often, there is insufficient information remaining forthis inverse problem to
be well-posed. That is, it is not possible to calculate whichspecific aggregate, with
which specific inter-particle positions, produced a measured cross section. On the
other hand, it is possible to quantify statistical featuresof cross sections produced
by aggregates falling into suitably limited classes, and the limitations of these sta-
tistical features can be used to extract useful experimental information from cross-
section measurements. Given as specific examples in the discuss on to follow, these
classes of aggregates are limited by restricting inter-particle spacing, total parti-
cle number, aspect ratio, overall dimensionality, and details of the pair-correlation
function affecting particle packing within the aggregate.Additional or alternative
restrictions on aggregate morphology may be possible depending on experiment
specifics.
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Figure 3.2: Scattering spectra of nanoparticle aggregatesfrom cells in5◦C, 25◦C,
and37◦C media-temperature-control experiments (ordinate: normalized scattering
cross section, abscissa: wavelength in nanometers). Temperatur points correspond
to early, intermediate, and late endosome stages.
Figure 3.3: TEM images from fixed, epoxy-embedded cell sliceat experimental
conditions corresponding to those of Figure3.2.
In the evaluation of scattering from nanoparticle aggregats comprised of a large
number of particles, it is desirable to use techniques allowing elucidation of quali-
tative trends in the resonance spectra. In particular, the use of the calculation for an
infinite lattice enables understanding the possible extremes of spectral modification.
Then, smaller lattices can be evaluated to illustrate behavior of the transition from
a few particles to the largest aggregates. As the last step inthe analysis, effects of
random inter-particle distance and angle will be briefly discussed.
The topic of scattering from nanoparticle aggregates is complex. For example,
sophisticated diagrammatic formalism, including Feynmandiagrams analogous to
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those used for quantum field theory, has been usefully applied to it. The requirement
for something like this formalism stems from the fact that the number of possible
intra-aggregate scattering event types scales with the factori l of the number of par-
ticles in the aggregate. In its general scope this problem becom s tractable only
through careful classification of intra-aggregate scattering events and then, for each
resulting class, an estimation of the importance of its contribution to the cross sec-
tion [32, 33]. By considering a limited version of the problem, the difficulties of
this approach can be at least partially ameliorated.
3.2 Qualitative features of the scattering cross section
A key feature of the scattering from an isolated plasmonic nanop rticle is the exis-
tence of a resonance peak in the scattering cross section. When neighboring parti-
cles are present, the single-particle resonance may be perturb d as a result of near-
field interactions among particles. The resultant scattering cross section for the
group of particles then manifests new polarization and angular complexity, as well
as entirely new resonant features, compared to the scattering c oss section for the
isolated particles [30].
3.2.1 Definition of an aggregate
It is well known from Mie scattering theory that for the smallest particles only the
dipole term contributes significantly to the scattering cross section. To evaluate
qualitative scattering features it is appropriate to beginwith consideration of this
term and of the associated dipole-dipole coupling between closely-spaced particles.
In the near-field, this coupling scales ascnf = (r/R)3, wherer is the particle ra-
dius andR is the distance between the particles. For higher multipoleorders the
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coupling scales ascnf = x−l+1(r/R)l+2, wherel is the given multipole order and
x = kr is the radius of the particle in optical units. From energy conservation con-
siderations, however, in the radiation zone coupling at anymultipole order scales
ascrz = x2(r/R). The transition between the two forms of coupling occurs for
distances on the order ofR = 1/k with the near-field coupling dominating the ra-
diation type for closer distances. In the discussion to follow it will be convenient
to work in terms of the normalized inter-particle distancea = R/r. This normal-
ization represents the observation that with respect to thedipole fields to a large
degree aggregates with a similar ratio of particle radius tointer-particle spacing be-
have in a similar manner, with only a slowly varying dependence of these fields on
the individual-particle radius as an isolated parameter.
For purposes of the present discussion, the termaggregatewill be defined as a set
constructed algorithmically as follows. The starting point for the construction is
a set of particles with fixed, well-defined positions, and theend point is aparti-
tion of this set, that is, a sub-classification of this starting set into non-overlapping
and non-empty subsets. Each of these non-overlapping subset is defined as anag-
gregate. A subset is generated by starting with an arbitrary given particle not yet
included in any previously generated subset. Surrounding particles similarly not yet
included in any previously generated subset are included inthe subset being gener-
ated,singly and severally2, until further inclusion no longer affects the normalized
partial scattering cross section of the given particle at the leading order of magni-
tude. Then, for each newly included particle, its surrounding particles are similarly
evaluated for inclusion in the subset. This process is continued for the subset until
no new particles are found for inclusion. The termpartial cross section as used here
2Common cases exist where the simultaneous inclusion of a group of particles in the growing
subsetwill affect the normalized partial cross section at leading order, but inclusion of the particles
one at a time would not.
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refers to the contribution to the total aggregate cross section due to the interaction
of a given particle with the incident field, and in addition its nteraction with the
scattered fields of all other particles in the aggregate.3
There are many important problems for which the applicationof this algorithm
results in the inclusion in a single subset of all particles in the starting set. For
these cases the analysis of Section3.3below will still prove useful, but the scaling
analysis of the present section is not relevant.
The magnitude of the Poynting vector for the scattered fieldsfrom any particle
scales as1/R2 in the far-field. For identical particles of radiusr, the inclusion of
any single particle within a radius of aboutR = 3r approximates the above con-
struction. Any particle beyond this radius produces a scattered Poynting vector
magnitude at the given particle’s surface that is less than1/10 that of the incident
field. Using the normalized distancea, as introduced above,R = 3r is seen to
correspond toa = 3. This a < 3 limit is the widely used threshold for thein-
dependent- o-multiple scattering transition [2]. As all near-field effects decrease
significantly more rapidly than1/R2, this limit is also sufficient for the near-fields.
Note that the discussion of Section3.2.3amends this argument slightly to treat cor-
rectly the case of more than one particle being present within a given radius, but
otherwise the argument remains the same.
An overview of the general features of scattering from nanoparticle aggregates will
be presented next. This will allow the identification of overall trends in the scatter-
ing behavior, which in turn will facilitate the developmentof a practical approxi-
mation technique.
3In the present case of coherent scattering, the magnitude ofthis partial cross section varies with
the total number of particles in the aggregate and so it must be additionally normalized.
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3.2.2 Widely-spaced particles; coherent structure factor
To a high degree of accuracy, groups of particles (or aggregates) with inter-particle
spacinga > 3 may be treated as independent scatterers. However, since for the
present biological labeling application the optical coherence length in many cases
is significantly larger than1/k, which is the order of the imaging voxel size, the net
effect of these independent scatterers involves a coherentsuperposition of individ-
ual fields. The result is that, if phase factors are neglected, N identical particles in
an imaging voxel manifest a scattering cross sectionN2 times that of the individ-
ual particle. An experimental situation, wherein this quadratic dependence of the
wavelength-integrated scattering cross section has been conclusively demonstrated
by the author and his colleagues, is discussed in detail in reference [65]. In the gen-
eral case, however, the effect of the optical phase shift betwe n individual scatterers
must be included and the concept of the coherentstructure factoris applicable. For
a comprehensive treatment of thisstructure factorsee references [67] and [68],
and for its application in an experimental setting see the reviews by Timasheff and
Townsend [69] and by Pritz and Lee et al. [70]. In addition to the contribution of
more than one particle to the imaging voxel, there is also thepossibility that more
than one aggregate can contribute. However, for simplificaton of the present dis-
cussion it will be assumed that the optical modality used measures scattering from
one aggregate at a time. In microscopic imaging applications this single-aggregate
case is not rare, and it can easily be identified through the use of the integrated
scattering intensity alone.
3.2.3 Closely-spaced particles
As discussed in Section3.2.1, provided that the particles are small enough, the
effects of inter-particle coupling can be evaluated by consideration of the dipole
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component of the near-fields. In addition, when averaging over the angular ori-
entation of an ensemble of aggregate structures, somethingt at is done in many
experimental measurement situations, the primary effect of inter-particle coupling
is to induce a spectral shift to longer wavelengths in the resonance of the optical
cross sections, that is, to induce ared-shift. (A more comprehensive analysis of
this averaging procedure and its implications is presentedin the author’s Master’s
thesis [71], and in Kreibig[30].) These considerations lead to the treatment of the
dipole coupling in terms of an effectivescalar coupling and allow the effects of
the angular symmetry of the dipole fields to be treated separately. Further, in this
scalar-coupling approximation, the spectral position of the resonance of a specific
particle is perturbed to varying degree depending predominantly on the number and
position of the nearest neighboring particles. Therefore,th cross sections of aggre-
gates with higher dimensionality of particle packing or with more closely-spaced
packing will have larger spectral shift compared to the cross sections of aggregates
with more open particle packing structure.
3.2.3.1 Total number of particles
The most important implications of the radial dependence ofthe coupling are that
the degree of red-shift increases either when more particles ar added to an ag-
gregate structure or when the mean inter-particle distancewithin the structure is
decreased (assuming that other aspects of the structure affecting red-shift remain
unchanged). Despite the previously mentioned difficultiesas ociated with the re-
construction of a specific aggregate structure corresponding to a cross-section mea-
surement, in many experimental cases these simple rules allow comparative ap-
proach to be taken.
For aggregates of closely-spaced particles, with respect to the total number of par-
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ticles in the aggregate, saturation of spectral change occurs quickly. As illustrated
in Figure3.4 this fact can be demonstrated by considering the coupling effects of
neighboring particles at gradually increasing distances from a given particle. This
threshold region has a radius ofa = 10 for planar aggregates anda = 30 for 3D
aggregates. A simple calculation is used to arrive at these values. This calculation
proceeds from the expression of aneffectiveparticle polarizabilityαi for each parti-










Hereαi is the scalarpolarizationof the particle at~xi, andαii is the intrinsic or
isolated polarization. For purposes of discussion, details of the angular and po-
larization dependence have been suppressed. This calculation is further simplified
through the treatment of the contribution from all particles in the aggregate as iden-
tical, that is, through the approximationsαi = α andαii = α0. For dipole-dipole
coupling of a given mode, the coupling constantcij ∝ a
−3
ij . For particles of anareal
densityρa, the coupling contribution from a circular region of widthdR atR is pro-
portional to(2πρa/R2)dR. Given thata = 2 at closest approach, it is seen that at
abouta = 10 the coupling has been reduced by an order of magnitude from its value
at closest approach. Analogous reasoning is used to derive the a = 30 threshold
region for volume aggregates. In actual application, thereare significant transition
effects at the boundaries of these threshold regions and, infact, each particle does
not contribute equally to the aggregate polarizability. However, the calculation as
presented does provide a useful leading-order estimate of these threshold distances.
In many biomedical applications symmetry effects are averag d out by the collect-
ing optics, and in these cases the primary effect of the mean inter-particle distance
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Figure 3.4: For the marked particle, the effects of near-field coupling from particles
outside of the circular region can be neglected.
is on the red-shift of the wavelength of the maximum scattering cross section. Ex-
tremes of this shift are the single particle cross section atlarge inter-particle sep-
aration and the cross section of an infinite lattice for smallseparation in a large
aggregate. Example plots of these spectra are shown in Figure 3.5. The spectral
features of the cross section for aninfiniteperiodic lattice can in principle be deter-
mined analytically by applying Floquet’s (i.e., Bloch’s) theorem [60]. For present
purposes, however, these calculations have been implementd numerically4.
4This particular simulation uses the Rayleigh approximation. A more accurate calculation using
the coherent potential approximation (CPA) or using Waterman’s formulas[72] would be straight-
forward but would not change the details of the discussion.
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Figure 3.5: Scattering cross section for an Au particle, a pair, and an infinite
hexagonal-close-packed (HCP) lattice with matching inter-particle spacing. Plots
are normalized for comparison.
3.2.3.2 Aspect ratio
The asymmetry of an aggregate structure, expressed in termsof it aspect ratio,
has two primary effects. The first is that it results in corresponding asymmetry in
the magnitude of the optical cross sections for different incident-field polarizations
(or, equivalently, for different aggregate orientations with respect to the incident
field). For example, from consideration of the boundary surface circumscribing
the entire aggregate, it is observed that the magnitude of scattering from an aggre-
gate along a given sampling direction behaves as if the crosssection were from a
hypotheticalspherical aggregate with a dimension corresponding to thatof theac-
tual aggregate’s boundary surface along the given direction. This has been verified
for single particles by numerical studies presented in Barber and Yeh [24] and, in
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principle, because of the formal equivalence between the cluster-centered T-matrix
and the single-particle T-matrix (see Chapter4), these results must also apply to
multiple-particle structures.
The second effect of the asymmetry of the aggregate is due to th angular symmetry
of the electric dipole component of the near-fields[44]




wheren̂ is the unit normal vector at the observation point and~p is the polarization
induced in response to the excitation fields. Inter-particle coupling producing spec-
tral shift to longer wavelengths of the cross-section resonances is associated with
the component of this dipole field aligned with the inter-particle axis. The angular
dependence of this component is
E‖(θ) = 3 cos
2 θ − cos θ,
whereθ is the zenith angle of the inter-particle axis, and the polarization of the
exciting field is aligned with the polar axis.
It is evident that there will be a maximum zenith angle, for the alignment of the
inter-particle axis with respect to the polarization axis,outside of which neighbor-
ing particles will not induce red-shift. Particles within the cone specified by this
maximum angle will induce a red-shift in the cross sections,and particles outside
of this cone will induce a blue-shift (or, equivalently, will cancel red-shift effects
from other particles in the structure)5. This maximum zenith angle is




5As the dipole-dipole coupling is proportional toc s θ only θ ≤ π/2 need be considered.
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The fact that the value of this angle is larger than nearest-nighbor angles in all
close-packing arrangements for identical spheres adds to the generality of the Sec-
tion 3.2.3.1discussion.
In principle it would be possible to calculate anoptimal aspect ratio that maxi-
mizes the spectral shift of the cross section. However, it appe rs that the value of
this optimal aspect ratio will depend on the details of particle size and separation
distances, because of additional geometric effects governing i ter-particle coupling
and because of the dependence of the induced polarization onparticle radius. Both
of these factors are outside the scope of the present discusson.
3.2.3.3 Particle packing
For aggregates containing a large number of particles, the details of the particle po-
sitions are most effectively described statistically through the use of a correlation
function. This correlation function expresses the probability density for a neigh-
boring particle to be at any position given the presence of a particle at the origin
in the case of the pair-correlation function, or given the positi ns of more than one
other particle for higher-order correlation functions. A qualitative discussion of the
effects of the total number of particles, the mean inter-particle spacing, and the as-
pect ratio can be used to evaluate the effects of various forms of this correlation
function.
With respect to the radial form of the correlation function,given a constant volume
and provided that the angular part of the correlation function is uniform, the effect of
a non-uniformradial correlation will always be to decrease the mean inter-particle
distance compared to that associated with a statisticallyuniformcorrelation. This
means that anyradial non-uniformity is in general to be associated with increased
inter-particle coupling.
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When the angular part of the correlation function is considere separately for ra-
dial correlations that produce equivalent mean inter-particle distance, more chain-
like angular correlation corresponds to increased inter-particle coupling while more
plate-like correlation corresponds to decreased coupling.
3.3 Approximation formulas
The discussion of the qualitative aspects of the optical cross section for a nanoparti-
cle aggregate supports the feasibility of using only a few independent variables for
describing this complex system with its many degrees of freedom. The variables
considered wereN (the total number of particles in an aggregate),a (the normal-
ized inter-particle spacing),x (the particle radius in optical units), andα0(E) (the
isolated-particle polarization as a function of energy). It remains to be shown how
simple formulas useful for interpretation of experimentalobservations on a day-to-
day basis might be constructed with these variables.
For this construction it is essential to make use of the fact that there are only slight
differences in scattering cross section between aggregates diff ring only slightly
with respect to inter-particle positions. To do this, in order to facilitate the approxi-
mation of the scattering cross section it is useful to express that cross section as the
sum of two components. The first component is the scattering cross section from
a hypotheticalregular aggregate containing the same number of particles with the
same〈~xj〉 as theactualaggregate. The second component accounts for the effect
of random perturbations of the particle positions (see Figure 3.6).
The success of this approach depends on being able to evaluate the magnitude of
the smaller term. It turns out that in many practical cases this second term can
simply be neglected, that is, the cross section can be closely approximated by the
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Figure 3.6: An ideal regular aggregate with particles at positions {~xj}, and a ran-
domized aggregate with the same{〈~xj〉}.
cross section of an ideal periodic aggregate with statistically equivalent particle
positions. The factors affecting the suitability of this approximation are evaluated
next. The derivation in this section is based in part on discus ion presented in the
series of articles by Tateiba [38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. These articles include an analysis
of the range of physical systems to which the approach is applicable.
Formal operator notation will be used to describe the approach. The objectives are
to provide a conceptual illustration and to assess magnitude of the perturbation term,
but no attempt will be made to evaluate this term precisely. Because the expressions
for the required operators are somewhat simpler, thevector potential~A will be used
instead of the electric field.
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The equation for the total field is separated into deterministic and stochastic parts:



















whereα(~x′ − ~xj) contains all of the information about the particle positions and
polarizability,U is the translation operator,I is the identity operator, and members
of the set{δxj} are random perturbations for the set of particle positions{~xj}.
This equation is expressed more compactly as





with the random part contained completely in the third term.
To evaluate the effect of this random term, thetransversepart of the free-space
dyadic Green’s function will be used [49]:





HereI is the identity dyad andG(~x, ~x′) · ~j is the vector potential~A(~x) of an oscil-
lating current source~jδ(~x− ~x′).






















For 〈|δx|2〉 ≪ 1
~A(~xj + δxj) ≈ ~A(~xj)


















= G(0)〈 ~A〉 〈−iδxj cos γj〉 .
Note that even when the{δxj} have zero mean (i.e,〈δxj〉 = 0), the〈−iδxj cos γj〉
factor will be nonzero. Thecos γj factor changes sign asδxj does. This term has
magnitude such that|〈δxj cos γj〉|
2 ≤ l̃2j where l̃j is the correlation length of the
δxj. For many types of statistical distribution, the correlation length is independent
of the indexj and is of the same order of magnitude as the inter-particle spacing
[37, 73]. The implication is that, for inter-particle spacing~xjl = k~rjl ≪ 1, the
effect of the random term can be completely neglected.
In cases where this term does need to be calculated, an iterative approach may be
used [38]:
〈 ~A〉0 = ~Ai + G
(0)〈 ~A〉0
⇒






Each iteration adds a factor ofαl̃2, and the series converges rapidly whenl̃≪ 1.
3.3.1 A numerical experiment
Given the applicability of the approximations of the previous discussion, it remains
to be demonstrated that simple approximation formulas can atually be constructed.
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Ideally such formulas would be derived from analytical expressions which include
inter-particle coupling effects limited to the first few multipole orders. Waterman
has derived and presented such expressions for particle assemblies oninfinite pe-
riodic lattices of various types[72]. Although it would not be difficult to limit his
expressions to particle assemblies of finite extent, the complexity of his expressions
precludes widespread usefulness of such approximation formulas, with the possi-
ble exception of using them to guide the implementation of numerical calculation.
With this in mind a simpler approach will be taken here, an approach that uses nu-
merically calculated cross sections from a series of ideal aggregates to demonstrate
that a few-parameter formula can actually be achieved in experimentally relevant
situations.
In order to produce a specific formula for experimental application, it is necessary
first to specify the range of variation for each of theeffectivevariables defining
the aggregates. Then a series of numerical simulations is performed, using aggre-
gates specified on ideal lattice positions (generally usinga hexagonal-close-packed
(HCP) lattice) and with each of the effective variables changing in a gradual manner.
The full matrix of simulation results is then used to produceoptimized polynomial
approximations for any desired experimental observable, such as scattering peak
position or scattering peak width.
Here an approximation will be developed in terms of the complex-modulus of the
aggregate polarizationα(E) as the fundamental quantity for approximation. All
of the various cross sections can be expressed in terms of this polarization. In







whereλ is the incident free-space wavelength. Additional independent variables ex-
pressing incident and scattered angle and polarization dependency are suppressed,
with the specifics of these variables depending on experimental requirements.
Using simple analysis of the interaction of the dipole component of near-fields, it is
possible to predict the gross effects of the effective variables, and one expects the






where ageometricfactorg is used to include the averaged effects of the number and
relative positions of the neighboring particles within theaggregate. Note that even
this simple scaling formula can include the effect of the scattering-peak dependence
onN , if the parameterg (which can be expressed as a function ofN ) is taken as an
effectiveparameter. In fact, using a simulation matrix to obtain approximations for
the parameters in this formula is a potential approach to an approximation of the
aggregate polarizationα(E) although the approach is so simplified that it would
likely be of quite limited practical use. A more general approach is suggested in the
following.
To provide a specific example and to illustrate several important fine points, a par-
tial approximation will be constructed for HCP planar aggregat s of an intermedi-
ate,19-particle size. No attempt will be made yet to construct a full multidimen-
sional approximation, although it should be kept in mind that t t is the ultimate
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objective and does not in principle increase difficulty except for computation-time
requirements. As illustrated in Figure3.7, a graded series with gradually decreas-
ing inter-particle spacing shows both the expected red-shift and broadening of the
main scattering peak but, in addition, the series shows the gradual prevalence of a
complex multiple-peak structure6.
To make the best use of these computationally-expensive calculations, each vector
of cross-section results is fitted to multiple asymmetric Lorentzian functions, where
incident energy (or, equivalently, wave-number) is used asthe parameter. The spe-
cific form of asymmetric Lorentzian function used is
A(E; E0, γ, a0, a1) =a0
γ
π ((E − E0)2 + γ2)
− 2a1
γ(E − E0)
π ((E − E0)2 + γ2)
2 , (3.7)
which function is parametrized in terms of the locationE0, the peak half-width at
half-maximumγ, the normalized amplitudea0, and the asymmetry parametera1.
This response function is appropriate for a singly-resonant system with dispersion,
and for the current application it has been found numerically to be superior to other
fit functions, such as the more commonly used “linear” (i.e.,non-derivative form)
asymmetric Lorentzian function, the asymmetric Gaussian function, or a more gen-
eral Fano-resonance function. The actual curve fitting is imple ented using the
Levinburg-Marquardt method[74]. It has been ascertained that, even in the case
of the most complicated spectra shown in Figure3.7, the use of two resonances
is sufficient to allow matching of the wavelength-integrated cross section to within
0.1%.
6For details of the numerical calculation methods used in this section see Chapters4 and5.
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When the location of the shortest wavelength peak is extracted from the graded sim-
ulation series of Figure3.7, it is well-approximated by a third-degree polynomial
as shown in Figure3.8. The fact that a third-degree polynomial is sufficient to ap-
proximate the peak position is consistent with the preceding scussion of how the
inter-particle coupling behaves when the individual-particle radii and spacing are
sufficiently small that only the dipole-dipole term is significant (see Equation3.1
and the discussion following it). It is particularly interesting to see how well this
approximation technique works even in the presence of the mor complicated peak
structure that occurs at closer inter-particle spacing.
Figure 3.7: Scattering cross sections for 19-particle, planar HCP aggregates with
gradually decreasing inter-particle spacinga = 3.2 to a = 2.2 (units of particle
radiusr).
At this point, using suitably-selected simulation series,a full multidimensional ap-
proximation would normally be constructed for peak-positin as a function of both
a andN , although this will not be demonstrated here. The details ofthis simulation
matrix depend critically on experimental specifics, and they relate to those specifics
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Figure 3.8: Wavelength scattering maxima corresponding toFigure3.7 and poly-
nomial approximations of varying degree.
in another important way. Toward the end of avoiding complexcross-section fea-
tures if at all possible, they can be used to help guide the useof nanoparticle ag-
gregates as effective labels for biophysical applications. It i expected that a matrix
of 100 simulation points will allow the construction of thisapproximation with an
integrated cross-section accuracy of near 1%, an accuracy sufficient for all of the
experimental applications motivating the present analysis.
3.4 Summary
In the discussion of the present chapter a particular phenomlogical approach for
the prediction and description of scattering cross sections from biologically relevant
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nanoparticle aggregates has been elaborated. The approachinvolves developing a
qualitative, physics-based interpretation of the features of the aggregate cross sec-
tion and then applying this interpretation to developing few-parameter formulas
for approximating the scattering spectra. The parameters used in these formulas
can be instantiated by fitting to judiciously-selected computational results, or even
to results from experimental observations. The approach has been exemplified by
construction of a partial approximation that represents, for a specific planar aggre-
gate with a fixed number of particles, the dependence on inter-particle spacing of
the spectral maximum of the scattering cross section.
The value of any phenomenological approach such as this, andof the resulting
approximations, is largely determined by their practical usef lness, that is, by the
degree to which they can be used to predict or to encapsulate exp rimental ob-
servations. Because of the complexity of this specific scattering system, different
approximations will be optimal for different experimentalapplications. It is hoped
that the discussion has illustrated how this approach can beadapted or extended as
required to cover alternative or additional features of thescattering cross section,
such as features associated with aggregate aspect ratio, orwith angular symmetry
and optical polarization. This would be accomplished by identifying suitable effec-
tive variables and constructing for them approximations derived either analytically,






Before continuing with development of the phenomenology (in Chapter6), it will
be necessary to extend the theoretical formalism developedin Chapter2 so that
it covers the full multiple-particle case. This extension involves the construction
of the multiple-particle T-matrix from the T-matrices of the component particles.
Because each of these component T-matrices is expressed with respect to a VSW
basis referred to a distinct origin, a translation operatorfor the VSW basis is re-
quired, and working through the details of this operator is the most difficult part
of the construction. The end result is amulti-centeredT-matrix represented on a
redundantVSW basis.
The most widely-used application of the T-matrix techniqueis in the analysis of
electrodynamic cross sections[75], and for this application the T-matrix form gener-
ally used is thecluster-centeredor superpositionform. This re-expresses the multi-
centered T-matrix in terms of a single VSW basis referred to the common origin of
the multiple-particle system. More recent applications ofthe T-matrix technique are
in the analysis of per-particle and sub-structure contribuions to the electrodynamics
of the system, as well as in the calculation of the full electrodynamic fields[ibid.].
For these purposes the full multi-centered form must be retain d.
In addition to being a theoretical formalism, the T-matrix technique is also a com-
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putational technique for solving electrodynamics problems. Computational tech-
niques like this are broadly classified into techniques thatsolve Maxwell’s equa-
tions expressed in differential form and those that solve the equations expressed
in integral form. The latter techniques may require additional constraints on the
system such as regions with piecewise-homogeneous constitutive relations. Further
classification of techniques is based on whether or not low-order (or, equivalently,
“compact”) or high-order basis function representations are used for the fields, and
on whether or not these basis functions express the fields directly or indirectly as
vector or scalar potentials for the fields. From the perspectiv of this classification,
it is seen that the T-matrix technique uses ahigh-orderdirect basis for the fields
and, implicitly in its formulation in terms of the continuity of the tangential compo-
nents of the fields across boundary surfaces, solves Maxwell’s equations expressed
in integral form.
4.2 T-matrix as an abstraction
Any electrodynamic system may be effectively analyzed in terms of the change that
the system causes to the fields in response to an excitation field:
~E = ~Ei + ~Es. (4.1)
Here the excitation and response fields are denoted as theincident andscattered
fields, respectively. Further, in a completely general manner a transfer operator
provides a mapping between the incident field and the scattered field:
~Es =T ~Ei; (4.2)
This transfer-operator is referred to as aT-matrix1[23].
1This formulation does not require the T-matrix to be independent of the incident field but, in
further discussion here, it will be assumed that it is independent, that is, that the system responds
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This approach in terms of field changes can be extended further, leading to ap-
proximations like theorder-of-scatteringapproach[76] or thedistorted-wave Born
approximation[77]. The particular multi-particle T-matrix technique elaborated
here represents a slightly different approach but, in a certain sense, it must also
be seen as an approximation. However, it defers any approximation onto the defi-
nition of the material from which the system and its surrounding medium is com-
posed, onto the concept of the surfaces bounding the scattering particles, and onto
the physical accuracy of the associated boundary conditionexpressions. Given ap-
plicability of these material and boundary-surface constrain s, the technique is then
exactin its analyticalformulation. It thus becomes possible in any practical compu-
tational implementation of the technique to calculate the electrodynamic properties
of any system to an accuracy limited only by computational resources.
Using more indirect approaches, computational electrodynamic techniques other
than the particular analytic approach discussed in this chapter could be used to cal-
culate the T-matrix. In fact, the approximations mentionedabove, as well as almost
any technique applicable to computational electrodynamics, could be applied to this
end, with at least some degree of effectiveness. However, for some of these tech-
niques conversion of calculation results to a T-matrix representation would be less
than straightforward.
4.3 Translation operator for the VSW basis
The translation operator for the VSW basis is formally defined by the relation[78]
~M
(1)
lm (kr, n̂) =A
l′m′
lm (kR, δn̂) ~M
(1)
l′m′(kr
′, n̂′) + Bl
′m′




linearly to the excitation field.
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whereA andB are thevectoraddition coefficients,~Mlm and ~Nlm are the transverse
VSW basis functions,R = |(rn̂ − r′n̂′)|, andδn̂ = (rn̂ − r′n̂′)/R. In Relation
4.3magnetic VSW~M may be exchanged with electric VSW~N without modifying
the relation and, in addition, the relation may be generalized, as required, to trans-
formations betweenoutgoingandregularfields or betweenoutgoingandoutgoing
fields.
The particular form of this operator used in any specific application depends on
two considerations. First, it depends on the boundary conditi s affecting the VSW
basis itself, that is, with the transformation from either of egular or outgoingfields
to either ofregular or outgoingfields. Second, it depends on the specifics of the
translationregions. These latter regions are the interior and exterior of a spherical
boundary surface of radius equal to the radial magnitude of the translation and are
illustrated conceptually in Figure4.1.
Following the notation of Mackowski and Mishchenko [79], it is convenient to de-
note the outgoing-wave and regular-wave translation operators by the letters asso-
ciated with the spherical Bessel function component of the associated VSW:
H l
′,m′
l,m (kr, n̂) outgoing-wave translation operator,
J l
′,m′
l,m (kr, n̂) regular-wave translation operator.
Note that in application theJ l
′,m′
l,m form of the translation operator never modifies
the regularity of the associated VSW, whereas theH l
′,m′
l,m form is applied to outgoing
VSW and produces regular VSW2.
2For special applications the development of additional forms of translation operators for more
general boundary conditions, such as those involvingincoming-waveVSW, would be straightfor-
ward.
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Figure 4.1: Diagram of boundary surface governing application of the VSW trans-
lation operator for translation from origin “2” to origin “1”.
Further specifics governing application of the translationoperator are [ibid.]
Region destination B.C. source B.C.operator form
I regular regular J
I regular outgoing H
II regular regular J
II outgoing outgoing J
The next sections address the closed-form expressions and the recurrence relations
for the coefficients representing the translation operatorbut, because of the length




The vector addition coefficients were originally expressedin closed form by Stein
[80] and Cruzan[81], using a lengthy derivation based on theadditiontheorems for
the spherical harmonics and for the spherical Bessel functio s. Closed-form ex-
pressions useful for practical computation are due to Borghese [34] and these are
used in the numerical codes supporting the present work (seeSection5.3.2). By
application of the translation operator to itseigenfunctions(which are plane-waves
~E0 exp(i~k · ~r)) and by direct comparison with the recurrence-relation-based imple-
mentation of the same operator, these complicated expressions have been shown to
be precisely correct. Unfortunately, the requirements forseveral additional special
coefficients (in particular, theGauntfunctions and theClebsch-Gordancoefficients)
limit the usefulness of these closed-form expressions in practical application.
4.3.2 Recurrence relations
In contrast to the use of closed-form expressions, the use ofrecurrence relations pro-
vides a straightforward technique for calculating the vector addition coefficients.
Usable recurrence relations were derived by Mackowski [78] and by Chew[82],
both of whom derive expressions for stable recurrence relations suitable for cal-
culation of the scalar and the vector addition coefficients.The discussion of the
present section follows the derivation presented in Mackowski [78] but with some
notation changes.
The derivation of the vector addition coefficients generally involves the calculation
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whereul andvl are spherical Bessel functions appropriate to the specific boundary
conditions affecting the fields, and other notation is as forEquation4.3.
Because the gradient operator itself is translation invariant it can be applied to both
sides of Equation4.4with the result being a new equation that is treated component-
wise by working separately with eachhelical basis3 component. An application of
Equation4.4 itself allows the LHS and RHS of these component equations torefer
to scalar harmonics referred to the same origin, which may then be canceled. And,
finally, the recurrence relations for the Legendre and Bessel functions are used to
simplify these expressions and thereby construct relations f r the addition coeffi-
cients themselves. The construction of recurrence relations f r the vector addition
coefficients in terms of these relations for the scalar coeffici nts is then straightfor-
ward.
Mackowski points out that the translation operator can be factored, that is, repre-
sented in terms of a composition of rotations and a linear translation along the polar
axis. As the representation of each of these constituent operations is diagonal with
respect to the multipole order and the azimuthal degree4, r spectively, this enables
a reduction in computational complexity at the point when the translation opera-
tor is actually applied. For example, in application to a matrix, the non-factored
representation requiresO (N3) operations compared with the factored representa-
tion requiring onlyO (N2) operations, whereN is a fixed expression involving the
3The helical basis is an irreducible representation isometric to thel = 1 angular momentum
space, which representation is constructed in a straightforward manner from the standard Cartesian
basis vectors[51].
4In the present work, the standard “degree” and “order” nomenclature of thespherical harmonics
is reversedin order to be consistent with colloquial usage.
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maximum multipole order. Factoring thus clearly enables a significant speed-up
of translation-operator application, something frequently done during the T-matrix
calculations.
For the numerical computations supporting the research describ d here, codes based
on the closed-form expression [34] and on the more recent recurrence-relation based
method [78] have both been completed and validated. This application of tw
very different techniques to calculate the translation-operator coefficients and the
successful matching at machine precision of outputs from the separate techniques
provides an important accuracy check for the representatioof this very complex
operator.
4.3.3 Limitations of matrix representations
An unfortunate consequence of the exponential radial dependence of the VSW ba-
sis functions of multipole orderl whenkr ≪ l is that matrix representations of
theH form of the translation operator may be highly ill-conditioned[83]. The con-
dition number of these matrices increasesexponentiallywith the maximum multi-
pole order corresponding to the radius of the spherical surface circumscribing the
multiple-particle system. Issues related to this are discus ed in more detail in Sec-
tion 4.4.3.
4.4 Multiple-particle T-matrix
The derivation of the present section follows that of Borghese[34] but with different
notation. The definition of the VSW basis, along with the associated translation
operator, allows the relations from Equations4.1and4.2to be expressed explicitly.
The incident and scattered fields are defined by vectors of coeffi ients for the regular
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and the spherical tensor indices “l” and “m” denote the multipole order and az-
imuthal degree, and “i” and “s” denote the incident and scattered fields, respec-
tively. The parenthesized super-script( ) denotes a specific VSW basis centered
at the origins of particle “p”, and the super-scripts(1) and(3) denoteregular and
outgoingfields, respectively5. Equations4.5and4.6describe the fields as asuper-
positionof contributions from multipleredundantVSW bases, each centered at the
origin of a specified particle.








Expressions such as those in Equation4.7 involve contraction between the contra-
variant and co-varianttensorindices, as well as summation over repeated indices
in the super-scripts6, following the Einstein convention. In all cases of application
5From this point on additional indices referring to themagnetic ~Mlm andelectric ~N VSW will
be suppressed.
6An exception to this convention occurs when an index also appe rs on the left-hand side of an
equation.
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in the following, the onlymatrix operators will be the transfer-operatorT and the
translation operatorsH andJ , and field vectors are alwaysE7. This allows sup-
pression of all the spherical tensor indices without ambiguity. Further, theregularity
class of the VSW can always be deduced from context, as the transfer operators in
most cases of application always transform fromregular to outgoingfields, theJ-
form of the translation operator does not modify the regularity of the fields, and the
H-form of the translation operator transforms fromoutgoingto regular fields8.
The key concept involved in the derivation of expressions for the coefficients of the
multi-centered T-matrix defined in Equation4.7is that of theeffectiveincident field
at a given particle, and this is illustrated conceptually inF gure4.2. This effective
field includes the actual incident field at the specified particle and, in addition, the
superposition of the scattered fields from all other particles in the system.
















and the notation(p) is used to indicate thesingle-particleT-matrix for particle “p”.
At this point, Equations4.7and4.8in combination implicitly define the coefficients








T (p,q) =δ(p,q)T (p). (4.10)
7E is generally used to indicate a field vector, although most expressions will apply without
modification when the magnetic fieldH is used instead.
8It is to be understood implicitly that these transformations are to be generalized as appropriate
to other boundary conditions, for example, when expressingT-matrices and translation operators
suitable for operation on fields within theinterior of a structure.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of theeffectiveincident field at a given parti-
cle.
Given suitable truncation conditions for matrix representations of the operators and
fields concerned, the problem has been reduced to linear algebr . With respect
to these truncation conditions, the Debye criterion (see section 2.2.2.1) allows the
calculation of a suitable maximum multipole-order corresponding to any required
accuracy in the calculation of the scattered fields and, withsl ght modification, in
the calculation of the near-fields9.
4.4.1 Redundant multipole basis
The use of multiple VSW bases in Equations4.5, 4.6, and4.7requires further com-
ment. If extended to arbitrary multipole order, anysingle VSW basis is closed
and complete with respect to representation of fields satisfying specified boundary
conditions[49]. In this case the use of multiple VSW bases would be redundant.
9In this regard, see the discussion of Section6.4.1.
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However, whentruncatedwith respect to multipole order, a VSW basis can only
represent fields to a certain degree of accuracy. No angular det ils corresponding to
higher multipole orders can be represented, and the representation accuracy will be
strongly localized to a spherical region about the origin. The implications of this are
that, when truncated VSW bases referred to distinct originsare combined, both the
accuracy of the fields representation and the size of the region wherein this accuracy
can be maintained increase. Unfortunately, this increase in accuracy of representa-
tion comes with several disadvantages. First, the combinedfields basis is no longer
constructed from orthogonal functions. Second, the ability of the combined basis to
support spatial detail with respect to fields representation changes from location to
location and depends in a complicated way on the specifics of the particle positions.
In application, the lack of orthogonality of the basis functions does increase compu-
tational complexity. However, the fact that the VSW basis functions themselves are
of such high order compared to basis functions used by alterntive computational
techniques means that this only causes a small inconvenience. And, further, any
difficulties associated with a lack of spatial uniformity inthe accuracy of the field
representation are ameliorated by the fact that in most cases these spatial details are
associated with the individual particles themselves and thus with the regions where
accuracy of representation is greatest.
4.4.2 Cluster-centered approach
During the calculation of the optical cross sections, the multi-centered incident and
scattered fields of Equation4.7 are re-expressed in terms of a single VSW basis
referred to a common origin, usually taken as the cluster center. A tremendous sim-
plification occurs with respect to both storage requirements a d computational time,
if this translation operation is performed in advance. Thisis accomplished by cen-
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tering and accumulating the dual-centered T-matrices intoo ecluster-centered10
T-matrix, as[79]
T (c,c) =J (c,p)T (p,q)H(q,c) (4.11)
where “c” denotes the common origin, and the super-script “(c,c)” indicates the
cluster-centeredT-matrix.
Applying the analysis of Waterman[23], it is evident that this cluster-centered T-
matrix is formally equivalent to a single-particle T-matrix for an arbitrary structure
contained within a circumscribing spherical surface, as illustrated conceptually in
Figure4.3. An implication of this is that, in order to preserve the accuracy of the
calculation, the maximum multipole orders used for the T-matrices of the parti-
cles comprising the structure and those used for the cluster-centered T-matrix itself
will in general be different, with the latter requiring a higer maximum multipole
order[79].
4.4.2.1 Mackowski-Mishchenko formulation
An elegant implementation of the multiple-particle T-matrix computation is the
algorithm of Mackowski and Mishchenko[79], which algorithm is available as a
FORTRAN code in the public domain and thus is widely used. This algorithm uses
the fact that the solution of the system of Equation4.10and the centering operation
of Equation4.11can proceed acolumnat a time and the fact that the extinction cross
section depends on the trace of the T-matrix (see Equation2.42). In combination
these two facts allow the algorithm to solve the system to gradually increasing mul-
tipole order and to terminate the calculation when the desired accuracy has been
10In the literature, this is also known as thesuperpositionT-matrix.
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Figure 4.3: Representation of the circumscribing spherical boundary surface used
to define thecluster-centeredT-matrix.
achieved, where that desired accuracy is referred to the extinction cross section.
This convergence-control property of the algorithm is applied not only with respect
to collective-multipole-order contributions to the extinction cross section but also
with respect to per-particle contributions. Further, given that the only required stor-
age is for the cluster-centered T-matrix itself and that thetranslation operators can
be calculated at the time of use, the algorithm is especiallyappropriate for calcula-
tions involving very large numbers of particles.
4.4.3 Multi-centered approach
4.4.3.1 Full fields calculation
There is a subtle distinction between the expressions for the incident and scattered
fields appearing in Equations4.7 and4.9. In particular, theeffectiveincident field
expression of Equation4.9 requires thetotal incident field expressed in the VSW
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basis of a specific particle and, for this reason, Equation4.7also requires thistotal
incident field. On the other hand, the expression of the scattered fields represents
the superposition of the contributions from all of the single-centered fields. Apart
from this detail all difficulties relating to the calculation of the full electrodynamic
fields are computational and are discussed in Section5.3.6.
4.4.3.2 Partial cross sections
The discussion of the present section is based on Stout[84] but with different no-
tation. In analogy to what was done in Section2.2.3, the time-averaged Poynting
vector for the total fields can be separated into components contributing to the ab-
sorption, the scattering, and the extinction cross sections, respectively. From Equa-




























































This leads to the concept of thepartial cross section. Such cross sections represent
power transfer between the individual particles and the colle tive fields associated
with the entire multiple-particle structure. Implications of the fact that this power
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transfer can go inboth directions are that partial scattering cross sections can be
negative and that the energy conservation relation of the complete cross sections,
viz., σe = σa + σs, does not constrain the partial cross sections.
For reference, the partial scattering cross section is
σ(p)s
(










(c,s)T (p,s)†J (p,r)T (r,q)J (q,c)Ei
)
,
where “c” indicates translation with respect to the cluster center and Ei represents
the vector of coefficients for thenormalizedincident field in direction(θi, φi) with
polarizationβ̂i.
The corresponding partial extinction cross section is
σ(p)e
(













Analogous expressions can be constructed for the other kinds of cross section.
4.4.3.3 Recursive formulation
The fact that the matrix blocks of the system of equations represented by Equation
4.10are infinite raises the problem that thesolution of a truncatedinfinite system
of equations will in general not be the same as thetruncation of the solutionof the
same system. To see this it is sufficient to consider matrix products representing the















where the sub-scripted square brackets indicate truncation with respect to the maxi-
mum multipole-order of the VSW bases used in the representatio of the translation
operators. For this particular problem, it is these products that cause the most dif-
ficulty because of the ill-conditioned nature of the matrix representations of the
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irregular form of the translation operator[84, 85]. These particular products will
occur explicitly in any factorization process solving Equation 4.10directly and will
occur implicitly in any iterative solution process.
One solution to this problem, the one used in the standard algorithm for the cluster-
centered T-matrix calculation, is simply to increase the truncation multipole-order
sufficiently that the inaccuracy in these products doesn’t unduly affect the accuracy
of the solution. The difficulties associated with calculating at this high multipole-
order are somewhat ameliorated by the optimized convergence-control features
built into the algorithm, features that allow thecircumscribingmultipole-order cor-
responding to truncation to be selected on a per-particle basis and to be gradually
increased only to a maximum that produces a solution of the requi d accuracy[79].
An attractive alternative approach that avoids many of these difficulties is to express
Equation4.10in a form that makes use of the fact that a composition of translation
operators can be formally expressed as a single translation, that is, as
H(p,r)J (r,q) =H(p,q). (4.13)
A recursive solution can then be developed that builds up themultiple-particle sys-
tem one particle at a time and that explicitly makes use of Relation 4.13 for all
products involving the irregular translation operators. The approach described here
is essentially that proposed by Stout[83].
An equation additional to Equation4.10 is required for the recursion step. This
is provided by expressing the scattered fields from a particle in the (N-1)-particle
cluster in terms of the ffectiveincident field (see the discussion at Equation4.9) of
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and where the subscriptsN − 1 andN indicate the dual-centered T-matrices of the
(N-1)-particle and the N-particle systems, respectively.Equation4.14is sufficient
to enable the definition of additional relations definingT (p,q)N depending on its posi-
tion in the block matrix structure. For the specifics of theseadditional relations see
Equations 33a,33b,35a, and 35b of Stout [ibid.].
The first step of the recursion process is obtained by inspection from Equation
4.10 and builds the solution for the two-particle system from thesingle-particle
T-matrices of the first two particles (see Equations 28 of Stout [ibid.]).
Notwithstanding the formal advantages of this recursive approach, there are several
major practical disadvantages. The most significant is that, due to the fact that at
each step of the recursion the solution is for adistinctmultiple-particle system, dur-
ing the solution process there is no straightforward mannerwith which to estimate
the accuracy of the solution so far achieved. Other disadvantages of the approach re-
late to problems associated with the efficiency of its computational implementation
for systems containing large numbers of particles. These problems are discussed in
more detail in Section5.3.4.
4.5 Summary
The discussion of the present chapter extended the T-matrixformalism developed
in earlier chapters for the single-particle case to the treatm nt of multiple-particle
systems. This extension constructed the multiple-particle T-matrix out of the single-
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particle T-matrices of the component particles. This construction is expressed in
terms of multipleredundantVSW bases, each referred to the origin of one of the
component particles.
This use of multiple bases necessitated the application of atranslation operator for
the VSW, and an overview was given of the derivation and application of this op-
erator. It was pointed out that the most effective approach for its calculation uses
recurrence relations and that, when the operator is computationally applied, com-
putational expense is greatly reduced by factoring the operation into a combination
of rotations and a single linear translation aligned with the polar axis. It was fur-
ther pointed out that, due to unavoidable consequences of the radial dependence of
the VSW basis functions, matrix representations of theirregular form of the oper-
ator are highly ill-conditioned, with the specifics depending on the multipole-order
corresponding to the spherical surface circumscribing themultiple-particle system.
For application to the analysis and calculation of optical cross sections, the
multiple-particle T-matrix is simplified and re-expressedin terms of a single VSW
basis referred to a common origin. This cluster-centered T-matrix (or, alternatively,
superposition T-matrix) then facilitates high-speed calcul tion of cross sections and
enables evaluation of collective electrodynamics of the complete multiple-particle
system. A top-level description of the algorithm most widely used for the compu-
tation of this cluster-centered T-matrix was presented. The algorithm is especially
noteworthy in that, in order to achieve efficient convergence to the desired toler-
ance, it optimizes on a per-particle basis the maximum multipole-order used during
the calculation.
For application to full-fields calculation or to analysis ofelectrodynamic behavior
associated with the individual particles making up the system, the full multiple-
particle T-matrix must be used. A unique analysis provided by this form of the T-
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matrix evaluates the transfer of energy flux, as expressed inthe per-particlepartial
cross sections, between the individual particles and the coll ctive system.
Finally, arecursivealternative algorithm that might enable more accurate calcul -
tion of the multiple-particle T-matrix in certain situations was discussed and cri-
tiqued. This recursive formulation formally combines compositions involving the
irregular translation operator into a single operator application. However, it was
concluded that, before it can be put to practical use, the algorithm requires fur-
ther refinement with respect to estimation of solution accura y and with respect to





At the outset of numerical code-base development, the design focus was on building
a set of tools enabling application, to electrodynamics problems, of computational
methods of a higher order and more analytic nature than thoset at have previously
been commonly used. A less ambitious focus on more specific requirements would
have resulted in a less powerful set of tools but would have entail d significantly
less development investment. The objectives of two different search projects de-
termined choice of the first alternative. The first, with Jochen Guck’s research group
at the University of Leipzig, involved the study of optical interactions with biolog-
ical cells and tissue, where it will be observed that, at near-infrared wavelengths,
cells typically have a size ofkr ≈ 100 optical units, and can be modeled effectively
with a few tens of objects. The second project, with Konstantin Sokolov’s research
group at the University of Texas at Austin, involved the study of optical interactions
with nanoparticle aggregates, where aggregates typicallyh ve a size ofkr ≈ 1 op-
tical unit but may contain many thousands of particles. The requirements of these
two particle-size and particle-number domains with respect to implementation of
the multiple-particle T-matrix algorithm, though not in opposition, are quite differ-
ent. In particular, evaluation of the electrodynamics of relatively large, asymmetric
objects requires development of an arbitrary-precision imple entation, which can
often make use of sparse matrix structures, while evaluation of smaller structures
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containing a large number of particles requires development of a fully-scalable par-
allel implementation, which generally uses only dense matrix s uctures.
5.1.1 Design goals
The desire to apply multiple-particle T-matrix calculations to the problem domains
of both the Texas and the Leipzig groups imposed on the code-bas implementation
the following requirements:
• arbitrary-precisionarithmetic capability, due to considerations of matrix con-
dition number associated with T-matrix calculations at high multipole order;
• hybrid-parallel design, that is, a design utilizing both thread-level and
process-level parallelism, due to trends in CPU core number and the need
to handle T-matrix calculations involving a large number ofparticles;
• object-orienteddesign, given modern programming “best practices” regard-
ing code maintainability, optimization of the code feature-development cycle,
and code ease-of-use.
It was decided that, although simultaneously satisfying this combination of require-
ments would be difficult, doing so was both possible and feasible. The success of
the code-base development has demonstrated that, not only was the decision cor-
rect, but it has resulted, first in a quite general code-base applicable to almost all
problems for which the multiple-particle T-matrix approach is appropriate and, sec-
ond, in a code-base enabling people working on such problemsto ore fully exploit
the power of recently introduced and imminent advances in computer software and
hardware technologies, for example, advances involving parallel processing.
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5.1.2 Dependencies
Wherever possible, existing libraries and algorithms are used in the numerical code-
base. Primarily, the open-sourceGNU compiler tool-chain[86] is used, although the
entire code-base has also been successfully compiled with theINTEL[87] and the
PGI[88] C++ compilers. Themere arbitrary-precision library is directly based on
the C-languageGNU multi-precision library (GMP)[89] and the C-language multi-
precision-floating-point-real library (mpfr)[90]. The requirement for this new
C++ library is explained in more detail in section5.2.1. Linear algebra classes
and algorithms are implemented using the fully-templated gneric matrix methods
gmm[91] library, with extensions as discussed in section5.2.3. Multi-process, dis-
tributed linear algebra and iterative linear algebra solvers are implemented using
theTRILINOS library from Sandia National Laboratories[92]. Fast Fourier trans-
forms of real and complex numbers, at arbitrary precision, are implemented using
the FFTW library[93], with minor extensions to allow the use of this library with
templated number types. Transforms onto the 2-Sphere (i.e., as discrete Legen-
dre transforms) are implemented using theS2KIT library[94]. It is notable that
apart from the above, all of the special function implementations, although utilizing
primitive functions from the C++ run-time library and based on discussions in the
literature, are herein completely new. The requirement forthis is explained more
fully in section5.2.2.
5.2 Key features
5.2.1 Arbitrary-precision number classes
Initially the code utilized existing arbitrary-precisionnumber libraries implemented
for C++, first theNTL[95] and then theCLN[96] libraries, but dependence on these
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libraries had to be phased out. TheNTL dependency was phased out because of
NTL’s lack of a complete primitive function implementation, esp cially with re-
spect to thetan−1 function. TheCLN dependency was phased out because of
CLN’s unusability for multi-threaded application.CLN’s reference-counter-based
garbage-collection implementation precludes thread-safe operation. Modification
of theCLN library was briefly considered but conversion of the libraryto support
thread safety did not appear to be straightforward. For these r asons a new C++
arbitrary-precision number librarymere was implemented. This new library pro-
vides all features required for arbitrary-precision calculation and serves as a mini-
malist, robust C++ interface to the C-language librariesGMP[89] andmpfr[90].
5.2.2 Numerical functor class
The set of primitive functions provided by the C++ run-time library and additionally
provided by the arbitrary-precision class used in the present code-base (see section
1.6.7) generally includes functions such assqrt andpow, transcendental functions
such asexp andlog, and the trigonometric functions and their inverses. For each of
these functions, the number of parameters is small and behavior of function evalua-
tion can proceed without the library’s needing to provide a user with choice among
multiple variants of this behavior. This does occasionallycause problems as when,
for example, the library-specified value of the expression0.00.0 as determined by
evaluation of the function callpow(0.0, 0.0) changes from one release of the
run-time library to the next, but in practice such problems are sufficiently rare that
they can be tolerated.
For the more complicated functions used in mathematical physics the number of
possible parameters is often much larger, the expected behavior of function evalu-
ation often has multiple variants and possibly even conflicting definitions, and the
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computational cost of function evaluation can be large. To address these problems
the computer-programming concept offunctor (sometimes referred to with “func-
tion object” rather than “functor”) is useful. A functor allows separating the compu-
tational processing associated with a function into distinct phases, aninitialization
phase that prepares the functor’sstate, and anevaluationphase that engages the
functor’s methodsto perform a function evaluation and generate a result. A func-
tor’s state includes such things as values for less-commonly-modified parameters,
information affecting normalization and behavior of special ases, and the results
of expensive initialization done once (that is, the first time the results are needed)
and then saved, thus enabling initialization cost to be amortized over many function
evaluations.
A functor is defined so that in simple cases a user can ignore all these details,
and defaults will determine how function evaluation proceeds. The defaults are
defined to enable the evaluation to be as general as possible.In more common
cases, normalization details need to be specified prior to function evaluation. Tak-
ing as an example the associated Legendre functionsPl,m , there is the classical
normalization wherePl,−m = (−1)m
(l−m)!
(l+m)!
Pl,m and the more modern normaliza-
tion Pl,−m = (−1)mPl,m used when the function appears as part of a spherical
harmonic[97], along with several possible normalizations for the derivative that
allow function evaluation to return otherwise singular results without numerical




at arbitrary precision for high multipole order(l1, l2, l3) the com-
putation of these coefficients is so expensive the only practic l way to allow re-
peated access to them in a computational model is to pre-calculate all values that
may possibly be required (during the initialization phasesof early uses of the func-
tor), to have tables holding the results of this pre-calculation persist as parts of the
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functor, in a database resident on hard disk, and to have a later use of the functor
obtain the values it needs not with re-calculation but with table look-up.
This functorconcept is realized in the code-base through thenumericalFunctorbase
class (see Section1.7.98). Functors for particular mathematical functions are then
derived from this base class. The implementation of thenumericalFunctor class
is based in part on the functor implementation approach usedin the excellent open-
sourceLTI-Lib image-processing library[98], which the author used extensively
in a previous project.
For any particular numerical functor (that is, any instanceof the
numericalFunctor class), a typical evaluation sequence proceeds as fol-
lows:
1. The functor’s state is initialized by instantiating the
numericalFunctor::parameters sub-class, setting the attributes
as required, and passing this structure to the functor’ssetParameters
method. Note that this initialization step can possibly prepar for mul-
tiple evaluation steps. In the case where thesetParameters method
returnsfalse, the functor’sgetStatusString method will indicate what
particular parameter attribute or initialization problemcaused the return.
2. The function is evaluated using any one of the functor’sapply methods.
Generallyapply methods returntrue if an evaluation is successful and
false otherwise. The evaluation result itself is almost always pased as a
referenceparameter to theapply method.
3. If the apply method returnedfalse, the functor’sgetStatusString
method will indicate what caused the evaluation to fail, andppropriate action
can be taken.
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Depending on the particular numerical functor, what actually occurs during the
setParameters activation of the initialization step can be more or less compli-
cated. For example, thel gendreFunctor(see Sections1.7.93and5.2.2.2) merely
initializes a vector of normalization factors. On the otherand, for thegauntFunctor
(see Sections1.7.88and5.2.2.5), when the use of a look-up table is requested and
the required table has never been generated, all of the required table values will
be calculated and inserted into a new table. Note that such complicated behavior is
never the default behavior of a functor and is activated onlywith the explicit request
of the user through modification of the appropriate boolean flg in the parameters
structure.
A question might be raised as to why the code-base includes somany new im-
plementations ofstandard mathematical special functions. It does so because
arbitrary-precisionimplementations of these functions were not readily available
when the code-base was being developed. As discussed in secton 5.4, the situa-
tion in this respect may have changed quite recently thus posibly enabling the core
evaluation code of many of these implementations to be replac d by calls to widely-
used libraries offering significantly more validation and maintenance support than
the author has means to provide.
Several of the more important numerical functor implementations are discussed in
the remainder of this section.
5.2.2.1 Spherical Bessel functions
Because of their direct relationship to the trigonometric functions,sphericalBessel
functions are actually easier to calculate than Bessel functio s of integral order. For
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and the recurrence relation




wherezl is either ofjl or yl, jl andyl can be calculated to arbitrary orderl [97].
However, despite this special case for spherical Bessel functions, it was desirable
to implement for Bessel functions a calculation method thatwould be generally
applicable at arbitrary real order. With this goal in mind, the calculation approach
used is based on the application of five steps:
1. a continued-fraction expansion is used to calculate the starting values at order
l = lmax for the regular function and its derivative;
2. a decreasing-order recurrence relation is applied to generate all required or-
ders tol = lmin;
3. an additional continued-fraction expansion is used to calcul te the irregular
function and its derivative atl = lmin;
4. the Wronskian relation is used to normalize the values atl = lmin; and finally
5. an increasing-order recurrence relation is used to calculate the irregular func-
tion and its derivative to orderl = lmax[99].
During the increasing-order recurrence of the last step, itis convenient to normal-
ize the full set of values of the regular function and its derivative. This approach
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has the additional benefit that it avoids an implicit dependence on the library im-
plementation of the trigonometric functions, which is especially important when a
calculation is done with a complex value for the argument. ThesbesselFunctor
class is based on this approach and, as a fully-templated implementation for calcu-
lating the spherical Bessel functions, provides simultaneous calculation ofjl andyl
(or optionallyh(1)l andh
(2)
l ) and their derivatives.
5.2.2.2 Legendre functions and transforms
The very first problems for which this code-base was developed involved the cal-
culation of the full electrodynamic fields of large dielectri objects with azimuthal
symmetry. Generally, the incident field used in these cases was a plane wave, or
some other field such as as a Gaussian beam with low order, and thus contained
only a few values of the azimuthal order1. As a result the corresponding T-matrix
calculations involved all values of the multipole degreel up to some maximum
value, but only the same few values of the azimuthal orderm. For these reasons
the desired implementation of the Legendre functionsPl,m applies recurrence rela-
tions with respect to the multipole degree to calculate all required multipole degree
valuesl, at a fixed value of the azimuthal orderm.







Pl,m(x) =0 : l < |m|,
1In mathematical nomenclature the terms “order” and “degree” ar applied to the indices of the
associated Legendre functions in this manner. This is inreverseof the colloquial usage in respect to
the VSW basis which refers to multipoleorder and not to multipoledegree.
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and the recurrence relation
(l −m + 1)Pl+1,m(x) =(2l + 1)Pl,m(x)− (l + m)Pl−1,m,
Pl,m can be calculated for values ofl ∈ [|m|, lmax][97]. The only additional consid-
erations involve the correct treatment of several special cases which affect the value
of the derivative ofPl,m. Specifically, when|m| = 1 and|x| ≈ 1, the limiting case
must be treated specially in order to avoid numerical overflow.
Using an alternativespherical tensorepresentation of the VSW basis (see Refer-
ence [51]), the surface integrals required for the single-particleT-matrix calculation












andf(x) is any function with suitably limited bandwidth.
It is interesting that, although direct formulations for this transform completely
analogous to those of the widely-used fast Fourier transform (FFT) are possible,
these formulations tend to be numerically unstable. However, an efficient indirect
formulation based on the FFT algorithm itself is possible[94].
ThelegendreFunctorclass (see Section1.7.93) is based on these considerations and
provides a fully-templated implementation for calculating the associated Legendre




The rotation operator for the spherical harmonicsYl,m is expressed as
Djµm(α, β, γ) = exp(iµγ)d
j
µm exp(imα),
where (α, β, γ) are the Euler rotation angles, and thedjµm are elements of the
Wigner rotation matrix. These matrix elements can be further expressed in terms of
Jacobi polynomialsP (µ,ν)n (x) of order(µ, ν) and degreen as[100]
djµm(β) =
[
(j −m)!(j + m)!













The rotation operator for the VSW basis is identical to that for theYl,m.
Starting with the relations
P
(µ,ν)
0 (x) =1 and P
(µ,ν)′
0 (x) = 0,
where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to the argumentx, and the
recurrence relations
2(n + 1)(n + µ + ν + 1)(2n + µ + ν)P
(µ,ν)
n+1 =
(2n + µ + ν + 1)
[
(2n + µ + ν)(2n + µ + ν + 2)x + µ2 − ν2
]
P (µ,ν)n











n [(µ− ν)− (2n + µ + ν)x] P (µ,ν)n







n (x) can be calculated for values ofn ∈ [0, nmax][97]. The only
special cases involve|x| ≈ 1 for the derivative, which must be treated explicitly, and
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particular values ofµ andν for which the starting point for the recurrence relations
must be initialized carefully in order to avoid attempted division by zero.
ThejacobiFunctorclass (see Section1.7.91) provides a fully-templated implemen-
tation for calculating the Jacobi polynomials and their derivatives.
5.2.2.4 Gaussian-Lobotto quadrature
Numerical integration is an important part of single-particle T-matrix calculation
when applied to objects with arbitrarily-shaped boundary surfaces. A possible tech-
nique to accomplish this integration uses discrete Legendre transforms, and this is
briefly discussed in Section5.2.2.2. For validation and for application at arbitrary
precision to functions not directly expressed in terms of associated Legendre func-
tions, an additional integration technique is required.
Because they are evaluated by applying recurrence relations, essentially all of the
special functions evaluated as part of the T-matrix calculation produce simultaneous
output for all values of one index, at a specific value of the argument. Therefore,
in common with the Legendre-transform approach, any acceptable numerical inte-
gration technique must enable utilization of these multiple values and should not
simply discard values not presently required. Many of thesevalues may eventually
be needed in the course of the calculation, in particular, when t e calculation for a
future integration cycle requires precisely the same values of the argument. To sat-
isfy this desideratum numerical integration was implemented using the Gaussian-
Lobotto adaptive-quadrature[101] method enhanced with a cache structure capable
of storing information associated with each specific quadrature point. The primary
advantage of the Gaussian-Lobotto quadrature is that, as the quadrature points are
adapted to finer and finer argument scales in response to the conv rgence require-
ments of the integration, each successive scale makes use ofth quadrature points
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from the preceding scale[102].
To enable use of this quadrature caching scheme when integrating an arbitrary func-
tion, a special signature is used for the calling parametersof the function, a signa-
ture that passes the cache node itself as one of the parameters. If a cache node so
passed has already been initialized, this means that it contains information previ-
ously stored by the same function during a previous evaluation at exactly the same
value of the argument. For example, if the integration sequence is passing from
lower to higher orders of a discrete index for some required special-function eval-
uation, the cached information would generally contain thepreviously calculated
special-function evaluations at all orders up to some maximum index value.
In practice, the degree to which this quadrature-caching scheme allows calcula-
tion results to be re-used depends on the relationship of thein egrand of one in-
tegration cycle to the integrand of the next. For T-matrix calculations specifically,
at least when relatively smooth boundary surfaces are involved, the efficiency of
calculation-result re-use, expressed as a percentage of how many calculations would
be required if no re-use were possible, often approaches 99%. Although the present
implementation of the scheme requires that a special type ofnumerical functor be
implemented for each specific integrand, an extension that would allow the inte-
grand to be specified at run-time is feasible.
The gaussLobattoQuadratureFunctorclass (see Section1.7.90) provides a fully-
templated implementation of numerical integration using adaptive Gaussian-
Lobotto quadrature and employing quadrature caching as just de cribed. To in-
tegrate an arbitrary function thecontinuumFunctorclass (see Section1.7.73) must
be specialized. An example of such specialization, one usedfor single-particle T-
matrix calculation for particles with azimuthally-symmetric boundary surfaces, is
theazimuthalIntegrandFunctorclass (see Section1.7.70).
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5.2.2.5 Gaunt, Wigner-3J , and Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
Functions with discrete argument values, like coefficientswi h sets of integer sub-
script indices, allow for special treatment. Where calculation of these coefficients
is computation intensive, as is often the case when calculating t high numerical
precision, an effective technique calculates in advance all coefficients likely to be
required and then, at the point a particular one is needed, simply does a table look-
up.








= 0 : any|mi| > li
= 0 : m1 + m2 + m3 6= 0 (5.2)
= 0 : l1 + l2 + l3 mod 2 6= 0. (5.3)
Ignoring the Relations5.2, and5.3, the number of distinct coefficients correspond-
ing to a specified value of the maximum multipole orderlmax would beO{l6max}.
However, taking into account these relations as well as additional symmetry con-
siderations, the required number of stored distincton-zerocoefficients is only
O{l5max}. As noted by Rasch [103], an efficient scheme for storage of these coeffi-
































and then performing a simple transformation to relate the value of the required co-
efficient to that of the corresponding standard-form coeffici nt.
With some additional improvements this storage scheme is used in thegauntFunctor
class (see Section1.7.88), which provides a fully-templated implementation based
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on table look-up. As the Gaunt coefficients are also directlyrelated to the Wigner-





























these additional coefficients are provided by thewigner3JFunctorclass (see Section
1.7.121), which is derived from thegauntFunctor class with only minor modifi-
cations mainly pertaining to behavior of the “even-l sum rule” (Relation5.3).
Because of the high-order dependence of the total number of coeffi ients on mul-
tipole orderlmax, when working at large values oflmax it is necessary at any one
time to load only look-up tables corresponding to a subset ofthe coefficients. To
enable this themultipoleSextupleclass (see Section1.7.96) provides a set of meth-
ods supporting iteration over, and index arithmetic on, sextuples where optionally
the azimuthal orderm spans asparseset of values.
The Gaunt coefficient values have been successfully verifiedto a very high multi-
pole order (lmax = 1000). This was done simply by comparing the product of two
arbitrary functionsf(x) andg(x) (generally taken as random functions) calculated
in two different ways. The first way used the discrete Legendrtransforms of the
functions (see Section5.2.2.2)2 combined with the appropriate Gaunt coefficients.
2For these tests, the values ofm1,m2 andm3 are fixed.
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The second way used direct multiplication, that is







5.2.2.6 Vector Spherical Harmonics
A formulation for the VSW basis functions especially convenient for cross-section
calculations is in terms of the Vector Spherical Harmonics (VSH) Blm(n̂), Clm(n̂),
andPlm(n̂)[49]:



















where the radial functionszl(x) are selected from the set of spherical Bessel and




l (x) . . .} as appropriate to the boundary












~r ×∇ (Ylm(n̂)) .
These VSH are especially convenient for cross-section calculations, asClm and
Blm express the limiting behavior of the angular part of the transverse VSW in
the far-field. For this reason when evaluation of the VSW is required for either a
cross-section or a full-fields calculation, the Formulations5.4, and5.5are used.
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ThevectorSphericalHarmonicFunctorclass (see Section1.7.119) provides a fully-
templated calculation of the VSH and is used during cross-section and full-field
evaluations by the classes representing the single-particle T-matrix and the associ-
ated vector field ket (see Sections1.7.168and1.7.170, respectively).
5.2.3 Linear algebra classes
As discussed in Section5.1.2, for linear algebra calculations with vectors and 2D-
matrices the code-base uses thegmm template library[91]. gmm uses anexpression
template implementation involving the close linking of a hierarchy of linear-algebra
traits structures with classes implementing the underlying storage containers them-
selves. Expression templates are instantiated at compile time rather than run time
and thus entail minimal run-time overhead. In fact, expression templates can avoid
overhead that would otherwise be associated with the functio alls themselves. In
practice it turns out that, at double precision, thegmm BLAS and higher-level linear
algebra methods are faster than the standard BLAS and LAPACK methods used by
most non-templated numerical-computation libraries.
The linear-algebra traits mechanism used bygmm allows the library to be easily
extended while retaining use of already-defined classes andfunctions. Several such
extensions required for the code-base include:
• Sparse vector and matrix classes,indefiniteVector and
indefiniteSparseMatrix, designed for representation of very high-
order sparse matrices like those involved in T-matrix calcul tions for very
large structures requiring coefficients at all multipole orders but only a few
values of azimuthal degree.
• Block-vector and block-matrix classes,block_resident_vector and
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block_resident_matrix, able to represent structures too large to fit into
high-speed memory, thus allowing computation with extremely large struc-
tures. (This extension was originally intended just for usewith dense matri-
ces, but it also works correctly with sparse-matrix blocks.)
• A fixed-length vector class,ntuple, designed to efficiently represent co-
ordinate points.
• N-dimensional matrix classes with associated interpolation methods.
• Singular-value-decomposition (SVD), QR-factorization, a d null-space algo-
rithms.
An important planned code-base extension needed for interfacing to linear solvers
beyond those discussed in Section5.3.5will require enhancing thegmm-interfaced
block-matrix processing capabilities so that they can simultaneously utilize multiple
processes, spanning multiple compute nodes in a computational cluster. Presently
a linear-solver multi-process utilization functionalitys realized through use of the
TRILINOS library[92], but dependence on this library must eventually be phased
out because of its incomplete templating and because of its manyFORTRAN-library
dependencies.
5.2.4 Parallel processing support
5.2.4.1 Thread-level parallelism
Currently there are two main approaches used to achieve thread-level parallelism
in C++ programming, first, use of a low-level threads application programming
interface (API) such as thePOSIX threads APIPTHREADS[104] and, second, use
of the openMP compiler pragmas[105]. Other approaches do exist, for example
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Cilk++, which introduces new language keywords[106, 107]. However, it is not
clear to what degree these other approaches will be adopted by the open-source
community, and it is this community that is largely responsible for advances in the
C++ language and its associated tool-chain.
At the time when development work commenced on the code-baseherein discussed,
theopenMP implementation on the GNU compiler tool-chain[86] was incomplete
while the one on the alternativeINTEL compiler tool-chain[87] was inconsistent
with theopenMP standards specification. After an extensive testing sequence de-
signed to elucidate the specifics of interactions betweenopenMP and the C++ lan-
guage, with extremely inconsistent results, it was decidednot to use either of these
implementations, and it was further decided to simplydefinean interface that would
enable consistent behavior and that would support thread-lvel parallelism features
equivalent to those provided by theopenMP API. This interface is implemented
using the template functionsOMP_parallel_for in name-spaceparallelUtil (see
section1.6.9). The functions are implemented using thePTHREADS API and are
used to provide thread-level parallelism throughout the code-base. However, this
solution is not ideal, both because of the increased complexity that the interface
adds to the code-base and because of the likelihood that a native compiler-based
solution will use computational resources more efficiently. As time allows, the in-
terface will gradually be re-implemented to make use of native openMP pragmas,
the implementation of which has hopefully improved in the interim.
The primary difficulties associated with multi-thread parallel programming relate
to data structures shared among threads. There is in generalno problem associated
with immutabledata structures, but formutabledata structures the possibility exists
that one thread will modify a structure in a way that invalidates another thread’s
current activity that is using the previous value of the structure, or several threads
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may attempt to modify a structure at the same time. When operations on a data
structure by a thread can beatomicwith respect to the possibility of interruption by
another thread such problems do not occur[108, 109]. The most common technique
for ensuring atomic operations involves the use of amutual exclusion lock, ormutex,
which is a special type of state variable that is provided by the low-level thread API
and that can belockedby only one thread at a time. Prior to using any mutable
data structure a thread must lock the mutex associated with the structure, and when
the usage is finished the thread must unlock the mutex. The overhead cost of this
approach depends on the number of mutexes used and on the frequ ncy of attempts
by threads to lock a mutex already locked by another thread. The operation of
locking a mutex that is presently unlocked accrues minimal overhead[104].
For large data structures such as matrices the probability,that threads will attempt
to operate on the same structure component at the same time, decreases inversely
with the overall size of the structure, i.e., in the case of a matrix, with its order. For
computations involving such large structures, associating a single mutex with the
entire structure unnecessarily prevents threads from working on different parts of
the structure at the same time. A solution to this problem involves associating a set
of mutexes with a corresponding set of keys, where the size ofthe two sets corre-
sponds to the maximum number of threads to be allowed to operate simultaneously
on the structure. Prior to undertaking an operation on a structu e, a thread must lock
a mutex and set, as value of the key associated with the mutex,an identifier of the
particular structure part to be operated on. Different threads will usually be working
on different parts of the structure so usually the lock can take effect and the thread
can immediately proceed with the operation, with the locking activity thus entailing
minimal overhead. In rare cases, some other thread will already be operating on ex-
actly the same part of the structure, as indicated by the key value, and the thread will
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need to wait before it can lock the mutex. The additional overhead required for use
of this multiple-mutex scheme is determined by the maximum nu ber of threads
allowed to be active for a particular task, a number that is often the number of avail-
able CPU cores and thus that is often quite small for currentlyavailable computing
hardware. This multiple-mutex scheme is provided by the classmultiMutex (see
Section1.7.133) which implements mutex-keying operations suitable for use with
most data types.
5.2.4.2 Process-level parallelism
The most widely-used implementation technique for enabling computer programs
to activate inter-communicating multiple processes running simultaneously on dif-
ferent CPU cores, or possibly even on different computers, uses a standardized
message passing interface calledMPI[110]. This is the technique used in the code-
base herein discussed. MPI consists of a set of primitive functio s and associ-
ated data structures providing a wide range of inter-process synchronization and
communication capabilities. Although there are many different vendor-specific and
open-source implementations of MPI, by and large, programsusing this interface
are portable across different platforms.
The process-level parallelism currently enabled for the multiple-particle T-matrix
computation envisions two distinct usage scenarios:
• Performance of a number of tasks where during task execution itself no inter-
process communication occurs among processes performing any of the par-
ticular tasks. This is the scenario of the present multi-centered implementa-
tion (see Section5.3.4) where T-matrix computation at each wavelength value
is assigned to a distinct process.
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• Performance of a number of tasks where high-bandwidth inter-process com-
munication occurs among processes performing the particular tasks. This
is the scenario of the present cluster-centered implementatio (see Section
5.3.5) that applies a process-distributed linear-algebra solver to optimize the
implementation for aggregate structures containing a verylarge number of
particles.
Having only a small set of scenarios allows the use of adispatcher-receiverscheme
where a singledispatcherprocess assigns tasks to multiplereceiverprocesses, mon-
itors the progress of the resulting computations, and assembles results as they are
completed by the receivers. Allowing for the possibility tha there be only one re-
ceiver allows a single such scheme to handle both of the scenarios just described.
This scheme is realized by thedispatcherandmonolithic_dispatcherclasses (see
Sections1.7.123, and1.7.130, respectively) in name-spaceparallelUtil (see Sec-
tion 1.6.9). Implementation of a particular calculation requires specialization of
the task and result components of the classes followed by definition of an
executeTask method.
With respect to inter-process communication, it should be oserved that a common-
ality exists among the following kinds of data-transfer operations:
• Transfer from one type of memory to another type, such as from resident to
out-of-core memory.
• Transfer from one memory location to another.
• Transfer from memory controlled by one process to memory controlled by
another, possibly even over an external communication channel.
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In modern programming practice, the first of these operationk nds is almost always
defined for any high-level data-structure type because it isrequired for transferring
an instance of the type to apersistentmemory (e.g., to a file on a hard disk) for
later re-use. Implementation for a data-structure type of the second kind of transfer
makes it possible for generic sub-routines to transfer an instance of the type even
though they have no access to its internal structural details. This facilitatesmod-
ularization of code thereby enabling easier code maintainability. Imple entation
for a data-structure type of the third kind of transfer enables an abstract, high-level
treatment of process-level parallelism. Correct treatmentof such process-to-process
transfer is one of the most difficult aspects of process-level parallel programming.
When a user needs to specify a class determining a new data-structure type, the
abstractCommHandleclass and the associated primitive functions in thecommUtil
name-space (see Sections1.7.2and1.6.1, respectively) enable a unified treatment
for the type of these different kinds of transfer operations. All that is neces-
sary is for the class to implement three methods:readBinary, writeBinary,
andbinarySize. The first two implement binary I/O operations and the third
determines how much resident memory is occupied by a particular instance of
the class. The primitive functionsopen, close, read, and write in the
commUtil name-space all have calling signatures corresponding directly to the
system functions with the same names, and so the use of these primitives in the
construction ofreadBinary andwriteBinary is straightforward (although an
abstractCommHandle is used instead of a pointer to a file structure). Once this
implementation is completed for a given class, instances ofthe class can be effi-
ciently transferred using exactly the same functions, first, to and from a file, sec-
ond, to and from a memory buffer, and, third, to and from a process running on a
separate processor, even one that may be part of a separate computer.
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It is notable that, by using thedispatcher class for implementation of inter-
process synchronization and by using theabstractCommHandle class for imple-
mentation of inter-process communication, essentially noMPI function calls need
appear in codes realizing T-matrix calculation specifics. Thus the difficult problems
usually associated with achieving process-level parallelism are in general avoided
in the development of new T-matrix calculation codes.
5.3 Problem-space specifics
5.3.1 Indexing on the vector multipole basis
In order to make use of the basic linear algebra subprograms (BLAS) interface
provided bygmm, the dual(l,m)-index scheme for the VSW must be mapped to a
single linear index. This is accomplished with a set of utility functions provided by
thetmatrixIndexclass (see Section1.7.169), within theTMatrix name-space. The
following index mappings are available:
x← l2 + l + m contiguous-m multipole index (5.7)
x← l monolithic-l index (5.8)
x←
{
l −m2 − (lmax + 2)m− 1 : m < 0 contiguous-l multipole index
l −m2 + lmax(m + 1) + m : m ≤ 0
.
(5.9)
wherex is the single linear index, andl andm are the multipole order and azimuthal
degree, respectively. For each mapping above, also provided is the inverse mapping
which takes(l,m) ← x given a specified value for the maximum multipole order
lmax. Yet more mappings add hierarchy corresponding to the typesof transverse
VSW, either ~M or ~N , and to the field regularity, which may be any ofREGULAR,
OUTGOING, or INCOMING.
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5.3.2 Translation operator for the VSW basis
The initial implementation of the VSW propagator was based on the formulas from
Borghese et al. [34], although the propagator was factored to allow its represen-
tation in terms of separate rotation and single-axis translation operators. For this
particular implementation the required rotation operatorwas constructed using the
Jacobi functions (see Section1.7.91). Although the Borghese formulas are pre-
cisely correct, their complexity exacerbated implementation difficulties. In partic-
ular, the Gaunt coefficients must be evaluated and this requir d development of the
gauntFunctorclass (see Section1.7.88) along with associated support classes that
provide multipole-sextuple indexing and iteration (see Section 1.7.96). In fact, in
this case the factoring of the propagator was required mainly to reduce the number
of Gaunt coefficients needed by the calculation, which number would otherwise
have been prohibitively large.
As part of the verification of these propagator codes, the recur nce-relation based
propagator design proposed by Mackowski[78] was additionally implemented, and
this implementation turned out to be so much simpler and moreefficient that the
original propagator implementation is no longer used in production code. However,
the original propagator implementation does provide important validation capabil-
ity for any VSW propagator or rotator and thus is retained in thepropagatorTMatrix
(see Sections1.7.165) androtatorTMatrix(see Section1.7.166) classes.
As mentioned in Section4.3, factoring the VSW propagator into separate ro-
tation and translation operations significantly decreasescomputational complex-
ity. This factorization is encapsulated in thefactoredPropagatorclass (see Section
1.7.153) which is used by both the multi-centered and the cluster-center d multiple-
particle T-matrix calculations. For use internal to thefactoredPropagator class,
the recurrence-relation based implementation of the rotation operator is provided
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by therotationCoefficientFunctorclass (see Section1.7.108) and the recurrence-
relation based implementation of the single-axis translation operators is provided
by theadditionCoefficientFunctorclass (see Section1.7.68). For completeness the
additionCoefficientFunctor can optionally calculate either the scalar or the
vector translation coefficients.
The matrix representations of the rotator and of the single-axis translator are most
efficiently stored using the contiguous-l and the monolithic-l indexing schemes
discussed in section5.3.1. To optimize memory use as well as use of other run-
time resources, special block-sparseskylinevectors and matrices are used for the
storage of these propagator components[91], and special versions of the vector
and matrix BLAS functions have been implemented to be used internally by the
factoredPropagator class. These functions provide both left and right multi-
plication by these component matrices, taking advantage ofthe fact that the rotator
and the single-axis translator are diagonal in the multipole orderl and in the az-
imuthal degreem, respectively.
5.3.3 Representations of the T-matrix: single-particle, multi-centered, and
cluster-centered
As discussed in Section5.2.2.2, the initial applications of the code-base re-
quired a very-high-order sparse matrix representation of the single-particle T-
matrix. This representation is implemented in thegmm-interfacedindefiniteVector
andindefiniteSparseMatrixclasses in thelinalg::sparsename-space (see Sections
1.7.47, 1.7.46, and1.6.5, respectively). This sparse representation would be quite
inefficient if used during the multiple-particle T-matrix cal ulation itself and so for
this purposedenseandskyline[91] matrix-storage representations are used. These
dense multi-centered T-matrix representations are block-matrix structures where
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the blocks are indexed by field-class (i.e., VSW~M or ~N ) and field-regularity type
(i.e., REGULAR, OUTGOING, or INCOMING). This block-matrix implementation is
provided by theblockVectorandblockMatrix classes in thelinalg::sparsename-
space (see Sections1.7.43, 1.7.43, and1.6.5, respectively). These latter classes
are in thelinalg::sparse name-space because the occupancy rate of the blocks
themselves is sparse. Actually the sub-block structure itself can be any of the many
types ofgmm-interfaced matrix classes, and can use either a sparse or dense storage
scheme. With respect to the cluster-centered T-matrix representation specifically,
after the calculation is complete the T-matrix is indistinguishable in terms of rep-
resentation from any single-particle T-matrix. In fact, the only distinction from a
single-particle T-matrix at this point is that the cluster-c nteredscattered-fieldsT-
matrix has no corresponding T-matrix representing theint rnal-fieldsof the struc-
ture.
5.3.4 Recursive, multi-centered implementation
As indicated previously, given the single-particle T-matrices for the aggregate’s
component particles and a suitable representation for the VSW propagator, the
multiple-particle T-matrix calculation is essentially a linear algebra problem. (For
the multi-centered calculation, the mathematical detailshave been discussed in sec-
tion 4.4.3.) This linear-algebra calculation proceeds by recursively constructing
the block matrix that will be the solution, incrementing theaggregate structure by
one particle during each recursion step. The increment for each additional particle
requires both modification of the previous solution blocks and ddition to the so-
lution matrix of a new block row and column. At completion, this algorithm will
have performedO{N3} matrix multiplications andN matrix inversions, whereN
is the total number of particles in the structure.
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The specific recursive technique used to evaluate the cluster-centered T-matrix can
be very efficient and it potentially treats, better than other approaches[83], issues
relating to the poor condition numbers for the matrices representing theirregu-
lar VSW propagator. However, validation studies comparing thecondition num-
bers for intermediate matrices participating in this calculation, with the condition
numbers for analogous matrices participating in the cluster-centered calculation,
found that the two approaches are actually quite comparablein this regard. In addi-
tion, the fact that the size of the block-matrix system gradually increases during the
cluster-centered calculation makes it quite difficult to efficiently scale this approach
to multiple processes. The resulting lack of an efficient disributed-processing im-
plementation for this algorithm limits the maximum number of particles that can
be treated with this approach to approximately 500 (depending on the maximum
single-particle multipole order used in the calculation).It is possible that use of an
alternative linear-solver algorithm would result in less constraining limitations and
so plans are underway to perform comparison studies. Use of modular techniques
to encapsulate interface details relating to the specific solver alternatives, which
techniques have already been developed as part of the cluster-centered calculation
implementation, will allow these studies to proceed rapidly.
In its current implementation, unlike the cluster-centered solution, the multi-
centered solution provides no estimate for the accuracy of the calculated results. Of
course such an estimate can be arrived at by comparing results from multiple runs
with gradually increasing single-particle multipole ordelmax, but for large struc-
tures the computational resources required for these multiple runs are prohibitively
expensive. In principle it should be possible to implement atechnique for eval-
uating the accuracy of the solution with respect to the extinctio efficiencyQe in
analogy to the approach used by the cluster-centered algorithm. However, this is
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less straightforward for therecursivemulti-centered solution because the interme-
diate values ofQe for this solution are actually fromdifferentstructures. This gives
additional justification for changing the multi-centered implementation so that it
uses a more traditional linear-solver approach.
The multi-centered variant of the multiple-particle T-matrix calculation is provided
by themultiCentered_tmatrixclass (see Section1.7.159) which also implements
the most commonly used cross-section methods, including methods for evaluating
the partial cross sections. (This particular T-matrix calculation scheme is the only
one that makes these partial cross sections available.)
5.3.5 Cluster-centered implementation
The mathematical details of the cluster-centered calculation were discussed in Sec-
tion 4.4.2. This linear algebra calculation is initialized by construc ing the block-
matrix left-hand side (LHS) and the block-vector right-hand side (RHS) corre-
sponding to the structure elaborated in Section4.4. Using theDebye truncation
criterion (see Section2.2.2.1), maximum multipole ordersl1:max and l2:max that
correspond to the circumscribing spheres for the individual particles and for the
entire cluster, respectively, are estimated. The single-particle T-matrices used for
initialization are sized symmetrically using the single-particle l1:max as the trunca-
tion criterion for both the rows and the columns. However, the VSW propagators
used in the initialization (and during the calculation itself) are asymmetric with re-
spect to maximum multipole order, with the single-particlel1:max being used for the
column truncation criterion and the clusterl2:max being used for the row truncation
criterion3. This calculation could ultimately produce a cluster-centered T-matrix
3In this discussion, it is to be understood thatrow and columnare to be reversed when the
propagator is used forright application to a T-matrix.
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with a symmetric row and column truncation criterion corresponding the the cluster
l2:max but, in practice (as indicated in Section4.4.2), a column-by-column construc-
tion of the solution allows an ongoing determination of the degree to which the
extinction efficiencyQe has converged to its final value. Provided that the trun-
cation criteria have been estimated correctly, in many cases columns far fewer in
number than the number corresponding to the clusterl2:max are actually required to
obtain convergence.
Further discussion is required with respect to the selection of a suitable linear al-
gebrasolver implementation. The primary classification of linear solvers distin-
guishes between, on the one hand,directsolvers that calculate a solution to the max-
imum accuracy possible given the precision of the number system used and thereby
produce the equivalent of a matrix factorization of the LHS and, on the other hand,
iterativesolvers that for a particular RHS column (or a block of columns) gradually
arrive at a solution through an iterative convergence. Eventhough more than one
solver cycle may be required to obtain results involving multiple RHS columns, the
required accuracy of the solution is in many cases much less than the maximum
possible, and so the computation resource requirements forapplication of an iter-
ative solver to a given problem can in turn be much less than the requirements for
application of a direct solver to the same problem.
Because a large number of both direct and iterative solver imple entations are
available in the public domain, it was desirable to use amodular linear solver im-
plementation approach, thus allowing one solver to be easily substituted for an-
other when required for comparison, verification, or other pu poses. Such an ap-
proach is realized with the classdistributedSolverFunctorthat internally uses the
classdistributedSolverModule(see Sections1.7.78and 1.7.8, respectively). All
that is required to use a particular linear solver is to construct an appropriate spe-
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cialization ofdistributedSolverModule. At present the particular linear solver
used by the cluster-centered T-matrix calculation is the block-GMRES solver avail-
able within theTrilinos::Belos name-space, which is part of theTrilinos
library released into the public domain by Sandia National Laboratories [92]. Im-
portant benefits of solvers available within theTrilinos::Belos name-space
are that they can make use of several differentblock solver schemes for process-
ing multiple RHS columns simultaneously and that many of thesolvers are fully
scalable across multiple-processor implementations using MPI. Drawbacks of the
Trilinos::Belos implementation result from the fact that it is not fully tem-
plated, it can work only with real numbers, and it has implicit dependencies on
FORTRAN source code and libraries.
The cluster-centered variant of the multiple-particle T-matrix calculation is pro-
vided by theclusterCentered_tmatrixclass (see Section1.7.143). Cross-section
methods associated with this class are provided by the classtmatrix (see Section
1.7.168) which is the class that implements the single-particle T-matrix calculation
and associated methods.
5.3.6 Full-fields calculation
Given a vector of VSW coefficients representing the electrodynamic fields with re-
spect to a single origin, and given an observation point, thecalculation of the full
electrodynamic fields requires the accumulation of the contributing VSW compo-
nents at each participating multipole index(l,m). For a vector of multi-centered
VSW coefficients, this accumulation must be continued untilit includes contri-
butions from each participating VSW basis. The only important implementation
details relate to optimizing the accumulation sequence in order to minimize the
number of special-function evaluations required.
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For the naive calculation, each point on the mesh requiresO{Npl2max} special-
function evaluations, whereNp is the number of particles in the aggregate. How-
ever, using in combination with a simple nearest-neighbor interpolation scheme,
the fact that each VSW component is composed of termsseparablein the spherical
coordinates, the number of required evaluations can be greatly reduced. In effect
this approximates the field contribution at each mesh point using the field at a point
nearby on a separable spherical coordinate grid. Provided that the spherical coordi-
nate grid is sufficiently fine, this approximation can be as accurate as desired. This
“jitter mesh” approach provides almost a 100-times speed-up in typical field calcu-
lations involving field evaluation at grid points on a 2D plane. Specifically, consid-
ering only special-function evaluations, a calculation involving N2 grid points can
be effectively reduced to a calculation involving onlyO{N} points. Unfortunately,
additional unavoidable overhead scales with the number of gid points and reduces
the overall benefits of this approach but, regardless, its benefits can be substantial.
Full-fields calculations are provided by a special numerical functor, the
fieldVisualizer class (see Section1.7.86) which, to evaluate the contribut-
ing VSW components at each observation point, uses theapply methods
of the vectorFieldKet class (see1.7.170). These methods in turn use the
vectorSphericalHarmonicFunctorclass for this task (see Sections5.2.2.6 and
1.7.119).
5.4 Future directions
Current plans are to release the code-base into the public domain within a year. The
release will be accompanied by a publication that provides an overview of the code-
base, a verification and demonstration of key capabilities,and a comparison with
other existing codes serving similar areas of application.The most difficult aspects
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of this planned release relate, first, to the modifications necessary to make the code-
base more accessible to less computationally experienced users and, second, to the
reduction of the complete code-base to a size easier to support and maintain but
that nevertheless continues to possess the capabilities and fe tures most frequently
needed and/or desired by the code-base’s intended users.
Use of multiple representations for the T-matrix itself (see Section5.3.3), with the
one used for a particular calculation depending on the calculation type and possibly
even changing from one stage of the calculation to the next, makes the code-base
much more complicated than need be. For the pending release of th code-base
into the public domain, mainly because of maintenance issues associated with that
release, it will be desirable to have a uniform representation for the T-matrix. Most
probably the dense matrix representation will be selected because, first, most single-
particle T-matrices are likely to have too small a memory footprint to accrue signifi-
cant benefits from a sparse representation and, second, multiple-particle T-matrices
are almost always comprised of dense coefficients, except ina few very special
cases.
The numerical functor class has been in use for several yearsas part of production
code. During this period there have been many times when difficulties of code de-
velopment and maintenance have been exacerbated by, ratherthan assisted by, the
numerical functor design for status and error reporting. Major problems are caused
by the fact that the current design does not specify mechanisms forautomaticen-
forcement of error-reporting precedence. In a better design, tatus messages associ-
ated with the first point where any error is detected would always be maintained and
any additionally available calling-sequence related error messages would beauto-
maticallyappended to these initial messages. A second problem has also become
evident, and that is that there is in the current design no wayto require a user to even
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check a functor’s return status when an error occurs, let alone record that return sta-
tus, and this will potentially become a serious problem whent code-base is used
by less experienced programmers. For these reasons the numerical functor error
and status reporting design will be modified so that it specifis a mechanism for
enforcing these requirements. An implementation using theC++ exception mecha-
nisms rather than the functor return value will enable a straightforward solution to
this problem.
Although the C++ exception mechanisms are often misunderstood and thereby ma-
ligned by programmers more familiar with the other programming languages tradi-
tionally used for numerical computation, modern implementations of these mecha-
nisms do not unduly increase run-time overhead or affect code execution speed. It is
actually possible for C++ compilers to implement these mechanisms without run-
time speed overhead[111], although in practice there is usually an overhead near
10%[112], which it should be possible to reduce through use of advanced coding
techniques that pay special attention to stack utilizationduring function calls. In
any case, a slight decrease in run-time speed is a small priceto pay for a large in-
crease in code maintainability thus allowing programmers,whose time is generally
a most critical resource, to be more productive.
During the evolution of the code-base, the C++ language itself has been evolving.
Of particular relevance to the numerical functor implementation are recently pro-
posed extensions to the C++ standard library, as specified inC++ Technical Report
1 (TR1)[113]. These extensions include implementations of many of the mathemat-
ical special functions now implemented as parts of the numerical functor classes of
the code-base herein described. Although support for TR1 extensions across dif-
ferent compilation platforms is highly variable at present, many TR1 extensions
are available as part of theBoost C++ libraries[114], and thus it should be possi-
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ble to make use of at least some TR1 extensions immediately. Bcause the code-
base’s numerical functor classes enable many capabilitiesbeyond the evaluation
of the mathematical special functions, much of the currentnumericalFunctor
implementation will remain in place, but gradually theapply methods used in
numericalFunctor instances will be modified to make use of TR1-based im-
plementations. Because these modifications will reduce thesize of several critical





The simple phenomenological rules presented in Chapter3 applied a comparative
approach to predicting expected spectral differences among the optical cross sec-
tions of aggregates with differing structures. The focus walargely on predicting the
spectral shift of a single peak in the cross section, and thisapproach has been suc-
cessful for explaining observations from live-cell labeling experiments[115]. How-
ever, many experimental results show more complicated peakstructures and, in
fact, such structures are even evident in the series of numerical simulation results
presented in Chapter3.
The present chapter applies the analytic framework of the multiple-particle T-matrix
technique to a more comprehensive exploration of the electrodynamic behavior of
aggregate structures. As with the preceding discussion, the focus will be on the
development of qualitative rules for describing the spectral p operties of the optical
cross sections. This approach includes direct evaluation of the spectral properties
associated withcollectivemodes relating to the aggregate structure as a whole as
well as withper-particlemodes, and in addition includes exploration of the rela-
tionship between near-field inter-particle interactions ad far-field observations.
To facilitate the analysis, numerical simulation results will be presented for a selec-
tion of representative aggregate systems. This will demonstrate the validity of more
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general conclusions for these systems specifically but it isintended also to increase
plausibility of the assertion that the conclusions apply tom re general systems.
Although it is believed that the concepts presented here aregen rally applicable,
further proof is beyond the purview of the present discussion.
6.2 Collective mode interactions
During discussion of the properties of the single-particleT-matrix in Chapter2,
it was observed that Debye’s analysis of the dependence of the Mie coefficients
on particle radius[4] also applies directly to the T-matrix coefficients for particles
defined by arbitrarily-shaped boundary surfaces[24] (see Section2.2.4). This exten-
sion of Debye’s analysis is largely based on consideration of the radial dependence
of the irregular portion of the VSW basis functions at the boundary surface. Such
a function has exponential behavior when the radius, expressed in optical units, is
sufficiently less than the multipole-order of the function.The implication is that
the single-particle T-matrix coefficients corresponding to these higher multipole-
orders, as well as the magnitude of the associated far-field components of the scat-
tered fields, are exponentially suppressed.
Using the cluster-centered form of the multiple-particle T-matrix (see Section
4.4.2), it is possible to evaluate directly the contribution of a specific collective
multipole-order to the scattered fields from a multiple-particle structure. However,
despite the formal equivalence between this T-matrix and any T-matrix represent-
ing the electrodynamics of a single particle, due to the factthat the cluster-centered
T-matrix does not represent a system with uniform internal structure, care needs
to be taken in applying the single-particle results regarding the behavior of the
T-matrix coefficients. To extend the single-particle results to the cluster-centered
T-matrix, it is sufficient to consider the outgoing-wave expansion of the scattered
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fields expressed at a spherical surface of radiusR circumscribing the structure.
Then (assuming angular features in the expansion are roughly of the same magni-
tude with respect to multipole order), it is seen that a necessary implication of the
exponential dependence of the basis functions is that high multipole-order (where
kR ≪ l) angular details will be strongly suppressed at radial distances greater
than the multipole-order l. This then is an alternative way of lo king at Debye’s
“multipole truncation criterion,” a way that also applies to the coefficients of the
cluster-centered T-matrix.
At the resonance wavelength for a small gold nanoparticle, about 535 nm , one
optical unit corresponds to about 85 nm . This means that, except for the very
largest structures, the aggregates considered here typicall have a size on the order
of one optical unit and thus predominantly the collective dipole components account
for the largest part of the scattered fields. Using the cluster-centered T-matrix, the
dipole and quadrupole contributions to the scattering cross section for the example
structures considered in the following sections are shown in Figures6.1and6.2, and
the relative magnitudes of these contributions are fully consistent with this analysis.
The differences between the relative magnitudes of the quadrupole component for
the two structures is due to the asymmetry of the structure ofFigure 6.1, which
asymmetry enhances the quadrupole contribution. Finally,nd most importantly,
it will be noted that the detailed sub-features in the scattering cross-section spectra
are already appearing in the dipole-only cross sections andthus cannot be attributed
to distinct collective modes.
For completeness, the polarized cross sections are also shown in the second panel
of each figure and, from the perspective of collective-mode analysis, these corre-
spond to details of them = ±1 azimuthalcomponents of the scattered multipole
fields. The spectral differences between the two polarized cross sections for the
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more asymmetric structure are well explained by the simple considerations of the
angular symmetry of the dipole fields and of the effect of thissymmetry with respect
to changes in structure aspect ratio (discussed in Section3.2.3.2).
Finally, although for the specific aggregate structures considered here it has been
shown that collective-mode analysis cannot account for thedetails observed in the
scattering spectra, this conclusion would not be correct for many fabricated ag-
gregate structures considered in the literature[116, 117, 118, 119]. For example,
for structures fabricated using electron-beam lithography, typical single-particle di-
mensions are presently of about 100 nm and thus structures containing even a few
particles already spanmultipleoptical units. For such structures it will often be the
case that features of cross-section spectra can be attributed to particular collective
multipole modes.
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(a) Dipole and quadrupole contributions to the unpolarized scattering cross section.
(b) Polarized scattering cross sections.
Figure 6.1: Collective mode contributions to cross sectionsf r the structure to be
analyzed in Section6.3.1.1(25 nm particles, a = 2.1).
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(a) Dipole and quadrupole contributions to the unpolarized scattering cross section.
(b) Polarized scattering cross sections.
Figure 6.2: Collective mode contributions to cross sectionsf r the structure to be
analyzed in Section6.3.1.2(25 nm particles, a = 2.1).
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6.3 Per-particle interactions
Using the multi-centered form of the multiple-particle T-matrix (see Section4.4.3),
it is possible to evaluate directly the per-particle contribut ons to the electrodynam-
ics of the structure. In principle the most straightforwardmanner to evaluate directly
the per-particle electrodynamics would be to calculate thecomplete electrodynamic
fields throughout the structure and then to interpret these rults. Although this ap-
proach will be applied to a specific problem in Section6.4, in many practical cases
the approach provides so much information that the interpretation of these full-field
results can be quite difficult. An alternative is to use information available through
various reductions and superpositions of the dual-centered T-matrices forming the
complete multi-centered T-matrix. The most commonly used examples of such re-
ductions are the expressions for the optical cross sectionshemselves, but these
particular reductions provide only information about collective behavior. An alter-
native reduction that is specifically relevant to the evaluation of per-particle effects
on cross-section spectral properties is thepartial cross section (see Section4.4.3.2).
The particular form of partial cross section applied here represents the power con-
tribution transferredby a single particle within the structure to the total scattered
power for the entire structure, normalized by the intensityof the incident fields. Al-
though the total power scattered by the structure must be non-negative, this is not
true with respect to power transfer within the structure. That is, individual partial
cross sections can be and often arenegative. Evaluation of the spectral properties
of these partial cross sections then allows direct evaluation of the per-particle con-
tributions to the properties of the complete cross section for the entire structure. To
illustrate different types of per-particle effects, several examples of this technique
will be applied in the rest of this section.
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6.3.1 Constructive superposition
Using considerations analogous to those of Section3.2.1, it may be possible to
partition an aggregate into sub-groups of particles such that the induced near-field
coupling between sub-groups is minimal. In this case, apartfrom the coherent su-
perposition of the scattered fields, these sub-groups will behave independently, and
cross-section spectral features can be directly associated wi h the superposition of
the spectral features from each sub-group. Given a known structure, in some cases
the attribution of spectral features will be intuitively evident through considerations
of the morphology of particular sub-groups. For example, ifa particular sub-group
has a smaller mean inter-particle spacing compared to another, it can be associated
with a longer-wavelength spectral feature in the complete cross section. However
it turns out that in many cases, even with a known structure this attribution is not
at all straightforward. Therefore, to develop insight applicable to these cases and
also to cases where the specifics of the structure are unknownand only spectra are
available, a more systematic approach for attribution willbe constructed.
6.3.1.1 A simple structure
To illustrate the important concepts, a particular examplestructure will be analyzed,
a structure that has been designed to include multiple, regionally-localized sub-
groups of particles but that has a large enough spacing between the sub-groups
to minimize the effects of inter-group coupling. The scattering cross section for
the structure shown in Figure6.3adoes in fact manifest two distinct peak features.
Further, the corresponding partial scattering cross-section plots of Figure6.3ballow
the direct per-particle attribution to these features, andthis validates the attribution
that might have been made from considerations of the mean inter-particle spacing
within each sub-group, that is, that the heptamer is associated with the shorter-
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wavelength feature and the tetramer with the longer-wavelength feature.
To facilitate this type of analysis for structures containing a larger number of par-
ticles, each partial cross-section spectrum is converted to a pseudo-color by multi-
plication of the spectrum with specified Gaussian distributions for each of the red,
green, and blue color channels and then performing an r.m.s.integration. Details
of this pseudo-color generation step are illustrated in Figure6.4awhich shows the
specific color channel distributions used to analyze the present structure. In this
particular case and in all color-mapped figures shown in thisc apter, the specifics
of the color channel distributions used are selected “by hand” in order to maximize
the color variation and thereby the displayed information.These pseudo-colors
are then used to label a representation of the aggregate structure as shown in Fig-
ure 6.4b. In this illustration the attribution of the shorter-wavelength and longer-
wavelength peak features as arrived at from examination of the individual partial
cross-section plots is now explicitly clear and, in addition, ther interesting details
illustrate subtle differences in the degree of inter-particle coupling throughout the
structure.
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(a) Representation of aggregate structure.
(b) Completeandpartial cross sections; particle numbering as indicated
(25 nm particles, a = 2.1).
Figure 6.3: Example aggregate system including particle sub-groups.
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(a) Color channel distributions
(b) Pseudo-color labeling of aggregate representation.
Figure 6.4: Aggregate representation labeled using colorsgenerated from partial
cross-section spectra.
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6.3.1.2 A more realistic structure
Partial cross-section analysis will now be applied to a structure that has a morphol-
ogy quite similar to that observed in aggregates produced during live-cell label-
ing experiments (see Section3.1). Examining the representation of the structure
shown in Figure6.5asuggests no immediately obvious way to break the structure
into particle sub-groups associated with the three peak featur s in the scattering
cross section. Further, due to the complete lack of structure symmetry, the partial
cross-section spectra shown in Figure6.5b indicate that essentially each particle
contributes a distinct spectral component although some gen ral trends associated
with the features in the complete cross section can be recognized.
Inspection of the pseudo-color labeled structure shown in Figure 6.6 and of the
related images associated with the magnitude of each color channel does allow the
three peak features in the complete cross section to be associ ted with sub-groups of
particles within the structure. However these sub-groups are not spatially localized
but instead group together particles that share aspects of their local environment.
These details are straightforward to evaluate when the pseudo-color labeling is used
to indicate the magnitude of each color-channel separately. In particular, particles
with more nearest neighbors and more closely-spaced neighbors are associated with
the long-wavelength spectral feature (see Figure6.7); particles with an intermediate
number of neighbors are associated with the mid-wavelengthfeature (see Figure
6.8); and more isolated particles are associated with the short-wavelength feature
(see Figure6.9).
It is also possible using these illustrations to group the more closely-spaced
particles into sub-groups containing clusters and short chains of particles (e.g.,
{25, 18, 19, 8, 16, 6}, {23, 12, 35, 22, 42, 29}, {9, 21}, and{30, 24}), and this then
makes the attribution fully consistent with the special requirements detailed at the
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start of the section, that is, that for spectral effects due to constructive superposition,
the sub-groups of particles must be sufficiently isolated that inter-group coupling is
minimized.
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(a) Representation of aggregate structure.
(b) Completeandpartial cross sections (25 nm particles,〈a〉 = 2.1, σa = 0.2a).
Figure 6.5: Example of a randomized 61-particle aggregate.
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Figure 6.6: Pseudo-color labeling of aggregate structure using colors generated
from partial cross-section spectra.
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Figure 6.7: Pseudo-color labeling of aggregate structure:magnitude corresponds to
long wavelength features (black↑magnitude).
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Figure 6.8: Pseudo-color labeling of aggregate structure:magnitude corresponds to
intermediate wavelength features (black↑ magnitude).
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Figure 6.9: Pseudo-color labeling of aggregate structure:magnitude corresponds to
short wavelength features (black↑magnitude).
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6.3.1.3 Implications of constructive superposition
With respect to the cross section of the entire aggregate, spectral features produced
by constructive superposition will have only feature scale-lengths comparable to
those of the cross sections of the participating sub-groupsf particles considered
separately. However, as discussed in Chapter3, for particle groups described by a
correlation function with auniform angular aspect, the primary effect of all inter-
particle coupling is a red-shift and broadening of cross-section spectral features
compared to those of the isolated particles. Although in certain specific cases the
peak width of the spectral features may narrow very slightly(for example, as may
occur if the imaginary component of the complex dielectric permittivity for the bulk
material is reduced in magnitude at the new peak location), this is not the most gen-
eral trend. Any such peak narrowing is usually overwhelmed by mixing effects from
inter-particle coupling from many neighboring particles,which coupling serves to
broaden the peaks. In combination these factors lead to the strong conclusion that
spectral features produced by constructive superpositioncan, at the finest level of
detail, have only feature scale-lengths comparable to those of the cross sections of
the isolated particles.
6.3.2 Destructive superposition
There are many cases where from geometric considerations anaggregate structure
can be partitioned into sub-groups but, with respect to near-fi ld coupling between
the sub-groups, the minimal inter-group coupling restrictions of Section6.3.1do not
apply. The general case for this situation is quite complicated, as it is qualitatively
equivalent to the case of an aggregate comprised of heterogene us particles, where
inter-particle coupling cannot be neglected. In fact, using the T-matrix formalism
and representing the electrodynamics of each sub-group of particles in terms of an
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appropriate cluster-centered T-matrix (where in this casethe term “cluster” refers
to the particle sub-group itself), these two cases can be made formally equivalent.
However, a more limited case will be treated here, a case thatconsiders interactions
among only a small number of such sub-groups. This will illustrate key aspects of
a particular type of spectral feature associated with destructive interference effects.
A resonance that includes contributions from both constructive and destructive in-
terference is known as aFano resonance[120]. This type of resonance was orig-
inally analyzed by Rayleigh in 1907[121] in connection with very narrow bright
and dark features in the spectra from optical reflection gratings, and the theory was
treated comprehensively and put in its modern form by Ugo Fano in 1935 as part of
an analysis of the Rydberg spectral lines of the hydrogen atom[122]. The Buetler-
Fano formula expresses this type of resonance profile in terms of two parameters, a









E0 is the position of the resonance peak, andΓ is the peak width. The Buetler-Fano
formula describes many different resonance profiles depending on the value of the
asymmetry parameterq, ranging from the symmetric Lorentzian profile through
profiles with varying degrees of asymmetry, all the way to a symmetric subtractive
valleyprofile. Several examples are shown in Figure6.10.
Although originally identified in association with opticalnd quantum-mechanical
systems involving interference effects between a continuum transition and a discrete
transition, the Fano resonance does not require that these specific types of transi-
tion be present. The simplest system manifesting a Fano resonance is comprised
of two driven coupled oscillators with damping and with the resonance frequencies
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Figure 6.10: Fano resonance profiles with various values forthe asymmetry param-
eterq.
of the two oscillators being sufficiently separated that there is a range of forcing
frequencies including frequencies on opposite sides of each os illator’s resonance
peak. This allows the existence of frequencies where the responses of the two res-
onators will beπ-radians out of phase. Rapid variations in response amplitude may
occur when the interference between the two oscillators changes between construc-
tive and destructive as the driving frequency passes througne of the resonance
peaks[124]. This simple Fano-resonance manifesting system enables identification
of key system parameters relevant to the presence of Fano resonance in the current
context. These are the magnitude and peak-width of the respective resonances, the
separation between the resonance peaks, and the degree of coupling between the
two resonant systems.
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6.3.2.1 An example structure
The aggregate structure represented in Figure6.11ais a non-randomized version of
the 61-particle aggregate analyzed in the previous section(see Figure6.5a). Ex-
amination of the partial scattering cross sections in Figure 6.11breveals that, due
to the symmetry of this structure, each partial cross-section plot is associated with
a group of particles. These groups are labeled with Roman numerals. The single
sharp negative feature separating the peak in the complete cross section is due to
contributions from a set of partial cross sections that rapidly fluctuate over a small
range of wavelengths, a set that includes one partial cross section with a subtrac-
tive contribution. Such a feature occurring in a partial cross-section analysis is the
signature of a Fano resonance.
Using a pseudo-color map based on the partial cross-sectionspectra, Figure6.12
shows that the sub-group of particles associated with the subtractive peak feature
includes the particles at the center of the structure with the most red-shifted partial
cross sections, and that the particle at the exact center of the structure is associated
with the negative partial cross section. This central sub-group of particles con-
stitutes one of the groups required to form the Fano resonance d, considering
the requirement for separation of the resonances of the two participating groups, it
seems most likely that the other sub-group required is the one f rmed by the ring
of particles near the periphery of the structure.
The fact that what is evaluated in the partial cross section already includes the mix-
ing among the participating sub-groups makes identification of the sub-groups par-
ticipating in the Fano resonance somewhat problematic. Forexample, in the recent
literature an analysis of the Fano resonance of a fabricatedseven-particle structure
shows peak features similar to the present example[116]. In this analysis the authors
are able to identify the sub-groups participating in the resonance only by calculating
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the full electrodynamic fields of the structure and then identifyi g which particle is
resonating out-of-phase with the others. A comparison is then made between the
properties of the full structure and those of a structure with the central particle re-
moved, and this comparison is used to explain details of the interactions among the
sub-groups. However, it should be noted that the very coupling between the parti-
cle groups responsible for the mixing required to produce the Fano resonance is in
many cases also responsible for the separate spectral properties of the sub-groups,
and therefore the behavior of the sub-groups as separated from the complete sys-
tem may have little to do with the specifics of the Fano resonance because these
separated sub-groups will generally have completely different resonant properties.
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(a) Representation of aggregate structure.
(b)Completeandpartial cross sections (25 nm particles, a = 2.1); labeling of particlegroups
as indicated.
Figure 6.11: Example of regular 61-particle aggregate.
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A closer comparison between the partial cross-section spectra shown in Figures
6.11band6.5bindicates that, although the two systems have the same mean inter-
particle spacing, the effects of destructive superposition are greatly reduced in the
more random system. Whereas in the regularly spaced system the en ire central
group of particles participates in the Fano resonance, in the more random system
only two particles still participate and, further, the subtrac ive effect of the destruc-
tive superposition is no longer clearly distinguishable inthe complete cross section.
Randomization has sufficed to distribute the effects of, andthereby to make much
less influential, the two sub-groups identified previously as responsible for the de-
structive resonance. This strongly suggests that, for a general statistical ensemble
of aggregates, destructive superposition effects in the associated cross sections will
be much less prevalent than constructive effects and, further, at localization of
sub-structure may be required in order to produce destructive resonance.
6.3.2.3 Dependence on particle size and inter-particle spacing
The highly sensitive dependence of the Fano resonance on theprop rties and mag-
nitude of coupling between the resonances of the participatng sub-systems implies
that features associated with destructive superposition wll also depend on any fac-
tors affecting inter-particle and inter-group coupling, for example, such factors as
inter-particle distance and (see the considerations of Section 6.4 below) particle
size. In this regard it is useful to compare cross-section spectra between aggregates
where each of these factors is allowed to vary independentlyalthough it will be
noted that, in general, any changes that affect inter-particle coupling will also affect
inter-group coupling. With respect to inter-particle distance, such a comparison is
seen in the simulation series of Section3.3.1for which it is now possible to portray
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the sharp negative feature dividing the peaks as a Fano resonance, which is man-
ifested when inter-particle distance is closer than a certain v lue and which has a
larger effect as particles become more closely spaced. Withrespect to particle size,
as associated with uniformly rescaling the complete aggregate structure, such simu-
lation results are presented in Figure6.13. This series shows that the very existence
of and the magnitude of Fano-resonance features depend strongly n particle size.
Worth special notice for this latter simulation series is the fact that, for the largest
structure, more than one Fano resonance pattern is evident.
Separately or in combination, this dependence of destructive superposition features
on inter-particle distance and particle size can be used as athresholding effect for
the design of experiments, or for the interpretation of experim ntal results. For
example, the presence or absence of Fano resonance featureswould indicate a sig-
nificant change in inter-particle spacing, assuming that other influencing factors are
held constant.
6.3.2.4 Implications of destructive superposition
With respect to the cross section of the entire aggregate, ifspectral features are ob-
served with feature scale-lengths smaller than those of theisolated particle spectra,
they must necessarily be associated with destructive superposition. With respect
to the aggregate morphology required to produce these features, the aggregates
involved must have enough complexity for there to be well-defined sub-groups
of particles at small enough inter-group distances to enable sufficient inter-group
coupling. Further, preliminary considerations indicate that regionalocalizationof
these sub-structures may also be required. Interesting possibilities are suggested by
these implications, both for the analysis of existing experim ntal results from live-
cell labeling, which may show an increased incidence of veryfine spectral features
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associated with aggregate complexity, and for the design ofnew experiments based
on thresholding with respect to the presence or absence of destructive resonance
features.
6.4 Size dependence, near-field considerations
In Section3.2.1, the dependence of the dipole component of the near-fields onpar-
ticle radiusR and on distancer from the particle origin was used to argue for the
utility of the radius-normalizedinter-particle distancea = r/R in expressions treat-
ing the effects of dipole-dipole coupling. An analogous argument has been used in
the literature to suggest a “Universal Scaling” law for cross-section spectral features
associated with nanoparticle pairs [119]. However, continuing with analysis using
the structure of the preceding section, the simulation serie of Figure6.13clearly
shows that this is an over-simplification and, in fact, may beapplicable only when
considering structures comprised of the very smallest nanop rticles, if at all.
Using the technique of zeroing out specific multipole ordersof the single-particle
T-matrices used during the multiple-particle T-matrix calculation, the effect of the
various single-particle multipole orders on inter-particle oupling can be evaluated
directly. Figure6.14 shows a comparison of the scattering cross section for the
largest structure including inter-particle coupling of all multipole orders and only
at the dipole order. In contrast to the analogous collective-mode calculations shown
in Figures6.1 and6.2, it is clearly evident that, with respect to per-particle inter-
actions, inter-particle coupling induced by higher multipole orders cannot be ne-
glected.
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Figure 6.13: Scattering cross sections for the structure ofFigure6.11a
(particle sizes as indicated, a = 2.1).
6.4.1 High-order symmetry: implication of the Debye criterion
To evaluate the manner in which these size-dependence effects work, it is useful to
examine a calculation of the full electrodynamic fields within the aggregate struc-
ture. The result of such a calculation is shown for the square-modulus of the electric
field in Figure6.15. Considering the two-fold symmetry of the dipole fields, it is
immediately obvious that contributions from higher-ordermultipole fields will be
required in order to match the boundary conditions at the particle surfaces. In fact,
because the largest field contribution present is due to the dipole fields and the
reduction in the magnitude of the dipole fields from the particle surface to the sur-
face of an adjacent particle is only about 14% (for the calcultion shown, the inter-
particle spacing is 2.1 times the particle radius), the magnitude of these higher-order
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Figure 6.14: Scattering cross sections including all per-particle multipole orders,
and only dipole order, for the structure of Figure6.11a(40 nm particles, a = 2.1)
multipole fields at the particle surfaces must be within the same order as that of the
dipole fields. Finally, applying the Debye criterion, sinceth contribution at each
multipole orderl scales with respect to the corresponding single-particle T-matrix
coefficient, which in turn (whenkr ≪ l) scales exponentially with respect to the
particle radiusr, these field magnitudes must also scaleexponentiallywith respect
to particle radius. The conclusion of this analysis is that,unlike the slow variation
with size of the scattering spectral features of small single particles, the variation




(b) Enhanced view of indicated ROI.
Figure 6.15: Full-fields calculation for the structure of Figure6.11a
(normalized to incident| ~E|2 = 1; 25 nm particles, a = 2.1).
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6.4.2 Limitations of the partial cross-section analysis
Just as an analysis of the collective-mode behavior of the structure omits important
details that can only be understood by looking at per-particle interactions, analysis
of far-field effects omits important details that can only beunderstood through con-
sideration of the near-fields. Although demonstrated very directly in the preceding
section, this issue requires additional attention with respect to the implications of
the partial cross-section analysis which, for the particular type of cross section used,
onlyevaluates far-field effects.
With respect to the field square-modulus displayed in Figure6.15, several observa-
tions can be explained using the simple phenomenological considerations of Chap-
ter 3. For example, the fact that the largest field magnitudes occur at the regions
of closest approach between neighboring-particle surfaces can be seen as a direct
consequence of the radial dependence of the dipole near-fields. The bright regions
of inter-particle fields at the periphery of the structure can be explained through
consideration of thecancellationeffect of dipole sources placed side by side rather
than along the longitudinal field axis (note that the excitation field for this simula-
tion case has+ helical polarization). And, finally, in combination with the partial
cross-section analysis of Section6.3.2.1, thenet effect of the lack of cancellation
for these peripheral particles isnot an increase in red-shift, which can be explained
by the threshold zenith angle analysis of Section3.2.3.2(which indicated that the
overall spectral effect of any neighboring dipole sources placed at zenith angles less
than≈ 70◦ will be to induce red-shift). All of these observations point toward the
more general applicability of the simple rules.
Despite this success of the simple phenomenology, a discrepancy arises when the
magnitudes of the partial cross sections are compared to thesquare-modulus of the
near-fields. Figure6.16shows a representation of the structure using a color-map
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corresponding to the magnitude of the partial scattering cross sections at the same
wavelength as that used for the fields calculation. It will benoted that there is no
increase in the partial cross-section magnitude corresponding to the increase in the
field square-modulus near the peripheral particles.
Figure 6.16: Pseudo-color labeling corresponding to partial scattering cross-section
magnitudes.
This discrepancy can be explained by using the high-order properties of the VSW
fields basis. As the cross-section reductions are evaluatedusing the far-fields limit
of Equations2.34and2.35, any terms in theelectricVSW ~Nlm including the lon-
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gitudinal vector spherical harmonic (VSH)~Plm(n̂) do not contribute to this limit
and, further, evaluation of the Poynting vector for fields proportional to these terms
results only incirculating energy flux, which does not contribute to outgoing en-
ergy flux in the far-field. An example of a full-fields calculation omitting these
non-radiating components is shown in Figure6.17, and it is now seen that this sim-
ulation corresponds quite well with the trends in partial cross-section magnitude
shown in Figure6.16.
Figure 6.17: Pseudo-color labeling corresponding to partial cross-section magni-
tudes, and| ~E|2 of radiatingcomponent of the near-fields
(normalized to incident| ~E|2 = 1; 25 nm particles, a = 2.1).
At this point a promising prospect for future work should be mntioned, in particu-
lar, the use of alternativenear-fieldformulations of the partial cross section in order
to evaluate inter-particle coupling effects. Such expressions would be analogous to
more traditional cross-section expressions but would involve both circulating and
radiating components of the irradiance at the circumscribing sphere about each in-
dividual particle. It appears that this approach will lead to a better technique for
determination of the sub-particle groups responsible for destructive superposition
effects, as discussed at the end of Section6.3.2.1, and also will provide insight into
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the near-field behavior of inter-particle coupling at higher multipole order.
6.5 Summary
The analysis of the present chapter has focused on aspects ofthe electrodynamics
of aggregate structures affecting spectral features in theoptical cross sections. This
treatment involved application of the analytic propertiesof the multiple-particle
T-matrix technique at several different levels, proceeding from an examination of
collective-mode effects, through an examination of per-particle effects, to an ex-
amination of effects associated with details of the single-particle T-matrices. At
this third level, additional considerations based on calcul tions of the full electro-
dynamic fields were used to amplify several key points of the analysis.
For aggregate structures with sizes corresponding to thoseproduced in live-cell la-
beling experiments, it was shown that collective-mode effects depending on higher
multipole orders can largely be neglected. Care must be takenwh relating these
results to those in the literature because the latter often involve the analysis of much
larger structures [116, 117, 118, 119]. For the dipole collective mode, properties of
the polarized cross sections were consistent with the general tr nds predicted in the
discussion in Chapter3 of effects related to aggregate aspect ratio. However, the
fact that fine details appear in the peak structure for the dipole-only cross sections
indicates that these details can only be associated with per-particle effects.
Per-particle effects were evaluated by considering two different types of partition-
ing of the aggregate into sub-groups of particles. The first type treated sub-groups
with only minimal inter-group coupling and was shown to be associated with con-
structive superposition features in the cross-section spectra, which features can in
general only have a smallest feature scale-length at the samorder as that of the
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isolated particle cross sections. An important aspect of this first type of partitioning
was seen to be that these sub-groups of particles are not necessarily region-localized
within the structure but in many cases are comprised of particles that are distributed
throughout the structure but that are similar in some way involving their environ-
ments, for example, similar with respect to the number and spacing of neighboring
particles.
The second type of partitioning involved sub-groups of particles with more sig-
nificant inter-group coupling. This type of partitioning requires, first, that the sub-
groups themselves be well defined by manifesting significantinter-particle coupling
among particles within the group and, second, that the details of the inter-group ge-
ometry are such that sufficient coupling also exists among the particle groups them-
selves. There is some question as to whether this type of partitioning may also be
associated with particle sub-groups not region-localized, but more work needs to be
done before a definite answer is available. Although this second type of partitioning
can also be associated with constructive superposition featur s in the cross-section
spectra, the key difference from the first type is the possibility of destructive su-
perposition features. These destructive features, in addition to having a subtractive
effect, can also be associated with much finer feature scale-length.
With respect to these two types of particle sub-groups within an aggregate, it is
important to note that a given aggregate may simultaneouslycontain both types of
sub-group.
Finally, a closer look was taken at size dependence of cross-section features and
it was shown that, in contrast to the predictions of the simple phenomenology of
Chapter3 and assertions in the literature[119], there can in general be no universal
scaling based on dipole-dipole coupling for cross-sectionfeatures with respect to
aggregate size. This characteristic of scaling behavior isexplained by analyzing the
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implications of the Debye criterion in terms of the single-particle T-matrix coeffi-
cients and noting the distinct difference between the influece of these coefficients
in the near-field case and their influence in the far-field case. With respect to the
partial cross-section analysis applied in many of these sections, it was noted that it
only includes far-field effects and, therefore, that more work needs to be done to




The work presented in this dissertation has applied tools frm classical and compu-
tational electrodynamics toward enhancing understandingof the optical properties
associated with a particular real-world system, viz., aggre ates produced during
the labeling of biological cells and tissue with plasmonic nanoparticles. As with
many applications of physics to complex systems, the objective was not the more
traditional one of thecalculationof physical results, rather, the objective was the
development of a set of rules allowinginterpretationof the general, qualitative be-
havior of a class of systems. For such an application, detailed information may only
be available in a statistical sense, and this information the functions largely as a
set of constraints on system parameters.
In the first part of the dissertation, from considerations ofthe distance dependence
and the angular symmetry of the dipole component of the near-fi lds induced be-
tween adjacent nanoparticles, a comparative approach is used to develop a set of
simple rules governing the trends in spectral shift of the optical cross sections for
these aggregate structures.
For particles with radius sufficiently less than about1/k (∼ 100nm ), the polariz-
ability is proportional to thevolumeof the particle and this, in combination with the
1/r3 dependence of the dipole component of the near-fields, leadsto a imilarity in
the behavior of dipole-dipole coupling with respect to particle size. In particular, for
inter-particle surface-to-surface distances less than the order of the particle radius,
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the near-fields induce measurable changes in the cross-section spectra. At larger
inter-particle distances, although inter-particle coupling can be neglected, across
the aggregate structure as a whole the phase-shift of the fields is minimal, and thus
the fields must still be added togethercoherently. This leads to a quadratic depen-
dence of the magnitude of the scattering cross section on theumber of particles in
the aggregate. Additionally, even at closer inter-particle distances, this quadratic de-
pendence will still apply with respect to the wavelength-integrated scattering cross
section.
Although the dipole field is not symmetric with respect to angular orientation, the
fact that, with respect to changes in angle, the magnitude ofthe field at its maximum
is twice that at its minimum is sufficient to ensure that, whenparticles are added
uniformly to an aggregate, spectral shift due to inter-particle coupling will always
occur. This is equivalent to the observation that, all else being equal, aggregates
containing more particles will have cross sections with more spectral shift. How-
ever, additional consideration of the effect, on particlesin its interior, of adding
particles to the periphery of the aggregate structure leadsto the observation that
this spectral shift due to added particles must eventually sturate. For an aggregate
larger than a certain size, the details of which depend on thedim nsionality and on
the particle-packing distribution of the aggregate’s structure, adding more particles
will not result in additional spectral shift.
Despite the preceding, the angular properties of the dipolefield do affect the spectral
shift for structures with asymmetric aspect ratio. In general, it can be asserted that
elongated structures will manifest additional spectral shift compared to less elon-
gated structures, but the caveat must be added that the aspect ratio orresponding to
the maximum degree of spectral shift is somewhat less than that corresponding to
maximum elongation.
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In combination, these simple rules were also shown to be ableto predict the optical
properties of more random aggregate structures with large numbers of particles. In
particular, given a conserved total volume for the structure and provided the angu-
lar aspect of the correlation function describing the particle positions isuniform,
the effect of any non-uniformity with respect to theradial aspect of the correla-
tion function will always be to increase the inter-particleoupling. At the other
extreme, for different correlation functions with equivalent mean inter-particle dis-
tance, when the angular aspect of the correlation function pr duces more chain-like
particle packing, increased inter-particle coupling results and, when it produces
more plate-like packing, decreased inter-particle coupling results.
After identification of this small number of statistical parameters that qualitatively
determine the optical properties of the cross sections, thepossibility that morequan-
titative predictions could also be made was investigated. A numerical experiment
was designed to examine whether key parameter values required in low-order ap-
proximation formulas could be obtained either through numerical computation or
through analysis of experimental observations. The answeris that, for suitably
restricted ranges of values, low-order formulas do exist and will be usable in exper-
imental contexts.
Although these simple phenomenological rules are useful both for the design of
new experiments and for qualitative interpretation of manyexperimental measure-
ments, they are insufficient to explain complicated peak structures experimentally
observed. Further, these rules alone cannot predict the range of possible optical
properties that might be available from aggregate structures. Such properties may
be associated with the assembly of aggregate structures in rponse to motion of at-
tached target biomolecules during biological labeling experiments but, also of great
interest, are potential properties of structures deliberately fabricated for specific
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purposes such as application to biomolecular sensing or to multiplexed labeling.
Addressing these deficiencies required an additional approch.
The additional approach undertaken positions itself midway between a purely theo-
retical treatment and a completely computational treatmenand, from this perspec-
tive, several new insights emerge. Specifically, rather than following the approach
of most modern-day computational electrodynamics, which approach represents the
electrodynamic system using ascompacta basis for field representation as possi-
ble, a contrasting approach has been taken, one using a very high-order (in fact,
a redundant) basis representation. The computational approach used isthat of the
multiple-particle T-matrix technique. Through the use of this technique informa-
tion is provided about the collective electrodynamic modesof the system, and in
addition about the electrodynamic modes associated with the individual particles as
well as with groups of particles.
The elaboration of the multiple-particle T-matrix technique was presented in the
context of the VSW basis and its associated translation operator, thereby enabling
formal construction of the multiple-particle T-matrix from the single-particle T-
matrices representing the component particles. The fact that this computational
approach has heretofore not been widely used to its full capability led to the need for
development of a completely new computational implementation, and this aspect of
the work was detailed in the next chapter. Because this numerical code-base was
developed in response to the requirements of several different biophysical projects,
the code-base constitutes a most general set of tools potentially useful over a wide
range of applications.
In the concluding sections of the dissertation, the unique perspective afforded by the
multiple-particle T-matrix technique was used to continueelaboration of the phe-
nomenological description of aggregate electrodynamics.Fir t of all, an analysis of
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the separate contribution from each collective multipole order, to the optical cross
sections of example structures, was used to show that the experimentally observed
multiple peaks in cross-section spectra are not associatedwi h distinct collective
modes but in fact can only be attributed to the per-particle modes of these struc-
tures. This association of cross-section features withinternal degrees of freedom
is conceptually distinct from the general electrodynamic behavior of single-particle
systems comprised ofuniform dielectric media separated by well-defined bound-
ary surfaces with no surface currents. A possible implication of this is that the
electrodynamics of these aggregate structures will not be adequately described by
effective-medium approximations. (This possible implication needs to be investi-
gated in more detail.)
Next, analysis of the per-particle contributions to the complete cross section were
used to associate cross-section spectral features with different types of partition-
ing of the aggregate into sub-groups of particles. The magnitude of inter-group
coupling was used to distinguish between two broad classes of partitioning, each
associated with a particular type of spectral feature in thecross section.
The first type of partitioning treated sub-groups with minimal inter-group coupling
and was shown to be associated with constructive superposition features in the
cross-section spectra, which features can in general only have a smallest feature
scale-length at the same order as that of the isolated particle cross sections. An
important aspect of this first type of partitioning was that these sub-groups of parti-
cles are not necessarily region-localized within the structure but in many cases are
comprised of particles distributed throughout the structure and similar in some way
with respect to their local environments, for example, withrespect to the number
and spacing of neighboring particles.
The second type of partitioning involved sub-groups of particles with more sig-
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nificant inter-group coupling. This type of partitioning requires, first, that the sub-
groups themselves be well defined by manifesting significantinter-particle coupling
among particles within the group and, second, that the details of the inter-group
geometry are such that sufficient coupling also exists amongthe particle groups
themselves. Although this second type of partitioning can also be associated with
constructive superposition features in the cross-sectionspectra, the key difference
from the first type is the possibility of destructive superpositi n features. These de-
structive features, in addition to having a subtractive effct, can also be associated
with much finer feature scale-length.
Finally, a closer look was taken at size dependence of cross-section features and
it was shown that, in contrast to the predictions of the simple phenomenology of
Chapter3 and assertions in the literature[119], there can in general be no universal
scaling based on dipole-dipole coupling for cross-sectionfeatures with respect to
aggregate size. This characteristic of scaling behavior isexplained by analyzing the
implications of the Debye criterion in terms of the single-particle T-matrix coeffi-
cients and noting the distinct difference between the influece of these coefficients
in the near-field case and their influence in the far-field case. With respect to the
partial cross-section analysis applied in many of these sections, it was noted that
it includes only far-field effects and, therefore, that morework needs to be done
to elaborate the details of these higher multipole-order near-fi ld interactions. It
is concluded that in many cases an alternativenear-fieldcross-section expression
will be useful for implementing computationally efficient evaluation of near-field
effects, and for elaborating the relationship between near-fi ld and far-field electro-
dynamics.
This in-depth analysis associating cross-section spectral features with the specifics
of aggregate morphology allows new interpretation of existing experimental results.
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In particular, the association of dark-mode peak splittingwith an aggregate-size
threshold will enable these cross-section features to be used for identifying aggre-
gates containing more than a specified number of particles or, equivalently, aggre-
gates with mean inter-particle coupling above a certain thres old. During actual
application the details of this technique need to be carefully calibrated on a case-
by-case basis.
Especially noteworthy about all of these analyses is that neither the isolated
collective-mode contributions nor the per-particle contributions to cross-section
features can be directly evaluated through physical measurment or, for that matter,
through the most widely used computational electrodynamictechniques.
It is expected that the analytic approaches demonstrated, as well as the computa-
tional tool-set developed, during the course of this work will find wide application.
They can, for example, be applied to cost-effective, high-speed, computer-based op-
timization of the design of aggregate structures with specific properties, like multi-
peak cross sections for multiplexed labeling, or like specific near-field configura-
tions to be applied to surface-enhanced Raman scattering. Or they can, for another
example, be applied to direct comparison of T-matrix-basedand radiative-transport-
based calculations of light propagation in biological tissue. And there are potential
applications in areas of physics other than electrodynamics that use an analogous
multipole-fields basis, for example, fluid dynamics.
Work remains to be done on the theory itself. The work presented here has fo-
cused primarily on understanding qualitative features of the spectral properties of
the scattering cross section and on understanding the factors affecting thetotal cross
section. Issues of cross-sectiona gular symmetry have been addressed only min-
imally. Symmetry will be important for applications using larger particles with
significant contributions from higher multipole terms, andfor applications where
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scattering is collected from non-statistically-averagedsingle particles and aggre-
gates. Finally, further investigation is needed of the relationship between near-field




Abridged documentation of numerical codes
1.0.1 Overview of the appendix
This appendix constitutes an abridged reference manual forthe T-matrix code-base.
Its purposes are to provide a top-level description of the code-base’s object-oriented
design and implementation, to present a useful inventory ofthe code-base’s more
important capabilities, and to serve as a document of record.
Initially it was planned to have the appendix include a complete reference manual,
but this has been ruled out by the fact that the manual has turned out to contain
over a thousand pages. It was felt that such a large manual would have for readers
less value than an abridged version presenting the most important features of the
code-base’s design and implementation but suppressing less important aspects.
Clearly, the most important features of the code-base are those directly associated
with the T-matrix problem-space:
• the representation of the VSW basis, and the associated translation operator;
• efficient and accurate evaluation of the VSW basis on arbitrary grids;
• a generalized and expandable implementation of the single-particle T-matrix
algorithm;
• multiple implementations of the multiple-particle T-matrix algorithm;
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• full-fields and cross-section calculation from single-particle, cluster-centered,
and multi-centered T-matrix representations.
Other features, definitely important but not directly associated with the T-matrix
problem-space, are:
• number, functor, and linear-algebra-related interfacesfor the code-base’s han-
dling of arbitrary-precision numbers;
• classes and methods supporting a transparent interface tothread-level and
process-level parallelism.
The following features, though completely implemented andsome of which are
required in order for the code-base to function, have largely b en omitted from the
abridged reference manual:
• an alternative implementation of the VSW translation operator;
• various extensions to thegmm template library, including a fully-scalable
out-of-core block-matrix implementation, singular-value decomposition, and
QR-factoring algorithms;
• a convenient and robust interface to high-level scriptinglanguages, including
an MPI-interface for coarse-grained scripting of MPI applicat ons.
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The analysis and interface-design presented in this appendix, i cluding any code
fragments, are released here under the “GNU Lesser General Public License”, with
the standard disclaimer:
Program and program fragments.
Copyright (C) 2010 Kort Travis.
All rights reserved.
This program is free software; you can redistribute
it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser
General Public License as published by the Free
Software Foundation; version 2.1 of the License.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will
be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the
implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU Lesser General Public
License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser
General Public License along with this program; if not,
write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple
Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.
This reference manual was generated from the source code itself, which code has





Here is a list of all modules:
arbitrary precision . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .183
T-matrix . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .184




Here is a list of all documented namespaces with brief descriptions:
commUtil (Unified low-level binary interface to disk-resident, memory-
resident, and MPI inter-process data transfer ) . . . . . . . . .186
distributed_solver_module(Stand-alone interface to Trilinos Belos
solvers: separates Trilinos classes fromnumerical_functor
namespace ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .196
geometry(Region primitives and functions related to boundary-surface
and lattice calculations ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .197
linalg (Support for fully-templated, arbitrary precision linearalgebra ) . . 198
linalg::sparse(Support for sparse and block-sparse vectors and matrices )214
mere (Unified, minimalist, and thread-safe, arbitrary precision integer,
real, and complex number classes ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .215
number(Interface traits and primitive functions for POD and arbitrary-
precision number classes ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .223
numerical_functor(Classes and methods supporting object-oriented cal-
culations of mathematical special functions ) . . . . . . . . . .233
parallelUtil (Support classes and methods for object-oriented multi-thread
and multi-process coding ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .235
TMatrix (Classes and utility methods specific to single and multiple-
particle T-matrix calculation ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .237




This inheritance list is sorted roughly, but not completely, a phabetically:
hash_map . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .241
commUtil::abstractCommHandle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .241
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commUtil::memoryCommHandle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .245
commUtil::processCommHandle . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .246
commUtil::abstractCommHandle::buffer::header . . . . . . . .. . . . . 243
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numerical_functor::continuumFunctor< T, T > . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 359
numerical_functor::azimuthalIntegrandFunctor< T > . . . . . . . . . 355
distributed_solver_module::distributedSolver_module. . . . . . . . . . . 248
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Support for fully-templated, arbitrary precision linear algebra.
Namespaces
• namespacelinalg::sparse
Support for sparse and block-sparse vectors and matrices.
• namespacemere
Unified, minimalist, and thread-safe, arbitrary precision integer, real, and com-
plex number classes.
• namespacelinalg
Support for fully-templated, arbitrary precision linear algebra.
• namespacenumber
Interface traits and primitive functions for POD and arbitrary-precision number
classes.
• namespacenumerical_functor
Classes and methods supporting object-oriented calculations of mathematical
special functions.
1.5.1.1 Detailed Description
Support for fully-templated, arbitrary precision linear algebra.
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1.5.2 T-matrix
Single and multiple-particle T-matrix calculation.
Namespaces
• namespacegeometry
Region primitives and functions related to boundary-surface and lattice calcula-
tions.
• namespaceTMatrix
Classes and utility methods specific to single and multiple-particle T-matrix cal-
culation.
1.5.2.1 Detailed Description
Single and multiple-particle T-matrix calculation.
1.5.3 parallel programming




Unified low-level binary interface to disk-resident, memory-resident, and MPI
inter-process data transfer.
• namespacedistributed_solver_module




Support classes and methods for object-oriented multi-thread and multi-process
coding.
1.5.3.1 Detailed Description




1.6.1 commUtil Namespace Reference




Base-class for binary-I/O exceptions.
• classabstractCommHandle
An abstract base class to unify functionality of binary-I/O streams. These cla ses






bool writeBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, constlinalg::abstractMatrix<
T > &a)
• template<class T>




bool writeBinary (abstractCommHandle ∗fp, const
TMatrix::multiCentered_tmatrix< T > &t)
• template<class T>
bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, TMatrix::multiCentered_-
tmatrix< T > &t)
• template<class T>
bool writeBinary (abstractCommHandle ∗fp, const
TMatrix::clusterCentered_tmatrix< T > &t)
• template<class T>
bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, TMatrix::clusterCentered_-
tmatrix< T > &t)
• size_tread (void ∗ptr, size_t size, size_t nitems,abstractCommHandle∗h)
throw ()
• size_twrite (const void∗ptr, size_t size, size_t nitems,abstractCommHandle
∗h) throw ()
• void close(abstractCommHandle∗&h) throw ()
• abstractCommHandle∗ open (const char∗filename, const char∗mode)
throw ()
• abstractCommHandle∗ open (const char∗pathname, int flags, mode_-
t mode) throw ()
• void seek(abstractCommHandle∗fp, long offset, int whence) throw ()
• long tell (abstractCommHandle∗fp) throw ()
• template<class U>
void gather (const U &u,abstractCommHandle∗h) throw ()
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• template<class U>
void gather (const U &u, std::vector< U > &vU, abstractCommHandle∗h)
throw ()
• template<class U>
void all_gather (const U &u, std::vector< U > &vU, abstractCommHandle
∗h) throw ()
• template<class U>
void scatter (U &u, abstractCommHandle∗h) throw ()
• template<class U>
void scatter (const std::vector< U > &vU, U &u, abstractCommHandle∗h)
throw ()
• template<class U>
boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, const U &u)
• template<class U>
bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, U &u)
• template<class U>
size_tbinarySize (const U &u)
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗h, std::string &s) throw ()
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗h, const std::string &s) throw ()
• size_tbinarySize (const std::string &s) throw ()
• template<class T>
bool writeBinary (abstractCommHandle ∗fp, const
TMatrix::factoredPropagator< T > &p)
• template<class T>
bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, TMatrix::factoredPropagator<
T > &p)
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• template<typename index_type_ , size_t N>
std::ostream & operator<< (std::ostream &os, const
linalg::sparse::nDimensionalKey< index_type_, N> &key)
• template<typename VECT , size_t DIM, size_t NDIM>
std::ostream & operator<< (std::ostream &o, const
linalg::sparse::sparseSubdimensionReference< VECT, DIM, NDIM >
&v)
• template<typename T>
std::ostream & operator<< (std::ostream &o, const
linalg::sparse::indefiniteVector< T > &v)
• template<typename T>
std::ostream & operator<< (std::ostream &o, const
linalg::sparse::indefiniteSparseMatrix< T > &m)
• template<class T>
boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, const std::vector< T > &V)
• template<class T>
bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, std::vector< T > &V)
• template<class T>
size_tbinarySize (const std::vector< T > &v)
• template<class T>
boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, const std::list< T > &U)
• template<class T>
bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, std::list< T > &U)
• template<class T>
size_tbinarySize (const std::list< T > &u)
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• template<>
boolwriteBinary < double> (abstractCommHandle∗fp, const std::vector<
double> &V)
• template<>
bool readBinary< double > (abstractCommHandle∗fp, std::vector< dou-
ble> &V)
• template<>
boolwriteBinary < std::complex< double> > (abstractCommHandle∗fp,
const std::vector< std::complex< double> > &V)
• template<>
bool readBinary< std::complex< double > > (abstractCommHandle∗fp,
std::vector< std::complex< double> > &V)
• template<>
bool writeBinary < long > (abstractCommHandle∗fp, const std::vector<
long> &V)
• template<>
bool readBinary< long > (abstractCommHandle∗fp, std::vector< long >
&V)
• template<>
bool writeBinary < size_t> (abstractCommHandle∗fp, const std::vector<
size_t> &V)
• template<>
bool readBinary< size_t> (abstractCommHandle∗fp, std::vector< size_t
> &V)
• template<class T>




bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, gmm::dense_matrix< T >
&M)
• template<class T>
size_tbinarySize (const gmm::dense_matrix< T > &M)
• template<class T>
bool writeBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, const gmm::row_matrix<
gmm::slvector< T > > &M)
• template<class T>
bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle ∗fp, gmm::row_matrix<
gmm::slvector< T > > &M)
• template<class T>
size_tbinarySize (const gmm::row_matrix< gmm::slvector< T > > &M)
• template<>
bool writeBinary < double > (abstractCommHandle∗fp, const
gmm::dense_matrix< double> &M)
• template<>
bool readBinary< double > (abstractCommHandle∗fp, gmm::dense_-
matrix< double> &M)
• template<>
boolwriteBinary < std::complex< double> > (abstractCommHandle∗fp,
const gmm::dense_matrix< std::complex< double> > &M)
• template<>
bool readBinary< std::complex< double > > (abstractCommHandle∗fp,
gmm::dense_matrix< std::complex< double> > &M)
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• template<class T>
bool writeBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, const gmm::slvector< T >
&V)
• template<class T>
bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, gmm::slvector< T > &V)
• template<class T>
size_tbinarySize (const gmm::slvector< T > &V)
• template<>
bool writeBinary < double > (abstractCommHandle∗fp, const
gmm::slvector< double> &V)
• template<>
bool readBinary< double > (abstractCommHandle∗fp, gmm::slvector<
double> &V)
• template<>
boolwriteBinary < std::complex< double> > (abstractCommHandle∗fp,
const gmm::slvector< std::complex< double> > &V)
• template<>
bool readBinary< std::complex< double > > (abstractCommHandle∗fp,
gmm::slvector< std::complex< double> > &V)
• template<>
boolwriteBinary < double> (abstractCommHandle∗fp, const gmm::row_-
matrix< gmm::slvector< double> > &M)
• template<>
bool readBinary< double > (abstractCommHandle∗fp, gmm::row_-
matrix< gmm::slvector< double> > &M)
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• template<>
size_tbinarySize< double > (const gmm::row_matrix< gmm::slvector<
double> > &M)
• template<>
boolwriteBinary < std::complex< double> > (abstractCommHandle∗fp,
const gmm::row_matrix< gmm::slvector< std::complex< double > > >
&M)
• template<>
bool readBinary< std::complex< double > > (abstractCommHandle∗fp,
gmm::row_matrix< gmm::slvector< std::complex< double> > > &M)
• template<>
size_tbinarySize< std::complex< double > > (const gmm::row_matrix<
gmm::slvector< std::complex< double> > > &M)
• template<class KEY , class DATA>
bool writeBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, const std::map< KEY, DATA
> &M)
• template<class KEY , class DATA>
bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, std::map< KEY, DATA > &M)
• template<class KEY , class DATA>
size_tbinarySize (const std::map< KEY, DATA > &M)
• template<class T1 , class T2>
boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, const std::pair< T1, T2> &p)
• template<class T1 , class T2>
bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, std::pair< T1, T2> &p)
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• template<class T1 , class T2>
size_tbinarySize (const std::pair< T1, T2> &p)
• bool writeBinary (commUtil::abstractCommHandle ∗fp, const
linalg::CSYS_KIND &e)
• bool readBinary (commUtil::abstractCommHandle∗fp, linalg::CSYS_-
KIND &e)
• void write (std::ostream &os, const linalg::CSYS_KIND &e) throw ()
• void read (std::istream &is, linalg::CSYS_KIND &e) throw ()
• std::ostream &operator<< (std::ostream &os, const linalg::CSYS_KIND
&e)
• std::istream &operator>> (std::istream &is, linalg::CSYS_KIND &e)
• void write (std::ostream &os, constmere::Z&z)
• void read (std::istream &is,mere::Z&z)
• void write (std::ostream &os, constmere::R&r)
• void read (std::istream &is,mere::R&r)
• void write (std::ostream &os, constmere::C&c)
• void read (std::istream &is,mere::C&c)
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, constmere::C&val)
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, mere::C&val)
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, constmere::R&val)
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, mere::R&val)
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, constmere::Z&val)
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, mere::Z&val)
• std::ostream & operator<< (std::ostream &os, constnumerical_-
functor::multipolePair&p)
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• std::istream & operator>> (std::istream &is, numerical_-
functor::multipolePair&p)
• std::ostream & operator<< (std::ostream &os, constnumerical_-
functor::multipoleSextuple&s)
• std::istream & operator>> (std::istream &is, numerical_-
functor::multipoleSextuple&s)
• template<class T>
boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, const std::complex< T > &c)
• template<class T>
bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, std::complex< T > &c)
• template<typename T>
std::ostream & operator<< (std::ostream &os, const
TMatrix::fieldPolarization< T > &beta)
• bool writeBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, const TMatrix::VSW_KIND
&eVSW)
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, TMatrix::VSW_KIND
&eVSW)
• bool writeBinary (abstractCommHandle ∗fp, const
TMatrix::REGULARITY_KIND &eReg)
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, TMatrix::REGULARITY_-
KIND &eReg)
• template<typename T>
std::ostream & operator<< (std::ostream &os, const
TMatrix::vectorFieldKet< T > &ket)
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• template<typename T>
std::ostream & operator<< (std::ostream &os, const
TMatrix::scalarFieldKet< T > &ket)
1.6.1.1 Detailed Description
Unified low-level binary interface to disk-resident, memory-resident, and MPI
inter-process data transfer. Using these methods to implement “readBinary”,
”writeBinary”, and “binarySize” member or static methods for an end-user class
is sufficient to provide unified disk, memory, and/or inter-process I/O of class in-
stances.
1.6.2 distributed_solver_module Namespace Reference





Stand-alone interface to Trilinos Belos solvers: separates Trilinos classes from
numerical_functornamespace. This namespace will provide functionality requi d
for explicit instantiation of template< > distributedSolverFunctor<double> Mod-
ularization allows separation of incompletely templated Trilinos classes from the
fully-templated classes in other namespaces.
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1.6.3 geometry Namespace Reference














• enumspherical_coordinate{ RADIUS, AZIMUTH , ZENITH }
• enumsymmetry_kind { NO_SYMMETRY = 0, CONSTANT, SIGMA ,
ANTI_SIGMA }
1.6.3.1 Detailed Description
Region primitives and functions related to boundary-surface nd lattice calcula-
tions. Implementation note: associating the lattice with namespace geometry im-
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plicitely associates lattice non-geometry related features, such aslattice::material_-
info andlattice::particle_infowith this same namespace, which is potentially unde-
sirable.
1.6.4 linalg Namespace Reference
Support for fully-templated, arbitrary precision linear algebra.
Namespaces
• namespacesparse





N-dimensional linear interpolation of values of arbitrary rank.
– uses minimalist N-dimensional matrix semantics as (<linear container>,
<shape ntuple>);
– mesh corresponding to data instantiation is specified asntuple_interval;
– rank of value-type for N-dimensional matrix is arbitrary, but is a fixed-






Traits class to facilitate implementation of N-dimensional arrays and container
objects with either scalar (RANK = 0) or non-scalar (RANK> 0) elements.
• structtensor_traits< linalg::ntuple< T, NDIM > >
Enumerations




std::vector< N > primefactors (N x)
• template<class N>
void primefactors (N x, std::vector< N > &dest)
• template<class N>
std::vector< N > factors (N x)
• template<class N>
void factors (N x, std::vector< N > &dest)
• template<class N>
std::vector< N > uniform_factorization (N x, size_t NDIM)
• template<class N>
void uniform_factorization (N x, size_t NDIM, std::vector< N > &dest)
• template<class IT>
std::vector< std::vector< typename std::iterator_traits< IT >::value_type>
> combinations(IT itStart, IT itEnd, size_t n)
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• template<class IT>
void combinations (IT itStart, IT itEnd, size_t n, std::vector< std::vector<
typename std::iterator_traits< IT >::value_type> > &dest)
• template<class IT>
size_tmin_index (IT itStart, IT itEnd)
• template<class IT>
size_tmax_index(IT itStart, IT itEnd)
• template<class U , class N>
std::vector< N > argsort(const U &u)
index sort:
• template<class U , class N>
void argsort (const U &u, std::vector< N > &dest)
• template<class V>
gmm::linalg_traits< V >::value_typeproduct(const V &v, size_t beg_=0,
size_t end_=static_cast< size_t>(-1))
product of vector elements (i.e.Πvk : k ∈ [beg, end)):
• size_t row_major_index (const std::vector< size_t > &indices, const
std::vector< size_t> &shape)
• void inverse_row_major_index (size_t n, const std::vector< size_t >
&shape, std::vector< size_t> &dest)
• std::vector< size_t > inverse_row_major_index (size_t n, const
std::vector< size_t> &shape)
• bool increment_row_major_indices (const std::vector< size_t > &src,




boolany (const U &u, bool(∗test_func)(const typename gmm::linalg_traits<
U >::value_type &))
• template<class U>
bool all (const U &u, bool(∗test_func)(const typename gmm::linalg_traits<
U >::value_type &))
• template<class U>
bool any (const U &u, int(∗test_func)(const typename gmm::linalg_traits<
U >::value_type &))
• template<class U>
bool all (const U &u, int(∗test_func)(const typename gmm::linalg_traits< U
>::value_type &))
• template<class U>
boolany (const U &u, bool(∗test_func)(const typename gmm::linalg_traits<
U >::value_type &), gmm::abstract_vector)
• template<class U>
boolany (const U &u, bool(∗test_func)(const typename gmm::linalg_traits<
U >::value_type &), gmm::abstract_matrix)
• template<class U>
boolany (const U &u, bool(∗test_func)(const typename gmm::linalg_traits<
U >::value_type &), gmm::abstract_matrix, gmm::col_major)
• template<class U>
boolany (const U &u, bool(∗test_func)(const typename gmm::linalg_traits<
U >::value_type &), gmm::abstract_matrix, gmm::row_major)
• template<class U>
bool all (const U &u, bool(∗test_func)(const typename gmm::linalg_traits<
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U >::value_type &), gmm::abstract_vector)
• template<class U>
bool all (const U &u, bool(∗test_func)(const typename gmm::linalg_traits<
U >::value_type &), gmm::abstract_matrix)
• template<class U>
bool all (const U &u, bool(∗test_func)(const typename gmm::linalg_traits<
U >::value_type &), gmm::abstract_matrix, gmm::col_major)
• template<class U>
bool all (const U &u, bool(∗test_func)(const typename gmm::linalg_traits<
U >::value_type &), gmm::abstract_matrix, gmm::row_major)
• template<class U1 , class U2>
boolsameOrigin (const U1 &u1, const U2 &u2)
• template<class T>
void conv (std::vector< T > &vT1, const std::vector< T > &vT2)
• template<class T>
void real (std::vector< T > &vT1, const std::vector< T > &vT2)
• template<class T>
void imag (std::vector< T > &vT1, const std::vector< T > &vT2)
• template<class T , class U>
void conv (std::vector< T > &vT, const std::vector< U > &vU)
• template<class T , class U>
void real (std::vector< T > &vT, const std::vector< U > &vU)
• template<class T , class U>
void imag (std::vector< T > &vT, const std::vector< U > &vU)
• template<class V1 , class V2 , class V3>
void elementwiseDiv(const V1 &v1, const V2 &v2, V3 &v3) throw ()
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• template<class V1 , class V2 , class V3>
void elementwiseMult(const V1 &v1, const V2 &v2, V3 &v3) throw ()
• template<class T1 , class T2 , class T3>
T3 multiplies (const T1 &, const T2 &)
• template<class T1 , class T2 , class T3>
T3 divides (const T1 &, const T2 &)
• template<class V1 , class V2>
void diff (const V1 &v1, V2 &v2, size_t nDiff=1)
• template<class T>
void transpose (const gmm::dense_matrix< T > &src, gmm::dense_-
matrix< T > &dest)
• template<class U>
void offset (U &u, const typename gmm::linalg_traits< U >::value_type
&delta)
• template<class U>
void offset (U &u, const typename gmm::linalg_traits< U >::value_type
&delta, gmm::abstract_vector)
• template<class U>
void offset (U &u, const typename gmm::linalg_traits< U >::value_type
&delta, gmm::abstract_matrix)
• template<class U>
long numberNonzeroElements (const U &u, const typename
gmm::number_traits< typename gmm::linalg_traits< U >::value_type
>::magnitude_type &eps_=epsilon< typename gmm::number_traits<
typename gmm::linalg_traits< U >::value_type>::magnitude_type>())
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• template<class U>
long numberNonzeroElements (const U &u, const typename
gmm::number_traits< typename gmm::linalg_traits< U >::value_type
>::magnitude_type &eps_, gmm::abstract_vector)
• template<class U>
long numberNonzeroElements (const U &u, const typename
gmm::number_traits< typename gmm::linalg_traits< U >::value_type
>::magnitude_type &eps_, gmm::abstract_matrix)
• template<class U>
void fill (U &u, const typename gmm::linalg_traits< U >::value_type &val)
• template<class U>
void fill (U &u, const typename gmm::linalg_traits< U >::value_type &val,
gmm::abstract_vector)
• template<class U>
void fill (U &u, const typename gmm::linalg_traits< U >::value_type &val,
gmm::abstract_matrix)
• template<class T , class U>
void iota (typename U::iterator itStart, typename U::iterator itEnd, const T
&initValue, const T &dt=one< T >())
• template<class U>
void initFromArray (U &u, const typename gmm::linalg_traits< U
>::value_type∗val)
• template<class U>












• template<class T , class U>
void conv (gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aT, const gmm::dense_matrix< U >
&aU)
• template<class T>
void saveVectorData(const std::vector< T > &V, const std::string &sFile-
Name) throw ()
• template<class T>
void loadVectorData (std::vector< T > &V, const std::string &sFileName)
throw ()
• template<class T1 , class T2>
void conv (std::complex< T1 > &t1, const T2 &t2)
• template<class T1 , class T2>
void conv (T1 &t1, const std::complex< T2 > &t2)
• template<class T1 , class T2>
void conv (std::complex< T1 > &t1, const std::complex< T2 > &t2)
• template<class T>
const Tmax_abs(const T &a, const T &b)
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• template<class T>
const Tmin_abs(const T &a, const T &b)
• template<class T>
const Tmax_abs(const T &a, const T &b, const T &c)
• template<class T>
const Tmin_abs(const T &a, const T &b, const T &c)
• template<class T1 , class T2>
void cart2sphere(const T1 &x, const T1 &y, const T1 &z, T2 &r, T2 &theta,
T2 &phi)
• template<class T1 , class T2>
void sphere2cart(const T1 &r, const T1 &theta, const T1 &phi, T2 &x, T2
&y, T2 &z)
• template<class T1 , class T2>
void cart2sphere (const std::vector< T1 > &vSrc, std::vector< T2 >
&vDest)
• template<class T1 , class T2>
void sphere2cart (const std::vector< T1 > &vSrc, std::vector< T2 >
&vDest)
• template<class T1 , class T2>
void cart2sphere(constntuple< T1, 3> &vSrc, ntuple< T2, 3> &vDest)
• template<class T1 , class T2>
void sphere2cart(constntuple< T1, 3> &vSrc, ntuple< T2, 3> &vDest)
• template<class T>
void cartVect2sphere(const T &x, const T &y, const T &z, const T &vx,




void sphereVect2cart(const T &r, const T &theta, const T &phi, const T
&vr, const T &vtheta, const T &vphi, T &x, T &y, T &z, T &vx, T &vy, T
&vz)
• template<class T>
void cartVect2sphere(const std::vector< T > &vSrcP, const std::vector< T
> &vSrcV, std::vector< T > &vDestP, std::vector< T > &vDestV)
• template<class T>
void sphereVect2cart(const std::vector< T > &vSrcP, const std::vector< T
> &vSrcV, std::vector< T > &vDestP, std::vector< T > &vDestV)
• template<class V1 , class V2>
void quadraticFormula(const V1 &vP, V2 &vRoot, typename V1::value_-
type &D)
Solve the quadratic formula:
• template<class V1>
void quadraticDiscriminant(const V1 &vP, typename V1::value_type &D)
Calculate the discriminant for the quadratic formula:
• template<class T>
void cubicFormula (const std::vector< T > &vP, std::vector<
std::complex< T > > &vRoot)
• template<class T>
void cubicFormula (const std::vector< std::complex< T > > &vP,
std::vector< std::complex< T > > &vRoot)
• template<class T>
T polyval (const std::vector< T > &vP, const T &arg)
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• template<class T>
std::complex< T > polyval (const std::vector< std::complex< T > > &vP,
const std::complex< T > &arg)
• template<class T>
void sphericalToHelical(const T &v_r, const T &v_theta, const T &v_phi,
const T &r, const T &theta, const T &phi, T &v_minus, T &v_0, T &v_plus,
bool cosTheta=false) throw ()
convert vector [v_r, v_theta, v_phi](r, theta, phi) to [v_minus, v_0,v_plus] in
helical basis. optionally use u = cos(theta) as polar argument.
• template<class T>
void sphericalToHelical(const T &v_r, const T &v_theta, const T &v_phi,
const T &r, const T &theta, const long &m, T &v_minus, T &v_0, T&v_-
plus, bool cosTheta=false) throw ()
convert vector [v_r, v_theta, v_phi](r, theta, phi) to [v_minus, v_0,v_plus] in
helical basis. optionally use u = cos(theta) as polar argument; special usge:
additional parsing by m-value.
• template<class R>
R randomCoord (CSYS_KIND eCSYS, size_t dimOffset) throw ()
• template<class U , size_t NDIM>
gmm::linalg_traits< U >::referenceND_deref(U &u, constntuple< size_t,
NDIM > &shape, constntuple< size_t, NDIM> &n) throw (std::runtime_-
error)
Dereference an N-dimensional matrix.
• template<class U , size_t NDIM>
const gmm::linalg_traits< U >::referenceND_deref (const U &u, const
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ntuple< size_t, NDIM> &shape, constntuple< size_t, NDIM> &n) throw
(std::runtime_error)
Dereference an N-dimensional matrix.
• template<class T>
std::vector< T > central_diff_weights(size_t Np=3, size_t deriv_order=1)
throw (std::runtime_error)
Weights for central-difference numerical derivative calculation. param[in] Np
number-of-points included in calculation of each derivative point param[in]
deriv_order derivative order Np>= deriv_order+1, and must be odd.
• template<class U1 , class U2 , size_t NDIM>
void central_diff (U1 &dest, constntuple< size_t, NDIM> &shape, const
U2 &src, size_t dim, size_t Np=3, size_t deriv_order=1, intBC_enum=0)
throw (std::runtime_error)
Central-difference numerical derivative calculation. param[in] src datapoints
param[in] dest output points param[in] shape dimension limits for src anddest
param[in] dim dimension over which to take derivative param[in] Np number-
of-points included in calculation of each derivative point param[in] deriv_order
derivative order param[in] boundary_condition enum: 0: periodic_BC
– Np>= deriv_order+1, and must be odd
– At present, only implemented B.C. is periodic
• template<class T , size_t DIM>
ntuple< T, DIM > operator∗ (const T &r, constntuple< T, DIM > &p)
• template<class T , size_t DIM>
numberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypedist (constntuple< T, DIM > &p1,
constntuple< T, DIM > &p2)
• template<class T , size_t DIM>
numberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeabsSqr(constntuple< T, DIM > &p)
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• template<class T , size_t DIM>
size_t numberNonzeroElements(const ntuple< T, DIM > &p, const T
&eps=epsilon< T >())
• template<class T , size_t DIM>
bool isZero (constntuple< T, DIM > &p, const T &eps=epsilon< T >())
• template<class T , size_t DIM>
bool isNAN (constntuple< T, DIM > &p)
• template<class T , size_t DIM>
size_tmin_element(constntuple< T, DIM > &p)
• template<class T , size_t DIM>
size_tmax_element(constntuple< T, DIM > &p)
• template<class T , size_t DIM>
void sort (ntuple< T, DIM > &p) throw ()
• template<class T , size_t DIM>
void index_sort (constntuple< T, DIM > &p, ntuple< size_t, DIM> &vn)
throw ()
• template<class T1 , class T2 , size_t DIM>
void conv(ntuple< T1, DIM > &dest, constntuple< T2, DIM > &src) throw
()
• template<class T , size_t DIM>
boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, constntuple< T, DIM > &p)
• template<class T , size_t DIM>
bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, ntuple< T, DIM > &p)
• template<class T , size_t DIM>
std::ostream &operator<< (std::ostream &os, constn uple< T, DIM > &p)
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• template<class T , size_t DIM>
std::istream &operator>> (std::istream &is,ntuple< T, DIM > &p)
• template<class T , size_t DIM>
boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, constntuple_interval< T, DIM
> &p)
• template<class T , size_t DIM>
bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, ntuple_interval< T, DIM >
&p)
• template<class T , size_t DIM>
std::ostream &operator<< (std::ostream &os, constntuple_interval< T,
DIM > &p)
1.6.4.1 Detailed Description
Support for fully-templated, arbitrary precision linear algebra.
1.6.4.2 Function Documentation
1.6.4.3 template<class U , size_t NDIM> gmm::linalg_traits <U>::reference
linalg::ND_deref ( U & u, const ntuple< size_t, NDIM > & shape,
const ntuple< size_t, NDIM > & n ) throw (std::runtime_error)
Dereference an N-dimensional matrix.
Template Parameters
U a linear container class with fixed-allocation value-type (e.g. scalar, ntuple,
or tensor)
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NDIM number of dimensions of this matrix
Parameters
[in] u container
[in] shape dimension limits
[in] n ntuple index of element to reference
1.6.4.4 template<class U , size_t NDIM> const gmm::linalg_-
traits<U>::reference linalg::ND_deref ( const U & u, const
ntuple< size_t, NDIM > & shape, const ntuple< size_t, NDIM > &
n ) throw (std::runtime_error)
Dereference an N-dimensional matrix.
Template Parameters
U a linear container class with fixed-allocation value-type (e.g. scalar, ntuple,
or tensor)
NDIM number of dimensions of this matrix
Parameters
[in] u container
[in] shape dimension limits
[in] n ntuple index of element to reference
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1.6.4.5 template<class V1> void linalg::quadraticDiscriminant ( const V1
& vP, typename V1::value_type & D )
Calculate the discriminant for the quadratic formula:
Template Parameters
V1 container type of value_type real or complex
Parameters
[in] vP vector of polynomial coefficients
[out] D discriminant
1.6.4.6 template<class V1 , class V2> void linalg::quadraticFormula (
const V1 & vP, V2 & vRoot, typename V1::value_type & D )
Solve the quadratic formula:
Template Parameters
V1 container type of value_type real or complex
V2 container type of value_type complex (or value_type real⇔ roots are
somehow constrained to be real)
Parameters
[in] vP vector of polynomial coefficients
[out] vRoot vector of roots
[out] D discriminant
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1.6.5 linalg::sparse Namespace Reference



















void mult (constblockMatrix< T > &src1, constblockMatrix< T > &src2,
blockMatrix< T > &dest)
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• template<class T>
void mult (constblockMatrix< T > &src1, constblockVector< T > &src2,
blockVector< T > &dest)
• template<class T , class U>
void conv (blockMatrix< T > &aT, constblockMatrix< U > &aU)
• template<class T , class U>
void conv (blockVector< T > &aT, constblockVector< U > &aU)
1.6.5.1 Detailed Description
Support for sparse and block-sparse vectors and matrices.
1.6.6 mere Namespace Reference









• Z mod (constZ &num, constZ &den)
• Z rem (constZ &num, constZ &den)
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• bool isOdd (constZ &z)
• bool isEven(constZ &z)
• Z abs(constZ &z)
• Z neg(constZ &z)
• Z power (constZ &z, unsigned long e)
• Z power2 (constZ &z, long e)
• std::istream &operator>> (std::istream &is,Z &z)
• std::ostream &operator<< (std::ostream &os, constZ &z)
• void conv (Z &z, long n)
• void conv (Z &z, unsigned long u)
• void conv (long &n, constZ &z)
• void conv (unsigned long &u, constZ &z)
• void swap(Z &z1, Z &z2)
• booloperator== (long n, constZ &z)
• booloperator!= (long n, constZ &z)
• booloperator<= (long n, constZ &z)
• booloperator>= (long n, constZ &z)
• booloperator< (long n, constZ &z)
• booloperator> (long n, constZ &z)
• Z operator+ (long n, constZ &z)
• Z operator- (long n, constZ &z)
• Z operator∗ (long n, constZ &z)
• Z operator/ (long n, constZ &z)
• Z operator% (long n, constZ &z)
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• R operator+ (constR &r, constZ &z)
• R operator+ (constZ &z, constR &r)
• R operator- (constR &r, constZ &z)
• R operator- (constZ &z, constR &r)
• R operator∗ (constR &r, constZ &z)
• R operator∗ (constZ &z, constR &r)
• R operator/ (constR &r, constZ &z)
• R operator/ (constZ &z, constR &r)
• R mod (constR &num, constR &den)
• R rem (constR &num, constR &den)
• R abs(constR &r)
• R neg(constR &r)
• R inv (constR &r)
• R sqr (constR &r)
• R sqrt (constR &r)
• R cbrt (constR &r)
• R root (constR &r, unsigned long k)
• R pow (constR &r, constR &e)
• R power (constR &r, long e)
• R power (constR &r, constZ &e)
• R log (constR &r)
• R log2 (constR &r)
• R log10(constR &r)
• R exp (constR &r)
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• R exp2(constR &r)
• R exp10(constR &r)
• R cos(constR &r)
• R sin (constR &r)
• R tan (constR &r)
• R sec(constR &r)
• R csc(constR &r)
• R cot (constR &r)
• R acos(constR &r)
• R asin (constR &r)
• R atan (constR &r)
• R gamma(constR &r)
• R tgamma (constR &r)
• R atan2 (constR &y, constR &x)
• R hypot (constR &y, constR &x)
• void mod2Pi (R &r)
• R cosh(constR &r)
• R sinh (constR &r)
• R tanh (constR &r)
• R sech(constR &r)
• R csch(constR &r)
• R coth (constR &r)
• R acosh(constR &r)
• R asinh (constR &r)
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• R atanh (constR &r)
• R log2 (void)
• R log10(void)
• R pi (void)
• R euler (void)
• R catalan (void)
• R ceil (constR &r)
• R floor (constR &r)
• R round (constR &r)
• R trunc (constR &r)
• std::istream &operator>> (std::istream &is,R &r)
• std::ostream &operator<< (std::ostream &os, constR &r)
• void conv (R &r, constZ &z)
• void conv (R &r, long n)
• void conv (R &r, unsigned long u)
• void conv (R &r, double d)
• void conv (double &d, constR &r)
• void conv (long &n, constR &r)
• void conv (Z &z, constR &r)
• void swap(R &r1, R &r2)
• booloperator== (constZ &z, constR &r)
• booloperator!= (constZ &z, constR &r)
• booloperator<= (constZ &z, constR &r)
• booloperator>= (constZ &z, constR &r)
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• booloperator< (constZ &z, constR &r)
• booloperator> (constZ &z, constR &r)
• booloperator== (long n, constR &r)
• booloperator!= (long n, constR &r)
• booloperator<= (long n, constR &r)
• booloperator>= (long n, constR &r)
• booloperator< (long n, constR &r)
• booloperator> (long n, constR &r)
• R operator+ (long n, constR &r)
• R operator- (long n, constR &r)
• R operator∗ (long n, constR &r)
• R operator/ (long n, constR &r)
• C operator+ (constC &c, constZ &z)
• C operator+ (constZ &z, constC &c)
• C operator- (constC &c, constZ &z)
• C operator- (constZ &z, constC &c)
• C operator∗ (constC &c, constZ &z)
• C operator∗ (constZ &z, constC &c)
• C operator/ (constC &c, constZ &z)
• C operator/ (constZ &z, constC &c)
• C operator+ (constC &c, constR &r)
• C operator+ (constR &r, constC &c)
• C operator- (constC &c, constR &r)
• C operator- (constR &r, constC &c)
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• C operator∗ (constC &c, constR &r)
• C operator∗ (constR &r, constC &c)
• C operator/ (constC &c, constR &r)
• C operator/ (constR &r, constC &c)
• R abs(constC &c)
• R arg (constC &c)
• C neg(constC &c)
• C inv (constC &c)
• C conj (constC &c)
• C polar (constR &magnitude, constR &argument)
• C sqr (constC &c)
• C sqrt (constC &c)
• C cbrt (constC &c)
• C root (constC &c, unsigned long k)
• C pow (constC &c, constC &e)
• C power (constC &c, long e)
• C power (constC &c, constZ &e)
• C log (constC &c)
• C log2 (constC &c)
• C log10(constC &c)
• C exp (constC &c)
• C exp2(constC &c)
• C exp10(constC &c)
• C cos(constC &c)
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• C sin (constC &c)
• C tan (constC &c)
• C sec(constC &c)
• C csc(constC &c)
• C cot (constC &c)
• C acos(constC &c)
• C asin (constC &c)
• C atan (constC &c)
• C gamma(constC &c)
• C tgamma (constC &c)
• C atan2 (constC &y, constC &x)
• C cosh(constC &c)
• C sinh (constC &c)
• C tanh (constC &c)
• C sech(constC &c)
• C csch(constC &c)
• C coth (constC &c)
• C acosh(constC &c)
• C asinh (constC &c)
• C atanh (constC &c)
• std::istream &operator>> (std::istream &is,C &c)
• std::ostream &operator<< (std::ostream &os, constC &c)
• void conv (C &c, constZ &z)
• void conv (C &c, long n)
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• void conv (C &c, unsigned long u)
• void conv (C &c, constR &r)
• void conv (C &c, double d)
• void swap(C &c1, C &c2)
• C operator+ (long n, constC &c)
• C operator- (long n, constC &c)
• C operator∗ (long n, constC &c)
• C operator/ (long n, constC &c)
1.6.6.1 Detailed Description
Unified, minimalist, and thread-safe, arbitrary precisioninteger, real, and complex
number classes.
1.6.7 number Namespace Reference







traits class enforcing number system heirarchy.
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Functions
• std::ostream &abortMsgStream (bool bAppend=false)
• constmere::R& real (constmere::C&c)
• constmere::R& imag (constmere::C&c)
• constmere::R& real (constmere::R&c)






numberTraits< mere::Z >::magnitudeTypesqrNorm< mere::Z > (const
mere::Z&z)
• template<>
numberTraits< mere::R>::magnitudeTypesqrNorm< mere::R > (const
mere::R&r)
• template<>
numberTraits< mere::C>::magnitudeTypesqrNorm< mere::C > (const
mere::C&c)
• template<>
mere::Cinv< mere::C > (constmere::C&c)
• template<>




• long integer_digits (constmere::Z&Z)
• longbitsToDigits (const long &prec_)
• template<>
longprecision< mere::C > (constmere::C&c)
• template<>
longprecision< mere::C > (void)
• template<>
longprecision< mere::R > (constmere::R&r)
• template<>
longprecision< mere::R > (void)
• template<>
longprecision< mere::Z > (void)
• template<>
longprecision< mere::Z > (constmere::Z&r)
• template<>
numberTraits< numberTraits< mere::C >::magnitudeType >::POD_-
VALUE_RETURNepsilon< mere::C > (void)
• template<>
numberTraits< numberTraits< mere::R >::magnitudeType >::POD_-
VALUE_RETURNepsilon< mere::R > (void)
• template<>
numberTraits< numberTraits< mere::Z >::magnitudeType >::POD_-
VALUE_RETURNepsilon< mere::Z > (void)
• template<>




numberTraits< mere::R >::magnitudeTyperoot2Epsilon< mere::R >
(void)
• template<>
numberTraits< mere::C >::magnitudeTyperoot4Epsilon< mere::C >
(void)
• template<>
numberTraits< mere::R >::magnitudeTyperoot4Epsilon< mere::R >
(void)
• template<>
numberTraits< mere::C >::POD_VALUE_RETURN one< mere::C >
(void)
• template<>
numberTraits< mere::C >::POD_VALUE_RETURNone_i< mere::C >
(void)
• template<>
numberTraits< mere::R >::POD_VALUE_RETURN one< mere::R >
(void)
• template<>
numberTraits< mere::C >::POD_VALUE_RETURN zero< mere::C >
(void)
• template<>
numberTraits< mere::R >::POD_VALUE_RETURN zero< mere::R >
(void)
• template<>
numberTraits< numberTraits< mere::C >::magnitudeType >::POD_-
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VALUE_RETURNpi< mere::C > (void)
• template<>
numberTraits< numberTraits< mere::R >::magnitudeType >::POD_-
VALUE_RETURNpi< mere::R > (void)
• template<>
numberTraits< mere::Z >::POD_VALUE_RETURN one< mere::Z >
(void)
• template<>
numberTraits< mere::Z >::POD_VALUE_RETURN zero< mere::Z >
(void)
• template<>
mere::Crandom< mere::C > (void)
• template<>
void seedRandom< mere::C > (void) throw ()
• template<>
void seedRandom< mere::C > (const std::string &seed) throw ()
• template<>
mere::Rrandom< mere::R > (void)
• template<>
void seedRandom< mere::R > (void) throw ()
• template<>
void seedRandom< mere::R > (const std::string &seed) throw ()
• template<>




mere::Zrandom< mere::Z > (void)
• template<>
void seedRandom< mere::Z > (void) throw ()
• template<>
void seedRandom< mere::Z > (const std::string &seed) throw ()
• template<>
void conv< mere::C, unsigned long> (mere::C&t1, const unsigned long
&t2)
• template<>
void conv< mere::C, mere::Z > (mere::C&t1, constmere::Z&t2)
• template<>
void conv< mere::C, long > (mere::C&t1, const long &t2)
• template<>
void conv< mere::C, int > (mere::C&t1, const int &t2)
• template<>
void conv< mere::C, double> (mere::C&t1, const double &t2)
• template<>
void conv< mere::R, unsigned long> (mere::R&t1, const unsigned long
&t2)
• template<>
void conv< mere::R, mere::Z > (mere::R&t1, constmere::Z&t2)
• template<>
void conv< mere::R, long> (mere::R&t1, const long &t2)
• template<>
void conv< mere::R, int > (mere::R&t1, const int &t2)
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• template<>
void conv< mere::R, double> (mere::R&t1, const double &t2)
• template<>
void conv< double, mere::R> (double &t1, constmere::R&t2)
• template<>
void conv< mere::Z, unsigned long> (mere::Z&t1, const unsigned long
&t2)
• template<>
void conv< mere::Z, long > (mere::Z&t1, const long &t2)
• template<>
void conv< mere::Z, int > (mere::Z&t1, const int &t2)
• template<>
void conv< double, mere::Z > (double &t1, constmere::Z&t2)
• template<>
void conv< long, mere::Z > (long &t1, constmere::Z&t2)
• template<>
void conv< mere::Z, mere::R > (mere::Z&t1, constmere::R&t2)
• template<>
void conv< long, mere::R > (long &t1, constmere::R&t2)
• template<>
void setDefaultPrecision< mere::C > (const long &prec)
• template<>
longgetDefaultPrecision< mere::C > (void)
• template<>
void setDefaultPrecision< mere::R > (const long &prec)
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• template<>
longgetDefaultPrecision< mere::R > (void)
• template<class T>








numberTraits< typenamenumberTraits< T >::magnitudeType>::POD_-
VALUE_RETURNepsilon(void)
• template<class T>
numberTraits< T >::magnitudeTyperoot2Epsilon (void)
• template<class T>






numberTraits< T >::POD_VALUE_RETURNzero (void)
• template<class T>






void seedRandom(void) throw ()
• template<class T>
void seedRandom(const std::string &seed) throw ()
• template<class R>
R normalDist (const R &mean, const R &variance) throw ()
• template<class T1 , class T2>
void conv (T1 &t1, const T2 &t2)
• template<class T>
T sqr (const T &arg)
• template<class T>
T cube(const T &arg)
• template<class T>
numberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypesqrNorm (const T &arg)
• template<class T>
T minusOnePow_n(const long &arg)
• template<class T>
T inv (const T &t)
• template<class T>
T pow_n (const T &arg, const long power)
• template<class T>
bool lesserMagnitude(const T &a, const T &b)
• template<class T>
boolgreaterMagnitude (const T &a, const T &b)
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• template<class T>
T integer (const long &arg)
• template<class T , class U>
T ratio (const U &num, const U &denom)
• template<class T>
T prod (const long &min, const long &max)
• template<class T>
numberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypenorm (const T &t)
• template<class T>
numberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypenorm (const T &x, const T &y, const T
&z)
• template<class T>
const Tmax (const T &a, const T &b)
• template<class T>
const Tmin (const T &a, const T &b)
• template<class T>
const Tmax (const T &a, const T &b, const T &c)
• template<class T>
const Tmin (const T &a, const T &b, const T &c)
• template<class T>
bool inDomain (const T &val, const T &min, const T &max, bool inte-
rior=false)
• template<class T1 , class T2>
numberTraits< T1 >::magnitudeTypehypot (const T1 &t1, const T2 &t2)
• template<class T>
bool isnan (const T &t)
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• template<>
bool isnan< double> (const double &t)
• template<>
bool isnan< std::complex< double > > (const std::complex< double>
&t)
• template<class T>
T negativeNonZero(const T &t)
1.6.7.1 Detailed Description
Interface traits and primitive functions for POD and arbitrary-precision number
classes.
1.6.7.2 Function Documentation
1.6.7.3 template<class T> void number::setDefaultPrecision ( const long
& prec )
1.6.8 numerical_functor Namespace Reference




































Classes and methods supporting object-oriented calculations of mathematical spe-
cial functions.
1.6.9 parallelUtil Namespace Reference




dispatcher/receiver task-based MPI implementation.
• classmonolithic_dispatcher
Single-task dispatcher/receiver MPI implementation.
• classparallelFunctor






• template<class WS , class IT1 , class IT2 , class U1 , class U2>
bool OMP_parallel_for (void(∗threadFunc)(WS &, constloopIteratorList<
IT1, IT2, U1, U2 > &) throw(std::string), WS &workspace, const
loopIteratorList< IT1, IT2, U1, U2> &indices)
• template<class WS , class IT1 , class IT2 , class U1 , class U2>
void ∗ OMP_parallel_for_aux_const(void ∗pvArgs)
• template<class WS , class IT1 , class IT2 , class U1 , class U2>
bool OMP_parallel_for (void(∗threadFunc)(WS &,loopIteratorList< IT1,
IT2, U1, U2 > &) throw(std::string), WS &workspace,loopIteratorList<
IT1, IT2, U1, U2> &indices)
• template<class WS , class IT1 , class IT2 , class U1 , class U2>
void ∗ OMP_parallel_for_aux_non_const(void ∗pvArgs)
• size_tOMP_NUM_THREADS (void)
• template<class CLASS_ , class RVAL , class MEMBER_FUNC , class IT>
std::vector< RVAL > parallel_for (CLASS_ ∗instance, MEMBER_-
FUNC threadFunc, IT begin_, IT end_, size_t N_THREAD=OMP_NUM_-
THREADS()) throw (std::string)
• template<class CLASS_ , class RVAL , class MEMBER_FUNC , class IT>
void ∗ parallel_for_aux (void ∗pvArgs)
• template<class CLASS_ , class RVAL , class MEMBER_FUNC , class IT , class ARG>
std::vector< RVAL > parallel_for (CLASS_∗instance, MEMBER_FUNC
threadFunc, IT begin_, IT end_, ARG arg, size_t N_THREAD=OMP_-
NUM_THREADS()) throw (std::string)
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• template<class CLASS_ , class RVAL , class MEMBER_FUNC , class IT , class ARG>
void ∗ parallel_for_aux (void ∗pvArgs)
• bool is_process_root(void)
1.6.9.1 Detailed Description
Support classes and methods for object-oriented multi-thread and multi-process
coding. Emphasis is on providing a minimal set of efficient methods, with an in-
terface as unified as possible. Methods are provided to superced standard OMP
pragmas, and to assist in making MPI utilization completelyransparent.
1.6.10 TMatrix Namespace Reference




























REGULAR = 0,OUTGOING = 1, INCOMING = 2,N_REGULARITY_-
KIND = 3,
REGULAR = 0,OUTGOING = 1, INCOMING = 2,N_REGULARITY_-
KIND = 3 }
• enumVSW_KIND {
VSW_M = 0, VSW_N = 1, VSW_L = 2, N_TRANSVERSE_VSW_KIND
= 2,
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N_VSW_KIND = N_TRANSVERSE_VSW_KIND,NO_VSW_KIND = 3
}
• enumREGULARITY_KIND {
REGULAR = 0,OUTGOING = 1, INCOMING = 2,N_REGULARITY_-
KIND = 3,
REGULAR = 0,OUTGOING = 1, INCOMING = 2,N_REGULARITY_-
KIND = 3 }
Functions
• REGULARITY_KIND & operator++ (REGULARITY_KIND &eReg)
• REGULARITY_KIND operator++ (REGULARITY_KIND &eReg, int)
• REGULARITY_KIND & operator-- (REGULARITY_KIND &eReg)
• REGULARITY_KIND operator-- (REGULARITY_KIND &eReg, int)
• VSW_KIND & operator++ (VSW_KIND &eVSW)
• VSW_KIND operator++ (VSW_KIND &eVSW, int)
• VSW_KIND & operator-- (VSW_KIND &eVSW)
• VSW_KIND operator-- (VSW_KIND &eVSW, int)
1.6.10.1 Detailed Description
Classes and utility methods specific to single and multiple-particle T-matrix cal-
culation. Wherever possible, codes with more general use, such as matrix utility
methods, are implemented to be independent from, or at leastto have restricted
dependence on this namespace.
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1.6.11 TMatrix::constants Namespace Reference




• const doublee= 1.60217653e-19
• const doublehbar = 1.05457168e-34 / e
• const doublec = 299792458.0
• const doubleepsilon_0= 8.854187817e-12
• const doublem_e= 9.1093826e-31
• const doubleN_A = 6.0221415e23
1.6.11.1 Detailed Description
Experimental data and constants. Instantiation of vectorsof complex experimen-
tal dielectric permittivity data, along with selected material constants generally re-
quired for use. Materials included are Cu, Ag, Au, with abscisa in eV, and H_20
with abscissa in micron wavelength.
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1.7 Class Documentation
1.7.1 hash_map Class Reference
Inherited by linalg::sparse::indefiniteSparseMatrix< typename
continuumFunctor< domainType, rangeType>::quadratureCacheNode∗ >,
and linalg::sparse::indefiniteSparseMatrix< typename continuumFunctor< T, T
>::quadratureCacheNode∗ >.
1.7.2 commUtil::abstractCommHandle Class Reference
An abstract base class to unify functionality of binary-I/Ostreams. These classes
include: file-streams, MPI::communicator-streams, and memory I/O-streams.






• virtual size_tread (void ∗ptr, size_t size, size_t nitems)=0 throw ()
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• virtual size_twrite (const void∗ptr, size_t size, size_t nitems)=0 throw ()
• virtual void close(void) throw ()
• void sync(void) throw ()
• void flush (void) throw ()
• boolbuffered (void) const
• boolbuffered (bool flag, size_t bytes=10∗1024∗1024) throw ()
• boolbuffered (unsigned char∗begin, unsigned char∗end) throw ()
• bool buffered (unsigned char∗beginRead, unsigned char∗endRead, un-
signed char∗beginWrite, unsigned char∗endWrite) throw ()
Static Public Member Functions
• static voidclose(abstractCommHandle∗&h) throw ()
Protected Types
• enum COMM_FLAGS { ANY_SET = 0x0003, READING = 0x0001,
WRITING = 0x0002 }
Protected Member Functions
• boolvalid (void) const
• boolvalid (bool state)
• unsigned shortflags(void) const
• unsigned shortflags(unsigned short newFlags)
• bool reading (void) const
• boolwriting (void) const
• size_tbufferedRead(void ∗ptr, size_t size, size_t nitems) throw ()
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• size_tbufferedWrite (const void∗ptr, size_t size, size_t nitems) throw ()
• bool readBuffered (bool ignore_sync=false) const
• boolwriteBuffered (bool ignore_flush=false) const
• size_treadBufAvail (void) const
• size_twriteBufAvail (void) const
• virtual bool transferBufferHeader (void) const
• virtual boolpartialBufferTransfer (void) const
1.7.2.1 Detailed Description
An abstract base class to unify functionality of binary-I/Ostreams. These classes
include: file-streams, MPI::communicator-streams, and memory I/O-streams.
1.7.3 commUtil::abstractCommHandle::buffer::header Struct Reference
Public Attributes
• size_tsize_
1.7.4 commUtil::comm_error Class Reference





• comm_error& operator= (constcomm_error&other) throw ()
• comm_error (constcomm_error&other) throw ()
• comm_error (const std::string &msg) throw ()
1.7.4.1 Detailed Description
Base-class for binary-I/O exceptions.
1.7.5 commUtil::fileHandle Class Reference




• int fd (void) const
• virtual size_tread (void ∗ptr, size_t size, size_t nitems) throw ()
• virtual size_twrite (const void∗ptr, size_t size, size_t nitems) throw ()
• virtual void close(void) throw ()
• void seek(long offset, int whence) throw ()
• long tell (void) throw ()
Static Public Member Functions
• static fileHandle∗ open (const char∗pathname, int flags, mode_t mode)
throw ()
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• staticfileHandle∗ open(const char∗filename, const char∗mode) throw ()
• static boolexists(const char∗fileName) throw ()
• static boolisDirectory (const char∗fileName) throw ()
• static size_tsizeOnMedia(const char∗fileName) throw ()
• staticfileHandle∗ clone(FILE ∗fp) throw ()
• staticfileHandle∗ clone(int fd) throw ()
Protected Member Functions
• virtual bool transferBufferHeader (void) const
• virtual boolpartialBufferTransfer (void) const
1.7.6 commUtil::memoryCommHandle Class Reference




• virtual size_tread (void ∗ptr, size_t size, size_t nitems) throw ()
• virtual size_twrite (const void∗ptr, size_t size, size_t nitems) throw ()
Static Public Member Functions
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• staticmemoryCommHandle∗ open(void ∗buffer, size_t buf_size, const char
∗mode) throw ()
Protected Member Functions
• virtual bool transferBufferHeader (void) const
• virtual boolpartialBufferTransfer (void) const
• size_tbuf_remaining (void) const
1.7.6.1 Detailed Description
The following class "memoryCommHandle" implements a uniforminterface to
abstractCommHandleto allow reading and writing to in-memory buffers. The pri-
mary purpose of this class is to allow binary format conversion for complicated
objects to occur entirely in user or kernel space, at the timeof _submission_ of an
asynchronous-IO request, without the previous requirement for user-kernel transi-
tions occuring at the moment of the actual I/O action (i.e. when this conversion
occured previously in the AIO signal handler).
1.7.7 commUtil::processCommHandle Class Reference





• enumTRANSFER_KIND { POINT2POINT = 0, BROADCAST = 1 }
Public Member Functions
• int rank (void) const
• const MPI::Comm &comm (void) const
• int tag (void) const
• TRANSFER_KINDtransfer_type (void) const
• TRANSFER_KINDtransfer_type (TRANSFER_KIND newTransferType)
• int tag (int newTag)
• virtual size_tread (void ∗ptr, size_t size, size_t nitems) throw ()
• virtual size_twrite (const void∗ptr, size_t size, size_t nitems) throw ()
• template<class U>
void gather (const U &u) throw ()
• template<class U>
void gather (const U &u, std::vector< U > &vU) throw ()
• template<class U>
void all_gather (const U &u, std::vector< U > &vU) throw ()
• template<class U>
void scatter (U &u) throw ()
• template<class U>
void scatter (const std::vector< U > &vU, U &u) throw ()
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Static Public Member Functions
• static boolreadTag (abstractCommHandle∗h, int &tag) throw ()
• static boolwriteTag (abstractCommHandle∗h, int tag) throw ()
• static processCommHandle∗ open (const int rank, const MPI::Comm
&comm, const char∗mode, int tag=0, TRANSFER_KIND transfer_-
type=POINT2POINT) throw ()
• static voidattachMPISendBuffer (size_t bufSize=32∗1024∗1024) throw
()
• static voiddetachMPISendBuffer (void) throw ()
• static boolMPIbuffered (void)
Protected Member Functions
• virtual bool transferBufferHeader (void) const
• virtual boolpartialBufferTransfer (void) const
• processCommHandle (int rank, const MPI::Comm &comm, int tag,
TRANSFER_KIND transfer_kind)




• const Epetra_Comm &comm (void) const
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• void global_block_indices(size_t &global_row_blocks, std::vector< size_-
t > &v_rb, size_t &global_col_blocks, std::vector< size_t> &v_cb) const
throw ()
• void init_LHS_block (const size_t rb, const size_t cb, const std::complex<
double> ∗M) throw ()
• void init_RHS_block (const size_t rb, const std::complex< double> ∗M)
throw ()
• void clear_X_block (const size_t rb) throw ()
• void factor (constparameters&param) throw ()
• void solve(constparameters&param) throw ()
• void solve_masked(const size_t global_row_blocks, const std::vector<
size_t> &v_rb, const size_t global_col_blocks, const std::vector< size_-
t > &v_cb, const std::vector< size_t> &vn_RHS_cols, constparameters
&param) throw ()
• size_tmax_local_row_blocks(void) const throw ()
• void get_LHS_block(const size_t rb, const size_t cb, std::complex< double
> ∗M) const throw ()
• void get_RHS_block(const size_t rb, std::complex< double> ∗M) const
throw ()
• void get_X_block(const size_t rb, std::complex< double> ∗M) const throw
()
• void get_X_columns(const size_t rb, const std::vector< size_t> &vn_-
RHS_cols, std::complex< double> ∗M, const std::vector< size_t> &vn_-
dest_cols) const throw ()
• void init (size_t row_blocks, size_t col_blocks, size_t block_nrows, size_t
block_ncols, size_t N_RHS, const MPI_Comm &comm) throw ()
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• parameters(double convergence_tolerance_, size_t max_iterations_, size_t








1.7.10 geometry::cappedCylindricalRegion< T > Class Template Reference





• typedefregionSelector< T >::magnitudeTypemagnitudeType
Public Member Functions
• virtual regionSelector< T >::region_kindkind (void) const
• const T &a (void) const
• const T &b (void) const
• virtual magnitudeTypecircumscribingRadius (void) const throw ()
• virtual magnitudeTypecircumscribedRadius(void) const throw ()
• virtual magnitudeTypevolume (void) const throw ()
• virtual T scale(void) const
• virtual void rescale(const T &newScale) throw ()
• virtual void rescalePhysical(const magnitudeType &newScale) throw ()
• virtual regionSelector< T > ∗ clone(void) const
• virtual T r (const T &theta, const T &phi, bool cosTheta=false) const throw
()
• virtual void r (const std::vector< T > &vTheta, const std::vector< T >
&vPhi, std::vector< T > &vR, std::vector< T > &vN_m, std::vector< T >
&vN_0, std::vector< T > &vN_p, bool cosTheta=false) const throw ()
• virtual void r (const std::vector< T > &vTheta, const long m, std::vector<
T > &vR, std::vector< T > &vN_m, std::vector< T > &vN_0, std::vector<
T > &vN_p, bool cosTheta=false) const throw ()
• virtual void n (const std::vector< T > &vTheta, const std::vector< T >
&vPhi, std::vector< T > &vR, std::vector< T > &vN_r, std::vector< T >
&vN_t, std::vector< T > &vN_p, bool cosTheta=false) const throw ()
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• virtual void get_vM_surface(std::vector< long> &vM) const
• virtual symmetry_kindsymmetry (spherical_coordinate eCoord) const
• virtual boolreadBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
• virtual boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• cappedCylindricalRegion& operator= (const cappedCylindricalRegion
&other)
• cappedCylindricalRegion(constcappedCylindricalRegion&other)
• cappedCylindricalRegion (const magnitudeType &r0, const magnitude-
Type &t0, const magnitudeType &p0, const T &a__, const T &b__, const
T &a_ext, bool interior=true)
• cappedCylindricalRegion (const magnitudeType &x0, const magnitude-
Type &y0, const magnitudeType &z0, const T &a__, const T &b__, const
T &a_ext, bool interior, bool)
template<class T> class geometry::cappedCylindricalRegion< T >
1.7.11 geometry::combinedRegion< T > Class Template Reference





• enumREGION_OPERATOR { NOP, UNION , INTERSECTION }
• typedefregionSelector< T >::magnitudeTypemagnitudeType
Public Member Functions
• virtual regionSelector< T >::region_kindkind (void) const
• virtual bool inRegion (const T &r, const T &t, const T &p) const throw ()
• virtual magnitudeTypecircumscribingRadius (void) const throw ()
• virtual magnitudeTypecircumscribedRadius(void) const throw ()
• virtual magnitudeTypevolume (void) const throw ()
• virtual T scale(void) const
• virtual void invertPosition (void)
• virtual void rescale(const T &newScale) throw ()
• virtual void rescalePhysical(const magnitudeType &newScale) throw ()
• virtual regionSelector< T > ∗ clone(void) const
• virtual boolreadBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
• virtual boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• combinedRegion< T > & operator= (constcombinedRegion< T > &other)
• combinedRegion(constcombinedRegion< T > &other)
• combinedRegion (const regionSelector< T > &regionA, const
regionSelector< T > &regionB, REGION_OPERATOR eOp, T scale=one<
T >())
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template<class T> class geometry::combinedRegion< T >
1.7.12 geometry::icosphere< T > Class Template Reference
Public Types
• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
• typedef std::vector< ntuple< R, 3> > pointList
Static Public Member Functions
• static voidinit (const R &r, size_t N, pointList &dest) throw ()
template<class T> class geometry::icosphere< T >
1.7.13 geometry::integerLattice Class Reference
Static Public Member Functions
• static void balancedLattice (size_t N, const size_t DIM, std::vector<
ntuple< long, 3> > &vDest) throw ()
Static Protected Member Functions
• static size_tN_permutations (const ntuple< long, 3 > &p, const size_t
DIM, bool mirror) throw ()
• static voidpermute (const ntuple< long, 3 > &pSrc, const size_t DIM,
std::vector< ntuple< long, 3> > &vDest, bool mirror) throw ()
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• static voidrawPermute (const ntuple< long, 3 > &p, const size_t DIM,
std::vector< ntuple< long, 3> > &vDest) throw ()
• static voidmirrorPermute (const ntuple< long, 3> &p, const size_t DIM,
std::vector< ntuple< long, 3> > &vDest) throw ()
• static voidmaximizeAdjacentDistance(std::vector< ntuple< long, 3> >
&vP) throw ()








• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
• typedefnumberTraits< T >::integralTypeZ
• typedef std::vector< ntuple< R, 3> > ntupleList
• typedef std::vector< particle_info> particleList
Static Public Member Functions
• static voidread (std::istream &is, particleList &dest) throw ()
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• static voidwrite (std::ostream &os, const particleList &src) throw ()
• static voidscale(const R &f, const particleList &src, particleList &dest)
throw ()
• static voidmoveCentroid (const ntuple< R, 3 > &pC, particleList &vP)
throw ()
• static voidtranslate (const particleList &vP0, const ntuple< R, 3 > &pC,
particleList &vDest) throw ()
• static voidrotate (const ntuple< R, 3 > &eulerAngles, particleList &vP)
throw ()
• static voidconcat (const particleList &vP1, const particleList &vP2, parti-
cleList &vDest) throw ()
• static voidchain (const ntuple< R, 3 > &a_0, size_t N, ntupleList &dest)
throw ()
• static voiddisk (const ntuple< R, 3 > &a_0, const ntuple< R, 3 > &a_1,
size_t N, ntupleList &dest) throw ()
• static voidball (const ntuple< R, 3 > &a_0, const ntuple< R, 3 > &a_1,
const ntuple< R, 3> &a_2, size_t N, ntupleList &dest) throw ()
• static voidslab (const ntuple< R, 3 > &a_0, const ntuple< R, 3 > &a_-
1, const ntuple< R, 3 > &a_2, const R &width, const R &depth, const R
&height, ntupleList &dest) throw ()
• static void chain (const ntuple< R, 3 > &a_0, constregionSelector<
R > &region, ntupleList &dest, const R &alpha=zero< R >(), const R
&beta=zero< R >(), const R &gamma=zero< R >()) throw ()
• static void disk (const ntuple< R, 3 > &a_0, const ntuple< R, 3 >
&a_1, const regionSelector< R > &region, ntupleList &dest, const R
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&alpha=zero< R >(), const R &beta=zero< R >(), const R &gamma=zero<
R >()) throw ()
• static voidball (const ntuple< R, 3 > &a_0, const ntuple< R, 3 > &a_1,
const ntuple< R, 3> &a_2, constregionSelector< R > &region, ntupleList
&dest, const R &alpha=zero< R >(), const R &beta=zero< R >(), const R
&gamma=zero< R >()) throw ()
• static voiddisk (const ntuple< R, 3 > &a_0, const ntuple< R, 3 > &a_-
1, size_t N, constregionSelector< R > &region, ntupleList &dest, const R
&alpha=zero< R >(), const R &beta=zero< R >(), const R &gamma=zero<
R >()) throw ()
• static voidball (const ntuple< R, 3 > &a_0, const ntuple< R, 3 > &a_1,
const ntuple< R, 3 > &a_2, size_t N, constregionSelector< R > &region,
ntupleList &dest, const R &alpha=zero< R>(), const R &beta=zero< R>(),
const R &gamma=zero< R >()) throw ()
• static void linearChain (const R &a, size_t N, ntupleList &dest, const R
&alpha=zero< R >(), const R &beta=zero< R >(), const R &gamma=zero<
R >()) throw ()
• static voidhcpBasis (const R &a, ntuple< R, 3 > &a_0, ntuple< R, 3
> &a_1, ntuple< R, 3 > &a_2, const R &alpha=zero< R >(), const R
&beta=zero< R >(), const R &gamma=zero< R >()) throw ()
• static voidscBasis(const R &a, ntuple< R, 3> &a_0, ntuple< R, 3> &a_1,
ntuple< R, 3> &a_2, const R &alpha=zero< R >(), const R &beta=zero<
R >(), const R &gamma=zero< R >()) throw ()
• static void hcpDisk (const R &a, size_t N, ntupleList &dest, const R
&alpha=zero< R >(), const R &beta=zero< R >(), const R &gamma=zero<
R >()) throw ()
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• static void hcpBall (const R &a, size_t N, ntupleList &dest, const R
&alpha=zero< R >(), const R &beta=zero< R >(), const R &gamma=zero<
R >()) throw ()
• static void scDisk (const R &a, size_t N, ntupleList &dest, const R
&alpha=zero< R >(), const R &beta=zero< R >(), const R &gamma=zero<
R >()) throw ()
• static void scBall (const R &a, size_t N, ntupleList &dest, const R
&alpha=zero< R >(), const R &beta=zero< R >(), const R &gamma=zero<
R >()) throw ()
• static voidscale(const R &f, const ntupleList &src, ntupleList &dest) throw
()
• static ntuple< R, 3> centroid (const ntupleList &vP) throw ()
• static voidzeroCentroid (ntupleList &vP) throw ()
• static voidmoveCentroid (const ntuple< R, 3 > &pC, ntupleList &vP)
throw ()
• static voidtranslate (const ntupleList &vP0, const ntuple< R, 3 > &pC,
ntupleList &vDest) throw ()
• static void rotate (const ntuple< R, 3 > &eulerAngles, ntupleList &vP)
throw ()
• static voidconcat(const ntupleList &vP1, const ntupleList &vP2, ntupleList
&vDest) throw ()
• static voidsort (const ntupleList &src, ntupleList &dest) throw ()
• static void neighborhood_lists (const ntupleList &src, std::vector<
std::vector< size_t> > &vvnNeighborhoods) throw ()
• static voidrandomize (const R &r, const R &a, const R &variance, const
ntupleList &src, ntupleList &dest) throw ()
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• static voidcull (const ntupleList &src, const R &cullFraction, ntupleList
&dest) throw ()
• static voidexclude_overlap(const ntupleList &src1, const R &r1, const
ntupleList &src2, const R &r2, ntupleList &dest) throw ()
• static booloverlapTest(const R &r, const ntupleList &src) throw ()
• static booloverlapTest (const R &r, typename ntupleList::const_iterator it-
Start, typename ntupleList::const_iterator itEnd) throw()
• static voidread (const std::string &fileName, ntupleList &dest) throw ()
• static voidwrite (const ntupleList &src, const std::string &fileName) throw
()
• static voidread (const std::string &fileName, constmaterial_info&default_-
material, const R &default_radius, const ntuple< R, 3 > &default_angle,
particleList &dest) throw ()
• static voidwrite (const particleList &src, const std::string &fileName) throw
()
• static voidwritePOV (const ntupleList &points, const R &radius, const
std::string &sPOV_fileName, const std::string &sPOV_header="", const
std::string &sPOV_footer="") throw ()
• static voidwritePOV (const particleList &particles, const R &radius, const
std::string &sPOV_fileName, const std::string &sPOV_header="", const
std::string &sPOV_footer="") throw ()
Static Protected Member Functions
• static RunitCellArea (const ntuple< R, 3 > &a_0, const ntuple< R, 3 >
&a_1)
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• static RunitCellVolume (const ntuple< R, 3> &a_0, const ntuple< R, 3>
&a_1, const ntuple< R, 3> &a_2)
• static voidfill1D (const ntuple< R, 3 > &a_0, constregionSelector< R >
&region, ntupleList &dest) throw ()
• static voidfill2D (const ntuple< R, 3> &a_0, const ntuple< R, 3> &a_1,
constregionSelector< R > &region, ntupleList &dest) throw ()
• static voidfill3D (const ntuple< R, 3> &a_0, const ntuple< R, 3> &a_1,
const ntuple< R, 3> &a_2, constregionSelector< R > &region, ntupleList
&dest) throw ()
Static Protected Attributes
• static const size_tmaxIterations = 100000
template<class T> class geometry::lattice< T >
1.7.15 geometry::lattice< T >::distance_to_point Struct Reference
Public Member Functions
• booloperator() (size_t n1, size_t n2)
• distance_to_point(const ntupleList &src, const ntuple< R, 3> &refPoint)
template<class T> struct geometry::lattice< T >::distance_to_point
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1.7.16 geometry::lattice< T >::less_radius Struct Reference
Public Member Functions
• booloperator() (const ntuple< R, 3> &p1, const ntuple< R, 3> &p2)
template<class T> struct geometry::lattice< T >::less_radius
1.7.17 geometry::lattice< T >::material_info Class Reference
Public Types
• typedef python_util::extensible_parameters_base< T > base_class
• typedef TC
• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
• typedefnumberTraits< T >::integralTypeZ
Public Member Functions
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) throw ()
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const throw ()
• size_tbinarySize (void) const throw ()
• void read (std::istream &is) throw ()
• void write (std::ostream &os) const throw ()
• void swap(material_info&other)
• void extract (const python_util::simple_object_base∗pobject) throw ()
• virtual void clone_from (const python_util::simple_object_base∗pobject,
bool transfer_ownership=false) throw ()
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• virtual python_util::extensible_parameters_base< T > ∗ clone (void) const
throw ()
• void copy (constmaterial_info&other)
• material_info& operator= (constmaterial_info&other)
• material_info (constmaterial_info&other)
• material_info (const std::string &name_)
• template<class U>
material_info (const std::string &name_, const U &coeff_)
• material_info (const python_util::simple_object_base∗pobject, bool
transfer_ownership=false) throw ()
template<class T> class geometry::lattice< T >::material_info
1.7.18 geometry::lattice< T >::particle_info Class Reference
Public Types




• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
• typedefnumberTraits< T >::integralTypeZ
Public Member Functions
• R & radius (void)
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• const R &radius (void) const
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) throw ()
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const throw ()
• size_tbinarySize (void) const throw ()
• void read (std::istream &is) throw ()
• void write (std::ostream &os) const throw ()
• void extract (const python_util::simple_object_base∗pobject) throw ()
• python_util::simple_object_base∗ repn_virtual (void) const
• void swap(particle_info&other)
• virtual void clone_from (const python_util::simple_object_base∗pobject,
bool transfer_ownership=false) throw ()
• virtual python_util::extensible_parameters_base< T > ∗ clone (void) const
throw ()
• void copy (constparticle_info&other)
• particle_info& operator= (constparticle_info&other)
• particle_info (constparticle_info&other)
• particle_info (const material_info&material_, const R &radius_, const
ntuple< R, 3> &position_, const ntuple< R, 3> &angle_)




• ntuple< R, 3> position
• ntuple< R, 3> angle
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template<class T> class geometry::lattice< T >::particle_info
1.7.19 geometry::rectangularPrism< T > Class Template Reference
Public Types
• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
Public Member Functions
• void vertex (const long &i1, const long &i2, const long &i3, T &t1, T &t2,
T &t3) const throw ()
• void sphereDomain(T &rMin, T &rMax, T &tMin, T &tMax, T &pMin, T
&pMax, size_t nX, size_t nY, size_t nZ) const throw ()
• boolprojectionIncludesCut (void) const
• void write (std::ostream &os) const
• rectangularPrism (const T &xMin, const T &xMax, const T &yMin, const
T &yMax, const T &zMin, const T &zMax)
Static Public Member Functions
• static boolinDomainInclusive (const T &x, const T &a, const T &b)
• static boolinDomainExclusive(const T &x, const T &a, const T &b)
Protected Member Functions
• T r_s (const T &s, const T &x0, const T &y0, const T &z0, const T &x1,
const T &y1, const T &z1) const
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• T t_s (const T &s, const T &x0, const T &y0, const T &z0, const T &x1,
const T &y1, const T &z1) const
• T p_s (const T &s, const T &x0, const T &y0, const T &z0, const T &x1,
const T &y1, const T &z1) const
• void lineSegmentDomain(const long &v0, const long &v1, T &rMin, T
&rMax, T &tMin, T &tMax, T &pMin, T &pMax, bool reflect_x_axis=false)
const throw ()
• bool faceZero(const long &faceBit, bool max_, T &rMin) const throw ()
• void faceIndices(const long &faceBit, bool max_, long &base, long &left,
long &right, long &para) const throw ()
• void vertex (const long &index, T &t1, T &t2, T &t3) const throw ()
template<class T> class geometry::rectangularPrism< T >
1.7.20 geometry::regionSelector< T > Class Template Reference
Inheritance diagram for geometry::regionSelector< T >:
geometry::regionSelector< T >
geometry::cappedCylindricalRegion< T > geometry::combinedRegion< T > geometry::sphericalRegion< T > geometry::spheroidalRegion< T > geometry::translatedRegion< T >
Public Types
• enumregion_kind {
ABSTRACT_REGION , SPHERICAL_REGION , SPHEROIDAL_-
REGION , CAPPED_CYLINDRICAL_REGION ,
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COMBINED_REGION , TRANSLATED_REGION }
• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypemagnitudeType
Public Member Functions
• virtual region_kindkind (void) const
• void complementSelf(void)
• bool interior (void) const
• virtual bool inRegion (const T &r, const T &t, const T &p) const throw ()
• virtual magnitudeTypecircumscribingRadius (void) const throw ()
• virtual magnitudeTypecircumscribedRadius(void) const throw ()
• virtual magnitudeTypevolume (void) const throw ()
• virtual T scale(void) const
• virtual void invertPosition (void)
• virtual void rescale(const T &newScale) throw ()
• virtual void rescalePhysical(const magnitudeType &newScale) throw ()
• void recenter (const magnitudeType &r0, const magnitudeType &t0, const
magnitudeType &p0)
• void recenter (const magnitudeType &x0__, const magnitudeType &y0__,
const magnitudeType &z0__, bool)
• virtual regionSelector< T > ∗ clone(void) const
• const magnitudeType &x0 (void) const
• const magnitudeType &y0 (void) const
• const magnitudeType &z0 (void) const
• virtual T r (const T &theta, const T &phi, bool cosTheta=false) const throw
()
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• virtual void r (const std::vector< T > &vTheta, const std::vector< T >
&vPhi, std::vector< T > &vR, std::vector< T > &vN_m, std::vector< T >
&vN_0, std::vector< T > &vN_p, bool cosTheta=false) const throw ()
• virtual void r (const std::vector< T > &vTheta, const long m, std::vector<
T > &vR, std::vector< T > &vN_m, std::vector< T > &vN_0, std::vector<
T > &vN_p, bool cosTheta=false) const throw ()
• virtual void n (const std::vector< T > &vTheta, const std::vector< T >
&vPhi, std::vector< T > &vR, std::vector< T > &vN_r, std::vector< T >
&vN_t, std::vector< T > &vN_p, bool cosTheta=false) const throw ()
• virtual void get_vM_surface(std::vector< long> &vM) const
• virtual symmetry_kindsymmetry (spherical_coordinate eCoord) const
• void separateMesh(const std::vector< T > &vR, const std::vector< T
> &vT, const std::vector< T > &vP, const std::vector< unsigned long>
&vnRR, const std::vector< unsigned long> &vnTT, const std::vector<
unsigned long> &vnPP, std::vector< unsigned long> &vnRR_sub,
std::vector< unsigned long> &vnTT_sub, std::vector< unsigned long>
&vnPP_sub) const
• void separateMesh(const ntuple< magnitudeType, 3> &center, const
std::vector< T > &vR, const std::vector< T > &vT, const std::vector<
T > &vP, const std::vector< unsigned long> &vnRR, const std::vector<
unsigned long> &vnTT, const std::vector< unsigned long> &vnPP,
std::vector< unsigned long> &vnRR_sub, std::vector< unsigned long>
&vnTT_sub, std::vector< unsigned long> &vnPP_sub) const
• const std::vector< unsigned long> & sub2SuperMesh(void) const
• void combineMesh (const std::vector< T > &vSub, std::vector< T >
&vSuper, bool accumulate=false) const
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• virtual boolreadBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
• virtual boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• regionSelector& operator= (constregionSelector&other)
• regionSelector(constregionSelector&other)
• regionSelector(bool interior, const magnitudeType &x0, const magnitude-
Type &y0, const magnitudeType &z0)
Static Public Member Functions
• static boolreadBinaryVirtual (abstractCommHandle∗fp, regionSelector<
T > ∗&pregion)
• static bool writeBinaryVirtual (abstractCommHandle∗fp, const
regionSelector< T > ∗pregion)
Protected Member Functions
• void init (bool interior, const magnitudeType &x0, const magnitudeType





template<class T> class geometry::regionSelector< T >
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1.7.21 geometry::sphericalRegion< T > Class Template Reference




• typedefregionSelector< T >::magnitudeTypemagnitudeType
Public Member Functions
• virtual regionSelector< T >::region_kindkind (void) const
• virtual magnitudeTypecircumscribingRadius (void) const throw ()
• virtual magnitudeTypecircumscribedRadius(void) const throw ()
• virtual magnitudeTypevolume (void) const throw ()
• virtual T scale(void) const
• virtual void rescale(const T &newScale) throw ()
• virtual void rescalePhysical(const magnitudeType &newScale) throw ()
• virtual regionSelector< T > ∗ clone(void) const
• virtual T r (const T &theta, const T &phi, bool cosTheta=false) const throw
()
• virtual void r (const std::vector< T > &vTheta, const std::vector< T >
&vPhi, std::vector< T > &vR, std::vector< T > &vN_m, std::vector< T >
&vN_0, std::vector< T > &vN_p, bool cosTheta=false) const throw ()
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• virtual void r (const std::vector< T > &vTheta, const long m, std::vector<
T > &vR, std::vector< T > &vN_m, std::vector< T > &vN_0, std::vector<
T > &vN_p, bool cosTheta=false) const throw ()
• virtual void n (const std::vector< T > &vTheta, const std::vector< T >
&vPhi, std::vector< T > &vR, std::vector< T > &vN_r, std::vector< T >
&vN_t, std::vector< T > &vN_p, bool cosTheta=false) const throw ()
• virtual void get_vM_surface(std::vector< long> &vM) const
• virtual symmetry_kindsymmetry (spherical_coordinate eCoord) const
• virtual boolreadBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
• virtual boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• sphericalRegion& operator= (constsphericalRegion&other)
• sphericalRegion(constsphericalRegion&other)
• sphericalRegion (const magnitudeType &r0, const magnitudeType &t0,
const magnitudeType &p0, const T &r, const T &r_ext, bool interior=true)
• sphericalRegion(const magnitudeType &x0, const magnitudeType &y0,
const magnitudeType &z0, const T &r, const T &r_ext, bool interior, bool)
template<class T> class geometry::sphericalRegion< T >
1.7.22 geometry::spheroidalRegion< T > Class Template Reference





• typedefregionSelector< T >::magnitudeTypemagnitudeType
Public Member Functions
• virtual regionSelector< T >::region_kindkind (void) const
• const T &a (void)
• const T &b (void)
• virtual magnitudeTypecircumscribingRadius (void) const throw ()
• virtual magnitudeTypecircumscribedRadius(void) const throw ()
• virtual magnitudeTypevolume (void) const throw ()
• virtual T scale(void) const
• virtual void rescale(const T &newScale) throw ()
• virtual void rescalePhysical(const magnitudeType &newScale) throw ()
• virtual regionSelector< T > ∗ clone(void) const
• virtual T r (const T &theta, const T &phi, bool cosTheta=false) const throw
()
• virtual void r (const std::vector< T > &vTheta, const std::vector< T >
&vPhi, std::vector< T > &vR, std::vector< T > &vN_m, std::vector< T >
&vN_0, std::vector< T > &vN_p, bool cosTheta=false) const throw ()
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• virtual void r (const std::vector< T > &vTheta, const long m, std::vector<
T > &vR, std::vector< T > &vN_m, std::vector< T > &vN_0, std::vector<
T > &vN_p, bool cosTheta=false) const throw ()
• virtual void n (const std::vector< T > &vTheta, const std::vector< T >
&vPhi, std::vector< T > &vR, std::vector< T > &vN_r, std::vector< T >
&vN_t, std::vector< T > &vN_p, bool cosTheta=false) const throw ()
• virtual void get_vM_surface(std::vector< long> &vM) const
• virtual symmetry_kindsymmetry (spherical_coordinate eCoord) const
• virtual boolreadBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
• virtual boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• spheroidalRegion& operator= (constspheroidalRegion&other)
• spheroidalRegion(constspheroidalRegion&other)
• spheroidalRegion(const magnitudeType &r0, const magnitudeType &t0,
const magnitudeType &p0, const T &a__, const T &b__, const T &a_ext,
bool interior=true)
• spheroidalRegion(const magnitudeType &x0, const magnitudeType &y0,
const magnitudeType &z0, const T &a__, const T &b__, const T &a_ext,
bool interior, bool)
template<class T> class geometry::spheroidalRegion< T >
1.7.23 geometry::translatedRegion< T > Class Template Reference





• typedefregionSelector< T >::magnitudeTypemagnitudeType
Public Member Functions
• virtual regionSelector< T >::region_kindkind (void) const
• constregionSelector< T > & region (void) const
• const magnitudeType &alpha (void) const
• const magnitudeType &beta (void) const
• const magnitudeType &gamma(void) const
• virtual bool inRegion (const T &r, const T &t, const T &p) const throw ()
• virtual magnitudeTypecircumscribingRadius (void) const throw ()
• virtual magnitudeTypecircumscribedRadius(void) const throw ()
• virtual magnitudeTypevolume (void) const throw ()
• virtual T scale(void) const
• virtual void invertPosition (void)
• virtual void rescale(const T &newScale) throw ()
• virtual void rescalePhysical(const magnitudeType &newScale) throw ()
• virtual void n (const std::vector< T > &vTheta, const std::vector< T >
&vPhi, std::vector< T > &vR, std::vector< T > &vN_r, std::vector< T >
&vN_t, std::vector< T > &vN_p, bool cosTheta=false) const throw ()
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• virtual regionSelector< T > ∗ clone(void) const
• virtual boolreadBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
• virtual boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• translatedRegion< T > & operator= (consttranslatedRegion< T > &other)
• translatedRegion(consttranslatedRegion< T > &other)
• translatedRegion(constregionSelector< T > &region, const magnitude-
Type &x0, const magnitudeType &y0, const magnitudeType &z0, const
magnitudeType &alpha, const magnitudeType &beta, const magnitudeType
&gamma)
template<class T> class geometry::translatedRegion< T >
1.7.24 gmm::linalg_traits< const indefiniteSparseMatrix< T > > Struct
Template Reference
Public Types
• typedef constindefiniteSparseMatrix< T > this_type
• typedefthis_type::key_typekey_type
• typedefindefiniteSparseMatrix< T > origin_type








• typedefsparseNDimensional_iterator< origin_type, 2, 2> row_iterator
• typedefsparseNDimensional_iterator< constorigin_type, 2, 2 > const_-
row_iterator
• typedefsparseSubdimensionReference< origin_type, 1, 2> sub_row_type








Static Public Member Functions







• static const_referenceaccess(constconst_col_iterator&itcol, size_type j)
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• static voidresize(this_type&v, size_type m, size_type n)
• static voidreshape(this_type&v, size_type m, size_type n)
template<typename T> struct gmm::linalg_traits < const
indefiniteSparseMatrix< T > >
1.7.25 gmm::linalg_traits< const indefiniteVector< T > > Struct Template
Reference
Public Types
• typedef constindefiniteVector< T > this_type














• static constorigin_type∗ origin (constthis_type&v)
• static voidclear (origin_type∗o, constiterator&, constiterator&)
• static voiddo_clear(this_type&v)
• static value_typeaccess(constorigin_type∗o, constconst_iterator&, const
const_iterator&, size_type i)
• static voidresize(this_type&v, size_type n)
template<typename T> struct gmm::linalg_traits < const indefiniteVector< T
> >
1.7.26 gmm::linalg_traits< indefiniteSparseMatrix< T > > Struct Template
Reference
Public Types







• typedef this_type::referencer ference
• typedef this_type::const_referenceonst_reference
• typedef abstract_sparsetorage_type
• typedefsparseNDimensional_iterator< this_type, 2, 2> row_iterator
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• typedefsparseNDimensional_iterator< constthis_type, 2, 2> const_row_-
iterator
• typedefsparseSubdimensionReference< this_type, 1, 2> sub_row_type








Static Public Member Functions








• staticorigin_type∗ origin (this_type&m)
• static constorigin_type∗ origin (constthis_type&m)
• static voiddo_clear(this_type&m)
• static referenceaccess(constcol_iterator&itcol, size_type j)
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• static voidresize(this_type&v, size_type m, size_type n)
• static voidreshape(this_type&v, size_type m, size_type n)
template<typename T> struct gmm::linalg_traits < indefiniteSparseMatrix<
T > >
1.7.27 gmm::linalg_traits< indefiniteVector< T > > Struct Template Refer-
ence
Public Types


















• staticorigin_type∗ origin (this_type&v)
• static constorigin_type∗ origin (constthis_type&v)
• static voidclear (origin_type∗o, constiterator&, constiterator&)
• static voiddo_clear(this_type&v)
• static value_typeaccess(constorigin_type∗o, constconst_iterator&, const
const_iterator&, size_type i)
• static referenceaccess(origin_type∗o, constiterator &, const iterator &,
size_type i)
• static voidresize(this_type&v, size_type n)
template<typename T> struct gmm::linalg_traits < indefiniteVector< T > >
1.7.28 gmm::linalg_traits< sparseSubdimensionReference< const VECT,
DIM, NDIM > > Struct Template Reference
Public Types

















• static porigin_typeorigin (this_type&v)
• static voidclear (origin_type∗po, constiterator&it, const iterator&ite)
• static voiddo_clear(this_type&v)
• static referenceaccess(porigin_type, constconst_iterator&it, constconst_-
iterator&, size_type i)
template<typename VECT, size_t DIM, size_t NDIM> struct gmm::linalg_-
traits< sparseSubdimensionReference< const VECT, DIM, NDIM > >
1.7.29 gmm::linalg_traits< sparseSubdimensionReference< VECT, DIM,
NDIM > > Struct Template Reference
Public Types




• typedef which_reference< VECT ∗ >::is_referenceis_reference
• typedef abstract_vectorlinalg_type
• typedef VECT::value_typevalue_type









• static porigin_typeorigin (this_type&v)
• static voidclear (origin_type∗po, constiterator&it, const iterator&ite)
• static voiddo_clear(this_type&v)
• static referenceaccess(origin_type∗, constiterator &it, const iterator &,
size_type i)
template<typename VECT, size_t DIM, size_t NDIM> struct gmm::linalg_-
traits< sparseSubdimensionReference< VECT, DIM, NDIM > >
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1.7.30 gmm::ref_elt_vector< T, const indefiniteSparseMatrix< T > > Class
Template Reference
Public Types
• typedefindefiniteSparseMatrix< T >::key_typekey_type
• typedef Tvalue_type
• typedef constindefiniteSparseMatrix< T > vect_type
Public Member Functions
• operator T () const
• ref_elt_vector (vect_type∗p, constkey_type&ll)
• ref_elt_vector &operator= (T v)
• booloperator== (T v) const
• booloperator!= (T v) const
• ref_elt_vector &operator+= (T v)
• ref_elt_vector &operator-= (T v)
• ref_elt_vector &operator/= (T v)
• ref_elt_vector &operator∗= (T v)
• ref_elt_vector &operator= (const ref_elt_vector &re)
• T operator+ ()
• T operator- ()
• T operator+ (T v)
• T operator- (T v)
• T operator∗ (T v)





template<typename T> class gmm::ref_elt_vector< T, const
indefiniteSparseMatrix< T > >
1.7.31 gmm::ref_elt_vector< T, indefiniteSparseMatrix< T > > Class Tem-
plate Reference
Public Types
• typedefindefiniteSparseMatrix< T >::key_typekey_type
• typedef Tvalue_type
• typedefindefiniteSparseMatrix< T > vect_type
Public Member Functions
• operator T () const
• ref_elt_vector (vect_type∗p, constkey_type&ll)
• ref_elt_vector &operator= (T v)
• booloperator== (T v) const
• booloperator!= (T v) const
• ref_elt_vector &operator+= (T v)
• ref_elt_vector &operator-= (T v)
• ref_elt_vector &operator/= (T v)
• ref_elt_vector &operator∗= (T v)
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• ref_elt_vector &operator= (const ref_elt_vector &re)
• T operator+ ()
• T operator- ()
• T operator+ (T v)
• T operator- (T v)
• T operator∗ (T v)




template<typename T> class gmm::ref_elt_vector< T,
indefiniteSparseMatrix< T > >
1.7.32 gmm::ref_elt_vector< T, indefiniteVector< T > > Class Template
Reference
Public Types
• typedefindefiniteVector< T >::key_typekey_type
• typedef Tvalue_type
• typedefindefiniteVector< T > vect_type
Public Member Functions
• operator T () const
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• ref_elt_vector (vect_type∗p, constkey_type&ll)
• ref_elt_vector &operator= (T v)
• booloperator== (T v) const
• booloperator!= (T v) const
• ref_elt_vector &operator+= (T v)
• ref_elt_vector &operator-= (T v)
• ref_elt_vector &operator/= (T v)
• ref_elt_vector &operator∗= (T v)
• ref_elt_vector &operator= (const ref_elt_vector &re)
• T operator+ ()
• T operator- ()
• T operator+ (T v)
• T operator- (T v)
• T operator∗ (T v)




template<typename T> class gmm::ref_elt_vector< T, indefiniteVector< T >
>
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1.7.33 linalg::abstractMatrix< T > Class Template Reference
Public Types














• T & operator() (const size_t row, const size_t col)
• const T &operator() (const size_t row, const size_t col) const
• void resize(const size_t NRow, const size_t NCol)
• size_tnrows (void) const
• size_tncols(void) const
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const throw ()
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) throw ()
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• abstractMatrix& operator= (constabstractMatrix&other)
• abstractMatrix (constabstractMatrix&other)
• abstractMatrix (const size_t NRow, const size_t NCol, const T &t=T())
template<class T> class linalg::abstractMatrix< T >
1.7.34 linalg::linear_interpolator< U, NDIM > Class Template Reference
N-dimensional linear interpolation of values of arbitraryrank.
• uses minimalist N-dimensional matrix semantics as (<linear container>,
<shape ntuple>);
• mesh corresponding to data instantiation is specified asntuple_interval;
• rank of value-type for N-dimensional matrix is arbitrary,but is a fixed-
allocation type such as a scalar orntuple<R,NDIM>.
Public Types
• enuminterp_kind { NEAREST = 0, NEAREST_PERIODIC , LINEAR ,
LINEAR_PERIODIC }





• value_typeoperator() (const ntuple< R, NDIM > &x_i) const throw
(std::runtime_error)
• void apply (constntuple< R, NDIM > &x_i, value_type &y_i) const throw
(std::runtime_error)
• template<class U1 , class U2>
void apply(const U1 &x_i, U2 &y_i) const throw (std::runtime_error)
interpolation over N-dimensional matrix of co-ordinates.
• linear_interpolator (constntuple_interval< R, NDIM > &domain, const
U &y, const ntuple< size_t, NDIM > &shape, interp_kind e) throw
(std::runtime_error)
• linear_interpolator (const ntuple_interval< R, NDIM > &domain, U
&y, const ntuple< size_t, NDIM> &shape, interp_kind e, bool transfer_-
ownership) throw (std::runtime_error)
1.7.34.1 Detailed Description
template<class U, size_t NDIM> class linalg::linear_interpolator< U, NDIM
>
N-dimensional linear interpolation of values of arbitraryrank.
• uses minimalist N-dimensional matrix semantics as (<linear container>,
<shape ntuple>);
• mesh corresponding to data instantiation is specified asntuple_interval;
• rank of value-type for N-dimensional matrix is arbitrary,but is a fixed-
allocation type such as a scalar orntuple<R,NDIM>.
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1.7.34.2 Member Function Documentation
1.7.34.3 template<class U , size_t NDIM> template<class U1 , class U2>
void linalg::linear_interpolator < U, NDIM >::apply ( const U1 &
x_i, U2 & y_i ) const throw (std::runtime_error)
interpolation over N-dimensional matrix of co-ordinates.
Template Parameters
U1 a linear container with value_type compatible withntuple<R,NDIM>
U2 a linear container with value_type compatible with linear_interpolator<U,
NDIM>::value_type
Parameters
[in] x_i coordinate values
[out] y_i interpolated data values









NONE = -1, IN = 0, OUT = 1, EMPTY ,
N_STATES= 2 }
• enumSYNCH_MODE { SYNCH, ASYNCH, ASYNCH_BY_LIST }




bool swap(const key &k, U &u, object_state e) throw ()
blocking, public method (state is well-defined after method, ensures no pending
swaps):
• bool release(const key &k, bool force=false) throw ()
• boolattach (const key &k) throw ()
• void forget (const key &k) throw ()
• template<class U>
bool submitSwap(const key &k, U &u, object_state e) throw ()
non-blocking method
• template<class U>
bool submitSwap(consttask_data_list&tasks, object_state e) throw ()
• bool release(consttask_data_list&tasks, bool force=false) throw ()
• boolattach (consttask_data_list&tasks) throw ()
• void sync(const key &k) throw ()
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blocking, public method
• object_info & info (const key &k) const throw ()
• doubleswapEfficiency(object_state e) const throw ()
• void copy (constnonresidentObjectHandler&other)
• nonresidentObjectHandler& operator= (constnonresidentObjectHandler
&other)
Static Public Member Functions
• static SYNCH_MODEsynch_mode(void)
1.7.35.1 Member Function Documentation
1.7.35.2 bool linalg::nonresidentObjectHandler::release ( const
task_data_list & tasks, bool force = false ) throw ()
list of objects: corresponding attach and release methods:
1.7.35.3 template<class U > bool
linalg::nonresidentObjectHandler::submitSwap (
const task_data_list & tasks, object_state e ) throw ()
List of objects (sequential media offset only). (task contents are copied to internal
list, which is de-allocated at completion of "sync_") Overallkey, object-mutex lock,
and reference-count for entire action will be that of first object in list, though _-
all_ object reference-counts, and states will be updated appropriately. Even though
"tasks" is "const", internal "pinfo" field oftask_dataobjects _will_ be modified
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by this call. This is a compromise which allows object-info specifics to be dealt
with separately from all allocation/de-allocation specifics (the former by the submit
method, the latter by "attach_aio_buffer" and "release_aio_buffer" methods).
Due to the first-object-in-list lock association, _all_ threads must use only _one_
form of submitSwap on the same set of objects (prior to completion of the associ-
ated sync(<key of first object in list>) ).
1.7.35.4 template<class U > bool
linalg::nonresidentObjectHandler::submitSwap (
const key & k, U & u, object_state e ) throw ()
non-blocking method
non-blocking, public method: return value indicates change in state (possibly in-
termediate through buffer -- state is not valid until associated "sync" completes).
Protocols:
1. object_info reference count is associated with "sync" event (possibly im-
plicit), therefore it is not modified by this method.
2. multiple application of submitSwap to same object without intervening sync
(or implicit sync via "swap") is an error).
1.7.35.5 template<class U> bool linalg::nonresidentObjectHandler::swap (
const key & k, U & u, object_state e ) throw ()
blocking, public method (state is well-defined after method, ensures no pending
swaps):
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blocking, public method: return value indicates change in state.
1.7.35.6 void linalg::nonresidentObjectHandler::sync ( const key & k )
throw ()
blocking, public method
Blocks till completing of any pending asynchronous I/O operations. Adjusts state
of info appropriately. Deallocates aio-control-block andtransfer buffers
1.7.36 linalg::nonresidentObjectHandler::task_data Struct Reference
Public Member Functions
• task_data(const key &k_, void∗pobject_, void∗pinfo_)
• task_data(const key &k_, void∗pobject_)
Public Attributes
• keyk
• void ∗ pobject
• void ∗ pinfo
1.7.37 linalg::nonresidentObjectHandler::task_data_list Class Reference
Public Member Functions
• consttask_data& operator[ ] (size_t n) const
• task_data& operator[ ] (size_t n)
• size_tsize(void) const
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• boolempty (void) const
• task_data∗ begin (void)
• consttask_data∗ begin (void) const
• task_data∗ end (void)
• consttask_data∗ end (void) const
• void copy (consttask_data_list&other)
• task_data_list& operator= (consttask_data_list&other)
• task_data_list(size_t n)
• task_data_list(consttask_data_list&other)
1.7.38 linalg::ntuple< T, DIM > Class Template Reference
Public Types
• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
• typedefntuplethis_type
• typedef Tvalue_type
• typedef T∗ iterator
• typedef const T∗ const_iterator
Public Member Functions
• T & operator[ ] (size_t n)
• const T &operator[ ] (size_t n) const
• T ∗ begin ()
• const T∗ begin () const
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• T ∗ end ()
• const T∗ end () const
• size_tsize(void) const throw ()
• void resize(size_t) throw ()
• R dist (constntuple&other) const
• T operator∗ (constntuple&other) const
• R abs(void) const
• R absSqr(void) const
• size_tnumberNonzeroElements(const R &eps=epsilon< R >()) const
• size_tnnz (const R &eps=epsilon< R >()) const
• size_tmask_nz(void) const
• void normalize (void)
• void invert (bool spherical=false)
• void clear (void)
• booloperator== (constntuple< T, DIM > &other) const
• booloperator!= (constntuple< T, DIM > &other) const
• ntuple< T, DIM > & operator+ (void)
• ntuple< T, DIM > operator- (void) const
• ntuple< T, DIM > operator+ (constntuple< T, DIM > &other) const
• ntuple< T, DIM > operator- (constntuple< T, DIM > &other) const
• ntuple< T, DIM > operator∗ (const T &r) const
• ntuple< T, DIM > operator/ (const T &r) const
• ntuple< T, DIM > mod (const T &r) const
• ntuple< T, DIM > & operator+= (constntuple< T, DIM > &other)
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• ntuple< T, DIM > & operator-= (constntuple< T, DIM > &other)
• ntuple< T, DIM > & operator∗= (const T &r)
• ntuple< T, DIM > & operator/= (const T &r)
• ntuple< T, DIM > & operator= (const T &r)
• ntuple< T, DIM > & mod_assign(const T &r)
• T dot (constntuple< T, DIM > &other) const
• template<class S>
T dot (constntuple< S, DIM > &other) const
• ntuple< T, DIM > cross(constntuple< T, DIM > &other) const
• template<class S>
ntuple< T, DIM > cross(constntuple< S, DIM > &other) const
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
• size_tbinarySize (void)
• void write (std::ostream &os) const
• void read (std::istream &is)
• void debug_print (void) const
• ntuple (bool clear=true)
• ntuple (size_t DIM_)
• ntuple (const T &e1)
• ntuple (const T &e1, const T &e2)
• ntuple (const T &e1, const T &e2, const T &e3)
• template<class T1>
ntuple (const T1 &e1, const T1 &e2, const T1 &e3)
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Static Public Member Functions
• staticntuple< T, DIM > unit (void)
• staticntuple< T, DIM > filled (const T &t)
• static voidsort (ntuple< T, DIM > &p) throw ()
• static voidapply (T(∗func)(const T &), constntuple< T, DIM > &src,
ntuple< T, DIM > &dest) throw ()
template<class T, size_t DIM = 3> class linalg::ntuple< T, DIM >
1.7.39 linalg::ntuple_interval< T, DIM > Class Template Reference
Public Member Functions
• constntuple< T, DIM > & start (void) const
• ntuple< T, DIM > & start (void)
• constntuple< T, DIM > & end (void) const
• ntuple< T, DIM > & end (void)
• const T & left_epsilon(void) const
• const T &right_epsilon (void) const
• bool interior (constntuple< T, DIM > &p) const
• boolboundary (constntuple< T, DIM > &p) const
• boolexterior (constntuple< T, DIM > &p) const
• boolclosure(constntuple< T, DIM > &p) const
• bool left_closure(constntuple< T, DIM > &p) const
• bool right_closure (constntuple< T, DIM > &p) const
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• booloperator== (constntuple_interval< T, DIM > &other) const
• booloperator!= (constntuple_interval< T, DIM > &other) const
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
• size_tbinarySize (void) const
• void write (std::ostream &os, constntuple< T, DIM > ∗p=NULL) const
• ntuple< T, DIM > scale(void) const
Calculate scale tuple corresponding to this ntuple-interval (i.e. as end() - start()).
• ntuple_interval (constntuple< T, DIM > &start, constntuple< T, DIM >
&end, const T &left_eps, const T &right_eps)
• ntuple_interval(constntuple< T, DIM > &start, constntuple< T, DIM >
&end, const T &eps=zero< T >())
this signature assumes left_eps == right_eps:
Static Public Member Functions
• template<class U>
staticntuple_interval extent(const U &u, const T &left_eps, const T &right_-
eps)
Calculate extent of a container of ntuple<T,DIM> as ntuple_interval<T,DIM>
Assumes typename U::value_type is ntuple<T,DIM>
• template<class U>
staticntuple_interval extent(const U &u, const T &eps=zero< T >())
Calculate extent of a container of ntuple<T,DIM> as ntuple_interval<T,DIM>
Assumes typename U::value_type is ntuple<T,DIM> (this signature assumes
left_epsilon == right_epsilon).
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template<class T, size_t DIM> class linalg::ntuple_interval< T, DIM >
1.7.40 linalg::row_major_index< N, NDIM > Class Template Reference
Inheritance diagram for linalg::row_major_index< N, NDIM >:
linalg::row_major_index< N, NDIM >
linalg::ntuple< N, NDIM >
Public Types
• typedefntuple< N, NDIM > base_class
• typedef base_class::value_typevalue_type
• typedefntuple< size_t, NDIM> shape_type
Public Member Functions
• row_major_index< N, NDIM > operator+ (const row_major_index
&other) const
• row_major_index< N, NDIM > operator- (constrow_major_index&other)
const
• row_major_index< N, NDIM > & operator+= (const row_major_index
&other)
• row_major_index< N, NDIM > & operator-= (const row_major_index
&other)
• row_major_index< N, NDIM > & mod_assign(constshape_type&shape)
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• row_major_index< N, NDIM > & operator= (const row_major_index
&other)
• template<class N1>
row_major_index< N, NDIM > & operator= (constntuple< N1, NDIM >
&other)
• size_tinverse(constshape_type&shape, value_type shift=0) const
• bool writeBinary (commUtil::abstractCommHandle∗fp) const throw
(std::string)
• bool readBinary (commUtil::abstractCommHandle∗fp) throw (std::string)
• size_tbinarySize (void) const throw (std::string)
• bool in_domain (constshape_type&shape, value_type shift=0) const
• row_major_index (value_type shift=0, bool clear=true)




row_major_index (constntuple< N1, NDIM > &other)
Static Public Member Functions
• static boolwrap (constrow_major_index&x1, constrow_major_index&x2,
constshape_type&shape,row_major_index&wrap_dim)
• template<class R>
staticrow_major_index< N, NDIM > ND_bin (constntuple< R, NDIM >
&p, constntuple_interval< R, NDIM > &domain_cube, constshape_type
&shape, value_type shift=0) throw (std::string)
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template<class N, size_t NDIM> class linalg::row_major_index< N, NDIM >
1.7.41 linalg::sparse::blockMatrix< T > Class Template Reference




• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
Public Member Functions
• boolallocated(void) const
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
• size_tbinarySize (void) const
• void write (std::ostream &os) const
• void writeSignature (std::ostream &os, bool extendedInfo=false) const
• std::stringmd5sum(void) const
• void debug_print (void) const
• void blockSize(size_t &NRows, size_t &NCols) const throw ()
• boolpseudoInverse(blockMatrix< T > &dest) const throw ()
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• T trace (void) const throw ()
• T mask_trace(const std::vector< long> &vnRowMask, const std::vector<
long> &vnColMask) const throw ()
• void clear (void)
• void clean(const R &eps_=epsilon< R >(), bool deallocate=true)
• blockMatrix< T > & operator+= (constblockMatrix< T > &other)
• blockMatrix< T > & operator-= (constblockMatrix< T > &other)
• blockMatrix< T > operator∗ (constblockMatrix< T > &other) const
• blockMatrix< T > & operator∗= (const T &scale)
• std::vector< long> & vnRows(void)
• const std::vector< long> & vnRows(void) const
• std::vector< long> & vnCols (void)
• const std::vector< long> & vnCols (void) const
• size_tNBlocks (void) const
• constindex2DFunctor& indexer (void) const
• std::vector< gmm::dense_matrix< T > > & vBlocks (void)
• const std::vector< gmm::dense_matrix< T > > & vBlocks (void) const
• blockMatrix< T > & operator= (constblockMatrix< T > &other)
• void assignFromFields (std::vector< gmm::dense_matrix< T > >
&vBlocks, std::vector< long > &vnRows, std::vector< long > &vnCols,
constindex2DFunctor&indexer, bool ownsData=false)
• blockMatrix (constblockMatrix< T > &other)
• blockMatrix (constblockMatrix< T > &other, bool)
• blockMatrix (std::vector< gmm::dense_matrix< T > > &vBlocks,
std::vector< long > &vnRows, std::vector< long > &vnCols, const
index2DFunctor&indexer, bool ownsData=false)
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Static Public Member Functions
• static voidmult (constblockMatrix< T > &src1, constblockMatrix< T >
&src2,blockMatrix< T > &dest, bool pseudo=false)
• static voidmult (constblockMatrix< T > &src1, constblockVector< T >
&src2,blockVector< T > &dest, bool pseudo=false)
• staticblockMatrix< T > identity (const size_t nrows, const size_t ncols,
const std::vector< long > &vnRows, const std::vector< long > &vnCols,
constindex2DFunctor&indexer)
• static void identity (const size_t nrows, const size_t ncols, const
std::vector< long > &vnRows, const std::vector< long > &vnCols, const
index2DFunctor&indexer,blockMatrix< T > &bI, bool reinitialize=false)
• staticblockMatrix< T > zero (const size_t nrows, const size_t ncols, const
std::vector< long > &vnRows, const std::vector< long > &vnCols, const
index2DFunctor&indexer)
• static void zero (const size_t nrows, const size_t ncols, const
std::vector< long > &vnRows, const std::vector< long > &vnCols, const
index2DFunctor&indexer,blockMatrix< T > &bZ, bool reinitialize=false)
• static void scrambleCopy (const blockMatrix< T > &src, const
std::vector< long> &vnDestRows, const std::vector< long> &vnDestCols,
blockMatrix< T > &dest) throw ()
• template<class M>
static void flattenCopy (const blockMatrix< T > &src, M &dest, bool
strict_l=true) throw ()
• template<class M>




static voidunflattenCopy (const M &src,blockMatrix< T > &dest, bool
strict_l=true) throw ()
• static voidgetRow(constblockMatrix< T > &src, size_t nblockRow, size_t
nrow,blockVector< T > &dest) throw ()
• static voidgetCol (constblockMatrix< T > &src, size_t nblockCol, size_t
ncol,blockVector< T > &dest) throw ()
• static voidsetRow(constblockVector< T > &src, size_t nblockRow, size_t
nrow,blockMatrix< T > &dest) throw ()
• static voidsetCol (constblockVector< T > &src, size_t nblockCol, size_t
ncol,blockMatrix< T > &dest) throw ()
Protected Member Functions
• blockMatrix (const std::vector< long> &vnRows, const std::vector< long
> &vnCols, constindex2DFunctor&indexer)
• bool LUFactor (blockMatrix< T > &LU, T &rowPermutationParity) const
throw ()
• void LUInverseColumn (blockMatrix< T > &aInv, const size_t &nnIn-
vCol) const throw ()
template<class T> class linalg::sparse::blockMatrix< T >
1.7.42 linalg::sparse::blockMatrixHelper Class Reference
Inheritance diagram for linalg::sparse::blockMatrixHelp r:
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linalg::sparse::blockMatrixHelper
linalg::sparse::blockMatrix< T > linalg::sparse::blockVector< T >
Static Public Member Functions
• static voidsetStatusString(const char∗msg)
• static const std::string &getStatusString(void)
• static voidmergeIndexVectors(const std::vector< long > &vnSrc1, const
std::vector< long> &vnSrc2, std::vector< long> &vnDest)
• static size_tflattenedIndex (size_t nblock, size_t nelt, size_t N_nontrivial_-
blocks, size_t block_size, bool strict_l=true) throw ()
• static void inverseFlattenedIndex (size_t n, size_t N_nontrivial_blocks,
size_t block_size, size_t &nblock, size_t &nelt, bool strict_l=true) throw ()
1.7.43 linalg::sparse::blockVector< T > Class Template Reference








• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
• size_tbinarySize (void) const
• void write (std::ostream &os) const
• void writeSignature (std::ostream &os, bool extendedInfo=false) const
• std::stringmd5sum(void) const
• void debug_print (void) const
• void blockSize(size_t &N) const throw ()
• size_tblockSize(void) const throw ()
• void clear (void)
• void clean(const R &eps_=epsilon< R >(), bool deallocate=true)
• blockVector< T > & operator+= (constblockVector< T > &other)
• blockVector< T > & operator-= (constblockVector< T > &other)
• blockVector< T > & operator∗= (const T &scale)
• std::vector< long> & vnBlocks (void)
• const std::vector< long> & vnBlocks (void) const
• size_tNBlocks (void) const
• std::vector< std::vector< T > > & vBlocks (void)
• const std::vector< std::vector< T > > & vBlocks (void) const
• blockVector< T > & operator= (constblockVector< T > &other)
• void assignFromFields (std::vector< std::vector< T > > &vBlocks,
std::vector< long> &vnBlocks, bool ownsData=false)
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• blockVector (constblockVector< T > &other)
• blockVector (constblockVector< T > &other, bool)
• blockVector (std::vector< std::vector< T > > &vBlocks, std::vector< long
> &vnBlocks, bool ownsData=false)
Static Public Member Functions
• staticblockVector< T > zero (const size_t block_size, const std::vector<
long> &vnBlocks, size_t N_blocks)
• static voidzero (const size_t block_size, const std::vector< long > &vn-
Blocks, size_t N_blocks,blockVector< T > &bZ, bool reinitialize=false)
• static voidscrambleCopy(constblockVector< T > &src, const std::vector<
long> &vnDestBlocks,blockVector< T > &dest) throw ()
• template<class V>
static voidflattenCopy (constblockVector< T > &src, V &dest, bool strict_-
l=true) throw ()
• template<class V>
static voidunflattenCopy (const V &src,blockVector< T > &dest, bool
strict_l=true) throw ()
Protected Member Functions
• blockVector (const std::vector< long> &vnRows, size_t N_blocks)
template<class T> class linalg::sparse::blockVector< T >
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• bool indexExists(const size_t &n) const
• size_typecompressedIndex(size_type n) const throw ()
• size_typeindex (size_type compressedIndex_) const throw ()
• size_typecompressedSize(void) const
• size_typesize(void) const
• const std::vector< size_type> & vnReverse(void) const
• template<class T>
T & deref (blockVector< T > &v, size_type nBlock, size_type n) const throw
()
• template<class T>
T & deref (std::vector< T > &vBlock, size_type n) const throw ()
• template<class T>
const T &deref (constblockVector< T > &v, size_type nblock, size_type n)
const throw ()
• template<class T>
const T &deref (const std::vector< T > &vBlock, size_type n) const throw
()
• compressed1DIndex& operator= (constcompressed1DIndex&other)
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const throw ()
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) throw ()
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• compressed1DIndex(constcompressed1DIndex&other)
• compressed1DIndex(const std::vector< size_type> &vnReverse) throw ()
• void init (const std::vector< size_type> &vnReverse) throw ()
• compressed1DIndex(const std::vector< long> &vnReverse) throw ()
• void init (const std::vector< long> &vnReverse) throw ()
Static Public Attributes
• static const size_tnot_an_index




• bool indexExists(const size_t &row, const size_t &col) const
• bool rowExists (const size_t &row) const
• boolcolExists(const size_t &col) const
• size_typecompressedRow(size_type row) const throw ()
• size_typecompressedCol(size_type col) const throw ()
• size_typerow (size_type compressedRow) const throw ()




• size_typenrows (void) const
• size_typencols(void) const
• const std::vector< size_type> & vnReverseRows(void) const
• const std::vector< size_type> & vnReverseCols(void) const
• constcompressed1DIndex& rowCompressor(void) const
• constcompressed1DIndex& columnCompressor(void) const
• template<class T>
T & deref (blockMatrix< T > &a, size_type blockRow, size_type blockCol,
size_type row, size_type col) const throw ()
• template<class T>
T & deref (typename gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aBlock, size_type row,
size_type col) const throw ()
• template<class T>
const T & deref (constblockMatrix< T > &a, size_type blockRow, size_-
type blockCol, size_type row, size_type col) const throw ()
• template<class T>
const T &deref (const typename gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aBlock, size_-
type row, size_type col) const throw ()
• compressed2DIndex& operator= (constcompressed2DIndex&other)
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const throw ()
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) throw ()
• compressed2DIndex(constcompressed2DIndex&other)
• compressed2DIndex(const std::vector< size_type> &vnReverseRows,
const std::vector< size_type> &vnReverseColumns) throw ()
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• void init (const std::vector< size_type > &vnReverseRows, const
std::vector< size_type> &vnReverseColumns) throw ()
• compressed2DIndex(const std::vector< long > &vnReverseRows, const
std::vector< long> &vnReverseColumns) throw ()
• void init (const std::vector< long > &vnReverseRows, const std::vector<
long> &vnReverseColumns) throw ()
1.7.46 linalg::sparse::indefiniteSparseMatrix< T > Class Template Refer-
ence
Public Types
• typedefindefiniteSparseMatrix< T > this_type
• typedef _STL_EXT_NAMESPACE_::hash_map< nDimensionalKey< un-
signed long, 2>, T > base_class
• typedefnDimensionalKey< unsigned long, 2> key_type
• typedef Tvalue_type
• typedef gmm::ref_elt_vector< T, this_type> reference
• typedefnumberTraits< T >::POD_VALUE_RETURNconst_reference
• typedef base_class::size_typesize_type
Public Member Functions
• const_referenceoperator() (size_type l, size_type c) const
• referenceoperator() (size_type l, size_type c)
• void w (constkey_type&key, const T &e)
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• const_referencer (constkey_type&key) const
• size_typenb_stored(void) const
• const size_typenrows (void) const
• const size_typencols(void) const
• void restrictSize (const size_type &newNRows, const size_type &newN-
Cols) const
• void unrestrictSize (void) const
• const size_typeactual_nrows(void) const
• const size_typeactual_ncols(void) const
• const size_typeactual_size(size_t dim) const
• void nnzByIndex (std::map< long, long> &mRowN, std::map< long, long
> &mColN) const
• void swap(this_type&v)
• void resize(size_type, size_type)
• void reshape(size_type, size_type)
• void fill (const T &b=gmm::number_traits< T >::zero())
• template<typename M>
void toCompressedFormat (M &dest, std::vector< long > &vRowN,
std::vector< long> &vColN) const throw ()
• template<typename M>
void toCommonCompressedFormat (M &dest, std::vector< long >
&vRowN, std::vector< long> &vColN) const throw ()
• template<typename M>
void fromCompressedFormat (const M &src, const std::vector< long >
&vRowN, const std::vector< long> &vColN) throw ()
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• template<typename M>
void toDenseFormat(M &dest) const throw ()
• template<typename M>
void fromDenseFormat(const M &src) throw ()
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
• void init (size_type l, size_type c)
• indefiniteSparseMatrix (size_type l, size_type c)
Static Public Member Functions
• static voidtranspose(constthis_type&src, this_type&dest) throw ()





template<typename T> class linalg::sparse::indefiniteSparseMatrix< T >
1.7.47 linalg::sparse::indefiniteVector< T > Class Template Reference
Public Types
• typedefindefiniteVector< T > this_type
• typedefnDimensionalKey< unsigned long, 1> key_type
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• typedef Tvalue_type





• typedefsparseNDimensional_iterator< this_type, 1, 1> iterator
• typedef sparseNDimensional_iterator< const this_type, 1, 1 > const_-
iterator
• typedef std::reverse_iterator< const_iterator> const_reverse_iterator
• typedef std::reverse_iterator< iterator> reverse_iterator
Public Member Functions
• iteratorbegin (void)
• const_iteratorbegin (void) const
• iteratorend (void)
• const_iteratorend (void) const
• reverse_iteratorrbegin (void)
• const_reverse_iteratorrbegin (void) const
• reverse_iteratorrend (void)
• const_reverse_iteratorrend (void) const
• void clean(const T &eps)
• void resize(size_type)
• gmm::number_traits< T >::POD_VALUE_RETURNoperator[ ] (size_-
type c) const
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• gmm::ref_elt_vector< T, indefiniteVector< T > > operator[ ] (size_type c)
• void w (constkey_type&key, const T &e)
• gmm::number_traits< T >::POD_VALUE_RETURN r (const key_type
&key) const
• size_typenb_stored(void) const
• void nnzByIndex (std::map< long, long> &mN) const
• const size_typesize(void) const
• void restrictSize (const size_type &newRestriction) const
• void unrestrictSize (void) const
• const size_typeactualSize(void) const
• void swap(indefiniteVector< T > &v)
• template<typename V>
void toCompressedFormat (V &dest, std::vector< long > &vN) const
throw ()
• template<typename V>
void toCommonCompressedFormat(V &dest, std::vector< long > &vN)
const throw ()
• template<typename V>
void fromCompressedFormat (const V &src, const std::vector< long >
&vN) throw ()
• template<typename V>
void toDenseFormat(V &dest) const throw ()
• template<typename V>
void fromDenseFormat(const V &src) throw ()
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• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
• void init (size_type l)
• indefiniteVector (size_type l)
Protected Attributes
• size_typenRestrictedElements
template<typename T> class linalg::sparse::indefiniteVector< T >
1.7.48 linalg::sparse::index2DFunctor Class Reference





• typedef size_type(∗ p_index_function )(const size_type &, const size_type
&)




• virtual size_typeoperator() (const long &row, const long &col) const =0
• virtual void inverse(const size_type &index1D, long &row, long &col) const
=0
• virtual size_typesize1D(void) const
• virtual size_typenrows (void) const =0
• virtual size_typencols(void) const =0
• virtual index2DFunctor∗ clone(void) const =0
• virtual boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const throw ()
• virtual boolreadBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) throw ()
• virtual size_tbinarySize (void) const throw ()







• booloperator() (const DREF &val1, const DREF &val2) const
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template<class ITER> struct linalg::sparse::lessThanDim1< ITER >







• booloperator() (const DREF &val1, const DREF &val2) const
template<class ITER> struct linalg::sparse::lessThanDim2< ITER >
1.7.51 linalg::sparse::maskOtherDim< ITER, NDIM > Struct Template
Reference
Public Types







• key_typeoperator() (const DREF &val, const size_t dim) const
template<class ITER, size_t NDIM> struct linalg::sparse::maskOtherDim<
ITER, NDIM >
1.7.52 linalg::sparse::nDimensionalKey< index_type_, N> Class Template
Reference
Public Types
• typedefnDimensionalKey< index_type_, N> this_type
• typedef index_type_index_type




• nDimensionalKey(const index_type &x1)
• nDimensionalKey(const index_type &x2, const index_type &x1)
• nDimensionalKey (const index_type &x3, const index_type &x2, const
index_type &x1)
• booloperator< (constthis_type&other) const
• booloperator== (constthis_type&other) const
• bool lessThanSubDim(constthis_type&other, size_type dim=1) const
• boolequalSubDim(constthis_type&other, size_type dim=1) const
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• booloperator!= (constthis_type&other) const
• const index_type &index (const size_type n=1) const
• index_type &index (const size_type n=1)
• operator size_t(void) const
• void write (std::ostream &os) const
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
Static Public Member Functions




template<typename index_type_, size_t N> class
linalg::sparse::nDimensionalKey< index_type_, N>
1.7.53 linalg::sparse::rowMajorIndex2DFunctor Class Reference





• virtual size_typeoperator() (const long &row, const long &col) const
• virtual void inverse(const size_type &index1D, long &row, long &col) const
• rowMajorIndex2DFunctor& operator= (const rowMajorIndex2DFunctor
&other)
• virtual size_typenrows (void) const
• virtual size_typencols(void) const
• virtual index2DFunctor∗ clone(void) const
• virtual boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const throw ()
• virtual boolreadBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) throw ()
• virtual size_tbinarySize (void) const throw ()
• rowMajorIndex2DFunctor (constrowMajorIndex2DFunctor&other)
• rowMajorIndex2DFunctor (const size_type &nrows, const size_type
&ncols)
• void init (const size_type &nrows, const size_type &ncols)
Protected Member Functions
• size_typeforwardIndex (const size_type &row, const size_type &col) const
• void inverseIndex (const size_type &index, size_type &row, size_type
&col) const
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1.7.54 linalg::sparse::sparseNDimensional_iterator< VECT, DIM, NDIM >
Class Template Reference
Public Types
• typedef unsigned longsize_type
• typedefnDimensionalKey< unsigned long, NDIM> key_type
• typedef VECT::value_typevalue_type
• typedef gmm::linalg_traits< VECT >::origin_typeorigin_type
• typedef propagate_const2< origin_type ∗, const origin_type∗, VECT
>::result_typeporigin_type
• typedef value_type∗ pointer
• typedef const value_type∗ const_pointer
• typedef propagate_const2< gmm::ref_elt_vector< value_type, origin_type




• typedefsparseNDimensional_iterator< VECT, DIM, NDIM > this_type
• typedef _STL_EXT_NAMESPACE_::hash_map< key_type, value_type>
base_class
• typedef VECT::this_typebasic_origin_type
• typedef propagate_const2< const basic_origin_type, basic_origin_type,
VECT >::result_typeother_const_type
Public Member Functions
• this_type& operator++ ()
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• this_type& operator-- ()
• this_typeoperator++ (int)
• this_typeoperator-- (int)
• this_type& operator+= (size_type n)
• this_type& operator-= (size_type n)
• this_typeoperator+ (size_type n)
• this_typeoperator- (size_type n)
• const unsigned long &index (void) const
• constkey_type& key (void) const
• booloperator== (constthis_type&other) const
• booloperator!= (constthis_type&other) const
• booloperator< (constthis_type&other) const
• difference_typeoperator- (constthis_type&other) const
• referenceoperator∗ (void)
• const value_type &operator∗ (void) const
• origin_type &origin (void)
• const origin_type &origin (void) const
• sparseNDimensional_iterator (const sparseNDimensional_iterator<
VECT, DIM, NDIM > &other)
• sparseNDimensional_iterator (const sparseNDimensional_iterator<
other_const_type, DIM, NDIM> &other)





template<typename VECT, size_t DIM, size_t NDIM> class
linalg::sparse::sparseNDimensional_iterator< VECT, DIM, NDIM >
1.7.55 linalg::sparse::sparseSubdimensionReference< VECT, DIM, NDIM
> Class Template Reference
Public Types
• typedefsparseSubdimensionReference< VECT, DIM, NDIM > this_type
• typedefnDimensionalKey< unsigned long, NDIM> key_type
• typedef gmm::linalg_traits< VECT >::value_typevalue_type
• typedef gmm::linalg_traits< VECT >::origin_typeorigin_type
• typedef propagate_const2< origin_type ∗, const origin_type∗, VECT
>::result_typeporigin_type
• typedef propagate_const2< gmm::ref_elt_vector< value_type, origin_type
>, const gmm::ref_elt_vector< value_type, const origin_type>, VECT
>::result_typereference




• typedefsparseNDimensional_iterator< origin_type, DIM, NDIM> iterator
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• typedefsparseNDimensional_iterator< const origin_type, DIM, NDIM>
const_iterator
• typedef std::reverse_iterator< const_iterator> const_reverse_iterator
• typedef std::reverse_iterator< iterator> reverse_iterator
• typedef propagate_const2< iterator, const_iterator, VECT >::result_type
native_iterator
Public Member Functions
• boolempty (void) const
• size_typesize(void) const
• constiterator& begin (void)
• constconst_iterator& begin (void) const
• constiterator& end (void)
• constconst_iterator& end (void) const
• reverse_iteratorrbegin (void)
• const_reverse_iteratorrbegin (void) const
• reverse_iteratorrend (void)
• const_reverse_iteratorrend (void) const
• referencefront (void)
• const_referencefront (void) const
• referenceback (void)
• const_referenceback (void) const
• void pop_front (void)
• void w (size_type c, const value_type &e)
• const value_type &r (size_type c) const
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• porigin_typeporigin (void)
• const_referenceoperator[ ] (size_type c) const
• referenceoperator[ ] (size_type c)






template<typename VECT, size_t DIM, size_t NDIM> class
linalg::sparse::sparseSubdimensionReference< VECT, DIM, NDIM >
1.7.56 linalg::tensor_traits< T > Struct Template Reference
Traits class to facilitate implementation of N-dimensional arrays and container ob-




• static const size_trank = 0
• static const size_tN_components= 1
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1.7.56.1 Detailed Description
template<class T> struct linalg::tensor_traits < T >
Traits class to facilitate implementation of N-dimensional arrays and container ob-
jects with either scalar (RANK = 0) or non-scalar (RANK> 0) elements.





• static const size_trank = 1
• static const size_tN_components= NDIM
template<class T, size_t NDIM> struct linalg::tensor_traits < linalg::ntuple <
T, NDIM > >
1.7.58 mere::C Class Reference





• size_tthisBits (void) const
• size_tthisDigits (void) const
• R & real (void)
• R & imag (void)
• constR & real (void) const
• constR & imag (void) const
• int compare_abs(constC &other) const
• int compare_abs(constR &other) const
• booloperator== (constC &other) const
• booloperator!= (constC &other) const
• C operator+ (void) const
• C operator+ (constC &other) const
• C & operator+= (constC &other)
• C & operator++ (void)
• C operator++ (int)
• C operator- (void) const
• C operator- (constC &other) const
• C & operator-= (constC &other)
• C & operator-- (void)
• C operator-- (int)
• C operator∗ (constC &other) const
• C & operator∗= (constC &other)
• C operator/ (constC &other) const
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• C & operator/= (constC &other)
• C & operator+= (constZ &z)
• C & operator-= (constZ &z)
• C & operator∗= (constZ &z)
• C & operator/= (constZ &z)
• C & operator= (constZ &z)
• C & operator+= (constR &r)
• C & operator-= (constR &r)
• C & operator∗= (constR &r)
• C & operator/= (constR &r)
• C & operator= (long other)
• C operator+ (long other) const
• C & operator+= (long other)
• C operator- (long other) const
• C & operator-= (long other)
• C operator∗ (long other) const
• C & operator∗= (long other)
• C operator/ (long other) const
• C & operator/= (long other)
• void read (std::istream &is, bool allowPrecisionChange=false)
• void write (std::ostream &os) const
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• size_tbinarySize (void) const
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• void debug_print (void) const
• void swap(C &other)
• void copy (constC &other)
• C & operator= (constC &other)
• C & operator= (constR &other)
• C & operator= (const char∗sC) throw (mere_exception)
• C (C &c, bool transferData)
• C (long nR, long nI, void∗pDataR, void∗pDataI, size_t precision)
• C (constC &c)
• C (constR &r)
• C (constR &rR, constR &rI)
• C (const char∗sC) throw (mere_exception)
• C (long nR)
• C (int nR)
• C (long nR, long nI, size_t precision)
Static Public Member Functions
• static constC & zero (void)
• static constC & zero (size_t prec)
• static constC & one(void)
• static constC & one(size_t prec)
• static constC & one_i(void)
• static constC & one_i(size_t prec)
• staticC random (void)
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• staticC random (size_t prec)
• staticR abs(constC &c)
• static voidabs(R &, constC &c)
• staticR abs_sqr(constC &c)
• static voidabs_sqr(R &, constC &c)
• staticR arg (constC &c)
• static voidarg (R &r, constC &c)
• staticC neg(constC &c)
• static voidneg(C &val, constC &c)
• staticC inv (constC &c)
• static voidinv (C &val, constC &c)
• staticC conj (constC &c)
• staticC polar (constR &abs_, constR &arg_)
• static voidpolar (C &val, constR &abs_, constR &arg_)
• staticC sqr (constC &c)
• static voidsqr (C &val, constC &c)
• staticC sqrt (constC &c)
• static voidsqrt (C &val, constC &c)
• staticC cbrt (constC &c)
• staticC root (constC &c, unsigned long k)
• staticC pow (constC &c, constC &e)
• staticC power (constC &c, long e)
• staticC power (constC &c, constZ &e)
• staticC log (constC &c)
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• static voidlog (C &val, constC &c)
• staticC log2 (constC &c)
• staticC log10(constC &c)
• staticC exp (constC &c)
• static voidexp (C &val, constC &c)
• staticC exp2(constC &c)
• staticC exp10(constC &c)
• staticC cos(constC &c)
• static voidcos(C &val, constC &c)
• staticC sin (constC &c)
• static voidsin (C &val, constC &c)
• staticC tan (constC &c)
• staticC sec(constC &c)
• staticC csc(constC &c)
• staticC cot (constC &c)
• staticC acos(constC &c)
• static voidacos(C &val, constC &c)
• staticC asin (constC &c)
• static voidasin (C &val, constC &c)
• staticC atan (constC &c)
• staticC gamma(constC &c)
• staticC tgamma (constC &c)
• staticC atan2 (constC &y, constC &x)
• staticC cosh(constC &c)
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• static voidcosh(C &val, constC &c)
• staticC sinh (constC &c)
• static voidsinh (C &val, constC &c)
• staticC tanh (constC &c)
• staticC sech(constC &c)
• staticC csch(constC &c)
• staticC coth (constC &c)
• staticC acosh(constC &c)
• staticC asinh (constC &c)
• staticC atanh (constC &c)
• static voidconv (C &c, constZ &z)
• static voidconv (C &c, long n)
• static voidconv (C &c, unsigned long u)
• static voidconv (C &c, double d)
• static voidconv (C &c, constR &r)
1.7.59 mere::mere_base Class Reference






Static Public Member Functions
• static size_tdefaultBits (void)
• static size_tdefaultBits (size_t newBits)
• static size_tdefaultDigits (void)
• static size_tdefaultDigits (size_t newBits)
• static boolconstantsCurrent (size_t constantsBits)
• static voidmakeConstantsCurrent(size_t constantsBits)
• static voidfree_constants(void)
• static voidseedRandom(void) throw ()
• static voidseedRandom(const std::string &seed) throw ()
• static voidread (std::istream &is, mpz_t &z_)
• static voidwrite (std::ostream &os, const mpz_t &z_)
• static void read (std::istream &is, mpfr_t &r_, bool allowPrecision-
Change=false)
• static voidwrite (std::ostream &os, const mpfr_t &r_)
• static boolanyErrorFlagSet (void)
• static std::ostream &abortMsgStream (bool bAppend=false)
Protected Member Functions
• void ∗ constantsCacheTLS_test(void)
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Static Protected Member Functions
• staticthreadLocalData& threadData (void)
• static bool constantsCurrent (const mere::mere_base::threadLocalData
&TLS, size_t constantsBits)
• static void makeConstantsCurrent (mere::mere_base::threadLocalData
∗&pTLS, size_t constantBits)
• static voidfree_constants_(void ∗pData)
• static voidregisterConstantsCleanup(void)
• static voidmere_mpfr_clear (mpfr_t f)
• static voidcheckMereStatusZ(void) throw (mere_exception)
• static voidcheckMereStatusR(void) throw (mere_exception)
• static voidcheckMereStatusC(void) throw (mere_exception)






• static voidseedRandom_(size_t constantsBits) throw ()
• static void seedRandom_(size_t constantsBits, const std::string &seed)
throw ()
• static std::stringgetIntegerString (std::istream &is)




• static const doublelog2_10_= M_LN10/M_LN2
• static pthread_mutex_tmere_mutex
1.7.60 mere::mere_base::threadLocalData Struct Reference
Public Member Functions





• R ∗ pr_normalCache_
• R ∗ prZero_
• R ∗ prEpsilon_
• R ∗ prMin_
• R ∗ prMax_
• R ∗ prOne_
• R ∗ prTwo_
• R ∗ prThree_
• R ∗ prPi_
• R ∗ prTwoPi_
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• R ∗ prHalfPi_
• R ∗ prLog2_
• R ∗ prLog10_
• C ∗ pcZero_
• C ∗ pcOne_
• C ∗ pcOne_i_
1.7.61 mere::mere_exception Class Reference
Public Types
• enumexception_kind{
UNSPECIFIED__ = 0, UNDERFLOW__, OVERFLOW__ , NAN__,
INEXACT__ , ERANGE__, INVALID_STRING__ , OWNERSHIP_-
VIOLATION__ }
Public Member Functions
• const exception_kind &what (void) const
• const char∗message(void) const
• mere_exception(exception_kind eWhat)
Static Public Member Functions
• static const char∗ message(exception_kind eWhat)
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1.7.62 mere::R Class Reference




• size_tthisBits (void) const
• size_tthisDigits (void) const
• int compare(constR &other) const
• booloperator== (constR &other) const
• booloperator!= (constR &other) const
• booloperator<= (constR &other) const
• booloperator>= (constR &other) const
• booloperator< (constR &other) const
• booloperator> (constR &other) const
• R operator+ (void) const
• R operator+ (constR &other) const
• R & operator+= (constR &other)
• R & operator++ (void)
• R operator++ (int)
• R operator- (void) const
• R operator- (constR &other) const
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• R & operator-= (constR &other)
• R & operator-- (void)
• R operator-- (int)
• R operator∗ (constR &other) const
• R & operator∗= (constR &other)
• R operator/ (constR &other) const
• R & operator/= (constR &other)
• R & operator+= (constZ &z)
• R & operator-= (constZ &z)
• R & operator∗= (constZ &z)
• R & operator/= (constZ &z)
• R & operator= (constZ &z)
• booloperator== (constZ &other) const
• booloperator!= (constZ &other) const
• booloperator<= (constZ &other) const
• booloperator>= (constZ &other) const
• booloperator< (constZ &other) const
• booloperator> (constZ &other) const
• booloperator== (long other) const
• booloperator!= (long other) const
• booloperator<= (long other) const
• booloperator>= (long other) const
• booloperator< (long other) const
• booloperator> (long other) const
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• R & operator= (long other)
• R operator+ (long other) const
• R & operator+= (long other)
• R operator- (long other) const
• R & operator-= (long other)
• R operator∗ (long other) const
• R & operator∗= (long other)
• R operator/ (long other) const
• R & operator/= (long other)
• void read (std::istream &is, bool allowPrecisionChange=false)
• void write (std::ostream &os) const
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• size_tbinarySize (void) const
• void debug_print (void) const
• void swap(R &other)
• void copy (constR &other)
• R & operator= (constR &other)
• R & operator= (const char∗sR) throw (mere_exception)
• R (R &r, bool transferData)
• R (long n, void∗pData, size_t precision)
• R (constR &r)
• R (const char∗sR) throw (mere_exception)
• R (long n)
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• R (int n)
• R (long n, size_t precision)
Static Public Member Functions
• static size_talloc_size(size_t precision)
• static constR & zero (void)
• static constR & epsilon(void)
• static constR & min (void)
• static constR & max (void)
• static constR & one(void)
• static constR & two (void)
• static constR & three (void)
• static constR & pi (void)
• static constR & twoPi (void)
• static constR & halfPi (void)
• static constR & log2_const(void)
• static constR & log10_const(void)
• static constR & zero (size_t prec)
• static constR & epsilon(size_t prec)
• static constR & min (size_t prec)
• static constR & max (size_t prec)
• static constR & one(size_t prec)
• static constR & two (size_t prec)
• static constR & three (size_t prec)
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• static constR & pi (size_t prec)
• static constR & twoPi (size_t prec)
• static constR & halfPi (size_t prec)
• static constR & log2_const(size_t prec)
• static constR & log10_const(size_t prec)
• staticR random (void)
• staticR random (size_t prec)
• staticR normalDist (constR &mean, constR &variance)
• staticR normalDist (constR &mean, constR &variance, size_t prec)
• staticR mod (constR &num, constR &den)
• static voidmod (R &val, constR &num, constR &den)
• staticR rem (constR &num, constR &den)
• static voidrem (R &val, constR &num, constR &den)
• static intsign (constR &r)
• staticR abs(constR &r)
• staticR neg(constR &r)
• static voidneg(R &val, constR &r)
• staticR inv (constR &r)
• staticR sqr (constR &r)
• staticR sqrt (constR &r)
• staticR cbrt (constR &r)
• staticR root (constR &r, unsigned long k)
• staticR pow (constR &r, constR &e)
• staticR power (constR &r, long e)
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• staticR power (constR &r, constZ &e)
• staticR log (constR &r)
• staticR log2 (constR &r)
• staticR log10(constR &r)
• staticR exp (constR &r)
• staticR exp2(constR &r)
• staticR exp10(constR &r)
• staticR cos(constR &r)
• staticR sin (constR &r)
• staticR tan (constR &r)
• staticR sec(constR &r)
• staticR csc(constR &r)
• staticR cot (constR &r)
• staticR acos(constR &r)
• staticR asin (constR &r)
• staticR atan (constR &r)
• staticR gamma(constR &r)
• staticR tgamma (constR &r)
• staticR atan2 (constR &y, constR &x)
• staticR hypot (constR &y, constR &x)
• static voidmod2Pi (R &r)
• staticR cosh(constR &r)
• staticR sinh (constR &r)
• staticR tanh (constR &r)
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• staticR sech(constR &r)
• staticR csch(constR &r)
• staticR coth (constR &r)
• staticR acosh(constR &r)
• staticR asinh (constR &r)
• staticR atanh (constR &r)
• staticR euler_const(void)
• staticR euler_const(size_t precision)
• staticR catalan_const(void)
• staticR catalan_const(size_t precision)
• staticR ceil (constR &r)
• staticR floor (constR &r)
• staticR round (constR &r)
• staticR trunc (constR &r)
• static voidconv (R &r, constZ &z)
• static voidconv (R &r, long n)
• static voidconv (R &r, unsigned long u)
• static voidconv (R &r, double d)
• static voidconv (double &d, constR &r)
• static voidconv (long &n, constR &r)





1.7.63 mere::Z Class Reference




• size_tthisBits (void) const
• size_tthisDigits (void) const
• int compare(constZ &other) const
• booloperator== (constZ &other) const
• booloperator!= (constZ &other) const
• booloperator<= (constZ &other) const
• booloperator>= (constZ &other) const
• booloperator< (constZ &other) const
• booloperator> (constZ &other) const
• Z operator+ (void) const
• Z operator+ (constZ &other) const
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• Z & operator+= (constZ &other)
• Z & operator++ (void)
• Z operator++ (int)
• Z operator- (void) const
• Z operator- (constZ &other) const
• Z & operator-= (constZ &other)
• Z & operator-- (void)
• Z operator-- (int)
• Z operator∗ (constZ &other) const
• Z & operator∗= (constZ &other)
• Z operator/ (constZ &other) const
• Z & operator/= (constZ &other)
• Z operator% (constZ &other) const
• Z operator%= (constZ &other)
• booloperator== (long other) const
• booloperator!= (long other) const
• booloperator<= (long other) const
• booloperator>= (long other) const
• booloperator< (long other) const
• booloperator> (long other) const
• Z operator+ (long other) const
• Z & operator+= (long other)
• Z operator- (long other) const
• Z & operator-= (long other)
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• Z operator∗ (long other) const
• Z & operator∗= (long other)
• Z operator/ (long other) const
• Z & operator/= (long other)
• Z operator% (long other) const
• Z operator%= (long other)
• Z & negate(void)
• void read (std::istream &is)
• void write (std::ostream &os) const
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• size_tbinarySize (void) const
• void debug_print (void) const
• void swap(Z &other)
• void copy (constZ &other)
• Z & operator= (constZ &other)
• Z & operator= (long other)
• Z & operator= (const char∗sZ) throw (mere_exception)
• Z (Z &z, bool transferData)
• Z (constZ &z)
• Z (const char∗sZ) throw (mere_exception)
• Z (long n)
• Z (int n)
• Z (long n, size_t precision)
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Static Public Member Functions
• static constZ & zero (void)
• static constZ & one(void)
• static constZ & two (void)
• static constZ & three (void)
• static constZ & zero (size_t prec)
• static constZ & one(size_t prec)
• static constZ & two (size_t prec)
• static constZ & three (size_t prec)
• staticZ random (void)
• staticZ random (size_t prec)
• staticZ mod (constZ &num, constZ &den)
• staticZ rem (constZ &num, constZ &den)
• static boolisOdd (constZ &z)
• static boolisEven(constZ &z)
• static intsign (constZ &z)
• staticZ abs(constZ &z)
• staticZ neg(constZ &z)
• staticZ sqr (constZ &z)
• staticZ power (constZ &z, unsigned long e)
• staticZ power2 (constZ &z, long e)
• static voidconv (Z &z, long n)
• static voidconv (Z &z, unsigned long u)
• static voidconv (long &n, constZ &z)





1.7.64 number::numberTraits< T > Class Template Reference
traits class enforcing number system heirarchy.
1.7.64.1 Detailed Description
template<class T> class number::numberTraits< T >
traits class enforcing number system heirarchy. basic number traits are: -- typedef
T complexType; // complex type if T is real. -- typedef T magnitudeType; // magni-
tude type if T is complex. -- typedef T integralType; // integer type of corresponding
range. -- typedef T POD_VALUE_RETURN; // const reference for n n-POD types





• typedef constmere::C& POD_VALUE_RETURN
template<> class number::numberTraits< mere::C >
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• typedef constmere::R& POD_VALUE_RETURN
template<> class number::numberTraits< mere::R >




• typedef constmere::Z& POD_VALUE_RETURN
template<> class number::numberTraits< mere::Z >
1.7.68 numerical_functor::additionCoefficientFunctor< T > Class Template
Reference
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::additionCoefficientFunctor< T >:
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numerical_functor::additionCoefficientFunctor< T >





• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
• typedef size_t(∗ indexFoop)(long, long, size_t)
• typedef void(∗ inverseIndexFoop)(size_t, size_t, long &, long &)
Public Member Functions
• additionCoefficientFunctor (constadditionCoefficientFunctor&other)
• additionCoefficientFunctor& operator= (constadditionCoefficientFunctor
&other)
• additionCoefficientFunctor& copy (const additionCoefficientFunctor
&other)
• numericalFunctor< T > ∗ clone(void) const
• bool setParameters (const typename numericalFunctor< T, T
>::parameters&param)
• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
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• template<class MAT1 , class MAT2>
boolapply (const T &x, const MAT1 &aH_, const MAT2 &aK_) const throw
()
• template<class MAT>
boolapplyScalar (const T &x, const MAT &dest_) const throw ()
• template<class MAT>
boolapplyScalar_l1l2(const T &x, const MAT &dest_) const throw ()
• template<class MAT>




boolapplyScalar_(const T &x, const MAT &dest_) const throw ()
• template<class MAT>
boolapplyScalar_l1l2_(const T &x, const MAT &dest_) const throw ()
• template<class MAT>
bool normalize (typename legendreFunctor< R
>::parameters::normalization_kind eNorm, bool vectorNorm, bool axi-
alOnly, const MAT &dest_) const throw ()
template<class T> class numerical_functor::additionCoefficientFunctor< T
>
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1.7.69 numerical_functor::additionCoefficientFunctor< T >::parameters
Class Reference
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::additionCoefficientFunctor< T
>::parameters:
numerical_functor::additionCoefficientFunctor< T >::parameters




• parameters& operator= (constparameters&other)
• parameters& copy (constparameters&other)
• numericalFunctor< T >::parameters∗ clone(void) const





• sbesselFunctor< T >::parameters::bessel_kindbesselKind




template<class T> class numerical_functor::additionCoefficientFunctor< T
>::parameters
1.7.70 numerical_functor::azimuthalIntegrandFunctor< T > Class Tem-
plate Reference
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::azimuthalIntegrandFunctor< T >:
numerical_functor::azimuthalIntegrandFunctor< T >





• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
Public Member Functions
• azimuthalIntegrandFunctor (constazimuthalIntegrandFunctor&other)
• azimuthalIntegrandFunctor& operator= (constazimuthalIntegrandFunctor
&other)
• azimuthalIntegrandFunctor& copy (const azimuthalIntegrandFunctor
&other)
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• numericalFunctor< T > ∗ clone(void) const
• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
• virtual boolapply (const T &arg, T &val, T &fError) const throw ()
• virtual boolapply (const std::vector< T > &vArg, std::vector< T > &vVal,
T &fError) const throw ()
• virtual bool apply (const std::vector< T > &vArg, typename
continuumFunctor< T, T >::quadratureCacheNode∗pCacheNode,
std::vector< T > &vVal, T &fError) const throw ()
• virtual continuumFunctor< T, T >::quadratureCacheNode∗ allocCacheN-
ode(constquadratureFunctor< T, T > ∗pOwner) const
• virtual void setStatusString(const char∗msg) const
• virtual void setStatusString(const std::string &msg) const
• virtual const std::string &getStatusString(void) const
template<class T> class numerical_functor::azimuthalIntegrandFunctor< T
>
1.7.71 numerical_functor::azimuthalIntegrandFunctor< T >::parameters
Class Reference








• parameters& operator= (constparameters&other)
• parameters& copy (constparameters&other)
• numericalFunctor< T >::parameters∗ clone(void) const
• boolvalid (void) const
• void setRegion(constregionSelector< T > &region)















Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::azimuthalIntegrandFunctor< T
>::quadratureCacheNode:
numerical_functor::azimuthalIntegrandFunctor< T >::quadratureCacheNode
numerical_functor::continuumFunctor< domainType, rangeType >::quadratureCacheNode
Public Types
• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
Public Member Functions
• quadratureCacheNode(constquadratureFunctor< T, T > ∗pOwner)
Public Attributes
• T fError
• std::vector< T > vR
• std::vector< T > vR_s
• std::vector< T > vvN [3]
• gmm::dense_matrix< T > aBessel_interior
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• gmm::dense_matrix< T > aBessel_exterior
• gmm::dense_matrix< R > aLegendre
template<class T> class numerical_functor::azimuthalIntegrandFunctor< T
>::quadratureCacheNode





• virtual bool apply (const domainType &arg, rangeType &val, rangeType
&fError) const =0 throw ()
• virtual bool apply (const std::vector< domainType> &vArg, std::vector<
rangeType> &vVal, rangeType &fError) const throw ()
• virtual bool apply (const std::vector< domainType > &vArg,
quadratureCacheNode∗pCacheNode, std::vector< rangeType> &vVal,
rangeType &fError) const throw ()
• virtual bool inDomain (const domainType &arg) const
• virtual quadratureCacheNode∗ allocCacheNode(constquadratureFunctor<
domainType, rangeType> ∗pOwner) const
• virtual void setStatusString(const char∗msg) const =0
• virtual void setStatusString(const std::string &msg) const =0
• virtual const std::string &getStatusString(void) const =0
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template<class domainType, class rangeType> class numerical_-
functor::continuumFunctor < domainType, rangeType>
1.7.74 numerical_functor::continuumFunctor< domainType, rangeType
>::quadratureCacheNode Class Reference
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::continuumFunctor< domainType,
rangeType>::quadratureCacheNode:
numerical_functor::continuumFunctor< domainType, rangeType >::quadratureCacheNode
numerical_functor::azimuthalIntegrandFunctor< T >::quadratureCacheNode
Public Member Functions
• bool initialized (void)
• void setInitialized (void)
• void lock (void)
• void unlock (void)
• quadratureCacheNode (const quadratureFunctor< domainType,
rangeType> ∗pOwner)
template<class domainType, class rangeType> class numerical_-
functor::continuumFunctor < domainType, rangeType
>::quadratureCacheNode
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1.7.75 numerical_functor::cubicInterpolationFunctor< C, R > Class Tem-
plate Reference
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::cubicInterpolationFunctor< C, R>:





• numericalFunctor< C > ∗ clone(void) const
• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
• virtual boolupdateParameters(void)
• boolapply (const R &x, C &y, C &fError) const
• boolapply (const R &x, C &y) const
• template<class V>
boolapply (const V &vX, std::vector< C > &vY, C &fError) const
• template<class V>
boolapply (const V &vX, std::vector< C > &vY) const
• const R &minArg (void) const throw ()
• const R &maxArg (void) const throw ()
Protected Member Functions
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• template<class U , class V>
boolapply_ (const U &vX, V &vY, C &fError) const
• bool inDomain (const R &arg) const throw ()
Static Protected Member Functions
• template<class V>
static voidpowerVector (const C &arg, V &vPow)
template<class C, class R> class numerical_-
functor::cubicInterpolationFunctor < C, R >
1.7.76 numerical_functor::cubicInterpolationFunctor< C, R >::parameters
Class Reference
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::cubicInterpolationFunctor< C, R
>::parameters:
numerical_functor::cubicInterpolationFunctor< C, R >::parameters
numerical_functor::numericalFunctor< domainType, rangeType >::parameters
numerical_functor::numericalFunctor_parameters_base
Public Types




• parameters& copy (constparameters&other)
• numericalFunctor< C >::parameters∗ clone(void) const




• std::vector< C > vDataOrdinate
• std::vector< R > vDataAbscissa
template<class C, class R> class numerical_-
functor::cubicInterpolationFunctor < C, R >::parameters
1.7.77 numerical_functor::discreteFunctor< domainType, rangeType >
Class Template Reference
Public Member Functions
• virtual bool apply (const std::vector< domainType> &vArgs, rangeType
&val, rangeType &fError) const =0 throw ()
• virtual boolinDomain (const std::vector< domainType> &vArgs) const =0
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template<class domainType, class rangeType> class numerical_-
functor::discreteFunctor< domainType, rangeType>
1.7.78 numerical_functor::distributedSolverFunctor< T > Class Template
Reference






• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
Public Member Functions
• virtual numericalFunctor< T > ∗ clone(void) const
• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
• virtual boolupdateParameters(void)
• void global_block_indices(size_t &global_row_blocks, std::vector< size_-
t > &v_rb, size_t &global_col_blocks, std::vector< size_t> &v_cb) const
throw ()
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• bool init_LHS_block (const size_t rb, const size_t cb, const gmm::dense_-
matrix< T > &M) throw ()
• bool init_RHS_block (const size_t rb, const gmm::dense_matrix< T > &M)
throw ()
• boolclear_solution_block(const size_t rb) throw ()
• bool factor (void) throw ()
• boolsolve(void) throw ()
• bool solve_masked(const size_t global_row_blocks, const std::vector<
size_t> &v_rb, const size_t global_col_blocks, const std::vector< size_t>
&v_cb, const std::vector< size_t> &vn_RHS_cols) throw ()
• size_tmax_local_row_blocks(void) const throw ()
• boolget_LHS_block(const size_t rb, const size_t cb, gmm::dense_matrix<
T > &M) const throw ()
• boolget_RHS_block(const size_t rb, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &M) const
throw ()
• bool get_solution_block(const size_t rb, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &M)
const throw ()
• bool get_solution_columns(const size_t rb, const std::vector< size_t>
&vn_RHS_cols, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &M) const throw ()
template<class T> class numerical_functor::distributedSolverFunctor< T >
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1.7.79 numerical_functor::distributedSolverFunctor< T >::parameters
Class Reference
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::distributedSolverFunctor< T
>::parameters:
numerical_functor::distributedSolverFunctor< T >::parameters
numerical_functor::numericalFunctor< domainType, rangeType >::parameters
numerical_functor::numericalFunctor_parameters_base
Public Types
• enumSOLVER_KIND { DIRECT_LU , BLOCK_GMRES }
Public Member Functions
• const MPI::Comm &comm (void) const
• void setComm(const MPI::Comm &newComm)
• parameters& copy (constparameters&other)
• numericalFunctor< T >::parameters∗ clone(void) const
• boolvalid (void) const
• parameters(constparameters&param)
Static Public Member Functions















template<class T> class numerical_functor::distributedSolverFunctor< T
>::parameters
1.7.80 numerical_functor::distributedSolverFunctor< std::complex< dou-
ble > > Class Template Reference
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::distributedSolverFunctor<
std::complex< double> >:
numerical_functor::distributedSolverFunctor< std::complex< double > >





• typedefnumberTraits< std::complex< double> >::magnitudeTypeR
Public Member Functions
• virtual numericalFunctor< std::complex< double> > ∗ clone(void) const
• const parameters &getParameters(void) const
• virtual boolupdateParameters(void)
• void global_block_indices(size_t &global_row_blocks, std::vector< size_-
t > &v_rb, size_t &global_col_blocks, std::vector< size_t> &v_cb) const
throw ()
• bool init_LHS_block (const size_t rb, const size_t cb, const gmm::dense_-
matrix< std::complex< double> > &M) throw ()
• bool init_RHS_block (const size_t rb, const gmm::dense_matrix<
std::complex< double> > &M) throw ()
• boolclear_solution_block(const size_t rb) throw ()
• bool factor (void) throw ()
• boolsolve(void) throw ()
• bool solve_masked(const size_t global_row_blocks, const std::vector<
size_t> &v_rb, const size_t global_col_blocks, const std::vector< size_t>
&v_cb, const std::vector< size_t> &vn_RHS_cols) throw ()
• size_tmax_local_row_blocks(void) const throw ()
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• boolget_LHS_block(const size_t rb, const size_t cb, gmm::dense_matrix<
std::complex< double> > &M) const throw ()
• boolget_RHS_block(const size_t rb, gmm::dense_matrix< std::complex<
double> > &M) const throw ()
• bool get_solution_block (const size_t rb, gmm::dense_matrix<
std::complex< double> > &M) const throw ()
• bool get_solution_columns(const size_t rb, const std::vector< size_t>




1.7.81 numerical_functor::distributedSolverFunctor< std::complex< dou-
ble > >::parameters Class Reference
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::distributedSolverFunctor<
std::complex< double> >::parameters:
numerical_functor::distributedSolverFunctor< std::complex< double > >::parameters




• enumSOLVER_KIND { DIRECT_LU , BLOCK_GMRES }
Public Member Functions
• const MPI::Comm &comm (void) const
• void setComm(const MPI::Comm &newComm)
• parameters &copy (const parameters &other)
• numericalFunctor< std::complex< double> >::parameters∗ clone (void)
const
• boolvalid (void) const
• parameters(const parameters &param)
Static Public Member Functions

















1.7.82 numerical_functor::eulerRotationFunctor< T > Class Template Ref-
erence






• numericalFunctor< T > ∗ clone(void) const
• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
• virtual boolupdateParameters(void)
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• bool apply (const T &alpha, const T &beta, const T &gamma, T &x, T &y,
T &z) const
• boolapply (const T &alpha, const T &beta, const T &gamma, gmm::dense_-
matrix< T > &aRot, T &fError) const
• boolapply (const T &alpha, const T &beta, const T &gamma, gmm::dense_-
matrix< T > &aRot) const
• bool operator() (const T &alpha, const T &beta, const T &gamma,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aRot, T &fError) const
• bool operator() (const T &alpha, const T &beta, const T &gamma,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aRot) const
• bool inverse(const T &alpha, const T &beta, const T &gamma, T &x, T &y,
T &z) const
• bool inverse (const T &alpha, const T &beta, const T &gamma,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aRot, T &fError) const
• bool inverse (const T &alpha, const T &beta, const T &gamma,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aRot) const
Protected Member Functions
• template<class M>
boolapply_ (const T &alpha, const T &beta, const T &gamma, M &aRot, T
&fError) const
• template<class M>
bool applyInverse_ (const T &alpha, const T &beta, const T &gamma, M
&aRot, T &fError) const
• bool inDomain (const T &alpha, const T &beta, const T &gamma) const
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template<class T> class numerical_functor::eulerRotationFunctor< T >
1.7.83 numerical_functor::eulerRotationFunctor< T >::parameters Class
Reference
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::eulerRotationFunctor< T
>::parameters:
numerical_functor::eulerRotationFunctor< T >::parameters




• parameters& copy (constparameters&other)
• numericalFunctor< T >::parameters∗ clone(void) const
• boolvalid (void) const
Public Attributes
• longprecision
template<class T> class numerical_functor::eulerRotationFunctor< T
>::parameters
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1.7.84 numerical_functor::factorialFunctor< T > Class Template Reference






• numericalFunctor< T > ∗ clone(void) const
• virtual bool setParameters (const typenamenumericalFunctor< T
>::parameters&param)
• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
• bool apply (const long &arg, T &val, T &fError, bool bForceNoLookupT-
able=false) const
• boolapply (const long &arg, T &val) const
• const T &apply (const long &arg) const throw ()
• boolapply2 (const long &argNum, const long &argDenom, T &val, T &fEr-
ror, bool bForceNoLookupTable=false) const
• boolapply2 (const long &argNum, const long &argDenom, T &val) const




template<class T> class numerical_functor::factorialFunctor< T >
1.7.85 numerical_functor::factorialFunctor< T >::parameters Class Refer-
ence
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::factorialFunctor< T >::parameters:
numerical_functor::factorialFunctor< T >::parameters




• parameters& copy (constparameters&other)
• numericalFunctor< T >::parameters∗ clone(void) const
• boolvalid (void) const
• virtual std::stringparentTypeName(void) const
• virtual std::stringlookupTableAppendString (void) const






template<class T> class numerical_functor::factorialFunctor< T
>::parameters
1.7.86 numerical_functor::fieldVisualizer< T > Class Template Reference






• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
Public Member Functions
• numericalFunctor< T > ∗ clone(void) const
• virtual bool setParameters (const typenamenumericalFunctor< T
>::parameters&param)
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• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
• virtual boolupdateParameters(void)
• bool apply (const vectorFieldKet< T > &ket, std::vector< std::complex<
double > > &vEr, std::vector< std::complex< double > > &vEt,
std::vector< std::complex< double> > &vEp, std::vector< std::complex<
double > > &vBr, std::vector< std::complex< double > > &vBt,
std::vector< std::complex< double> > &vBp, const T &k=one< T >())
const throw ()
• bool apply (const regionSelector< T > &internalRegion, const
vectorFieldKet< T > &internalFields, const vectorFieldKet< T > &ex-
ternalFields, std::vector< std::complex< double > > &vEr, std::vector<
std::complex< double > > &vEt, std::vector< std::complex< double >
> &vEp, std::vector< std::complex< double > > &vBr, std::vector<
std::complex< double> > &vBt, std::vector< std::complex< double> >
&vBp) const throw ()
• bool apply (const std::list< regionKet< T > > &regions, std::vector<
std::complex< double > > &vEr, std::vector< std::complex< double >
> &vEt, std::vector< std::complex< double > > &vEp, std::vector<
std::complex< double> > &vBr, std::vector< std::complex< double> >
&vBt, std::vector< std::complex< double> > &vBp) const throw ()
• const std::vector< double> vXX (void) const
• const std::vector< double> vYY (void) const
• const std::vector< double> vZZ (void) const
• void get_vNN (constregionSelector< T > &internalRegion, std::vector<
double> &vNN_r, std::vector< double> &vNN_t, std::vector< double>
&vNN_p) const
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• bool apply (const vectorFieldKet< T > &ket, std::vector< std::complex<
double> > &vVSW_M, std::vector< std::complex< double> > &vVSW_-
N, const long &m_, REGULARITY_KIND eReg) const throw ()
• bool showRegions (const std::list< regionKet< T > > &regions,
std::vector< long> &vLabels) const throw ()
Static Public Member Functions
• static void subtask_mesh(size_t rank, size_t N_proc, constparameters
&globalParam,parameters&subtaskParam) throw ()
• static voidsubtask_mesh_(size_t rank, size_t N_proc, const std::vector<
size_t> &shape, std::vector< std::pair< size_t, size_t> > &intervals)
• static void alloc_mesh (const parameters&param, std::vector< long >
&vLabels, std::vector< double > &vXX, std::vector< double > &vYY,
std::vector< double> &vZZ, std::vector< std::complex< double> > &vEr,
std::vector< std::complex< double> > &vEt, std::vector< std::complex<
double > > &vEp, std::vector< std::complex< double > > &vBr,
std::vector< std::complex< double> > &vBt, std::vector< std::complex<
double> > &vBp) throw ()
• static void combine_to_global_mesh(size_t rank, size_t N_proc, const
parameters&globalParam, const std::vector< long > &vLabels_sub, const
std::vector< double> &vXX_sub, const std::vector< double> &vYY_sub,
const std::vector< double> &vZZ_sub, const std::vector< std::complex<
double > > &vEr_sub, const std::vector< std::complex< double > >
&vEt_sub, const std::vector< std::complex< double> > &vEp_sub, const
std::vector< std::complex< double > > &vBr_sub, const std::vector<
std::complex< double > > &vBt_sub, const std::vector< std::complex<
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double> > &vBp_sub, std::vector< long > &vLabels, std::vector< dou-
ble > &vXX, std::vector< double> &vYY, std::vector< double> &vZZ,
std::vector< std::complex< double> > &vEr, std::vector< std::complex<
double > > &vEt, std::vector< std::complex< double > > &vEp,
std::vector< std::complex< double> > &vBr, std::vector< std::complex<
double> > &vBt, std::vector< std::complex< double> > &vBp) throw ()
Protected Member Functions
• void createMesh(void)
• void recenterMesh(const ntuple< R, 3> &center) const
• template<class U>
const UminNotZero (const U &a, const U &b) const
• template<class U>
const UminNotZero (const U &a, const U &b, const U &c) const
• void createUniformDomain (const T &min_, const T &max_, const T
&delta_, std::vector< T > &vT) const
• void createUniformDomainMod (const T &min_, const T &max_, const T
&delta_, const T &modulus_, std::vector< T > &vT) const
Protected Attributes
• std::vector< T > vR
• std::vector< T > vT
• std::vector< T > vP
• std::vector< T > vU
• std::vector< R > vXX_
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• std::vector< R > vYY_
• std::vector< R > vZZ_
• std::vector< unsigned long> vnRR
• std::vector< unsigned long> vnTT
• std::vector< unsigned long> vnPP
• bool rotate_
• gmm::dense_matrix< R > aRot_
• gmm::dense_matrix< R > aInvRot_
template<class T> class numerical_functor::fieldVisualizer< T >
1.7.87 numerical_functor::fieldVisualizer< T >::parameters Class Refer-
ence
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::fieldVisualizer< T >::parameters:
numerical_functor::fieldVisualizer< T >::parameters




• parameters& copy (constparameters&other)
• numericalFunctor< T >::parameters∗ clone(void) const
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• boolvalid (void) const
• virtual std::stringparentTypeName(void) const
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)




















template<class T> class numerical_functor::fieldVisualizer< T
>::parameters
1.7.88 numerical_functor::gauntFunctor< T > Class Template Reference







• typedefnumberTraits< T >::integralTypeZ
Public Member Functions
• numericalFunctor< T > ∗ clone(void) const
• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
• virtual boolupdateParameters(void)
• bool apply (const long &l1, const long &l2, const long &l3, const
long &m1, const long &m2, const long &m3, T &val, T &fError, bool
382
bForceNoLookupTable=false) const throw ()
• boolapply (const long &l1, const long &l2, const long &l3, const long &m1,
const long &m2, const long &m3, T &val) const throw ()
• const T &operator() (const long &l1, const long &l2, const long &l3, const
long &m1, const long &m2, const long &m3) const throw ()
• bool apply (const multipoleSextuple&s6, T &val, T &fError, bool
bForceNoLookupTable=false) const throw ()
• boolapply (constmultipoleSextuple&s6, T &val) const throw ()
Static Public Member Functions
• static boolisTrivialZero (constmultipoleSextuple&s6Arg)
• static boolisTrivialZero (const long &l1, const long &l2, const long &l3,
const long &m1, const long &m2, const long &m3)
Protected Member Functions
• bool triangleCoefficient (const long &j1, const long &j2, const long &j3, T
&val) const
• bool inDomain (constmultipoleSextuple&s6Arg) const
• long tableIndex (constmultipoleSextuple&s6Arg) const
• virtual boolcreateLookupTable(void)
• factorialFunctor< T >::parametersstandardFactorialParameters (void)
const
• factorialFunctor< Z >::parameters tandardFactorialZParameters (void)
const
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Static Protected Member Functions
• static booltriangleCondition (const long &l1, const long &l2, const long
&l3)
• static long tableIndex (const gauntFunctor< T >::parameters&param,
const numericalFunctorLookupTable< T > &lookupTable, const
multipoleSextuple&s6Arg)
Protected Attributes
• factorialFunctor< T > factorial
• factorialFunctor< Z > factorialZ
template<class T> class numerical_functor::gauntFunctor< T >
1.7.89 numerical_functor::gauntFunctor< T >::parameters Class Reference
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::gauntFunctor< T >::parameters:
numerical_functor::gauntFunctor< T >::parameters






• parameters& copy (constparameters&other)
• numericalFunctor< T >::parameters∗ clone(void) const
• boolvalid (void) const
• virtual std::stringparentTypeName(void) const

















template<class T> class numerical_functor::gauntFunctor< T
>::parameters
1.7.90 numerical_functor::gaussLobattoQuadratureFunctor< domainType,
rangeType> Class Template Reference
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::gaussLobattoQuadratureFunctor< do-
mainType, rangeType>:
numerical_functor::gaussLobattoQuadratureFunctor< domainType, rangeType >
numerical_functor::quadratureFunctor< domainType, rangeType >




• numericalFunctor< domainType, rangeType> ∗ clone(void) const
• virtual bool apply (constcontinuumFunctor< domainType, rangeType>
&integrandFunctor, const domainType &intervalStart, const domainType
&intervalEnd, rangeType &val, rangeType &fError) const




1.7.91 numerical_functor::jacobiFunctor< T > Class Template Reference






• numericalFunctor< T > ∗ clone(void) const
• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
• virtual boolupdateParameters(void)
• bool apply (const T &x, std::vector< T > &vP, std::vector< T > &vDP, T
&fError) const
• bool apply (const T &x, std::vector< T > &vP, std::vector< T > &vDP)
const
• boolapply (const T &x, std::vector< T > &vP, T &fError) const
• boolapply (const T &x, std::vector< T > &vP) const
• bool apply (const std::vector< T > &vX, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aP,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aDP, T &fError) const
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• bool apply (const std::vector< T > &vX, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aP,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aDP) const
• boolapply (const std::vector< T > &vX, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aP, T
&fError) const




boolapply_ (const T &x, V &vP, V &vDP, T &fError) const
• template<typename V>
boolapply_ (const T &x, V &vP, T &fError) const
template<typename T> class numerical_functor::jacobiFunctor< T >
1.7.92 numerical_functor::jacobiFunctor< T >::parameters Class Refer-
ence
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::jacobiFunctor< T >::parameters:
numerical_functor::jacobiFunctor< T >::parameters





• parameters& copy (constparameters&other)
• numericalFunctor< T >::parameters∗ clone(void) const








template<typename T> class numerical_functor::jacobiFunctor< T
>::parameters
1.7.93 numerical_functor::legendreFunctor< T > Class Template Reference







• numericalFunctor< T > ∗ clone(void) const
• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
• virtual boolupdateParameters(void)
• bool apply (const T &x, std::vector< T > &vPlm, std::vector< T > &vD-
Plm, T &fError) const
• bool apply (const T &x, std::vector< T > &vPlm, std::vector< T > &vD-
Plm) const
• boolapply (const T &x, std::vector< T > &vPlm, T &fError) const
• boolapply (const T &x, std::vector< T > &vPlm) const
• boolapply (const std::vector< T > &vX, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aPlm,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aDPlm, T &fError) const
• boolapply (const std::vector< T > &vX, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aPlm,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aDPlm) const
• boolapply (const std::vector< T > &vX, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aPlm,
T &fError) const
• boolapply (const std::vector< T > &vX, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aPlm)
const
• template<typename V>
void normalize (V &dest) const throw ()
• template<class C>




void normalize_ (V &dest) const
• boolcomputeNormalization (void)
• boolcommonNormalizationFactor (T &val) const
• const T &commonNormalizationFactor (void) const
• template<typename V>
boolapply_ (const T &x, V &vPlm, V &vDPlm, T &fError) const
• template<typename V>
boolapply_ (const T &x, V &vPlm, T &fError) const
Protected Attributes
• T commonNormalizationFactor_
• std::vector< T > vNorm_
template<typename T> class numerical_functor::legendreFunctor< T >
1.7.94 numerical_functor::legendreFunctor< T >::parameters Class Refer-
ence
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::legendreFunctor< T >::parameters:
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numerical_functor::legendreFunctor< T >::parameters
numerical_functor::numericalFunctor< domainType, rangeType >::parameters
numerical_functor::numericalFunctor_parameters_base
Public Types
• enumnormalization_kind { none, CS_phase_norm, full_norm }
• enumderivative_normalization_kind { sin_theta2, d_theta }
Public Member Functions
• parameters(constparameters&param)
• parameters& copy (constparameters&other)
• numericalFunctor< T >::parameters∗ clone(void) const










template<typename T> class numerical_functor::legendreFunctor< T
>::parameters





• multipolePair (const long &l__, const long &m__, bool mIndices=false)
• booloperator== (constmultipolePair&other) const
• long l (void) const
• longm (void) const
• long & l (void)
• long & n_m (void)
• const long &n_m (void) const
• void setFrom_mValue(const long &l__, const long &m__)
• void setFrom_mIndex(const long &l__, const long &n_m__)
• void write (std::ostream &os) const
• void read (std::istream &is)
Static Public Member Functions
• static unsigned longN_m (void)
• static unsigned longN_mValues(void)
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• static voidsetMTable (const std::vector< long> &vM)
• static const std::vector< long> & vM (void)
• static boolsparseM(void)
• static voidsetSparseM(bool flag)
• static longindexToValue (const long &n_m__)
• static longvalueToIndex (const long &m__)
• static const long &min_mValue (void)
• static const long &max_mValue(void)







• multipoleSextuple (const long &l1, const long &l2, const long &l3, const
long &m1, const long &m2, const long &m3, bool mIndices=false)
• void setFromValues(const long &l1, const long &l2, const long &l3, const
long &m1, const long &m2, const long &m3, bool mIndices=false)
• bool isStandardForm (void) const




• booloperator!= (constmultipoleSextuple&other) const
• booloperator<= (constmultipoleSextuple&other) const
• booloperator>= (constmultipoleSextuple&other) const
• booloperator< (constmultipoleSextuple&other) const
• booloperator> (constmultipoleSextuple&other) const
• multipoleSextuple& operator++ (void)
• multipoleSextupleoperator++ (int)
• multipoleSextuple& operator-- (void)
• multipoleSextupleoperator-- (int)
• multipolePair& operator[ ] (long n)
• constmultipolePair& operator[ ] (long n) const
• longn_m1Max (void) const
• longn_m1Min (void) const
• longn_m2Max (void) const
• longn_m2Min (void) const
• longn_m3Max (void) const
• longn_m3Min (void) const
• boolM_inDomain (void) const
• permutationbegin (void) const
• permutationend (void) const
• permutationbeginConstantM (void) const






• multipoleSextuplestandardForm (void) const
• void debug_print (void) const
• void write (std::ostream &os) const
• void read (std::istream &is)
• bool incrementM (void)
• void setM_top (void)
• bool incrementL (void)
• booldecrementM (void)
• void setM_bottom (void)
• booldecrementL (void)
Static Public Member Functions
• static unsigned longN_m2 (void)








• static void setIterationLimits (const multipoleSextuple &sMin,
const multipoleSextuple &sMax, bool evenLSum_=true, bool
iterateWithConstantM_=false, bool iterateForKetProduct_=false)
• static void getIterationLimits (multipoleSextuple &sMin,
multipoleSextuple&sMax)
• static voidsetIterationLimitsUnrestricted (void)
• static voidsetIterationLimitsEvenLSum (bool flag=true)
• static voidsetIterationLimitsConstantM (bool flag=true)
• static voidsetIterationLimitsKetProduct (bool flag=true)
• static boolgetIterationLimitsEvenLSum (void)
• static boolgetIterationLimitsConstantM (void)
• static boolgetIterationLimitsKetProduct (void)
• static constmultipoleSextuple& iterationMin (void)
• static constmultipoleSextuple& iterationMax (void)
• static voidsaveIterationLimits (void)
• static voidrestoreIterationLimits (void)












degenerate2DMask= 0xff00, degenerate3DMask= 0x00ff, degenerate-
SextupleFlag= 0x8,degenerateMFlag= 0x4,
degenerateTripletFlag= 0x2,degeneratePairFlag= 0x1,degenerateSex-
tupleFlag2= 0x8<<8, degenerateMFlag2= 0x4<<8,
degeneratePairFlag2 = 0x1<<8, npermute3TableSize = 14, nper-
mute2TableSize= 6, npermute3Begin= 1,
npermute3End = npermute3TableSize-1,npermute3EndConstantM




not_a_permutation= -3, standard_form = -2, finished= -1, none= 0,
cyclic1= none,cyclic2= 1, cyclic3= 2, anticyclic1 = 3,
anticyclic2 = 4,anticyclic3 = 5,swap12= anticyclic1,swap23= anticyclic2,
swap13= anticyclic3,none_M= 6, cyclic1_M = none_M,cyclic2_M = 7,
cyclic3_M = 8, anticyclic1_M = 9, anticyclic2_M = 10, anticyclic3_M =
11,
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swap12_M = anticyclic1_M, swap23_M = anticyclic2_M, swap13_M =
anticyclic3_M,N_permutation_Kind = anticyclic3_M+1 }
• enumpermutation_Degeneracy{
standard_form_D = 0, finished_D= 0, none_D= degenerateSextupleFlag,
cyclic1_D= none_D,
cyclic2_D = degenerateTripletFlag|degenerateSextupleFlag,cyclic3_-
D = degenerateTripletFlag|degenerateSextupleFlag, anticyclic1_-












swap23_M_D = anticyclic2_M_D, swap13_M_D = anticyclic3_-




swap23_D2= anticyclic2_D2,swap23_M_D2= anticyclic2_M_D2 }
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• typedef longindexTriplet [3]
Public Member Functions
• permutation (const multipoleSextuple&t, bool permute2=false, bool
atEnd=false)
• permutation (const multipoleSextuple&t, unsigned long nPermutation,
bool permute2=false) throw ()
• permutation (constpermutation&other)
• permutation& operator++ (void)
• permutationoperator++ (int)
• permutation& operator-- (void)
• permutationoperator-- (int)
• booloperator== (constpermutation&other) const
• booloperator!= (constpermutation&other) const
• booloperator<= (constpermutation&other) const
• booloperator>= (constpermutation&other) const
• booloperator< (constpermutation&other) const
• booloperator> (constpermutation&other) const
• constmultipoleSextuple& operator∗ (void) const
• const multipoleSextuple& operator() (permutation_Kind eKind=none)
const
• boolapply (multipoleSextuple&dest) const
• constmultipoleSextuple& standardForm (void) const
• const multipoleSextuple& standardForm (permutation_Kind &eKind)
const
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Static Public Member Functions
• static voidsetDegenerateConsiderMManifold(bool flag=true)
• static booldegenerateConsiderMManifold(void)
Protected Member Functions
• const indexTriplet &permuteIndices(permutation_Kind eKind) const
• permutation_KindindicesToPermutation (const indexTriplet &vI, bool
mirrorM) const throw ()
• const indexTriplet &sortedLIndices (void) const
• boolmirrorM (void) const
• booldegeneratePermute(void) const
• void setDegeneracyFlags(void)
Static Protected Member Functions
• static voidpermuteIndices(permutation_Kind eKind, indexTriplet &vI)
• static longindicesToLong(const indexTriplet &vI, bool mirrorM)
• static boolmirrorM (permutation_Kind eKind)
1.7.98 numerical_functor::numericalFunctor< domainType, rangeType >
Class Template Reference
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::numericalFunctor< domainType,
rangeType>:
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numerical_functor::numericalFunctor< domainType, rangeType >
numerical_functor::quadratureFunctor< domainType, rangeType >




• numericalFunctor (unsigned long nArgumentDimensions=1)
• numericalFunctor (constnumericalFunctor&other)
• numericalFunctor& copy (constnumericalFunctor&other)
• virtual numericalFunctor∗ clone(void) const
• virtual boolsetParameters(constparameters&param)
• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
• virtual boolupdateParameters(void)
• boolvalidParameters(void) const
• void setStatusString(const char∗msg) const
• void setStatusString(const std::string &msg) const






• numericalFunctorLookupTable< domainType, rangeType> lookupTable
template<class domainType, class rangeType = domainType> class
numerical_functor::numericalFunctor < domainType, rangeType>
1.7.99 numerical_functor::numericalFunctor< domainType, rangeType
>::parameters Class Reference
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::numericalFunctor< domainType,
rangeType>::parameters:
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numerical_functor::cubicInterpolationFunctor< C, R >::parameters
numerical_functor::distributedSolverFunctor< T >::parameters
















• parameters& copy (constparameters&other)
• virtual parameters∗ clone(void) const
• virtual boolvalid (void) const
• virtual std::stringparentTypeName(void) const
• virtual std::stringlookupTableAppendString (void) const
• const std::string &slookupTableDirectoryBase(void) const
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• const std::string &slookupTableDirectoryOut (void) const





• parameters& operator= (constparameters&other)
template<class domainType, class rangeType = domainType> class
numerical_functor::numericalFunctor < domainType, rangeType
>::parameters
1.7.100 numerical_functor::numericalFunctor_parameters_base Class Ref-
erence
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::numericalFunctor_parameters_base:
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numerical_functor::numericalFunctor_parameters_base
numerical_functor::numericalFunctor< domainType, rangeType >::parameters
numerical_functor::additionCoefficientFunctor< T >::parameters
numerical_functor::azimuthalIntegrandFunctor< T >::parameters
numerical_functor::cubicInterpolationFunctor< C, R >::parameters
numerical_functor::distributedSolverFunctor< T >::parameters














Static Public Member Functions
• static const std::string &slookupTableDirectoryBase(void)
• static const std::string &slookupTableDirectoryOut (void)
• static const std::string &slookupTableListFileName(void)
Static Protected Member Functions
• static boolinitialized (void)
• static voidinitStatics (void)
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1.7.101 numerical_functor::numericalFunctorLookupTable< domainType,




• numericalFunctorLookupTable (const long &nDim=1, const long &nRes-
ident=2)
• numericalFunctorLookupTable (const numericalFunctorLookupTable
&other)
• bool lookupTableExists (const typenamenumericalFunctor< domainType,
rangeType>::parameters &param) const
• bool current (const typenamenumericalFunctor< domainType, rangeType
>::parameters &param) const
• bool swapResidentTables(const typenamenumericalFunctor< domain-
Type, rangeType>::parameters &param)
• void addResidentTable(const typenamenumericalFunctor< domainType,
rangeType>::parameters &param)
• const std::vector< rangeType> & table (void) const
• const std::vector< std::vector< long> > & indexVectors(void) const throw
()
• const unsigned long &dimensions(void) const
• long index (const std::vector< long> &vX) const throw ()
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• long index (const std::vector< long > &vIndex, const std::vector< long >
&vBase) const throw ()
• long index (const long &x0, const long &x1, const long &x2, const long
&b0, const long &b1, const long &b2) const throw ()
• bool loadTable (const typenamenumericalFunctor< domainType,
rangeType>::parameters &param) throw ()
• bool saveTable (const typenamenumericalFunctor< domainType,
rangeType>::parameters &param) const throw ()
• boolfixIndexVectors (void)
• bool verifyTableRange (const rangeType &minInclusive, const rangeType
&maxInclusive)
• long numberOutOfRange (const rangeType &minInclusive, const
rangeType &maxInclusive)
• numericalFunctorLookupTable & operator= (const
numericalFunctorLookupTable&other) throw ()
• void copy (constnumericalFunctorLookupTable&other)
• std::stringuniqueFileName (const typenamenumericalFunctor< domain-
Type, rangeType>::parameters &param) const
• void synchronizeUniqueID (const typenamenumericalFunctor< domain-
Type, rangeType>::parameters &param)
• void setMaxNumberResident(const long &n)
• const long &maxNumberResident(void)
• void unloadAllResident (void)
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Protected Types
• typedef _STL_EXT_NAMESPACE_::hash_map< std::string,tableNode∗
> hash_map
Protected Member Functions
• std::stringtableListFileName(const typenamenumericalFunctor< domain-
Type, rangeType>::parameters &param) const
• std::stringfileContentsDescriptor(const typenamenumericalFunctor< do-
mainType, rangeType>::parameters &param) const
• void unloadOldestResident(void)
• void addResidentTable(const std::string &uniqueID)
• void removeResidentTable(const std::string &uniqueID) throw ()
• boolcurrent (const std::string &uniqueID) const
• boolswapResidentTables(const std::string &uniqueID)






• tableNode& operator= (consttableNode&other)
• tableNode(consttableNode&other)
• tableNode(const long &nDim)
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Public Attributes
• std::vector< rangeType> table_
• std::vector< std::vector< long> > ∗ pIndexVectors_
• std::stringuniqueID_
• long timestamp_
template<class domainType, class rangeType = domainType> class
numerical_functor::numericalFunctorLookupTable < domainType,
rangeType>::tableNode
1.7.103 numerical_functor::permittivityFunctor < C > Class Template Ref-
erence






• typedefnumberTraits< C >::magnitudeTypeR
• typedefnumberTraits< C >::integralTypeZ
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Public Member Functions
• numericalFunctor< C > ∗ clone(void) const
• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
• virtual boolupdateParameters(void)
• boolapply (const R &E, C &epsilon, C &fError) const
• boolapply (const R &E, C &epsilon) const
• template<class V>
boolapply (const V &vE, std::vector< C > &vEps, C &fError) const
• template<class V>
boolapply (const V &vE, std::vector< C > &vEps) const
• bool inDomain (const R &arg) const throw ()
Static Public Member Functions
• static RenergyToWavelength(const R &E, bool micron=false)
• static RwavelengthToEnergy(const R &lambda, bool micron=false)
template<class C> class numerical_functor::permittivityFunctor < C >
1.7.104 numerical_functor::permittivityFunctor < C >::parameters Class
Reference
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::permittivityFunctor< C>::parameters:
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numerical_functor::permittivityFunctor< C >::parameters
numerical_functor::numericalFunctor< domainType, rangeType >::parameters
numerical_functor::numericalFunctor_parameters_base
Public Types
• typedefnumericalFunctor< C >::parametersbase_class
Public Member Functions
• boolvalid (void) const
• parameters& copy (constparameters&other)








• std::vector< C > coeff
• bool refractiveIndex
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template<class C> class numerical_functor::permittivityFunctor < C
>::parameters
1.7.105 numerical_functor::quadratureFunctor< domainType, rangeType
> Class Template Reference
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::quadratureFnctor< domainType,
rangeType>:
numerical_functor::quadratureFunctor< domainType, rangeType >
numerical_functor::numericalFunctor< domainType, rangeType >






• quadratureFunctor (constquadratureFunctor&other) throw ()
• quadratureFunctor& operator= (constquadratureFunctor&other)
• quadratureFunctor& copy (constquadratureFunctor&other)
• numericalFunctor< domainType, rangeType> ∗ clone(void) const
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• virtual bool setParameters(const typenamenumericalFunctor< domain-
Type, rangeType>::parameters&param)
• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
• virtual bool apply (constcontinuumFunctor< domainType, rangeType>
&integrandFunctor, const domainType &intervalStart, const domainType
&intervalEnd, rangeType &val, rangeType &fError) const
• bool apply (constcontinuumFunctor< domainType, rangeType> &inte-
grandFunctor, const domainType &intervalStart, const domainType &inter-
valEnd, rangeType &val) const
• bool apply (const continuumFunctor< domainType, rangeType> &in-
tegrandFunctor, const std::vector< domainType> &vSubintervalPoints,
rangeType &val, rangeType &fError) const
• bool apply (const continuumFunctor< domainType, rangeType> &in-
tegrandFunctor, const std::vector< domainType> &vSubintervalPoints,
rangeType &val) const
• bool inDomain (constcontinuumFunctor< domainType, rangeType> &in-
tegrandFunctor, const long &arg) const
• bool validSubintervalPoints (const continuumFunctor< domainType,
rangeType > &integrandFunctor, const std::vector< domainType >
&vPoints) const
• bool validInterval (constcontinuumFunctor< domainType, rangeType>
&integrandFunctor, const domainType &intervalStart, const domainType
&intervalEnd) const
• const unsigned long &functionCount (void)




• const rangeType &lastEstimate(void) const
• const unsigned long &relTolAchievedCount (void) const




• class continuumFunctor< domainType, rangeType
>::quadratureCacheNode
template<class domainType, class rangeType = domainType> class
numerical_functor::quadratureFunctor < domainType, rangeType>
1.7.106 numerical_functor::quadratureFunctor< domainType, rangeType
>::parameters Class Reference
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::quadratureFnctor< domainType,
rangeType>::parameters:
numerical_functor::quadratureFunctor< domainType, rangeType >::parameters





• parameters& copy (constparameters&other)
• numericalFunctor< domainType, rangeType>::parameters∗ clone (void)
const
• boolvalid (void) const







template<class domainType, class rangeType = domainType> class
numerical_functor::quadratureFunctor < domainType, rangeType
>::parameters
1.7.107 numerical_functor::regionKet< T > Class Template Reference
Public Member Functions




• regionKet& operator= (constregionKet&other)
• void copy (constregionKet&other)
• constregionSelector< T > & region (void) const throw ()
• regionSelector< T > & region (void) throw ()
• const fieldKetBase< T > & ket (void) const
• fieldKetBase< T > & ket (void)
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
Protected Member Functions
• void freep (void)
Protected Attributes
• regionSelector< T > ∗ pregion_
• fieldKetBase< T > ∗ pket_
template<class T> class numerical_functor::regionKet< T >
1.7.108 numerical_functor::rotationCoefficientFunctor< T > Class Tem-
plate Reference
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::rotationCoefficientFunctor< T >:
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numerical_functor::rotationCoefficientFunctor< T >




• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
• typedef size_t(∗ indexFoop)(long, long, size_t)
• typedef void(∗ inverseIndexFoop)(size_t, size_t, long &, long &)
Public Member Functions
• rotationCoefficientFunctor (constrotationCoefficientFunctor&other)
• rotationCoefficientFunctor& operator= (constrotationCoefficientFunctor
&other)
• rotationCoefficientFunctor& copy (const rotationCoefficientFunctor
&other)
• numericalFunctor< T > ∗ clone(void) const
• bool setParameters (const typename numericalFunctor< T, T
>::parameters&param)
• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
• template<class MAT>
bool apply (const R &alpha, const R &beta, const R &gamma, const MAT
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&dest_) const throw ()
template<class T> class numerical_functor::rotationCoefficientFunctor< T
>
1.7.109 numerical_functor::rotationCoefficientFunctor< T >::parameters
Class Reference
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::rotationCoefficientFunctor< T
>::parameters:
numerical_functor::rotationCoefficientFunctor< T >::parameters
numerical_functor::numericalFunctor< domainType, rangeType >::parameters
numerical_functor::numericalFunctor_parameters_base
Public Types
• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
Public Member Functions
• parameters& operator= (constparameters&other)
• parameters& copy (constparameters&other)
• numericalFunctor< T >::parameters∗ clone(void) const








template<class T> class numerical_functor::rotationCoefficientFunctor< T
>::parameters
1.7.110 numerical_functor::sbesselFunctor< T > Class Template Reference






• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypemagnitudeType
Public Member Functions
• numericalFunctor< T > ∗ clone(void) const
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• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
• bool apply (const T &x, std::vector< T > &vjl, std::vector< T > &vDjl,
std::vector< T > &vyl, std::vector< T > &vDyl, T &fError) const
• bool apply (const T &x, std::vector< T > &vjl, std::vector< T > &vDjl,
std::vector< T > &vyl, std::vector< T > &vDyl) const
• bool apply (const T &x, std::vector< T > &vjl, std::vector< T > &vyl, T
&fError) const
• bool apply (const T &x, std::vector< T > &vjl, std::vector< T > &vyl)
const
• template<class V1>
boolapply (const T &x, const V1 &vjl_, T &fError) const
• template<class V1>
boolapply (const T &x, const V1 &vjl_) const
• boolapply (const T &x, std::vector< T > &vjl, T &fError) const
• boolapply (const T &x, std::vector< T > &vjl) const
• template<class V>
bool apply (const V &vX, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &ajl, gmm::dense_-
matrix< T > &aDjl, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &ayl, gmm::dense_matrix<
T > &aDyl, T &fError) const
• template<class V>
bool apply (const V &vX, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &ajl, gmm::dense_-
matrix< T > &aDjl, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &ayl, gmm::dense_matrix<
T > &aDyl) const
• template<class V>
bool apply (const V &vX, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &ajl, gmm::dense_-
matrix< T > &ayl, T &fError) const
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• template<class V>
bool apply (const V &vX, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &ajl, gmm::dense_-
matrix< T > &ayl) const
Protected Member Functions
• template<class V1 , class V2 , class V3 , class V4>
boolapply_ (const T &x, const V1 &vjl_, const V2 &vDjl_, const V3 &vyl_,
const V4 &vDyl_, T &fError) const
template<class T> class numerical_functor::sbesselFunctor< T >
1.7.111 numerical_functor::sbesselFunctor< T >::parameters Class Refer-
ence
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::sbesselFunctor< T >::parameters:
numerical_functor::sbesselFunctor< T >::parameters




bessel, bessel_first= bessel,neumann, bessel_second= neumann,
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hankel, hankel_first = hankel,hankel_second}
Public Member Functions
• parameters(constparameters&param)
• parameters& copy (constparameters&other)
• numericalFunctor< T >::parameters∗ clone(void) const










template<class T> class numerical_functor::sbesselFunctor< T
>::parameters
1.7.112 numerical_functor::scalarNewtonsFunctor< T > Class Template
Reference
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::scalarNewtonsFunctor< T >:
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numerical_functor::scalarNewtonsFunctor< T >





• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
• typedef T(∗minimizeFunction )(const T &arg, void∗parms)
Public Member Functions
• scalarNewtonsFunctor(constscalarNewtonsFunctor&other)
• scalarNewtonsFunctor& operator= (constscalarNewtonsFunctor&other)
• scalarNewtonsFunctor& copy (constscalarNewtonsFunctor&other)
• numericalFunctor< T > ∗ clone(void) const
• bool setParameters (const typename numericalFunctor< T, T
>::parameters&param)
• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
• bool apply (minimizeFunction func, const T &x0, T &x, void
∗pparms=NULL) const throw ()
• const std::vector< iterationHistoryStruct> & history (void) const
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• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
Public Member Functions
• void write (std::ostream &os) const





template<class T> struct numerical_functor::scalarNewtonsFunctor< T
>::iterationHistoryStruct
1.7.114 numerical_functor::scalarNewtonsFunctor< T >::parameters Class
Reference




numerical_functor::numericalFunctor< domainType, rangeType >::parameters
numerical_functor::numericalFunctor_parameters_base
Public Types
• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
Public Member Functions
• parameters& operator= (constparameters&other)
• parameters& copy (constparameters&other)
• numericalFunctor< T >::parameters∗ clone(void) const

















template<class T> class numerical_functor::scalarNewtonsFunctor< T
>::parameters
1.7.115 numerical_functor::stirlingsAppxFunctor< T > Class Template Ref-
erence






• numericalFunctor< T > ∗ clone(void) const
• constparameters& getParameters(void)
• boolapply (const T &arg, T &val, T &fError)
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• boolapply (const T &arg, T &val)
template<class T> class numerical_functor::stirlingsAppxFunctor< T >
1.7.116 numerical_functor::stirlingsAppxFunctor< T >::parameters Class
Reference
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::stirlingsAppxFunctor< T
>::parameters:
numerical_functor::stirlingsAppxFunctor< T >::parameters




• parameters& copy (constparameters&other)
• numericalFunctor< T >::parameters∗ clone(void) const






template<class T> class numerical_functor::stirlingsAppxFunctor< T
>::parameters
1.7.117 numerical_functor::tanh_sinh_quadratureFunctor< domainType,
rangeType> Class Template Reference
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::tanh_sinh_quadratureFunctor< do-
mainType, rangeType>:
numerical_functor::tanh_sinh_quadratureFunctor< domainType, rangeType >
numerical_functor::quadratureFunctor< domainType, rangeType >




• numericalFunctor< domainType, rangeType> ∗ clone(void) const
• virtual bool apply (constcontinuumFunctor< domainType, rangeType>
&integrandFunctor, const domainType &intervalStart, const domainType
&intervalEnd, rangeType &val, rangeType &fError) const




1.7.118 numerical_functor::timestamp Class Reference
Static Public Member Functions
• static unsigned longuniqueTimestamp(void)
• static unsigned long &current (void)
• static boololder (const unsigned long &timestampA, const unsigned long
&timestampB) throw ()
Static Protected Member Functions
• static unsigned longage(const unsigned long &testTimestamp)
1.7.119 numerical_functor::vectorSphericalHarmonicFunctor< T > Class
Template Reference









• enumVSH_KIND { VSH_P, VSH_B, VSH_C }
Public Member Functions
• void copy (constvectorSphericalHarmonicFunctor< T > &other)
• vectorSphericalHarmonicFunctor (const
vectorSphericalHarmonicFunctor< T > &other)
• numericalFunctor< T > ∗ clone(void) const
• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
• virtual boolupdateParameters(void)
• bool apply (const T &t, const T &p, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &B_lm,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &C_lm, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &P_lm, T
&fError) const
• bool apply (const T &t, const T &p, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &B_lm,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &C_lm, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &P_lm) const
• boolapply (const T &t, const T &p, std::vector< T > &B_lm_r, std::vector<
T > &B_lm_t, std::vector< T > &B_lm_p, std::vector< T > &C_lm_r,
std::vector< T > &C_lm_t, std::vector< T > &C_lm_p, std::vector< T >
&P_lm_r, std::vector< T > &P_lm_t, std::vector< T > &P_lm_p, T &fEr-
ror) const
• boolapply (const T &t, const T &p, std::vector< T > &B_lm_r, std::vector<
T > &B_lm_t, std::vector< T > &B_lm_p, std::vector< T > &C_lm_r,
std::vector< T > &C_lm_t, std::vector< T > &C_lm_p, std::vector< T >
&P_lm_r, std::vector< T > &P_lm_t, std::vector< T > &P_lm_p) const
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• bool apply (const std::vector< T > &vT, const std::vector< T > &vP,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &B_lm_r, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &B_lm_t,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &B_lm_p, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &C_lm_r,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &C_lm_t, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &C_lm_p,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &P_lm_r, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &P_lm_t,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &P_lm_p, T &fError) const
• bool apply (const std::vector< T > &vT, const std::vector< T > &vP,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &B_lm_r, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &B_lm_t,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &B_lm_p, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &C_lm_r,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &C_lm_t, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &C_lm_p,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &P_lm_r, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &P_lm_t,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &P_lm_p) const
• bool apply (const T &t, const T &p, VSH_KIND eVSH, gmm::dense_-
matrix< T > &U_lm, T &fError) const
• bool apply (const T &t, const T &p, VSH_KIND eVSH, gmm::dense_-
matrix< T > &U_lm) const
• bool apply (const T &t, const T &p, VSH_KIND eVSH, std::vector< T >
&U_lm_r, std::vector< T > &U_lm_t, std::vector< T > &U_lm_p, T &fEr-
ror) const
• bool apply (const T &t, const T &p, VSH_KIND eVSH, std::vector< T >
&U_lm_r, std::vector< T > &U_lm_t, std::vector< T > &U_lm_p) const
• bool apply (const std::vector< T > &vT, const std::vector< T > &vP,
VSH_KIND eVSH, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &U_lm_r, gmm::dense_-
matrix< T > &U_lm_t, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &U_lm_p, T &fError)
const
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• bool apply (const std::vector< T > &vT, const std::vector< T > &vP,
VSH_KIND eVSH, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &U_lm_r, gmm::dense_-
matrix< T > &U_lm_t, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &U_lm_p) const
• boolB (const T &t, const T &p, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &B_lm, T &fEr-
ror) const
• boolB (const T &t, const T &p, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &B_lm) const
• bool B (const T &t, const T &p, std::vector< T > &B_lm_r, std::vector< T
> &B_lm_t, std::vector< T > &B_lm_p, T &fError) const
• bool B (const T &t, const T &p, std::vector< T > &B_lm_r, std::vector< T
> &B_lm_t, std::vector< T > &B_lm_p) const
• bool B (const std::vector< T > &vT, const std::vector< T > &vP,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &B_lm_r, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &B_lm_t,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &B_lm_p, T &fError) const
• bool B (const std::vector< T > &vT, const std::vector< T > &vP,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &B_lm_r, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &B_lm_t,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &B_lm_p) const
• boolC (const T &t, const T &p, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &C_lm, T &fEr-
ror) const
• boolC (const T &t, const T &p, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &C_lm) const
• bool C (const T &t, const T &p, std::vector< T > &C_lm_r, std::vector< T
> &C_lm_t, std::vector< T > &C_lm_p, T &fError) const
• bool C (const T &t, const T &p, std::vector< T > &C_lm_r, std::vector< T
> &C_lm_t, std::vector< T > &C_lm_p) const
• bool C (const std::vector< T > &vT, const std::vector< T > &vP,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &C_lm_r, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &C_lm_t,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &C_lm_p, T &fError) const
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• bool C (const std::vector< T > &vT, const std::vector< T > &vP,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &C_lm_r, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &C_lm_t,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &C_lm_p) const
• boolP (const T &t, const T &p, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &P_lm, T &fEr-
ror) const
• boolP (const T &t, const T &p, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &P_lm) const
• bool P (const T &t, const T &p, std::vector< T > &P_lm_r, std::vector< T
> &P_lm_t, std::vector< T > &P_lm_p, T &fError) const
• bool P (const T &t, const T &p, std::vector< T > &P_lm_r, std::vector< T
> &P_lm_t, std::vector< T > &P_lm_p) const
• bool P (const std::vector< T > &vT, const std::vector< T > &vP,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &P_lm_r, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &P_lm_t,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &P_lm_p, T &fError) const
• bool P (const std::vector< T > &vT, const std::vector< T > &vP,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &P_lm_r, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &P_lm_t,
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &P_lm_p) const
Protected Member Functions
• template<class V>
bool apply_ (const T &t, const T &p, const V &vB_lm_r_, const V &vB_-
lm_t_, const V &vB_lm_p_, const V &vC_lm_r_, const V &vC_lm_t_, const
V &vC_lm_p_, const V &vP_lm_r_, const V &vP_lm_t_, const V &vP_lm_-
p_, T &fError) const
• template<class V>
bool P_B_C_(const T &t, const T &p, VSH_KIND eVSH, const V &vB_-
lm_r_, const V &vB_lm_t_, const V &vB_lm_p_, T &fError) const
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Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::vectorSphericalHarmonicFunctor< T
>::parameters:
numerical_functor::vectorSphericalHarmonicFunctor< T >::parameters




• parameters& copy (constparameters&other)
• numericalFunctor< T >::parameters∗ clone(void) const







template<class T> class numerical_functor::vectorSphericalHarmonicFunctor<
T >::parameters
1.7.121 numerical_functor::wigner3JFunctor< T > Class Template Refer-
ence







• typedefnumberTraits< T >::integralTypeZ
Public Member Functions
• numericalFunctor< T > ∗ clone(void) const
• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
• virtual boolupdateParameters(void)
• bool apply (const long &l1, const long &l2, const long &l3, const
long &m1, const long &m2, const long &m3, T &val, T &fError, bool
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bForceNoLookupTable=false) const throw ()
• boolapply (const long &l1, const long &l2, const long &l3, const long &m1,
const long &m2, const long &m3, T &val) const throw ()
• T operator() (const long &l1, const long &l2, const long &l3, const long
&m1, const long &m2, const long &m3) const throw ()
• bool apply (const multipoleSextuple&s6, T &val, T &fError, bool
bForceNoLookupTable=false) const throw ()
• boolapply (constmultipoleSextuple&s6, T &val) const throw ()
Static Public Member Functions
• static boolisTrivialZero (constmultipoleSextuple&s6Arg)
• static boolisTrivialZero (const long &l1, const long &l2, const long &l3,
const long &m1, const long &m2, const long &m3)
Protected Member Functions
• bool apply_ (const multipoleSextuple&s6ArgStandardForm, T &val, T
&fError) const throw ()
• void permuteCorrection (const multipoleSextuple &s6Arg, type-
name multipoleSextuple::permutation::permutation_Kind requiredPermute,
T &val) const
• void clebschGordanNormalize(constmultipoleSextuple&s6Arg, T &val)
const
• virtual boolcreateLookupTable(void)
template<class T> class numerical_functor::wigner3JFunctor< T >
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1.7.122 numerical_functor::wigner3JFunctor< T >::parameters Class Ref-
erence
Inheritance diagram for numerical_functor::wigner3JFunctor< T >::parameters:
numerical_functor::wigner3JFunctor< T >::parameters
numerical_functor::gauntFunctor< T >::parameters




• parameters& copy (constparameters&other)
• numericalFunctor< T >::parameters∗ clone(void) const
• boolvalid (void) const
• virtual std::stringparentTypeName(void) const
• virtual std::stringlookupTableAppendString (void) const




template<class T> class numerical_functor::wigner3JFunctor< T
>::parameters
1.7.123 parallelUtil::dispatcher Class Reference
dispatcher/receiver task-based MPI implementation.
Inheritance diagram for parallelUtil::dispatcher:
parallelUtil::dispatcher






NO_MESSAGE = 0, TASK_ASSIGN = 10, TASK_COMPLETE = 20,
TASK_ERROR = 30,
INIT_SHARE = 40, FINISH_SHARE = 50, COMMAND_FINISH_-




• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
• void setStatusString(const std::string &sMsg) const
• const std::string &getStatusString(void) const
• const MPI::Intracomm &receiversComm(void) const
• void receiveErrorInfo (size_t np) const throw ()
• void commandReceiver(size_t np, MESSAGE_KIND tag) const throw ()
• void sendErrorInfo (const std::string &sMsg, size_t np) const throw ()
• void receiveTag(size_t np, int &tag) const throw ()
• void work (workspace&ws) const throw ()
Static Public Member Functions
• static voidwrite (std::ostream &os, MESSAGE_KIND e) throw ()





dispatcher/receiver task-based MPI implementation.
1.7.124 parallelUtil::dispatcher::parameters Class Reference
Public Member Functions
• const MPI::Comm &comm (void) const
• void setComm(const MPI::Comm &newComm)
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1.7.125 parallelUtil::dispatcher::workspace Class Reference
Inheritance diagram for parallelUtil::dispatcher::workspace:
parallelUtil::dispatcher::workspace






• virtual task∗ newTask(void) const =0
• virtual result∗ newResult(void) const =0
• virtual boolgetTask(task&t)=0 throw ()
• virtual void collectTaskResult(constresult&r)=0 throw ()
• virtual boolallComplete (void) const
• virtual void finish (void)
• virtual void sendInitShare(abstractCommHandle∗h) const throw ()
• virtual void sendFinishShare(abstractCommHandle∗h) const throw ()
• const size_t &tasksAssigned(void) const
• const size_t &tasksCollected(void) const
• virtual void executeTask(consttask&t, result&r)=0 throw ()
• virtual void receiveInitShare(abstractCommHandle∗h) throw ()
• virtual void receiveFinishShare(abstractCommHandle∗h) throw ()
• virtual void init (bool isDispatcher) throw ()
• virtual void finish (bool isDispatcher) throw ()
• virtual workspace∗ clone(void)=0 throw ()
Protected Member Functions




1.7.126 parallelUtil::dispatcher::workspace::result Class Reference
Inheritance diagram for parallelUtil::dispatcher::workspace::result:
parallelUtil::dispatcher::workspace::result
parallelUtil::parallelFunctor< FUNCTOR, PARAM, DOMAIN, RANGE >::workspace::result
Public Member Functions
• virtual boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗h) const =0 throw ()
• virtual boolreadBinary (abstractCommHandle∗h)=0 throw ()
• virtual void write (std::ostream &os) const =0 throw ()
1.7.127 parallelUtil::dispatcher::workspace::task Class Reference
Inheritance diagram for parallelUtil::dispatcher::workspace::task:
parallelUtil::dispatcher::workspace::task
parallelUtil::parallelFunctor< FUNCTOR, PARAM, DOMAIN, RANGE >::workspace::task
Public Member Functions
• virtual boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗h) const =0 throw ()
• virtual boolreadBinary (abstractCommHandle∗h)=0 throw ()
• virtual void write (std::ostream &os) const =0 throw ()
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1.7.128 parallelUtil::loopIteratorArray < IT1, IT2 > Class Template Refer-
ence
Inheritance diagram for parallelUtil::loopIteratorArray< IT1, IT2 >:
parallelUtil::loopIteratorArray< IT1, IT2 >
parallelUtil::loopIteratorList< IT1, IT2, std::vector< IT1 >, std::vector< IT2 > >
Public Types
• typedef std::vector< IT1 > U1
• typedef std::vector< IT2 > U2
• typedefloopIteratorList< IT1, IT2, U1, U2> base_class
Public Member Functions
• const IT1 & it (int n) const
• const IT2 & it2 (int n) const
• const IT1 &operator[ ] (size_t n) const
• loopIteratorArray& operator= (constloopIteratorArray&other)
• virtual base_class∗ clone(void) const
• loopIteratorArray (const IT1 &it1Start, const IT1 &it1End, const IT2
&it2Start)




• void copy (constloopIteratorArray&other)
template<class IT1, class IT2 = IT1> class parallelUtil::loopIteratorArray <
IT1, IT2 >













• const_iteratorbegin (void) const
• reverse_iteratorrbegin (void)
• const_reverse_iteratorrbegin (void) const
• iteratorend (void)
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• const_iteratorend (void) const
• reverse_iteratorrend (void)
• const_reverse_iteratorrend (void) const
• iteratorerase(iterator pos)
• boolempty (void) const
• size_tsize(void) const








• const_reverse_iterator2end2 (void) const
• iteratorerase2(iterator2 pos)
• boolempty2 (void) const
• size_tsize2(void) const
• const IT1 &operator[ ] (size_t n) const
• loopIteratorList& operator= (constloopIteratorList&other)
• loopIteratorListsplit (size_t n_split, size_t N_splits, bool comb=false) const
• void split (size_t n_split, size_t N_splits, bool comb,loopIteratorList&val)
const
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• loopIteratorList ∗ cloneSplit (size_t n_split, size_t N_splits, bool
comb=false) const
• virtual loopIteratorList∗ clone(void) const
• void write (std::ostream &os) const
• loopIteratorList (const IT1 &it1Start, const IT1 &it1End, const IT2
&it2Start)
• loopIteratorList (const IT1 &it1Start, const IT1 &it1End)
• loopIteratorList (constloopIteratorList&other)
Protected Member Functions




template<class IT1, class IT2, class U1, class U2> class
parallelUtil::loopIteratorList < IT1, IT2, U1, U2 >
1.7.130 parallelUtil::monolithic_dispatcher Class Reference







NO_MESSAGE= 0,TASK_ERROR = 30,INIT_SHARE = 40,FINISH_-
SHARE = 50,




• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
• void setStatusString(const std::string &sMsg) const
• const std::string &getStatusString(void) const
• const MPI::Intracomm &receiversComm(void) const
• void receiveErrorInfo (size_t np) const throw ()
• void commandReceiver(size_t np, MESSAGE_KIND tag) const throw ()
• void sendErrorInfo (const std::string &sMsg, size_t np) const throw ()
• void receiveTag(size_t np, int &tag) const throw ()
• void work (workspace&ws) const throw ()
Static Public Member Functions
• static voidwrite (std::ostream &os, MESSAGE_KIND e) throw ()
• static voiddispatcherThreadFunc (constmonolithic_dispatcher&owner,
workspace&ws) throw ()
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• static void receiverThreadFunc (const monolithic_dispatcher&owner,
workspace&ws) throw ()
1.7.130.1 Detailed Description
Single-task dispatcher/receiver MPI implementation. This class provides a single-
task interface to complements the multiple-task dispatcher/receiver MPI implemen-
tation; in combination, these classes provide a unified interfac to MPI.
1.7.131 parallelUtil::monolithic_dispatcher::parameters Class Reference
Public Member Functions
• const MPI::Comm &comm (void) const
• void setComm(const MPI::Comm &newComm)









1.7.132 parallelUtil::monolithic_dispatcher::workspace Class Reference




• virtual void monolithicMPIBlock (void)=0 throw ()
• virtual void finish (void)
• virtual void sendInitShare(abstractCommHandle∗h) const throw ()
• virtual void sendFinishShare(abstractCommHandle∗h) const throw ()
• virtual void receiveInitShare(abstractCommHandle∗h) throw ()
• virtual void receiveFinishShare(abstractCommHandle∗h) throw ()
• virtual void init (bool isDispatcher) throw ()
• virtual void finish (bool isDispatcher) throw ()
• virtual workspace∗ clone(void)=0 throw ()
Protected Member Functions









• size_tlock (unsigned long key) throw (std::string)
• bool trylock (unsigned long key, size_t &nLock) throw (std::string)
• template<class K>
size_tlock (const K &k) throw (std::string)
• template<class K>
bool trylock (const K &k, size_t &nLock) throw (std::string)
• void unlock (size_t nLock) throw (std::string)
• void allocLocks (size_t N_locks) throw (std::string)
• size_tN_locks(void)
• multiMutex (size_t N_locks=1)
1.7.134 parallelUtil::parallelFunctor< FUNCTOR, PARAM, DOMAIN,
RANGE > Class Template Reference
generic functor to MPI-task mapping, using no shared workspace.
Inheritance diagram for parallelUtil::parallelFunctor< FUNCTOR, PARAM, DO-
MAIN, RANGE >:
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• boolsetParameters(const std::vector< parameters> &param)
• const std::vector< parameters> & getParameters(void) const
• void setStatusString(const std::string &msg) const
• const std::string &getStatusString(void) const
• void set_functor_status(bool flag) const
• bool functor_status (void) const
• bool set_dispatcher_parameters(const typenamebase_class::parameters
&param)
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Initialize parameters for dispatcher associated with thisparallelFunctor. This
action must be duplicated by all ranks. At present, the only supported modifiable
attributes are: "lastDispatcher", "zeroIsSpecial", "finishShareOut","threadsPer-
Rank", and "bufSize"; values set for other attributes will be ignored.
• constbase_class::parameters& get_dispatcher_parameters(void) const





template<class FUNCTOR, class PARAM, class DOMAIN, class RANGE>
class parallelUtil::parallelFunctor < FUNCTOR, PARAM, DOMAIN,
RANGE >
generic functor to MPI-task mapping, using no shared workspace.
Template Parameters
FUNCTOR functor class to be mapped to MPI
PARAM associated parameters class
DOMAIN argument class
RANGE return-value class
FUNCTOR shall provide the following methods:
• bool setParameters(const PARAM&)




• std::vector<PARAM> available at rank-0 (contains exactly one, or number
of values to match argument vector)
• std::vector<DOMAIN> available at rank-0
returns: std::vector<RANGE> available at rank-0 (and optionally at all ranks)
usage: return value vector does not need to be pre-allocated.
1.7.135 parallelUtil::parallelFunctor< FUNCTOR, PARAM, DOMAIN,
RANGE >::workspace Class Reference
Derived fromparallelUtil::dispatcher::workspaceNot used externally.
Inheritance diagram for parallelUtil::parallelFunctor< FUNCTOR, PARAM, DO-
MAIN, RANGE >::workspace:









• virtual base_class::task∗ newTask(void) const
• virtual base_class::result∗ newResult(void) const
• const parallelFunctor< FUNCTOR, PARAM, DOMAIN, RANGE> &
owner (void) const
• virtual boolgetTask(base_class::task&t) throw ()
• virtual void collectTaskResult(constbase_class::result&r) throw ()
• virtual void sendFinishShare(abstractCommHandle∗h) const throw ()
• virtual void executeTask(constbase_class::task&t, base_class::result&r)
throw ()
• virtual void receiveFinishShare(abstractCommHandle∗h) throw ()
• virtual void init (bool isDispatcher) throw ()
• virtual base_class::workspace∗ clone(void) throw ()
• workspace(constworkspace&other, bool own_data=false)
• workspace (const parallelFunctor< FUNCTOR, PARAM, DOMAIN,
RANGE > ∗powner, const std::vector< DOMAIN > &v_domain,
std::vector< RANGE> &v_range)
1.7.135.1 Detailed Description
template<class FUNCTOR, class PARAM, class DOMAIN, class RANGE>
class parallelUtil::parallelFunctor < FUNCTOR, PARAM, DOMAIN,
RANGE >::workspace
Derived fromparallelUtil::dispatcher::workspaceNot used externally.
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1.7.136 parallelUtil::parallelFunctor< FUNCTOR, PARAM, DOMAIN,
RANGE >::workspace::result Class Reference
Inheritance diagram for parallelUtil::parallelFunctor< FUNCTOR, PARAM, DO-
MAIN, RANGE >::workspace::result:
parallelUtil::parallelFunctor< FUNCTOR, PARAM, DOMAIN, RANGE >::workspace::result
parallelUtil::dispatcher::workspace::result
Public Member Functions
• virtual boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗h) const throw ()
• virtual boolreadBinary (abstractCommHandle∗h) throw ()






template<class FUNCTOR, class PARAM, class DOMAIN, class RANGE>
class parallelUtil::parallelFunctor < FUNCTOR, PARAM, DOMAIN,
RANGE >::workspace::result
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1.7.137 parallelUtil::parallelFunctor< FUNCTOR, PARAM, DOMAIN,
RANGE >::workspace::task Class Reference
Inheritance diagram for parallelUtil::parallelFunctor< FUNCTOR, PARAM, DO-
MAIN, RANGE >::workspace::task:
parallelUtil::parallelFunctor< FUNCTOR, PARAM, DOMAIN, RANGE >::workspace::task
parallelUtil::dispatcher::workspace::task
Public Member Functions
• virtual boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗h) const throw ()
• virtual boolreadBinary (abstractCommHandle∗h) throw ()
• virtual void write (std::ostream &os) const throw ()





template<class FUNCTOR, class PARAM, class DOMAIN, class RANGE>
class parallelUtil::parallelFunctor < FUNCTOR, PARAM, DOMAIN,
RANGE >::workspace::task
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1.7.138 python_mpi::CGC_proxy Class Reference
A class solely designed to conceal the details of providing asingle CG controller
for the process-pool. For this initial implementation, the_mode_ of the single con-
troller is SLAVE_POOL, with no privision to change the mode.
Public Member Functions
• coarse_grained_controller &CGC(void)
A reference to the static controller for the process-pool.
• const coarse_grained_controller &CGC(void) const
A reference to the static controller for the process-pool.
• void track_module(const std::string &module_name, bool load=true) const
throw (commUtil::comm_error)
Calls the "coarse_grained_controller::track_module" method of the controller
for the caller’s process-pool.
• void track_call (const std::string &module_name, const std::string
&function_name) const throw (commUtil::comm_error)
Calls the "coarse_grained_controller::track_call" method of the controlle for
the caller’s process-pool.
• void slave_process(void) const throw (python_error, commUtil::comm_-
error, std::runtime_error)
Calls the "coarse_grained_controller::slave_process" method of thecontroller
for the caller’s process-pool.
• int MPI_rank(void) const
Rank of calling process in associated CG_controller’s MPI communicator.
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• int MPI_size(void) const
Number of ranks participating in associated CG_controller’s MPI communicator.
• const MPI::Comm &comm(void) const
Associated CG_controller’s MPI communicator.
• ∼CGC_proxy(void)
Handle all clean-up requirements for extended or embedded python applic tions
using a single coarse_grained_controller.
• CGC_proxy(bool master_copy=false) throw (std::runtime_error)
Handle all initialization requirements for extended or embedded python applica-
tions using a single coarse_grained_controller.
1.7.138.1 Detailed Description
A class solely designed to conceal the details of providing asingle CG controller
for the process-pool. For this initial implementation, the_mode_ of the single con-
troller is SLAVE_POOL, with no privision to change the mode.Usage:
1. in the initialization method of a module implementing an external function:
* python_mpi::CGC_proxy CGC(); // this accesses the CG-controller
* CGC.track_module("module name",true); // command slave-processes to load
*
* // if it is ever required (and apparently not ever for python):
* CGC.track_module("module name",false); // command slave-processes to unload
*
2. at the start of an external function body:
* python_mpi::CGC_proxy CGC(); // this accesses the CG-controller
* CGC.track_call("function name"); // command slave-processes to call
*
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• typedefnumberTraits< T >::complexTypeC
• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR




• bool apply (const python_util::generic_object< C, R, Z > &arg, python_-
util::generic_object< C, R, Z > &val) const throw (python_util::python_-
error, std::runtime_error)
wrapper for generic apply method:
• bool apply (const python_util::simple_object_base∗arg, python_-
util::simple_object_base∗val) const throw (python_util::python_error,
std::runtime_error)
generic apply method WARNING: return-value must be preallocated as∗simple_-
object<object_map>: this is a temporary work-around for the first-pass nature
of the simple_object interface design.
• boolsetParameters(constparameters&param)
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• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
• void setStatusString(const std::string &msg) const
• const std::string &getStatusString(void) const
template<class T> class TMatrix::aggregate_cc_functor< T >
1.7.140 TMatrix::aggregate_cc_functor< T >::parameters Class Reference
Public Types
• enumreturn_value_kind {
return_value_none= 0, C_s, C_s_i, C_e,
C_e_i}
• typedef python_util::options_map< C > base_class
• typedef base_class::object_listobject_list
Public Member Functions
• const MPI::Comm &comm (void) const
• virtual void update_cache(bool derived=false, bool to_cache=true) throw
(std::string)
• virtual void valid_check(void) const throw (std::string)
• virtual python_util::options_map< C > ∗ clone (void) const throw
(std::string)
• void copy (constparameters&other)
• parameters& operator= (constparameters&other)
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• parameters& operator= (const python_util::options_map< R > &other)
• virtual void write (std::ostream &os) const
• void extract(const python_util::simple_object_base∗src) throw (std::string)
Initialize from a simple_object_base∗.
• parameters(bool derived=false)
• parameters(constparameters&other)
• parameters(const python_util::options_map< C > &other)
Static Public Member Functions
• static return_value_kindstr_to_rval_enum (const std::string &rval_name)
throw (std::runtime_error)
• static voidextract_rval_spec(const python_util::simple_object_base∗rval_-
spec, std::string &name, R &theta_i, R &phi_i,fieldPolarization< C >
&beta_i, R &theta_f, R &phi_f,fieldPolarization< C > &beta_f, size_-
t &N_parm) throw (python_util::python_error, std::runtime_error)
extract return-value parameters from∗simple_object<object_list>.
template<class T> class TMatrix::aggregate_cc_functor< T >::parameters
1.7.140.1 Member Function Documentation
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1.7.140.2 template<class T> static void TMatrix::aggregate_cc_functor<
T >::parameters::extract_rval_spec ( const python_util::simple_-
object_base∗ rval_spec, std::string & name, R & theta_i, R &
phi_i, fieldPolarization< C > & beta_i, R & theta_f, R & phi_f,
fieldPolarization< C > & beta_f, size_t & N_parm ) throw
(python_util::python_error, std::runtime_error) [static]
extract return-value parameters from∗simple_object<object_list>.
Parameters
[out] N_parm number of real or tuple parameters present (excepting the
name itself)




• typedefnumberTraits< T >::complexTypeC
• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR





• bool apply (const python_util::generic_object< C, R, Z > &arg, python_-
util::generic_object< C, R, Z > &val) const throw (python_util::python_-
error, std::runtime_error)
wrapper for generic apply method:
• bool apply (const python_util::simple_object_base∗arg, python_-
util::simple_object_base∗val) const throw (python_util::python_error,
std::runtime_error)
generic apply method WARNING: return-value must be preallocated as∗simple_-
object<object_map>: this is a temporary work-around for the first-pass nature
of the simple_object interface design.
• boolsetParameters(constparameters&param)
• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
• void setStatusString(const std::string &msg) const
• const std::string &getStatusString(void) const
template<class T> class TMatrix::aggregate_mc_functor< T >
1.7.142 TMatrix::aggregate_mc_functor< T >::parameters Class Reference
Public Types
• enumreturn_value_kind {
return_value_none= 0, C_s, C_s_j, C_s_i,
C_e, C_e_j, C_e_i}




• virtual void update_cache(bool derived=false, bool to_cache=true) throw
(std::string)
• virtual void valid_check(void) const throw (std::string)
• virtual python_util::options_map< C > ∗ clone (void) const throw
(std::string)
• void copy (constparameters&other)
• parameters& operator= (constparameters&other)
• parameters& operator= (const python_util::options_map< R > &other)
• virtual void write (std::ostream &os) const
• void extract(const python_util::simple_object_base∗src) throw (std::string)
Initialize from a simple_object_base∗.
• parameters(bool derived=false)
• parameters(constparameters&other)
• parameters(const python_util::options_map< C > &other)
Static Public Member Functions
• static return_value_kindstr_to_rval_enum (const std::string &rval_name)
throw (std::runtime_error)
• static voidextract_rval_spec(const python_util::simple_object_base∗rval_-
spec, std::string &name, size_t &j, bool &index_present, R&theta_-
i, R &phi_i, fieldPolarization< C > &beta_i, R &theta_f, R &phi_-
f, fieldPolarization< C > &beta_f, size_t &N_parm) throw (python_-
util::python_error, std::runtime_error)
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extract return-value parameters from∗simple_object<object_list>.
template<class T> class TMatrix::aggregate_mc_functor< T >::parameters
1.7.142.1 Member Function Documentation
1.7.142.2 template<class T> static void TMatrix::aggregate_mc_functor<
T >::parameters::extract_rval_spec ( const python_util::simple_-
object_base∗ rval_spec, std::string & name, size_t & j, bool &
index_present, R & theta_i, R & phi_i, fieldPolarization< C >
& beta_i, R & theta_f, R & phi_f, fieldPolarization< C > &
beta_f, size_t & N_parm ) throw (python_util::python_error,
std::runtime_error) [static]
extract return-value parameters from∗simple_object<object_list>.
Parameters
[out] N_parm number of real or tuple parameters present (excepting the
name itself and the optional index parm)







• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
• typedef std::vector< ntuple< R, 3> > ntupleList
Public Member Functions
• constparameters& getParameters(void) const
• void setParameters(constparameters&newParam)
• const long &l1_max (void) const
• const long &l2_max (void) const
• boolcurrent (void) const
• void clear (void)
• void update (void)
• size_tN (void) const
• void add (consttmatrix< T > &t_e, const ntuple< R, 3> &position, const
ntuple< R, 3> &bodyAngle, const R &equRadius) throw ()
• const T &mediumRefractiveIndex (void) const
• T mediumRefractiveIndex (const T &n)
• const ntuple< R, 3> & position (size_t n) const
• const ntuple< R, 3> & bodyAngle (size_t n) const
• const R &equivalentRadius(size_t n) const
• R equivalentRadius(void) const
• consttmatrix< T > & t_e (size_t n) const
• consttmatrix< T > & t_cc (void) const
• void apply (constvectorFieldKet< T > &src, vectorFieldKet< T > &dest)
const
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• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
• clusterCentered_tmatrix< T > & operator= (const clusterCentered_-
tmatrix< T > &other)
• clusterCentered_tmatrix (constclusterCentered_tmatrix&other)
Static Public Member Functions
• staticclusterCentered_tmatrix< T > pair (consttmatrix< T > &t_e0, const
tmatrix< T > &t_i0, const ntuple< R, 3> &p0, const ntuple< R, 3> &a0,
const R &r0, constmatrix< T > &t_e1, consttmatrix< T > &t_i1, const
ntuple< R, 3> &p1, const ntuple< R, 3> &a1, const R &r1) throw ()
• staticclusterCentered_tmatrix< T > uniformAggregate (consttmatrix< T
> &t_e, consttmatrix< T > &t_i, const std::vector< ntuple< R, 3> > &vP,
const R &r)
Protected Member Functions
• void set_l1_max(long new_l1_max)
• boolcurrent (bool state)
• void calculate_l1_max(void) throw ()
• void calculate_l2_max(void) throw ()
• void adjustCentroid (void) throw ()
• workspace& ws (void) const
• void update_init (void)
• void sendInitShare(abstractCommHandle∗h) const throw ()
• void transferWorkspaceResults(void)
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• void sendFinishShare(abstractCommHandle∗h) const throw ()
• void receiveInitShare(abstractCommHandle∗h) throw ()
• void receiveFinishShare(abstractCommHandle∗h) throw ()
Protected Attributes
• std::vector< ntuple< R, 3> > vP_
• std::vector< ntuple< R, 3> > vA_
• std::vector< R > vR_
• T mediumRefractiveIndex_
• std::vector< tmatrix< T > > vT_e_




template<class T> class TMatrix::clusterCentered_tmatrix< T >
1.7.144 TMatrix::clusterCentered_tmatrix< T >::distributed_solve_-
workspace Class Reference






• typedef std::vector< std::pair< size_t, size_t> > pair_vector
• typedefparallelUtil::monolithic_dispatcher::workspacebase_class
Public Member Functions
• void setOwner(clusterCentered_tmatrix< T > &newOwner)
• clusterCentered_tmatrix< T > & owner (void)
• constclusterCentered_tmatrix< T > & owner (void) const
• void setDispatcher (const parallelUtil::monolithic_dispatcher&newDis-
patcher)
• constparallelUtil::monolithic_dispatcher& dispatcher (void) const
• virtual void monolithicMPIBlock (void) throw ()
• virtual void finish (void)
• virtual void sendInitShare(abstractCommHandle∗h) const throw ()
• virtual void sendFinishShare(abstractCommHandle∗h) const throw ()
• virtual void receiveInitShare(abstractCommHandle∗h) throw ()
• virtual void receiveFinishShare(abstractCommHandle∗h) throw ()
• virtual void init (bool isDispatcher) throw ()
• virtual void finish (bool isDispatcher) throw ()
• virtual base_class∗ clone(void) throw ()
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• distributed_solve_workspace(clusterCentered_tmatrix< T > &owner,
constparallelUtil::monolithic_dispatcher&dispatcher_)
template<class T> class TMatrix::clusterCentered_tmatrix< T
>::distributed_solve_workspace
1.7.145 TMatrix::clusterCentered_tmatrix< T >::parameters Class Refer-
ence
Public Member Functions
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗h) const throw ()
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗h) throw ()
Public Attributes
• longconvergence_l2_max
• distributedSolverFunctor< T >::parameters::SOLVER_KINDeSolver
• clusterCentered_tmatrix< T >::R solverTolerance
• clusterCentered_tmatrix< T >::R particleTolerance
• clusterCentered_tmatrix< T >::R clusterTolerance
• size_tmaxIterations
• size_tblocksize
template<class T> class TMatrix::clusterCentered_tmatrix< T
>::parameters
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1.7.146 TMatrix::clusterCentered_tmatrix< T >::workspace Class Refer-
ence
Public Member Functions
• void setOwner(clusterCentered_tmatrix< T > &newOwner)
• clusterCentered_tmatrix< T > & owner (void)
• constclusterCentered_tmatrix< T > & owner (void) const
• const long &l2_used(void) const
• void set_l2_used(long new_l2)
• void clear (void)
• bool writeBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp, bool forceResident=true)
const
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
• workspace& operator= (constworkspace&other)
• workspace(constworkspace&other)
Public Attributes
• gmm::dense_matrix< T > aT_cc
Uncompressed cluster-centered tmatrix(VSW-block flattened form):
[
VSW_M: VSW_M VSW_M: VSW_N
VSW_N: VSW_M VSW_N: VSW_N
]
where each block is subindexed using tmatrixIndex::monolithicIndex.
• std::vector< factoredPropagator< T > > vRgU_0_i
• std::vector< size_t> v_i_inverse
• std::vector< gmm::dense_matrix< T > > vT_e
• pthread_mutex_tmutex
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template<class T> class TMatrix::clusterCentered_tmatrix< T
>::workspace









None= 0, Cu, Ag, Au,
H_2O, H_2O_Zolotarev, Sellmeier, MaxwellGarnett }
Static Public Member Functions
• static materialmaterialFromString (const std::string &name) throw ()
• static std::stringstringFromMaterial (material e) throw ()
• static boolusesFormula(material eMaterial) throw ()
• template<class C , class R>
static voidget (material eMaterial,formula< C, R > ∗&pFormula, const
std::vector< C > &coeff=∗reinterpret_cast< std::vector< C > ∗ >(NULL))
throw ()
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• template<class C , class R>
static void get (material eMaterial, std::vector< R > &vAbscissa,
std::vector< C > &vOrdinate) throw ()
• template<class C , class R>
static void get (material eMaterial, std::vector< R > &vAbscissa,
std::vector< C > &vOrdinate, R &omega_p2, R &gamma, R &v_f) throw
()
• static doubleomega_p_sqr(const double &N, const double &m_o)
Static Public Attributes
• static const doubleM_Cu
• static const doublerho_Cu
• static const doubleM_Ag
• static const doublerho_Ag
• static const doubleM_Au
• static const doublerho_Au
• static const doubleCu_v_f
• static const doubleAg_v_f
• static const doubleAu_v_f
• static const doubleCu_N
• static const doubleAg_N
• static const doubleAu_N
• static const doubleCu_m_o
• static const doubleCu_tau
• static const doubleAg_m_o
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• static const doubleAg_tau
• static const doubleAu_m_o
• static const doubleAu_tau
Static Protected Attributes
• static const size_tE_Christy_length = 49
• static const doubleE_Christy [E_Christy_length]
• static const doubleCu_n_Christy [E_Christy_length][2]
• static const doubleAg_n_Christy [E_Christy_length][2]
• static const doubleAu_n_Christy [E_Christy_length][2]
• static const size_tH_2O_n_Zolotarev_length= 136
• static const doubleH_2O_n_Zolotarev[H_2O_n_Zolotarev_length][3]
1.7.148 TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::formula < C, R > Class Tem-
plate Reference
Inheritance diagram for TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::formula< C, R>:
TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::formula< C, R >
TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::H_2O_formula< C, R > TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::mixing_formula< C, R > TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::Sellmeier_formula< C, R >
TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::MaxwellGarnett_formula< C, R >
Public Member Functions
• virtual bool inDomain (const R &arg) const =0
• virtual boolapply (const R &arg, C &val, C &ferror) const =0 throw ()
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• bool apply (const std::vector< R > &vSrc, std::vector< C > &vDest, C
&ferror) const throw ()
• void setStatusString(const std::string &sMsg) const
• const std::string &getStatusString(void) const
• const std::vector< C > & coeff (void) const
• formula (const std::vector< C > &coeff)
template<class C, class R> class TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::formula <
C, R >
1.7.149 TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::H_2O_fo rmula< C, R >
Class Template Reference
Inheritance diagram for TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::H_2O_formula< C,
R >:
TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::H_2O_formula< C, R >
TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::formula< C, R >
Public Member Functions
• virtual bool inDomain (const R &arg) const
• virtual boolapply (const R &arg, C &val, C &ferror) const throw ()
template<class C, class R> class TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::H_-
2O_formula< C, R >
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1.7.150 TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::Maxwell Garnett_formula<
C, R > Class Template Reference
Inheritance diagram for TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::MaxwellGarnett_-
formula< C, R>:
TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::MaxwellGarnett_formula< C, R >
TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::mixing_formula< C, R >
TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::formula< C, R >
Public Types
• typedefmixing_formula< C, R> base_class
Public Member Functions
• boolsize_correction(void) const
• void set_size_correction(bool flag)
• virtual bool inDomain (const R &E) const
• virtual boolapply (const R &E, C &val, C &ferror) const throw ()
• MaxwellGarnett_formula (const std::vector< C > &coeff, const
std::vector< typenamepermittivityFunctor< C >::parameters> &vparam,
bool size_correction)
Static Public Member Functions
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• static C formula (const C &epsilon_i, const C &epsilon_m, const R &f,
const R &r, const R &lambda_, bool size_correction=false)
template<class C, class R> class TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::MaxwellGa rnett_-
formula< C, R >
1.7.151 TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::mixing_ formula< C, R >
Class Template Reference
Inheritance diagram for TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::mixing_formula<
C, R>:
TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::mixing_formula< C, R >
TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::formula< C, R >
TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::MaxwellGarnett_formula< C, R >
Public Types
• typedefformula< C, R> base_class
Public Member Functions
• virtual bool inDomain (const R &arg) const =0
• virtual boolapply (const R &arg, C &val, C &ferror) const =0 throw ()
• mixing_formula (const std::vector< C > &coeff, const std::vector< type-
namepermittivityFunctor< C >::parameters> &vparam)
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Protected Member Functions
• constpermittivityFunctor< C >::parameters &param (size_t n) const throw
()
template<class C, class R> class TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::mixing_-
formula< C, R >
1.7.152 TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::Sellmei er_formula< C, R >
Class Template Reference
Inheritance diagram for TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::Sellmeier_formula<
C, R>:
TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::Sellmeier_formula< C, R >
TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::formula< C, R >
Public Types
• typedefformula< C, R> base_class
Public Member Functions
• virtual bool inDomain (const R &arg) const
• virtual boolapply (const R &arg, C &val, C &ferror) const throw ()
• Sellmeier_formula (const std::vector< C > &coeff)
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template<class C, class R> class TMatrix::constants::permittivityData::Sellmeier _-
formula< C, R >
1.7.153 TMatrix::factoredPropagator< T > Class Template Reference
Public Types
• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
• typedef size_t(∗ indexFoop)(long, long, size_t)
• typedef void(∗ inverseIndexFoop)(size_t, size_t, long &, long &)
• typedef gmm::row_matrix< gmm::slvector< T > > operatorMatrixType
Public Member Functions
• void applyLeft (constblockMatrix< T > &bT, size_t l1_max, size_t l2_-
max,blockMatrix< T > &bDest) const throw ()
• void applyRight (constblockMatrix< T > &bT, size_t l1_max, size_t l2_-
max,blockMatrix< T > &bDest) const throw ()
• void applyLeft (constblockVector< T > &v, size_t l1_max, size_t l2_max,
blockVector< T > &vDest) const throw ()
• template<class MAT1 , class MAT2>
void applyRight (const MAT1 &M, size_t l1_max, size_t l2_max, const
MAT2 &dest_) const throw ()
• template<class U1 , class U2>
void applyLeft (const U1 &M, size_t l1_max, size_t l2_max, const U2
&dest_) const throw ()
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• template<class MAT1 , class MAT2>
void applyLeft (const MAT1 &M, size_t l1_max, size_t l2_max, const
MAT2 &dest_, gmm::abstract_matrix) const throw ()
• template<class VEC1 , class VEC2>
void applyLeft (const VEC1 &V, size_t l1_max, size_t l2_max, const VEC2
&dest_, gmm::abstract_vector) const throw ()
• template<class MAT1 , class MAT2>
void applyRight (const MAT1 &M, size_t l1_max, size_t l2_max, bool bH,
const MAT2 &dest_) const throw ()
• template<class U1 , class U2>
void applyLeft (const U1 &M, size_t l1_max, size_t l2_max, bool bH, const
U2 &dest_) const throw ()
• template<class MAT1 , class MAT2>
void applyLeft (const MAT1 &M, size_t l1_max, size_t l2_max, bool bH,
const MAT2 &dest_, gmm::abstract_matrix) const throw ()
• template<class VEC1 , class VEC2>
void applyLeft (const VEC1 &V, size_t l1_max, size_t l2_max, bool bH,
const VEC2 &dest_, gmm::abstract_vector) const throw ()
• void clear (void)
• void write (std::ostream &os) const
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
• size_tbinarySize (void) const
• const std::pair< REGULARITY_KIND, REGULARITY_KIND > & reg12
(void) const
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• std::pair< REGULARITY_KIND, REGULARITY_KIND > reg12 (const
std::pair< REGULARITY_KIND, REGULARITY_KIND > &reg12New)
• long l1_max (void) const
• long l1_max (long l1_max__)
• long l2_max (void) const
• long l2_max (long l2_max__)
• operatorMatrixType &rotator (void)
• const operatorMatrixType &rotator (void) const
• operatorMatrixType &translatorH (void)
• const operatorMatrixType &translatorH (void) const
• operatorMatrixType &translatorK (void)
• const operatorMatrixType &translatorK (void) const
Static Public Member Functions
• template<class MAT1 , class MAT2 , class MAT3>
static voidmultRightDiagL (const MAT1 &srcLeft, const MAT2 &srcRight,
size_t l1_max, size_t l2_max, const MAT3 &dest_) throw ()
• template<class MAT1 , class U2 , class U3>
static void multLeftDiagL (const MAT1 &srcLeft, const U2 &srcRight,
size_t l1_max, size_t l2_max, const U3 &dest_) throw ()
• template<class MAT1 , class MAT2 , class MAT3>
static voidmultLeftDiagL (const MAT1 &srcLeft, const MAT2 &srcRight,
size_t l1_max, size_t l2_max, const MAT3 &dest_, gmm::abstract_matrix)
throw ()
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• template<class MAT1 , class MAT2 , class MAT3>
static voidmultLeftDiagL (const MAT1 &srcLeft, const MAT2 &srcRight,
size_t l1_max, size_t l2_max, const MAT3 &dest_, gmm::row_major,
gmm::row_major) throw ()
• template<class MAT1 , class MAT2 , class MAT3 , class PO2 , class PO3>
static voidmultLeftDiagL (const MAT1 &srcLeft, const MAT2 &srcRight,
size_t l1_max, size_t l2_max, const MAT3 &dest_, PO2, PO3) throw ()
• template<class MAT1 , class VEC2 , class VEC3>
static voidmultLeftDiagL (const MAT1 &srcLeft, const VEC2 &srcRight,
size_t l1_max, size_t l2_max, const VEC3 &dest_, gmm::abstrct_vector)
throw ()
• template<class MAT1 , class MAT2 , class MAT3>
static void multRightDiagM (const MAT1 &srcLeft, const MAT2 &sr-
cRight, size_t l1_max, size_t l2_max, const MAT3 &dest_) throw ()
• template<class MAT1 , class U2 , class U3>
static void multLeftDiagM (const MAT1 &srcLeft, const U2 &srcRight,
size_t l1_max, size_t l2_max, const U3 &dest_) throw ()
• template<class MAT1 , class MAT2 , class MAT3>
static voidmultLeftDiagM (const MAT1 &srcLeft, const MAT2 &srcRight,
size_t l1_max, size_t l2_max, const MAT3 &dest_, gmm::abstract_matrix)
throw ()
• template<class MAT1 , class VEC2 , class VEC3>
static voidmultLeftDiagM (const MAT1 &srcLeft, const VEC2 &srcRight,
size_t l1_max, size_t l2_max, const VEC3 &dest_, gmm::abstrct_vector)
throw ()
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• static voidconvertFactoredToBlockForm (constfactoredPropagator< T >
&src, std::vector< long > &vnLayerRows, std::vector< long > &vnLayer-
Cols,blockMatrix< T > &bRot,blockMatrix< T > &bTrans,blockMatrix<
T > &bInvRot) throw ()
• static voidinit (const T &x, const R &u, const R &p, long l1_max, long
l2_max, const std::pair< REGULARITY_KIND, REGULARITY_KIND >
&reg12,factoredPropagator< T > &dest) throw ()
this version assumes modified spherical co-ordinates:r → x, cos(θ) → u, φ →
p
• static voidinit (const ntuple< R, 3 > &p, const T &mediumRefractiveIn-
dex, long l1_max, long l2_max, const std::pair< REGULARITY_KIND,
REGULARITY_KIND > &reg12, factoredPropagator< T > &dest) throw
()
this version assumes "p" in spherical co-ordinates:p0 → r, p1 → θ, p2 → φ
template<class T> class TMatrix::factoredPropagator< T >
1.7.154 TMatrix::fieldKetBase< T > Class Template Reference
Inheritance diagram for TMatrix::fieldKetBase< T >:
TMatrix::fieldKetBase< T >
TMatrix::multiCentered_fieldKet< T > TMatrix::vectorFieldKet< T >
TMatrix::laguerreGaussianModeKet< T > TMatrix::planeWaveKet< T >
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Public Types
• enum field_ket_kind { ABSTRACT_KET , SINGLE_CENTER_KET ,
MULTI_CENTER_KET }
Public Member Functions
• virtual field_ket_kindkind (void) const =0
• virtual boolreadBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)=0
• virtual boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const =0
• virtual fieldKetBase∗ clone(void) const =0
• virtual bool is_multi_centered(void) const
Static Public Member Functions
• static boolreadBinaryVirtual (abstractCommHandle∗fp, fieldKetBase< T
> ∗&pket)
• static bool writeBinaryVirtual (abstractCommHandle∗fp, const
fieldKetBase< T > ∗pket)
template<class T> class TMatrix::fieldKetBase< T >
1.7.155 TMatrix::fieldPolarization< T > Class Template Reference
Public Types
• enumpolarization_kind {
none= 0, minus_helical= 1, plus_helical, longitudinal_helical,
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horizontal, vertical, N_polarization_kind = 5 }
Public Member Functions
• const T &e_m(void) const
• const T &e_0(void) const
• const T &e_p(void) const
• const Tx (void) const
• const Ty (void) const
• const Tz (void) const
• const std::vector< T > vect (void)
• void sphereForm(const T &theta_k, const T &phi_k, T &beta_r, T &beta_t,
T &beta_p) const throw ()
• void sphereForm (const T &theta_k, const T &phi_k, std::vector< T >
&vBeta) const throw ()
• void cartesianForm (std::vector< T > &vBeta) const throw ()
• void cartesianForm (const T &k_x, const T &k_y, const T &k_z, T &beta_-
x, T &beta_y, T &beta_z) const throw ()
• void cartesianForm (const std::vector< T > &vK, std::vector< T >
&vBeta) const throw ()
• void cartesianForm (const T &theta_k, const T &phi_k, std::vector< T >
&vBeta) const throw ()
• void write (std::ostream &os) const
• fieldPolarization (polarization_kind eKind)
• fieldPolarization (const T &e_m=zero< T >(), const T &e_p=one< T >(),
const T &e_0=zero< T >())
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• fieldPolarization (constfieldPolarization< T > &other)
Static Public Member Functions
• static polarization_kindstringToPolarizationEnum (const std::string
&name) throw ()
• static std::string polarizationEnumToString (const polarization_kind
eKind) throw ()
Protected Member Functions
• void normalize (void)
Protected Attributes
• std::vector< T > v_
template<class T> class TMatrix::fieldPolarization < T >
1.7.156 TMatrix::laguerreGaussianModeKet< T > Class Template Refer-
ence






• laguerreGaussianModeKet (const T &w0, const T &z_w, const T
&U0=one< T >(), constfieldPolarization< T > &beta=fieldPolarization<
T >(), const long &lMax=100) throw ()
• laguerreGaussianModeKet(const T &w0, const T &z_w, const long &l,
const long &m, const T &U0=one< T >(), constfieldPolarization< T >
&beta=fieldPolarization< T >(), const long &lMax=100) throw ()
Friends
• void tmatrix (constvectorFieldKet< T > &src, vectorFieldKet< T > &dest)
const
template<typename T> class TMatrix::laguerreGaussianModeKet< T >
1.7.157 TMatrix::mie_tmatrix < T > Class Template Reference





• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
Public Member Functions
• mie_tmatrix (const T &x_s, const T &x, const long &lMax=100, bool in-
ternalFields=false) throw ()
• mie_tmatrix (const T &x_s, const T &x, constvectorFieldKet< T > &k,
bool internalFields=false) throw ()
Static Public Member Functions
• static voidinit (const T &x_s, const T &x, const long &lMax,tmatrix< T >
&t, tmatrix< T > &t_int)
• static voidinit (const T &x_s, const T &x, constvectorFieldKet< T > &k,
tmatrix< T > &t, tmatrix< T > &t_int)
• static voidinit (const T &x_s_, const T &x_, bool internalFields_, long l_-






template<typename T> class TMatrix::mie_tmatrix < T >
1.7.158 TMatrix::multiCentered_fieldKet< T > Class Template Reference




• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
Public Member Functions
• virtual fieldKetBase< T >::field_ket_kindkind (void) const
• virtual boolreadBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
• virtual boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• virtual fieldKetBase< T > ∗ clone(void) const
• virtual bool is_multi_centered(void) const
• const std::vector< vectorFieldKet< T > > & kets (void) const
• std::vector< vectorFieldKet< T > > & kets (void)
• const std::vector< ntuple< R, 3> > & positions(void) const
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• std::vector< ntuple< R, 3> > & positions(void)
• size_tsize(void) const
• void resize(size_t n)
• void clear (void)
• boolcompatible (constmultiCentered_fieldKet< T > &other) const
• boolcompatible (const std::vector< ntuple< R, 3> > &otherPos) const
• multiCentered_fieldKet& operator+= (const multiCentered_fieldKet
&other)
• multiCentered_fieldKet& operator-= (const multiCentered_fieldKet
&other)
• multiCentered_fieldKet& operator∗= (const T &factor)
• multiCentered_fieldKet (size_t size_)
• multiCentered_fieldKet (constmultiCentered_fieldKet< T > &other)
• multiCentered_fieldKet (const std::vector< vectorFieldKet< T > > &kets,
const std::vector< ntuple< R, 3> > &positions)
Static Public Member Functions
• static multiCentered_fieldKet< T > planeWaveKet (const std::vector<
ntuple< R, 3> > &positions, constfieldPolarization< T > &beta, long l_-
max)
template<class T> class TMatrix::multiCentered_fieldKet< T >
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• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
• typedef std::vector< ntuple< R, 3> > ntupleList
Public Member Functions
• const long &l_max (void) const
• boolcurrent (void) const
• void clear (void)
• void update (void) const
• size_tN (void) const
• void add (consttmatrix< T > &t_e, consttmatrix< T > &t_i, const ntuple<
R, 3> &position, const ntuple< R, 3> &bodyAngle, const R &equRadius,
constregionSelector< T > &region) throw ()
• const T &mediumRefractiveIndex (void) const
• T mediumRefractiveIndex (const T &n)
• const ntuple< R, 3> & position (size_t n) const
• const std::vector< ntuple< R, 3> > & positions(void) const
• const ntuple< R, 3> & bodyAngle (size_t n) const
• const std::vector< ntuple< R, 3> > & bodyAngles(void) const
• const R &equivalentRadius(size_t n) const
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• const std::vector< R > & equivalentRadii (void) const
• constregionSelector< T > & region (size_t n) const
• R equivalentRadius(void) const
• consttmatrix< T > & t_e (size_t n) const
• consttmatrix< T > & t_i (size_t n) const
• tmatrix< T > t_N (size_t i, size_t j) const
• void apply (constvectorFieldKet< T > &src, vectorFieldKet< T > &dest)
const throw ()
• void apply (const multiCentered_fieldKet< T > &src, multiCentered_-
fieldKet< T > &dest_ext, std::vector< multiCentered_fieldKet< T > >
&dest_int) const throw ()
• R Q_s (const T &theta_i, const T &phi_i, constfieldPolarization< T >
&beta_i, const T &theta_f, const T &phi_f, constfieldPolarization< T >
&beta_f, std::vector< R > ∗partials=NULL) const throw ()
• R Q_s (const T &theta_i, const T &phi_i, constfieldPolarization<
T > &beta_i, constfieldPolarization< T > &beta_f, std::vector< R >
∗partials=NULL) const throw ()
• R Q_s (const T &theta_i, const T &phi_i, constfieldPolarization< T >
&beta_i, std::vector< R > ∗partials=NULL) const throw ()
• R Q_e (const T &theta_i, const T &phi_i, constfieldPolarization< T >
&beta_i, std::vector< R > ∗partials=NULL) const throw ()
• RQ_s(const T &theta_i, const T &phi_i, std::vector< R> ∗partials=NULL)
const throw ()
• R Q_e (const T &theta_i, const T &phi_i, std::vector< R >
∗partials=NULL) const throw ()
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• R Q_s(std::vector< R > ∗partials=NULL) const throw ()
• R Q_e(std::vector< R > ∗partials=NULL) const throw ()
• R Q_s_j (size_t j, const T &t_i, const T &p_i, constfieldPolarization< T >
&beta_i, const T &t_f, const T &p_f, constfieldPolarization< T > &beta_f)
const throw ()
• R Q_s_j (size_t j, const T &t_i, const T &p_i, constfieldPolarization< T >
&beta_i) const throw ()
• R Q_e_j (size_t j) const throw ()
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
• multiCentered_tmatrix< T > & operator= (constmultiCentered_tmatrix<
T > &other)
• multiCentered_tmatrix (constmultiCentered_tmatrix&other)
Static Public Member Functions
• static void write_fields_data (const std::string &fileName, const
multiCentered_tmatrix< T > &t_mc, const T &n_m, const R &lambda_0)
throw ()
• static voidread_fields_data(const std::string &fileName,multiCentered_-
tmatrix< T > &t_mc, T &n_m, R &lambda_0) throw ()
• staticmultiCentered_tmatrix< T > pair (consttmatrix< T > &t_e0, const
tmatrix< T > &t_i0, const ntuple< R, 3> &p0, const ntuple< R, 3> &a0,
const R &r0, constregionSelector< T > &region0, constmatrix< T > &t_-
e1, constmatrix< T > &t_i1, const ntuple< R, 3> &p1, const ntuple< R,
3 > &a1, const R &r1, constregionSelector< T > &region1) throw ()
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• staticmultiCentered_tmatrix< T > uniformAggregate (consttmatrix< T >
&t_e, consttmatrix< T > &t_i, const std::vector< ntuple< R, 3 > > &vP,
const R &r, constregionSelector< T > &region)
Protected Member Functions
• void free_regionp(void)
• long l_max (long new_l_max)
• boolcurrent (bool state) const
• workspace& ws (void) const
Protected Attributes
• std::vector< ntuple< R, 3> > vP_
• std::vector< ntuple< R, 3> > vA_
• std::vector< R > vR_
• std::vector< regionSelector< T > ∗ > vRegionp_
• T mediumRefractiveIndex_
• std::vector< tmatrix< T > > vT_e_
• std::vector< tmatrix< T > > vT_i_
• workspace∗ pws_
template<class T> class TMatrix::multiCentered_tmatrix < T >
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• void setOwner(multiCentered_tmatrix< T > &newOwner)
• multiCentered_tmatrix< T > & owner (void)
• void identity (blockMatrix< T > &bI, const std::pair< REGULARITY_-
KIND, REGULARITY_KIND > &reg12) const throw ()
• void zero(blockMatrix< T > &bZ, const std::pair< REGULARITY_KIND,
REGULARITY_KIND > &reg12) const throw ()
• void alloc_zero_blocks(blockMatrix< T > &u) const throw ()
• void clear (void)
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
Public Attributes
• std::vector< long> vnLayerRows
• std::vector< long> vnLayerCols
• compressed2DIndexcompressor
• gmm::abstract_block_resident_matrix< blockMatrix< T >, 0 > aT
• std::vector< factoredPropagator< T > > vU_i_n
• std::vector< factoredPropagator< T > > vU_n_i
• std::vector< blockMatrix< T > > vT_e
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• fieldPolarization< T > beta_i
• fieldPolarization< T > beta_f
• std::vector< blockVector< T > > vvf_i
• std::vector< blockVector< T > > vvp_i
• std::vector< long> vnTrRows
• std::vector< long> vnTrCols
• T scalarSum
• blockMatrix< T > bSum
• std::vector< R > ∗ partials
• gmm::abstract_block_resident_matrix< blockMatrix< T >, 0 > aTU
• blockVector< T > k_ip
• constmultiCentered_fieldKet< T > ∗ psrc_ket
• multiCentered_fieldKet< T > ∗ pdest_ket_ext




template<class T> class TMatrix::multiCentered_tmatrix < T >::workspace
1.7.161 TMatrix::multiCentered_tmatrix < T >::workspace::zero_-
constructor Class Reference
Public Types
• typedef type_util::universal_constructor< blockMatrix< T > > base_class
Public Member Functions
• virtual blockMatrix< T > construct (void) const
• virtual blockMatrix< T > ∗ heap_construct(void) const
• virtual void resize(blockMatrix< T > &u) const
• virtual booloperator== (const base_class &uc) const
• booloperator!= (const base_class &uc) const
• virtual base_class∗ clone(void) const
• zero_constructor(constzero_constructor&other)
• zero_constructor(constmultiCentered_tmatrix< T >::workspace&owner,
const std::pair< REGULARITY_KIND, REGULARITY_KIND > &reg12)
template<class T> class TMatrix::multiCentered_tmatrix < T
>::workspace::zero_constructor
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1.7.162 TMatrix::multiCentered_vectorFieldKet< T > Struct Template Ref-
erence
Public Member Functions
• multiCentered_vectorFieldKet& operator+= (const multiCentered_-
vectorFieldKet&other)
• multiCentered_vectorFieldKet& operator-= (const multiCentered_-
vectorFieldKet&other)
• multiCentered_vectorFieldKet& operator∗= (const T &factor)
• void copy (constmultiCentered_vectorFieldKet&other)
• multiCentered_vectorFieldKet& operator= (const multiCentered_-
vectorFieldKet&other)
• multiCentered_vectorFieldKet (const multiCentered_vectorFieldKet
&other)
template<class T> struct TMatrix::multiCentered_vectorFieldKet < T >
1.7.163 TMatrix::planeWaveKet< T > Class Template Reference






• planeWaveKet (constfieldPolarization< T > &beta=fieldPolarization< T
>(), long l_max=100)
Static Public Member Functions
• static void init (const fieldPolarization< T > &beta, long l_max,
vectorFieldKet< T > &dest)
Static Protected Member Functions
• static TlFactor (const long &l)
Protected Attributes
• fieldPolarization< T > beta_
Friends
• void tmatrix (constvectorFieldKet< T > &src, vectorFieldKet< T > &dest)
const
template<typename T> class TMatrix::planeWaveKet< T >
1.7.164 TMatrix::position_ket< T > Struct Template Reference
Public Types
• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
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Public Member Functions
• void copy (constposition_ket&other)
• position_ket& operator= (constposition_ket&other)
• position_ket (constposition_ket&other)
• position_ket (const ntuple< R, 3 > &point_, constvectorFieldKet< T >
&ket_)
Public Attributes
• ntuple< R, 3> point
• vectorFieldKet< T > ket
template<class T> struct TMatrix::position_ket < T >
1.7.165 TMatrix::propagator_tmatrix < T > Class Template Reference







• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
• typedef size_t(∗ indexFoop)(long, long, size_t)
• typedef void(∗ inverseIndexFoop)(size_t, size_t, long &, long &)
Public Member Functions
• void invertSelf (void) throw ()
• propagator_tmatrix (const T &x, const R &u, const R &p, const long
&lMax=100, bool internalFields=false) throw ()
• propagator_tmatrix (const T &x, const R &u, const R &p, const
vectorFieldKet< T > &sampleKet, bool internalFields=false) throw ()
• propagator_tmatrix (const T &z, constvectorFieldKet< T > &sampleKet,
bool internalFields=false) throw ()
Static Public Member Functions
• static void init (const T &x, const R &u, const R &p, long l_max, const
std::vector< std::pair< REGULARITY_KIND, REGULARITY_KIND > >
&vReg2, const std::vector< long > &vM, std::vector< long > &vnLay-
erRows, std::vector< long > &vnLayerCols,blockMatrix< T > &bDest)
throw ()
• static void init (const ntuple< R, 3 > &p, const T &mediumRefrac-
tiveIndex, long l_max, const std::vector< std::pair< REGULARITY_KIND,
REGULARITY_KIND > > &vReg2, const std::vector< long > &vM,
std::vector< long > &vnLayerRows, std::vector< long > &vnLayerCols,
blockMatrix< T > &bDest) throw ()
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• static void init (const T &x, const R &u, const R &p, long l1_-
max, long l2_max, const std::vector< std::pair< REGULARITY_KIND,
REGULARITY_KIND > > &vReg2, const std::vector< long > &vM,
std::vector< long > &vnLayerRows, std::vector< long > &vnLayerCols,
blockMatrix< T > &bRot, blockMatrix< T > &bTrans, blockMatrix< T
> &bInvRot) throw ()
• static voidinit (const ntuple< R, 3> &p, const T &mediumRefractiveIndex,
long l1_max, long l2_max, const std::vector< std::pair< REGULARITY_-
KIND, REGULARITY_KIND > > &vReg2, const std::vector< long >
&vM, std::vector< long > &vnLayerRows, std::vector< long > &vnLayer-
Cols,blockMatrix< T > &bRot,blockMatrix< T > &bTrans,blockMatrix<
T > &bInvRot) throw ()
• static void applyFactoredLeft (const blockMatrix< T > &bRot, const
blockMatrix< T > &bTrans, const blockMatrix< T > &bInvRot,
const blockMatrix< T > &bT, const compressed2DIndex&compressor,
blockMatrix< T > &bDest) throw ()
• static void applyFactoredRight (const blockMatrix< T > &bT, const
blockMatrix< T > &bRot, const blockMatrix< T > &bTrans, const
blockMatrix< T > &bInvRot, const compressed2DIndex&compressor,
blockMatrix< T > &bDest) throw ()
• static void applyFactoredLeft (const blockMatrix< T > &bRot, const
blockMatrix< T > &bTrans, const blockMatrix< T > &bInvRot,
const blockVector< T > &v, const compressed2DIndex&compressor,
blockVector< T > &vDest) throw ()
• static voidadditionCoefficients(const T &x, const R &u, const R &p, long
l1_max, long l2_max, const std::vector< long > &vM, REGULARITY_-
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KIND eReg1, REGULARITY_KIND eReg2, constcompressed2DIndex
&indexer, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aH, gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aK)
throw ()
• template<class MAT1 , class MAT2>
static voidadditionCoefficients (const T &x, long l1_max, long l2_max,
REGULARITY_KIND eReg1, REGULARITY_KIND eReg2, indexFoop
indexer, const MAT1 &aH_, const MAT2 &aK_) throw ()
Static Public Attributes






template<class T> class TMatrix::propagator_tmatrix < T >
1.7.166 TMatrix::rotator_tmatrix < T > Class Template Reference





• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
• typedef size_t(∗ indexFoop)(long, long, size_t)
• typedef void(∗ inverseIndexFoop)(size_t, size_t, long &, long &)
Public Member Functions
• const R &alpha (void)
• const R &beta (void)
• const R &gamma(void)
• void invertSelf (void) throw ()
• rotator_tmatrix (const R &alpha, const R &beta, const R &gamma, long
l_max) throw ()
Static Public Member Functions
• static voidinit (const R &alpha, const R &beta, const R &gamma, long l_-
max, const std::vector< REGULARITY_KIND > &vReg, std::vector< long
> &vnLayerRows, std::vector< long > &vnLayerCols,blockMatrix< T >
&aDest) throw ()
• template<class MAT>
static voidinit (const R &alpha, const R &beta, const R &gamma, long l_-
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max, indexFoop indexer, const MAT &dest_) throw ()
• static voidinit (const ntuple< R, 3 > &a, long l_max, const std::vector<
REGULARITY_KIND > &vReg, std::vector< long > &vnLayerRows,





template<typename T> class TMatrix::rotator_tmatrix < T >
1.7.167 TMatrix::scalarFieldKet< T > Class Template Reference
Public Types
• typedefindefiniteVector< T > ket_data_type
Public Member Functions
• gmm::linalg_traits< ket_data_type>::const_referenceoperator() (const
long &l, const long &m) const
• gmm::linalg_traits< ket_data_type>::referenceoperator() (const long &l,
const long &m)
• void write (std::ostream &os) const
• scalarFieldKet (const long &lMax)
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Protected Attributes
• indefiniteVector< T > ketData_
template<class T> class TMatrix::scalarFieldKet< T >
1.7.168 TMatrix::tmatrix < T > Class Template Reference
Inheritance diagram for TMatrix::tmatrix< T >:
TMatrix::tmatrix< T >





• typedefindefiniteSparseMatrix< T > fieldClassLayerMatrixType
• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
Public Member Functions
• void getCommonIndexVectors (std::vector< long > &vnLayerRows,
std::vector< long> &vnLayerCols) const throw ()
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• long lMax (void) const
• void nnzByIndex (std::map< long, long> &mL, std::map< long, long>
&mM) const
• void nnzByIndex (std::map< nDimensionalKey< long, 2>, long> &mM,
std::map< nDimensionalKey< long, 2>, long> &mL) const
• void toCompressedFormat(blockMatrix< T > &aBlocks, std::vector<
long> &vnLayerRows, std::vector< long> &vnLayerCols) const throw ()
• void fromCompressedFormat(constblockMatrix< T > &aBlocks, const
std::vector< long > &vnLayerRows, const std::vector< long > &vnLayer-
Cols) throw ()
• void toDenseFormat(gmm::dense_matrix< T > &dest) const throw ()
• void fromDenseFormat(const gmm::dense_matrix< T > &src) throw ()
• const fieldClassLayerMatrixType& operator() (const VSW_KIND
&eVSW1, const REGULARITY_KIND &eReg1, const VSW_KIND
&eVSW2, const REGULARITY_KIND &eReg2) const
• fieldClassLayerMatrixType& operator() (const VSW_KIND &eVSW1,
const REGULARITY_KIND &eReg1, const VSW_KIND &eVSW2, const
REGULARITY_KIND &eReg2)
• gmm::linalg_traits< fieldClassLayerMatrixType>::const_referenceopera-
tor() (const VSW_KIND &eVSW1, const REGULARITY_KIND &eReg1,
const long &l1, const long &m1, const VSW_KIND &eVSW2, const
REGULARITY_KIND &eReg2, const long &l2, const long &m2) const
• gmm::linalg_traits< fieldClassLayerMatrixType>::referenceoperator()
(const VSW_KIND &eVSW1, const REGULARITY_KIND &eReg1,
const long &l1, const long &m1, const VSW_KIND &eVSW2, const
REGULARITY_KIND &eReg2, const long &l2, const long &m2)
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• tmatrix< T > & operator= (consttmatrix &other)
• tmatrix & operator+= (consttmatrix &other)
• tmatrix & operator-= (consttmatrix &other)
• tmatrix & operator∗= (consttmatrix &other)
• tmatrix & operator∗= (const T &scale)
• void apply (constvectorFieldKet< T > &src, vectorFieldKet< T > &dest)
const
• void resize(const long &lMax)
• void clear (void)
• void clean(const T &eps)
• void write (std::ostream &os, bool writeIndices=false) const
• boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• bool readBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
• void writeSignature (std::ostream &os) const
• T Q_s (const T &t_i, const T &p_i, constfieldPolarization< T > &beta_-
i, const T &t_f, const T &p_f, constfieldPolarization< T > &beta_f) const
throw ()
• T Q_s (const T &t_i, const T &p_i, constfieldPolarization< T > &beta_i,
constfieldPolarization< T > &beta_f) const throw ()
• T Q_s (const T &t_i, const T &p_i, constfieldPolarization< T > &beta_i)
const throw ()
• T Q_e (const T &t_i, const T &p_i, constfieldPolarization< T > &beta_i)
const throw ()
• T Q_s(const T &t_i, const T &p_i) const throw ()
• T Q_e(const T &t_i, const T &p_i) const throw ()
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• T Q_s(void) const throw ()
• T Q_e(void) const throw ()
• tmatrix (consttmatrix &other)
• tmatrix (const long &lMax)
• tmatrix (constregionSelector< T > &region, const long &lMax, bool inter-
nalFields=false) throw ()
• tmatrix (constregionSelector< T > &region, constvectorFieldKet< T >
&k, bool internalFields=false) throw ()
• void regularityTransition (REGULARITY_KIND srcReg,
REGULARITY_KIND destReg, const T &x) throw ()
• void verifyPrecision (std::ostream &os) const throw ()
• void verifyUnitarity (std::ostream &os, const T &threshold=epsilon<
T >(), size_type test_lMax=0, REGULARITY_KIND scattere-
dReg=OUTGOING) const throw ()
• void verifySymmetry (std::ostream &os, const T &threshold=epsilon<
T >(), size_type test_lMax=0, REGULARITY_KIND scattere-
dReg=OUTGOING) const throw ()
Static Public Member Functions
• static void getCommonIndexVectors (const tmatrix< T > &t1, const
tmatrix< T > &t2, std::vector< long > &vnLayerRows, std::vector< long
> &vnLayerCols) throw ()
• static voidgetDenseIndexVectors(long l1_max, long l2_max, std::vector<
long> &vnLayerRows, std::vector< long> &vnLayerCols) throw ()
• static voidmapsToIndexVectors (const std::map< long, long > &mL1,
const std::map< long, long> &mM1, const std::map< long, long> &mL2,
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const std::map< long, long> &mM2, std::vector< long > &vnLayerRows,
std::vector< long> &vnLayerCols) throw ()
• static voidmapsToIndexVector(const std::map< long, long> &mL, const
std::map< long, long> &mM, std::vector< long> &vnElts) throw ()
• static Tpropagator (const VSW_KIND &eVSW1, const REGULARITY_-
KIND &eReg1, const long &l1, const long &m1, const VSW_KIND
&eVSW2, const REGULARITY_KIND &eReg2, const long &l2, constlong
&m2, const T &x, const T &u, const T &p, long lMax=100, long spe-
cialInit=0) throw ()
• static RphysicalQ (const R &Q, const R &r, const R &lambda)
• template<class V1 , class V2>
static voidphysicalQ(V1 &dest, const R &r, const R &lambda, const V2
&src)
convert vector of different efficiencies at single wavelength:
• static RphysicalCrossSection(const R &Q, const R &lambda)
• template<class V1 , class V2>
static void physicalCrossSection(V1 &dest, const R &lambda, const V2
&src)
convert vector of different cross sections at single wavelength:
• static voidtranspose(consttmatrix< T > &tSrc, tmatrix< T > &tDest)
throw ()
• static voidhermitianConjugate (consttmatrix< T > &tSrc, tmatrix< T >
&tDest) throw ()
• static voidinit (constregionSelector< T > &region, const std::vector< long
> &vL, const std::vector< long> &vM, tmatrix< T > &tExternal,tmatrix<
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T > &tInternal, tmatrix< T > ∗pQ=NULL, tmatrix< T > ∗pRgQ=NULL)
throw ()
• static void init_l_m_domainFromKet (const vectorFieldKet< T > &k,
std::vector< long> &vL, std::vector< long> &vM)
Protected Member Functions
• longnrows (void) const
• longncols(void) const
• void nnzByRawIndex (std::map< long, long> &mRows, std::map< long,
long> &mCols) const
• tmatrix (const long &nrows_, const long &ncols_)
Static Protected Member Functions
• static void initMultipoleSpace (const std::vector< long > &vL, const
std::vector< long> &vM) throw ()
Protected Attributes
• std::vector< fieldClassLayerMatrixType> matrixData_
template<class T> class TMatrix::tmatrix < T >




• typedef size_t(∗ indexFoop)(long, long, size_t)
• typedef void(∗ inverseIndexFoop)(size_t, size_t, long &, long &)
Static Public Member Functions
• static std::stringfieldClassDescriptor (const VSW_KIND &eV, const
REGULARITY_KIND &eR)
• static std::string fieldClassDescriptor2 (const VSW_KIND eVSW1,
const REGULARITY_KIND eReg1, const VSW_KIND eVSW2, const
REGULARITY_KIND eReg2)
• static size_typemultipoleIndex (const long l, const long m)
• static void inverseMultipoleIndex (const size_type index, long &l, long
&m)
• static size_typemultipoleIndex (long l, long m, size_t l_max)
• static voidinverseMultipoleIndex (size_t index, size_t l_max, long &l, long
&m)
• static size_typefieldClassIndex (const VSW_KIND eVSW, const
REGULARITY_KIND eReg)
• static size_typeVSW_index (const VSW_KIND eVSW)
• static void inverse_VSW_index (const size_type index, VSW_KIND
&eVSW)
• static size_typefieldClassIndex2 (const VSW_KIND eVSW1, const
REGULARITY_KIND eReg1, const VSW_KIND eVSW2, const
REGULARITY_KIND eReg2)
• static void inverseFieldClassIndex(const size_type index, VSW_KIND
&eVSW, REGULARITY_KIND &eReg)
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• static void inverseFieldClassIndex2(const size_type &index, VSW_-
KIND &eVSW1, REGULARITY_KIND &eReg1, VSW_KIND &eVSW2,
REGULARITY_KIND &eReg2)
• static size_typerawFieldClassIndex2(const size_type &nBlockRow, const
size_type &nBlockCol)
• static void inverseRawFieldClassIndex2(const size_type &index, size_-
type &nBlockRow, size_type &nBlockCol)
• static size_typefieldClassDimensions(void)
• static size_typefieldClassDimensions2(void)
• static void blockIndexVectors (const std::pair< REGULARITY_KIND,
REGULARITY_KIND > &reg12_1, std::vector< long > &vnRows,
std::vector< long> &vnCols)
• static void blockIndexVectors (const std::pair< REGULARITY_KIND,
REGULARITY_KIND > &reg12_1, const std::pair< REGULARITY_-
KIND, REGULARITY_KIND > &reg12_2, std::vector< long> &vnRows,
std::vector< long> &vnCols)
• static void blockIndexVectors (const std::vector< std::pair<
REGULARITY_KIND, REGULARITY_KIND > > &vReg12, std::vector<
long> &vnRows, std::vector< long> &vnCols)
• static size_typemonolithicIndex (long l, long m, size_t l_max)
• static void inverseMonolithicIndex (size_t index, size_t l_max, long &l,
long &m)
• static size_typemonolithicIndex_l (long l, size_t l_max)
• static voidinverseMonolithicIndex_l (size_type index, size_t l_max, long
&l)
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• static size_typemonolithicIndex (long l, long m, VSW_KIND eVSW,
size_t l_max)
• static void inverseMonolithicIndex (size_t index, size_t l_max, long &l,
long &m, VSW_KIND &eVSW)
• static size_typemonolithicIndex_l (long l, VSW_KIND eVSW, size_t l_-
max)
• static voidinverseMonolithicIndex_l (size_type index, size_t l_max, long
&l, VSW_KIND &eVSW)
• static size_tmultipoleIndexMCentric (long l, long m, size_t l_max)
• static voidinverseMultipoleIndexMCentric (size_t n, size_t l_max, long
&l, long &m)
• static size_typemonolithicIndexMCentric (long l, long m, size_t l_max)
• static voidinverseMonolithicIndexMCentric (size_t index, size_t l_max,
long &l, long &m)
• static size_typemonolithicIndexMCentric (long l, long m, VSW_KIND
eVSW, size_t l_max)
• static voidinverseMonolithicIndexMCentric (size_t index, size_t l_max,
long &l, long &m, VSW_KIND &eVSW)
1.7.170 TMatrix::vectorFieldKet< T > Class Template Reference




TMatrix::laguerreGaussianModeKet< T > TMatrix::planeWaveKet< T >
Public Types
• typedef size_tsize_type
• typedefnumberTraits< T >::magnitudeTypeR
• typedefindefiniteVector< T > fieldClassLayerVectorType
• typedef gmm::row_matrix< fieldClassLayerVectorType> ket_data_type
Public Member Functions
• vectorFieldKet (constvectorFieldKet&other)
• vectorFieldKet (const long &lMax)
• virtual fieldKetBase< T >::field_ket_kindkind (void) const
• virtual fieldKetBase< T > ∗ clone(void) const
• long lMax (void) const
• void nnzByRawIndex (std::map< long, long> &mN) const
• void getCommonIndexVector(std::vector< long> &vn) const throw ()
• void toCompressedFormat(blockVector< T > &vBlocks, std::vector<
long> &vN) const throw ()
• void fromCompressedFormat(constblockVector< T > &vBlocks, const
std::vector< long> &vN) throw ()
• void toDenseFormat(std::vector< T > &dest) const throw ()
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• void fromDenseFormat (const std::vector< T > &src, REGULARITY_-
KIND eReg) throw ()
• const fieldClassLayerVectorType& operator() (const VSW_KIND
&eVSW1, const REGULARITY_KIND &eReg1) const
• fieldClassLayerVectorType& operator() (const VSW_KIND &eVSW1,
const REGULARITY_KIND &eReg1)
• gmm::linalg_traits< ket_data_type>::const_sub_row_type::referenceoper-
ator() (const VSW_KIND &eVSW, const REGULARITY_KIND &eReg,
const long &l, const long &m) const
• gmm::linalg_traits< ket_data_type>::sub_row_type::referenceoperator()
(const VSW_KIND &eVSW, const REGULARITY_KIND &eReg, const
long &l, const long &m)
• vectorFieldKet& operator+= (constvectorFieldKet&other)
• vectorFieldKet& operator-= (constvectorFieldKet&other)
• vectorFieldKet& operator∗= (const T &factor)
• vectorFieldKet& applyCurl (void)
• void clear (void)
• void resize(const long &lMax)
• void clean(const T &eps)
• void clear (VSW_KIND eVSW, REGULARITY_KIND eReg)
• void clear (VSW_KIND eVSW)
• void clear (REGULARITY_KIND eReg)
• void fill (const T &constant)
• void apply (const T &x, const T &phi, const std::vector< T > &vU,
std::vector< T > &vEr, std::vector< T > &vEt, std::vector< T > &vEp,
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std::vector< T > &vBr, std::vector< T > &vBt, std::vector< T > &vBp,
const T &k=one< T >()) const throw ()
• template<class V>
void apply (const V &vX, const std::vector< T > &vU, const std::vector<
T > &vP, const std::vector< unsigned long> &vnXX, const std::vector<
unsigned long> &vnUU, const std::vector< unsigned long> &vnPP,
std::vector< T > &vEr, std::vector< T > &vEt, std::vector< T > &vEp,
std::vector< T > &vBr, std::vector< T > &vBt, std::vector< T > &vBp,
const T &k=one< T >()) const throw ()
• void nnzByIndex (std::map< long, long> &mL, std::map< long, long>
&mM) const
• template<class U>
void magnitudeVectors (std::vector< U > &vVSW_M, std::vector< U >
&vVSW_N, const long &nType=0) const throw ()
• void coefficientVectors(std::vector< T > &vVSW_M, std::vector< T >
&vVSW_N, const long &m_, REGULARITY_KIND eReg) const throw ()
• void write (std::ostream &os, bool writeIndices=false) const
• void writeSignature (std::ostream &os) const
• virtual boolwriteBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp) const
• virtual boolreadBinary (abstractCommHandle∗fp)
Static Public Member Functions




• void calcVSWIncrement (const long &l_, const long &m_, const VSW_-
KIND eVSW, const T &factor, const std::vector< T > &vjl, const
std::vector< T > &vDjl, const gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aPlm, const
gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aDPlm, const T &exp_imp, std::vector< T >
&vEr, std::vector< T > &vEt, std::vector< T > &vEp, bool bMagneticIn-
duction) const
• void calcVSWIncrement (const long &l_, const long &m_, const VSW_-
KIND eVSW, const T &factor, const gmm::dense_matrix< T > &ajl,
const gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aDjl, const gmm::dense_matrix< T >
&aPlm, const gmm::dense_matrix< T > &aDPlm, const std::vector< T >
&exp_imp, const std::vector< unsigned long> &vnXX, const std::vector<
unsigned long> &vnUU, const std::vector< unsigned long> &vnPP,
std::vector< T > &vEr, std::vector< T > &vEt, std::vector< T > &vEp,
bool bMagneticInduction) const
• void mulOrdinateFactors (const T &X, const T &U, std::vector< T >
&vEr, std::vector< T > &vEt, std::vector< T > &vEp, const T &k) const
• void mulOrdinateFactors (const std::vector< T > &vX, const T &U,
std::vector< T > &vEr, std::vector< T > &vEt, std::vector< T > &vEp,
const T &k) const
• void mulOrdinateFactors (const T &X, const std::vector< T > &vU,
std::vector< T > &vEr, std::vector< T > &vEt, std::vector< T > &vEp,
const T &k) const
• void mulOrdinateFactors (const std::vector< T > &vX, const std::vector<
T > &vU, std::vector< T > &vEr, std::vector< T > &vEt, std::vector< T >
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&vEp, const T &k) const
• template<class V>
voidmulOrdinateFactors (const V &vX, const std::vector< T > &vU, const
std::vector< unsigned long> &vnXX, const std::vector< unsigned long>
&vnUU, std::vector< T > &vEr, std::vector< T > &vEt, std::vector< T >




• void tmatrix (constvectorFieldKet< T > &src, vectorFieldKet< T > &dest)
const
template<class T> class TMatrix::vectorFieldKet< T >
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